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ABSTRACF OF PH. D. THESIS 
This thesis presents a descriptive and analytical study of Newar marriage 
and kinship in Kathmandu. Essentially, this is a study about caste and the role that 
it plays in Newar life, in particular, the way that caste is expressed through 
marriage patterns and kinship rituals. This study also shows that although the link 
between one's caste and one's traditional caste occupation is breaking down, 
one's caste identity is still maintained through one's choice of marriage partner 
and one's participation in kinship rituals which occur at the various levels of caste 
organization. 
Newar caste organizations are also undergoing a process of 
transformation. In addition to the traditional caste organizations, there are also 
new intercaste organizations which cater to the ritual needs of those in intercaste 
marriages. This recent phenomenon coincides with the professionalization of 
other caste organizations, which, in addition to performing their ritual duties, have 
also taken on the role of social and economic guardians to their caste members. It 
could be argued that although some forms of caste are no longer applicable, in 
other ways, caste in Newar society has never been stronger or more important. 
Despite the claim that intercaste marriages are on the rise, the data shows that the 
majority of Newars still practice caste endogamy. Membership into a caste 
organization - which is through the initiation ritual - is so important to Newar 
identity that intercaste couples have started their own caste organization to ensure 
that their offspring will officially be a part of a caste group. 
In sum, this study shows that despite the fact that caste is no longer 
recognized in the Nepalese constitution, caste is still the main vector of Newar 
identity, and this is seen most clearly through the analysis of Newar marriage and 
kinship. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
1.1 Introduction 
This thesis is a descriptive and analytical study of marriage and kinship of 
the Newars of southern Kathmandu. As Newar society is organized according to a 
hierarchical caste system, the main aim of this study has been to look at the 
relationship between caste, marriage and kinship. It asks the questions: What is 
the relationship between marriage and kinship in Newar society? In what ways 
does marriage and kinship define Newar identity? What do Newar marriage and 
kinship practices tell us about the role of caste today? 
To date, the studies of Newars have focused on particular sub-castes in a 
particular geographical area. For example, Lewis (1984) on the Tulädhars of Asan 
of northern Kathmandu, Quigley (1984) on the S§resthas of Dhulikhel, Toffin 
(1984) on Maharjans of Pyangaon, and Gellner (1992) on kkyas and Vajräcäryas 
of Lalitpur. The most recent contribution to this field is the book edited by 
Gellner and Quigley (1995), which brings several anthropologists together to give 
their analyses of caste, kinship and marriage of the various Newar groups of the 
valley. Again, the castes that were studied were from various parts of the 
Kathmandu Valley-the Tulädhars of Asan, northern Kathmandu, Räjopädhyäya 
Brahmans of the Kathmandu Valley, ýäkyas and Vajräcäryas of Lalitpur, ýresthas 
of Dhulikhel, Maharjans (Jyäpu) of Kathmandu and Lalitpur, Citrakärs of the 
Kathmandu Valley-and there was relatively little coverage on low castes. 
For this thesis, I limited my research to southern Kathmandu, in order to 
study the marriage and kinship practices of all Newar castes who were living 
there, from the highest priestly castes to the lowest Untouchable. It is hoped that 
in presenting marriage and kinship as it is practised and expressed by the 
constituent parts of the Newar caste hierarchy, it will enable a better 
understanding of the way that caste operates in an urban setting such as southern 
Kathmandu. 
1.2 Kathmandu and Newars: A historical background and contemporary 
context 
Kathmandu is the capital of modern Nepal. It is the biggest city of the 
Kathmandu Valley and one of the key centres of the Newars. It is believed that 
the ancestors of modern Newars were the indigenous inhabitants of Kathmandu. 
From the beginning of Nepalese history, the Kathmandu Valley has been the 
cradle of Newar culture and civilization. Although in the past Newars were the 
dominant inhabitants of the Valley now they are found in all 75 districts of Nepal. 
On the other hand, Kathmandu itself has become a pluralistic urban city, the home 
of many varied cultures and ethnic groups. In the past, Kathmandu was melting 
pot where all cultures were encompassed by Newar culture or at least by Nepal 
Bhäsä (Newari), the language of the Newars. It has now become a meeting point 
where the indigenous Newar culture is confronted by the culture of non-Newar 
Nepalese people and Western culture, along with the culture of the recent 
immigrants, especially Indians. However, `diaspora' Newars who live outside the 
Valley still consider the Kathmandu Valley as their home and the origin of their 
culture. It was not even half a century ago when `diaspora' kkya and Vajräcärya 
Newars had to travel to the Valley to perform the main rites of passage like 
initiation (cudäkarma). This not only proved and helped to continue with their 
original linkage of kinship with the Valley but to confirm their Newar identity by 
maintaining a close link with their ancestors, lineage and land where they 
originally came from. 
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The Newars often declare themselves to be the indigenous inhabitants of 
the Kathmandu Valley. Although the term Newar came into existence in the 
seventeenth century (Gellner 1995: 5), caste names like Brahmans were already 
appeared in Newar society in the Licchavi inscriptions of 5' century (Regmi 
1960: 199). More convincingly, the appearance of clear Newar caste names began 
to appear more often on inscriptions of 10`' century forward. However, many 
sources refer the King Jayasthitimalla of the late 14th century as the one who 
systematically arranged Newar castes into a hierarchy. Historical inscriptions also 
support the claim that it was during the 14`h and 15th centuries that today's Newar 
caste names came into existence. In a document titled Jätimälä or `the caste list' 
which is written in the time of Jayasthitimalla (Joshi 1981: 7-8), there were 82 
different castes in the Kathmandu Valley, then called Nepal. Moreover, in the 
BhUd Vamsävali, another genealogical work of 18th century but described as 
customs of the late 14th century, states that the Newars comprised as much as 725 
castes and sub-castes. However, from January 6th, 1854 with the introduction of 
the new Civil Code (Ain) a new caste arrangement including all Nepalese was 
enforced. Accordingly, within this new Civil Code, Newars were divided into 
four caste groups of hierarchies: 1) caste group of the `Wearers of the holy cord' 
(tägädhäri), 2) caste group of the `Non-enslavable Alcohol-Drinkers' (namäsinya 
matwäli), 3) impure, but `touchable' castes (päni nacalnyä choi chito 
hdlnunaparnyd), and 4) untouchable castes (päni nacalnyd choi chito 
hälnuparnyä. ). Moreover, in the Civil Code called Ain of 1854, a special Code 
was enacted for the Newars, and under the heading of Legal Code for Newars 
(Newärjdtko ain) in which 21 jäts (castes) were mentioned: Räjopädhyäya, Nepali 
Malla, Asal ýrestha, other ýrestha, Bädä, Udäs, Jyäpu, Sälmi, Nakarmi, Chipä, 
Mali, Khusal, Musal, Dhubyä, Citrakdr, Kasai, Kusle, Kulu, Dom, Pode and 
Cyämkhalah. This legal code were amended several- times and later known as the 
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Muluki Ain. In 1936 a special legal code on social and ritual behaviour of two 
Newar caste groups: Dyah Bhäju Brahman (Räjopädhyäya) and ýrestha were 
enforced. It was only in 1963 amended version that the section on Newar caste 
was revoked from the legal code. ' Thereafter, there is no category of people 
called Newars; instead the Newars are identified as'those who speak the Newari 
language. 
The 1991 census of Nepal puts the total population of Newars in the 
country at 1,041,100 or 5.6 percent of the country's total population of 
18,491,097. Despite the diffusion of Newars all over the country, the largest 
clusters of Newars are still located in the three main cities of the Kathmandu 
Valley, Kathmandu itself, Lalitpur (also known as Patan) and Bhaktapur. Among 
these three main Newars cities, Bhaktapur is still a homogeneous town where 
62.8 per cent of the inhabitants are Newars (according the 1991 census). Lalitpur 
and Kathmandu by contrast, are becoming more heterogeneous with an increasing 
number of representatives of all ethnic groups of Nepal, as well as an influx of 
Indian migrants. According to the 1991 census, Newars occupy only 46 per cent 
in Lalitpur and 38 percent in Kathmandu, where once the Newar population 
predominated. In Kathmandu, the second largest inhabitants after Newars are 
Brahman (19.4 %) and Chetri (17.8%). This percentage shows that, despite losing 
their overall majority in Kathmandu, the city is still dominated by Newars. 
The early history of the Newars and of Kathmandu are heavily based on 
I According to 1991 amended version of Muluki Ain (Section 19 No. 10 a): 'If anybody 
discriminates someone on untouchability or obstruct someone to be present in public places or 
using public properties based on caste discrimination he will be jailed up to one year or fined up to 
Rs. 3000 or both'. 
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myths and legends. 2 According to the Bhäsä Varn§ävali chronicle, Kathmandu 
was founded by King Gunakämadeva in the 10th century CE at the confluence of 
the Vi§nwmti and Bägmati rivers (see e. g. Hasrat 1970: 46). However, other 
historical documents and archaeological findings prove that Kathmandu certainly 
existed at a much earlier date than the chronicle suggests. From a historical 
perspective the written history of Nepal was available only after the 5th century. 
But with new findings of archaeological artifacts gives some light on early 
civilization of Kathmandu Valley and Newars even earlier as to the 2nd century. 3 
This means clustered settlements might have existed along the river Vi§numati 
since the beginning of the first millennium. 
The history of Kathmandu Valley can be roughly divided into three 
distinct periods: ancient, medieval and modern (see Table 1.1). According to the 
old records of Gopälaräjavamsävali, or `the chronicle of the cowherd kings', this 
country was established as a kingdom under the Gopäla kings around the 9' or 
10th century BC. After the Gopäla had founded their Nepal Kingdom and ruled for 
about two centuries, the Mahisapäla took over for a short period. Then the 
Mahisapäla were themselves overtaken by a group who went by the name of 
Kirätas. The Kiräta ruled Nepal for about eight hundred years right into the first 
century of the Christian Era. Thus it seems that Gopäla, Mahisapäla and Kirätas4 
were among the early settlers of the Kathmandu Valley which was widely known 
as Nepal Valley. 
The Licchavi kings ruled Nepal Valley from around 100 CE to 880 CE. In 
2 For the history of ancient Nepal, see Regmi (1960), Wright (1972), Slusser (1982). 
3 In May 1992, a sculpture with the inscription dated 184/185 CE was discovered in Malingaon of 
the Kathmandu Valley (Tamot and Alsop, 1996). 
4 Some informants say that the present Farmer caste of Newars are the descendent of Kiräta. 
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southern Kathmandu alone there are many inscriptions which date back to the 
Licchavi period. The many Licchavi inscriptions referring to southern 
Kathmandu, in particular, prove that from at least the Licchavi period southern 
Kathmandu has been well established as a city. 5 The Licchavi kings successfully 
raised Kathmandu to a high civilizational level. 
Table 1.1: Main historical periods and some important dates (adopted from Gellner 1992: 10). 
Kings Dates 
Ancient Period 900 BC ca -880 CE 
Gopäla ('cowherd') 900 BC ca - 700 BC ca 
Ahir (Mahisapola, 'buffalo-herd') 700 BC ca - 625 BC ca 
Kiräta 625 BC ca -100 CE ca 
Licchavi 100 CE ca - 880 CE 
Medieval Period 880 CE - 1768 CE 
Thakuri 9's century-1200 
Malla 1200-1768 
(Separation to three kingdoms 1482 - 1769) 
Modem Period 1769 - present 
Shah 1769-present 
(Rana period: 1846-1951) 
Recent dates 
1769 Prithvi Narayan Shah's conquest of the Kathmandu Valley establishes the modem state 
of Nepal. 
1846 Jang Bahadur Rana seizes power and establishes hereditary Rana Prime Ministership. 
1854 Jang Bahadur promulgates Law Code (Muluki Ain). 
1951 Overthrow of the Ranas, and the coming of `democracy'. 
1955 King Tribhuvan dies; King Mahendra succeeds him. 
1960 King Mahendra establishes Partyless Panchayat Democracy. 
1972 Death of King Mahendra; King Birendra assumes the throne. 
1990 A `people's movement' (jan dndolan) overthrows the 30 years of Partyless Panchayat 
Democracy and replaces it with a multi-party democratic system. 
It is important to note that the inhabitants of the Kathmandu Valley at 
different times throughout the history of Nepal have been variously called Nepä, 
5 In Licchavi Period southern Kathmandu was referred as `dräga' which means city. 
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Nebä, Newa, or Newä(ra). Malla writes that 
Although originally the word Nepäla < Nhet-pa signified a specific 
clan of herdsmen, in course of time all the people who came to live 
in the Nepal valley came to be known as Newära < Newäla < 
Nebäla < Nepäla. In the long run all the inhabitants of the Valley 
who spoke the Newari language came to be known as the Newars 
(1981: 19). 
Malla makes the whole situation absolutely explicit when he says that 
The modern Newars are related to one another, not by descent or 
race, but by a common culture and language;. they are related to one 
another by the place and function they have in Newar social 
structure. Already by the end of the first millennium A. D., the 
ancient clans of the pastoral Nepalas (herdsmen), the Kirats, the 
Vrjjis, the Sakyas, the Kolis, the Mallas, the ruling families of 
Licchavis, the Abhira Guptas, and the Thakuri Varmanas-all were 
lost among the aboriginals of the Valley in the making of the 
Newars (Malla 1981: 18). 
During the medieval period, however, Newar society developed a 
stratified hierarchy, thereby making it impossible for further integration of new 
people into it. This created a rigid and closed system, unable any more to 
integrate and assimilate newcomers. 
Very little is known about the first few centuries of the medieval period of 
Thakuri kings. However, from the close of the 12th century, the Malla period, 
there are important materials that tell us more about the Newars. In fact, the 
Newars of today refer the Malla kings as `their' `Newar' kings, displaced by the 
Parbatiya dynasty of the present rulers in 1769 (Gellner 1999: 112). There are 
several examples of political efforts in modernization, such as the one of the 1e 
century king, Jayasthiti Malla (1380-1395 CE), who encouraged people to 
maintain their individual group identities within the broad spectrum of a caste 
system. During the 15'h-18`h centuries, the early Malla unity of the Valley 
disintegrated into three separate kingdoms: Kathmandu, Lalitpur and Bhaktapur, 
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each with its own specialties, within an overarching Valley-wide unity. Many 
cults and festivals were invented specific to each kingdom. However, some cults 
and festivals started in one part were imitated elsewhere. For example, the 
celebration of Indra Jäträ, although originated in Kathmandu, spread to other 
towns as well. 6 
The types of people the Malla kings tried to bring under their rule was 
large and varied. They spoke many different languages and practised many 
different religious cultures. Gradually, it became difficult to hold all different 
kinds of people together with the earlier style of the melting pot concept and still 
call all of them Newar (Newäh). 
Towards the latter part of the Malla period the urban-based Newar society 
had developed an attitude of exclusiveness and isolation. This was definitely in 
contradiction to the open and receptive style of the earlier centuries, particularly 
the style of the Licchavi Period. It was the Malla kings who, despite their 
spectacular achievements in the refinement of Newar material culture, were also 
successful in developing an ethnocentric attitude among Newars. 
The modem period can be said to have begun with Prithvi Narayan Shah, 
the founder of modern Nepal, in 1769. Unlike the Mallas, however, Prithvi 
Narayan Shah did not consider the Kathmandu Valley as the central feature of his 
Nepali kingdom. In fact, he regarded the three cities of the Valley as cold and 
worthy to be treated only as pleasure centres. He said, furthermore, that the Nepal 
Valley, a natural fort created by god, should be properly fortified for defence only 
(Dibya Upadesh 1959: 11-12). After 1769, with the Shah dynasty, the Newars 
6 For detailed descriptions on combined sociological and historical analysis of the most important 
religious cults see Toff in (1993). 
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were marginalized and became subordinated to Parbatiyäs. Newars were forced to 
fit into a bigger caste system which tried to accommodate all types of people of 
Nepal in one hierarchical caste system (see Höfer 1979). Newars being 
marginalized, and having become a minority in their own land, became more 
exclusive ever than before in order to protect their status (Gellner 1995: 12). 
Feeling powerless and marginalized some Newar informants refer the beginning 
of the modern period of Nepalese history as the beginning of the end of Newar 
culture and civilization as a whole. However, in exceptional cases on an 
individual basis, the Newarized process, the old nature of melting pot which 
allowed newcomers to be a Newar occasionally took place (see Gellner 1995: 12). 
For example, a genealogy I collected from a Vajräcärya of Lagan Bähäh revealed 
that five generations earlier his ancestor was originally a non-Newar Upädhyaya 
Brahman. 
During the 103 years of autocratic Rana period the situation of Newars got 
worse. Newars were insecure and one had constantly to be afraid of the Ranas. 
Such insecurity from the state encouraged Newars -to be more ethnocentric and 
socially conservative. Gellner writes, 
Lineage solidarity was much greater, because only among kin was 
there any security. Caste rules were kept strictly because they were 
encouraged by the state, and to be outcasted meant to be abandoned 
by one's relatives. Taking up the caste specialism of another caste 
was likewise punishable by law. An Untouchable who polluted 
food with his or her hand, even accidentally, could be made to 
reimburse the owner for the cost of food (1995: 12). 
Many low-caste informants also confirmed similar stories. In my childhood I have 
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also witnessed the effects of strict caste exclusiveness.? 
Since 1951 the Kathmandu Valley has changed tremendously with all 
modem material development. Modem education now plays a great role in a 
Newar life. However, Newar activists were still suffered from the state 
occasionally on their effort to promote their language and culture. In 1990, with a 
`people's movement' (jan ändolan) and blood shedding Nepal was able to restore 
multi-party democracy system. For Newars of the Valley there are more freedom 
for promoting their language and culture. After a long history of struggles, 
Newars at present, at least, in the Valley have their own media: newspapers, radio 
and television shows which were unthinkable in the past .8 However, with new and 
fresh democratic wind the social structure of Newars is changing. With the legal 
concept of equality, also theoretically the concept of caste hierarchy among 
modem Newars is on the decrease. But on the other hand, the ideology of identity 
becomes very strong among Newars. In order to preserve and promote Newar 
culture many Newar organizations have sprung up. Furthermore, the awareness of 
7 In Kathmandu, once, at the age of 12, in 1973, I was a shopkeeping at my family's grocery shop. 
An old street sweeper, a Cyämkhalah, of about 50 years who was exhausted with sweeping a main 
street came to stand in front of the shop (without coming into the shop) and humbly requested me, 
a 12-year old boy, for some water to drink. Having pity on him, I asked him into the shop and 
invited him to help himself to the water jug. There was nobody in the shop at the time except 
myself. The old sweeper politely refused to enter the shop and asked me to pour drinking water 
into his hand which he held to his mouth. I told him that I did not mind him taking the water 
himself. He explained to me that he could not do that as he was an Untouchable (thi matyo) and if 
he did I would made an out-caste (fat wani). Therefore, I would not touch him in any 
circumstances nor should I allow him to touch any of utensils in the shop either. I was obstinate. I 
told him I did not mind and tried to force him to help himself to a drink. With great difficulty the 
old sweeper briefly tried to explain again that he simply dare not as it would get me into such 
trouble and repeated that if I touched him I would be `out-caste' (fdt wani) which, at the time, I 
did not understand. However, I was scared by the term `out-caste' so I went outside the shop and 
poured water into his palm from a distance to make sure that I did not accidentally contact any 
part of his body. 
8 Around 1958 there were a short period when Newars were allowed to have their own radio 
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caste identity gets stronger than ever before and as a result many caste-based 
organizations have already been founded in Kathmandu and the movement has 
the potential to spread to all Newar cities and towns. Interestingly, one of the 
objectives of most caste-based organizations is to promote caste identity among 
its members. 
1.3 Research Setting: Southern Kathmandu 
Kathmandu is a metropolitan city covering 395 square kilometres and a 
population of 675,341 (1991 Census). In the heart of the urban sprawl, however, 
is the old city of Kathmandu, whose ancient boundaries still exist to this day in 
ritual contexts (see Figure 1.2). 
Socially, old Kathmandu can be divided according to caste. There is a 
division of thirty-two twäh (localities) of the agricultural caste (Maharjan/Jyäpu), 
and seven sä (oil presser) according to oil-presser caste (Mänandhar). The city 
wall itself is marked by the localities of the untouchable caste. Some 
anthropologists interpret this feature of caste and residency in terms of a centre- 
periphery model (cf. Pradhan 1986: 381, Gellner 1992: 48). The religious 
topography of old Kathmandu is marked by the eighteen main Buddhist 
monasteries (mahävihära), thirty-five minor monasteries (vihära), and about fifty 
more courtyards with shrines and small stupas. 10 The areas around these 
monasteries are mostly inhabited by the Buddhist priestly castes-ýäkyas and 
Vajräcäryas. Most of the twäh or residential quarters of the city are named after 
those monasteries, temples or courtyards. 
show. 
9 Literally means oil-pressure machine. 
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The old city of Kathmandu can also be divided into thahne, `upper, ' and 
kwahne, `lower'. From the time of Licchavi period [c. AD. 300-c. 879], the 
Kathmandu city was divided geographically and culturally into two cities: upper- 
city or northern Kathmandu (thahne) and lower-city or southern Kathmandu 
(kwahne). These were originally two different cities called Daksinkoligräm 
(southern Kathmandu) and Koligräm (northern Kathmandu). They were also 
known as Yambu and Yangäla, the northern and southern cities. " 
Using historical and archaeological evidence, Slusser (1982: 90) states, 
`there is no question that the names Yambu and Yarngäla once designated quite 
separate, and apparently at times rival, entities that only became united as one 
town in fairly recent history'. This division prevailed even into the late sixteenth 
century which is illustrated in a scroll painting of the restoration of Swayambhu 
dated AD 1565.12 In the early nineteenth century during the Sithi Nakhah festival, 
a battle between northern and southern Kathmandu used to take place annually. 
Slusser (1982: 339) writes: 
the inhabitants of the northern half of the city (formally Yambu) 
and the southern half (Yaingala) assembled in the dry bed of the 
Vishnumati to fight and often kill one another in a battle of stones. 
Prisoners seized from the Yambu faction were forthwith sacrificed 
to Kanke§vari, whose shrine lay in Yangala, and Yaingala prisoners 
to Luti-ajimd, in Yambu territory. 
The cultural boundaries that separate north and south Kathmandu still 
remain and are kept alive through the various festivals and rituals (see Figure 1.2). 
Ritually, Kathmandu is divided according to different gods, goddesses and 
10 See Gutschow and Bajracharya (1977: 1), Gutschow (1979: 249). 
11 See Vajracharya, G. (1974), Slusser (1982: 88-91). 
12 Slusser (1982: 90). 
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temples, both Buddhist and Hindu, which mark and symbolize this different areas 
of the old city. From a psycho-cultural context, the concept of division of the city 
is deeply rooted in minds of Newars of Kathmandu. A Tulädhar of Asan referred 
Kwahne as `demon's land' because it is during the Indra Jäträ that the Läkhe or 
demon dance is out from southern Kathmandu. Similarly, a Jo§i of Maru defined 
it as an `inauspicious land'. He associates the inauspiciousness with losing Newar 
kingdom to Gorkha. It was during the festival of Indra Jäträ of 1768 King Prithvi 
Narayan Shah took over Kathmandu city when the chariot procession was at 
southern Kathmandu at the time. It was coincident that both of them were not 
residents of southern Kathmandu. 
Generally, the border between the northern and the southern Kathmandu is 
marked by the central square of the ancient royal palace, Hanumändhokä, which 
is central to all the important religious festival and processions. Vajräc&ya (1974: 
91) points out that the boundary between north and south Kathmandu is clearly 
marked by two stone lions located at Makhan Tol near the Hanumändhokä palace. 
However, in practice the actual boundary may vary according to each caste and 
ritual. The agricultural caste (Jyäpu) refers to the Ganesa image at the 
Hanumändhokä palace as a mark of division between the two cities whereas other 
castes refer to the Taleju Temple as their point of reference. A Butcher (Khadgi) 
caste informant used Nhughah (or Jaisideval) south of Hanumändhokä as a 
reference point in demarcating the north-south border. 
Despite cultural manifestation of the divisions of Kathmandu the first 
census of Nepa113 which was collected during 1853-6 followed such demarcation 
13 The availability of some parts of the 1853-6 census report has proved that 1911 is not the first 
year of conducting census in Nepal (see Regmi 1991). 
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for the census enumeration. In that census the Kathmandu city was divided into 
three sides: `upper' (Mäthlläpatti), `lower' (Talläpatti) and `outskirts' 
(bi hirapatti). Within the boundary of `lower' or southern Kathmandu, the census 
lists 18 areas or tols14 with data comprised of a) total house number, b) total 
family number, c) total number of males and d) total number of female in each 
tol. It shows that in 1853 southern Kathmandu had total number of 3,333 houses 
with the total population of 21,101 (11,522 males and 9,559 females). 
Another symbol of city demarcation is the cremation ground. People of 
southern Kathmandu have their cremation ground at Teku Dovan, the confluence 
of the Bagmati and Visnumati Rivers. All Newar caste of southern Kathmandu 
have their own cremation grounds marked separately to each caste group (see 
Figure 1.3). 
For this research, I have restricted my study'to the kwahne-the southern 
Kathmandu which is historically older than the northern (thahne) city. Southern 
Kathmandu is occupied mainly by Newars; my household survey revealed that 
only 297 out of a total of 5,057 households (5.9 per cent) are occupied by non- 
Newars (see Table 2.4). Newar inhabitants of southern Kathmandu can be 
categorized into six caste divisions which are arranged hierarchically according to 
purity and impurity. Within the hierarchy of `pure castes' the priestly caste is at 
the top, followed by high, agricultural, and clean service castes. Within the 
`impure castes' there are unclean service castes who are touchable, followed by 
untouchable castes at the bottom. 
14 The 18 tols of southern Kathmandu: 1) Vabdhäl tol, 2) Poe tol, 3) Tavo tol, 4) Cikämugal tol, 
5) Madu tol, 6) Pokhaldyiing tol, 7) Jhoche tol, 8) Sisämugal tol, 9) Lagan tol, 10) Mäjeswari tol, 
11) Jyäbdhdl tol, 12) Nhugal tol, 13) Kohiti tol, 14) Musümbahäl tol, 15) Dhyäcalakhu tol, 16) 
Brähmai tol, 17) Gophale tol, and 18) Podhyä tol. 
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Figure 1.3: Cremation grounds (dips) of all Newar castes of southern Kathmandu located near Pacali 
Bhairav: 1. Jambudipa: Cremation ground shared by 5 high-castes: Vajräcärya, ýäkya, ýrestha, Uday 
and Maharjan, 2. Cintämäni Mahavihar: new initiation bähäli for intercaste offspring of äkya and 
Vajräcarya (established in 1980), 3. Cremation ground for intercaste offspring, 4. for general public, 
5. Ranjitkär, 6. Tandukär, 7. Käranjit, 8. Khadgi, 9. M515kär, 10. Dyahlä, 11. Cyämkhalah, 12. 
Kapäli burial ground, and 13. Nakarmi. 
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The basic caste divisions can be further divided into twenty main castes. 
Some of these castes are again divided into sub-castes or caste sub-groups. As 
Gellner (1995: 20) defines it `caste sub-groups have a distinct surname, socio- 
religious identity, and (in many cases) profession'. For example, the Udäy and 
Jyäpu are divided into several caste sub-groups. The Sie§yah are divided into two 
sub-castes, the higher Chathariya and lower Pänctharnya, which in theory do not 
intermarry. Within the Chathariya sub-caste there are various caste sub-groups 
(Joshi, Malla, etc. ). Similarly, the Buddhist priestly caste, Vajräcärya and ýäkya, 
although theoretically are considered to be the same caste group in common 
practice in southern Kathmandu shows that their marriage pattern works more like 
other sub-castes, i. e. there is a preference for the practice of sub-caste endogamy. 
1.4 Earlier works in the field 
Interestingly enough, although many studies have been done on the 
Newars of Kathmandu Valley, the writers hold different views of the various 
aspects of Newar kinship and marriage. I shall summarize and highlight the 
differences in the analyses of Newar kinship and marriage proposed by several 
western and local anthropologists and add to the debate the findings of my 
research. 
One of the main issues raised from the literature is that of categorization. 
Can the Newar kinship and marriage system be categorized under the northern 
Indian system? Can it be said that Newar kinship and marriage is being 
sanskritized or in the process of sanskritization? In kinship terminology, Newars 
follow the `prescriptive Dravidian-type' (Gellner and Quigley 1995: 29) system 
but without cross-cousin marriage. In what other ways does the Newar system 
compare or contrast with Dravidian system of south India? From the data, is it 
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possible to derive a separate system of kinship and marriage that is unique to 
Newars and distinguishes them from the other dominant kinship and marriage 
systems in the region? These main points have been explored by G. S. Nepali 
(1965), M. R. Allen (1987), G. Toffin (1977,1984), D. Quigley (1986), D. N. 
Gellner (1991,1995) and H. Ishii (1995). 
In his path-breaking and widely cited book, The Newars, Nepali (1965) 
categorizes Newar kinship and marriage under the north Indian system, in which 
there must be a seven generation-gap between marriages within a particular 
descent group. However, he found that this prohibition was relaxed in several 
caste groups. For example, the strictest Hindu priestly caste, Räjopädhyäya 
Brahmans or Dyabhäju, practises exchange-marriage (1965: 152), and the 
agricultural caste groups of Panga have started marrying their parallel and cross- 
cousin's daughter. Yet despite evidence that the seven generation gap is not 
strictly followed among the Newars, Nepali still maintains that north Indian 
exogamy is a valid description of Newar marriage practice. He writes: 
the restriction on sexual relation between close relatives is very 
rigidly enforced. They taboo all sexual relations between brothers 
and sisters, including the parallel and cross-cousins, although many 
of the surrounding ethnic groups such as the Tamangs, Magars, ls 
Gurungs and Bhotias practise cross-cousin marriage(1965: 204). 
Nepali also discusses relations with in-laws among the Newars. It is taboo 
for a man to marry his wife's elder sister whereas his wife's younger sister is a 
potential wife and he is allowed to have a joking relationship with her. 
Significantly, Nepali observes that kinship terminology also defines marriage 
rules. Nepali gives an example that Newars are prohibited to marry with their 
15 As a matter of fact most Magars do not practise cross-cousin marriage. 
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wife's sisters' daughters (WZD) because the term for WZD (sasah-mhyäy-cä) 
also designates her as his brother's daughter (mhyäy-cä). He writes, `the 
restriction on marriage with one's wife's sisters' daughters is in consonance with 
the kinship terms used for them'. 
However, on the significance of marriage, Nepali found that in contrast to 
the north Indian system, Newar marriage is not a sacrament. He explains social 
acceptance of divorce and remarriage as a direct consequence of the divine 
marriage `Yihee' or `ihi', when girls are ritually married to a god in their early 
years. 
Another feature that contrasts Newar marriage with that of the north 
Indian pattern is the traditional marriage procession in which the bridegroom is 
absent. The bride is brought to the bridegroom by his elders and friends. 
However, Nepali (1965: 219) claims that recently, this practice has been modified 
through the influence of Hindu custom of the Parbatiyäs and the Indian migrants. 
The presence of the bridegroom in the procession is for visual effect and is not 
ritually significant as there is no ceremonial act to perform at the bride's house. 16 
From the parallels and contrasts drawn between the Newar and the north 
Indian marriage system, it can be seen that the links are contentious, and that 
Nepali's attempt to delineate areas of Hindu influence gives only a partial, picture 
of unique Newar marriage system. 
Nepali examines Newar caste groups according to the principles of 
commensality and intermarriage. Moreover, one of the significant contributions 
made by Nepali is his proposal that Newar marriage is characterized by `territorial 
16 The question of whether the groom accompanied the procession in the past is discussed further 
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endogamy' (1965: 207,419) and/or `local endogamy'. This is supported by 
Toffin (1977: 37), Vergati (1979: 118), Lewis (1984: 183), and Quigley (1987: 
160). Nepali writes: 
A Newar who wants to get his son married makes a search for a 
suitable mate in the locality, failing which he would try in the 
neighbouring regions. Only after having failed to find in the 
neighbouring areas, does he proceed to search in the distant areas. 
This local preference for marriage has resulted in the concentration 
of Newar marriage-ties over a limited area (1965: 207). 
Thus Nepali found that marriage alliances are more likely formed with 
those from nearby localities than with distant towns and villages. However, Ishii 
(1995) argues that this practice varies according to geographical area. From my 
study I also found that this territorial endogamy varies according to the size of 
caste groups. Castes with large populations tend to limit their territorial 
boundaries whereas caste with small populations tend to have wider territorial 
boundaries. 
Although Nepali is a local anthropologist, some errors in his interpretation 
of Newari words indicates insufficient linguistic knowledge of Nepal Bhäsä or 
Newari, the language spoken by Newars. This is clearly evident from his 
speculation that Newar marriage was once polyandrous, based on Hodgson's 
earlier misinterpretation (1965: 238,277-8). Nepali tries to prove polyandry 
among Newars through an analysis of language and ritual. This misinterpretation 
is also followed by Regmi (1966 II: 706) and Toffin (1975: 145) in their studies. 
Gellner (1991: 109), pointing out this mistake, accurately writes, 
he [G. S. Nepali] confused the suffix -bhata, meaning "-in-law" 
(from a woman's point of view), with bhähta, meaning "husband"; 
on p. 115-6 below. 
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and he wrongly thought that bhähtapi means "husbands... (in the 
plural), whereas in fact it means "husband's people" (i. e. `family'). 
He also tried to argue deductively that "the customary freedom of a 
Newar woman for the successive re-marriages and divorces... could 
only be a step forward from the stage of polyandry", and suggested 
moreover that "group of ownership of women" might be deduced 
from the custom of distributing to all the bride's relatives betel nuts 
and special marriage cakes presented by the groom's family. 
In addition to the wrong interpretation on the notion of polyandry, Nepali 
also claims incorrectly that `a Newar brother has no ritual function in the marriage 
of his sister'. Among Newars there is a customary belief and practice that it is the 
duty of youngest brother to collect the remains of his sister's ritualized farewell 
meal (thäy-bhiü) before she is sent off to her new husband's house; he has to 
throw it away at the local god of impurity (chwäsdh). 
Nepali categorizes Newar marriage into three different types: traditional, 
Swayambar, and elopement. Traditional marriage as elaborated by Nepali is an 
arranged marriage with full wedding ritual practices. By swayambar he refers to 
the marriage with less ritual practice or a wedding in a temple without big feasts 
and in the absence of wider relatives. He insists that this type of marriage is 
gaining popularity among urban Newars whereas the elopement is more common 
among rural Newars. He noticed that among the agricultural caste (Maharjans) of 
Panga they prefer either traditional marriage or marriage by elopement. '? 
While Nepali's study provides a broad overview of Newar kinship and 
marriage, it is flawed in its linguistic misinterpretation of key Newari terms which 
leads to an inaccurate theory of social structure. It älso does not account for the 
fact that there is a great diversity of affinal relations and marriage practices 
17 For details see the analysis of marriage typologies in the Chapter 5 below. 
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according to the different caste groups and geographical settings. Recent 
anthropological studies have sought to address the differences in kinship and 
marriage systems in various geographical areas. These can be analyzed according 
to a rural-urban dichotomy (Toffin 1984, Quigley 1984: 283, Gellner 1986: 109) 
or a trichotomy: fringe settlements, intermediate settlements, and large urban 
settlements (Ishii 1995: 153-4). Therefore, it is necessary to make a specific study 
according to caste and geographical settings in order to understand Newar society 
as a whole. 
Allen (1987), following Quigley (1986), argues that Dumont is wrong to 
infer that the Newar marriages are either hypergamous or anagamous and 
therefore contrary to the caste ideal of endogamy. He believes that Newar 
marriages are `isogamous alliances between the major named sub-divisions of 
endogamous castes'. Because `sub-divisions relate to one another in terms of 
approximate status parity, affinal relations are also characterized by a high degree 
of complementarity and equality' (Allen 1987: 93). 
Dumont, basing himself on Fürer-Haimendorf's data, carried out a 
detailed comparison of the Newars with India. Allen points out how paradoxical 
was the conclusion he reached that, 
though marriage and status among the Newars `do not on the whole 
contradict Indian principles (the hierarchical principles of caste- 
cum-endogamy), but on the contrary can be understood by 
reference to them' (Dumont 1964: 98), neither the Newars 
themselves as a totality, nor their various named sub-divisions, can 
be regarded as either castes or sub-castes (1987: 93). 
Allen suggests that instead of looking at Newar marriage in terms of 
hierarchy, Dumont should have looked at a Newar marriage on the basis of `kin 
group exogamy' which assumes equality among marriage groups. He also points 
out the fact which led to such misunderstanding of Newar society, namely the 
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complex segmentation of the Ncwar caste structure which is `structured in 
conformity with principles derived from the domains of kinship and descent'. 
Allen strongly affirms that `Newar marriage conform to the orthodox ideal of 
caste (jät) endogamy' and, following Nepali, he points out how caste endogamy is 
reinforced by the concept of caste apostasy. He says, `those who contract deviant 
marriages risk loss of caste membership'. 
With regards to social mobility arising from hypergamous and anagamous 
marriage practices, Allen states that `the Newar caste system was unusually lax in 
maintaining its caste boundaries'. But what we are here observing is 
nothing other than relatively common caste phenomenon of 
wealthy and/or powerful individuals managing to distance 
themselves from their former peers and in so doing, succeed in 
establishing themselves as a separate and superior endogamous unit 
(Allen 1987: 96). 
He, in fact, sees Newar marriage as highly orthodox based on caste boundaries, a 
feature indeed yet further reinforced by `the high incidence of tightly 
circumscribed local endogamy, ' which is also the point made by Quigley (1986: 
83-84). 
Comparing Newar marriage with the north Indian marriage system, which 
is characterized by sub-caste hypergamy and dowry disputes which leads to wife- 
burning incidents, Allen (1987: 96) writes, `these features are conspicuously 
absent among the Newars where dowries are normally either modest or absent, 
and where wife-burning is literally unthinkable'. Supporting Hamilton's (1819) 
and Kirkpatrick's (1811) findings on the status of Newar women in the case of 
separation, divorce and re-marriage of widows, Allen summarizes B. Pradhan's 
(1981) recent finding of such exercises in a Newar village and makes an 
important point that such practice is a unique practice among Newars though in 
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urban areas it is lessened by the influence of Hindu belief. 
In his seminal article on marriage pattern of Newars, Quigley (1986) 
attempts to settle the debate on Newar marriage patterns by concluding that 
isogamy is the dominant marriage practice: 
According to different authors and sometimes even the same 
author, Newar marriage patterns are hypergamous, anagamous or 
isogamous. Either some reports have been mistaken or there is no 
one pattern generalisable to Newars from different castes or from 
different localities. While both propositions have some validity, my 
own view is that there is one dominant pattern, both statistically 
and normatively. In practice and principle, Newars are isogamous 
(1986: 76). 
Quigley examines Newar isogamy on two main aspects: cross-cousin 
marriage, and social mobility. Comparing Newar marriage patterns with the south 
Indian type based on cross-cousin marriage, Quigley found that the Newar 
marriage system is similar to the cross-cousin marriage type in terms territorial 
endogamy and caste endogamy although cross-cousin marriage is strictly 
prohibited on the ground of kinship proximity. He says, `the strategy of territorial 
endogamy achieves the same end as cross-cousin marriage' (1986: 91). He further 
clarifies Newar isogamy by classifying it with Parry's `concealed repetition 
marriage' (1979: 286ff) but on the grounds of local endogamy. 
Emphasizing the significance of geographical settlements among Newars, 
Quigley further believes that the Newar policy of endogamy is not pursued 
through kinship, but through territory, with much the same result. As one must 
marry locally the system is closed in the sense that there are limited numbers of 
families of the same caste living in the immediate proximity, and the exact status 
of these locals is known to everyone. 
Attempting to refute the article by Rosser (1966), Quigley argues that 
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social mobility is not a normal aspect of Newar marriage but is a consequence of 
Newar social structure in which caste status is always being contested within the 
hierarchy. He writes, `Newar society is made up of a large number of sub-castes, 
i. e. local groupings of intermarrying lineages, each of which claims equality with, 
or superiority over, other sub-castes of the same caste' (1986: 76). He 
distinguishes Newar sub-caste structure which shows the isogamous aspects as 
opposed to the dispersed and rather diffuse hypergamous groupings of north India 
or the Chetris of Nepal. Opposing Parry's finding, he shows that Newars' 
anisogamy or social mobility rather takes place between sub-castes rather than 
between different caste groups. He stresses that such fluidity is a feature of caste 
systems throughout Asian history. Like Allen,, Quigley rejects Dumont's 
reanalysis of Fürer-Haimendorf's data according to which Newar marriage rules 
are lax and Newar society itself is a caste-less society. However, it should be 
pointed out that Quigley's conclusions on sub-caste competition were based on 
ýresthas, who are in many ways untypical of other Newar castes. Only urban 
ýresthas are traditionally divided into two ranked sub-caste, the higher known as 
Chathariya or `six thar' which they claim as a pukka ýresthas and the lower 
Päcthariya or `five thar'. In theory the two sub-castes are not supposed to 
intermarry. Applying the concept of the higher and lower ranks within ýresthas, 
some refer the division of ýresthas more than two süb-castes: Cärthariya or `four 
thar' and Sdrhetintharnya or `three-and-half-thar' (Rosser 1966: 101). Therefore, 
this can not apply to all Newar castes. 
Ishii further illuminates Newar kinship and marriage with his recent work 
on caste and kinship in a Newar village (Ishii 1995: 109-157). He presents new 
findings on marriage affinal relations and Newar patrilineal kinship system. 
Arguing against Fürer-Haimaindorf and Rosser on social mobility among Newars, 
Ishii follows Quigley, in concluding that although Newars practice both 
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hypergamous and hypogamous unions social mobility is not a normal feature of 
Newar society. The standard norm is isogamy. 
Analyzing Newar marriage typologies presented by other anthropologists, 
Ishii proposed his own three types of marriage practices of Newars: to bring the 
bride by playing music, to bring the bride silently, and elopement (for details, see 
the following chapter). Gellner (1991) says there is stigma on divorce and widow 
remarriage but on the other hand B. Pradhan (1981) found it is normal practice 
and socially accepted in the village of Bulu. For Ishii divorce is infrequent but 
widow remarriage is practised, depending on whether there are children and on 
the age of woman. Using his most recent data on divorce and widow remarriage 
practices, Ishii places himself at the middle of the two approaches. 
In response to the theory of territorial endogamy postulated by Nepali, 
Toffin and Quigley, Ishii believes that the theory of territorial endogamy varies 
according to caste groups. Moreover, he demonstrates that Newars living in the 
intermediate area between the cities and peripheries, are not territorially 
endogamous. Their marriage alliances extend beyond their own localities. He, 
therefore, suggests a tripartite typology of Newar settlements as a tool to study 
Newar kinship and marriage system. Pointing to the diversity of Newar social 
structure and its complex, Ishii concludes, 
it is difficult to interpret other social aspects in the same way; we 
cannot admit that endogamy is (and was) also the norm in the 
localities of the `intermediate' area nor that the unimportance of 
inter-caste service relations is (or was) their common feature. Nor 
should we assume that simple marriage types, elopement, and 
divorce were common in all the communities with here. More 
historical and ethnographic data are needed in order to make 
persuasive reconstruction and generalization on these points (Ishii 
1995: 152). 
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Shedding new light into the study of Newars of Bhaktapur Parish (1994) 
examines Newar society from a new perspective. In his book of psychological 
anthropology, Parish argues that society shapes the human self and moral 
consciousness, and that the self and behaviour are in turn adapted to society and 
cultural life. After defining basic concepts and debates in the field, he takes up the 
topics of social relatedness, collective consciousness, morality, and emotion. He 
includes more material about notion of personhood and moral knowing than other 
books about the Newars. For Parish, culture and society plays a central role in the 
Newars' notion of personhood and their survival as a whole. He writes, "the 
moral self is a cultural self. " 
Emphasizing on the significance of marriage and kinship in Newar 
society, Parish (1994: 126) writes, "Where do Newars come from? One answer is 
that they grow out of a `web of relatedness', they are the products of life in the 
Newar extended family. Mothers and fathers, siblings and kin shaped them and 
nurtured them... Most of them are people bound to a family world, a world of 
kinship-and remain rooted in the family circle for all of their lives". 
The existing literature provides a useful framework for this thesis; in the 
following chapters, I shall attempt to add to, clarify and update the study of 
Newar caste, marriage and kinship. 
1.5 Methodology 
Research for this thesis was done in two parts: from July to October 1995 
and from June 1996 to July 1997. I am myself a Newar from southern 
Kathmandu, where my fieldwork was conducted. Although I lived in southern 
Kathmandu until the age of 14, a large part of my life was spent in Thailand, 
where I was trained and received ordination as a Theravada Buddhist monk. 
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When I returned to Kathmandu two decades later for my research, my family 
became the foundation of my research, both professionally and personally. With 
four brothers active in local politics and a wide network of kin, my research was 
greatly facilitated by their unconditional support. 
The data was mainly gathered through interviews that I personally 
conducted. The informants were found using my brothers' wide network of 
contacts; as they were active in politics, they were well connected to Newars from 
all castes and walks of life. My familiarity with the area, and my ability to speak 
the local Newari and Nepali languages also facilitated the interview process, 
which I recorded and transcribed. In addition to taped interviews, I also used a 
video-recorder to record Newar festivals and rituals. 
The usual barriers to interaction with Newars, namely caste and gender, 
were not applicable in my case. I am a high-caste Sakya, I was able to visit the 
homes of Newars of all castes, which would not have been possible if I was from 
a low caste. In addition, my status as a Theravada Buddhist monk has earned me 
the trust of Newars who participated in the interviews with enthusiasm and 
sincerity. I was particularly touched by those who painstakingly searched for their 
old family documents and sacred objects to show me during the interviews. 
Gender was also not an issue; I was able to interview women in their homes and 
gain their perspective of Newar marriage and kinship without any fuss. I also 
noticed that it is the women who remember minor details of rituals and kin links 
both of her natal side and her husband's web of kinship. 
However, familiarity also has its disadvantages. Because I am from 
southern Kathmandu, to my informants, I am either a relative, a neighbour or a 
long-lost acquaintance, and much of the time was spent reminiscing and catching 
up. Furthermore, as a Buddhist monk, my visits are often seen as an auspicious 
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occasions and lucky (bhägya du) for my informants. On several occasions, I was 
asked to perform rituals for my informants to commemorate someone's birthday, 
death anniversary or just a blessing ceremony. 
The Newars of Kathmandu are also not familiar with the concept of 
interviews. The idea of a specific time being set aside to `talk' is considered as an 
anomaly. Time is continuous and activities blend into one another, giving 
outsiders the impression that Newars are very busy but not very organized. They 
are busy during the day and in the evenings; they are either at work or involving 
in discussions of political parties; visiting friends and relatives or attending feasts 
and festivals. 
When they are finally at home, there is the television. Television culture 
has become a very important in the life of modern Newars. Because Nepal 
Television's limited hours of broadcast, most houses have satellite cable 
television connections which enable them to watch television twenty-four hours a 
day. For those without cable, the limited hours of broadcast means that the time 
for watching television is all the more precious. I learnt early on that I had to 
organize my interviews around popular television shows; in fact, my informants 
would request that I do not come during the popular Saturday afternoon film, as 
they regarded it as their `family hour'. 
When I was doing my fieldwork, the Nagar Pälikä or local government 
undertook a project to survey each ward in southern Kathmandu. Word had 
spread that I was also conducting research in southern Kathmandu, and I was 
asked by Slide Company which was commissioned to carry out the survey to help 
design the questionnaires for Wards 21 and 22. Once the questionnaires were 
designed, surveyors were sent to each household to administer the questionnaire. 
Because the surveyors were locals from southern Kathmandu, the response to the 
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questionnaires was high, with 92.4 per cent or 1,210 households out of 1,310 
households surveyed. However, in Ward 22 the questionnaires were only 
administered to 31.7 per cent of the 659 households (209 households) because 
funding was prematurely terminated by the local government. The data gathered 
from the ward survey has become the backbone of my thesis on southern 
Kathmandu. Because I was asked to help with the design of the questionnaire, I 
was able to incorporate some of my own research questions on Newars and 
Newar households. 
1.6 Overview of the thesis 
Chapter Two begins with a brief introduction to the Newar castes in 
southern Kathmandu. Each caste is described according to the total population, 
the number of households, the average household size, their traditional and 
present occupations, settlement patterns, social organizations and marriage 
practices. 
Chapter Three gives an analysis of Newar households in southern 
Kathmandu. The in-depth data on 1,419 households in southern Kathmandu 
challenges the common perception that urbanization leads to the disintegration of 
the joint family. It also looks at the differences in household sizes between 
various castes, and compares it with the data collected by other scholars who 
studied Newar society. 
Most Newar girls are twice married to divinities. This forms the basis for 
Chapter Four, which describes and analyzes the ihi and bärhäh as divine 
marriages and two significant life-cycle rituals in a Newar girl's life. 
Chapter Five deals with the issue of Newar marriage. It looks at the 
arguments that are made by various scholars about Newar marriage patterns and 
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analyzes them using data I collected from 1,945 couples from seventeen castes 
from southern Kathmandu. It discusses the issue of isogamy - marriage between 
two equals - and how this is related to ideas about caste and territory. There are 
also case studies of inter-caste marriages and the repercussions it has on the 
families and castes concerned as well as the future of the offspring from the 
union. 
In Chapter Six, Newar kinship terminology is analyzed to show the way 
that affines and consanguines are categorized in Newar society. The aim is to 
present a hierarchy of kin in terms of the ritual obligations that are required of the 
different status of kin. In addition, it also discusses the contexts in which the 
terminology is subjectively interpreted by the Newars, and the potential it has for 
transforming kinship relations. 
Newar kinship is constituted through prestation exchanges and 
participation in the various Newar rituals and festivals that occur throughout the 
year. In Chapters Seven and Eight, life-cycle rituals and festivals are analyzed 
from a kinship perspective. From the cradle to the cremation of a family member, 
the groups of kin that were mapped out in Chapter Six are engaged in the ritual 
expression of their kinship with Ego. In a similar vein, Chapter Eight looks at 
Newar festivals which are celebrated at the household, agnatic, caste or inter-caste 
levels and involve different categories of kin. 
Chapter nine, the Conclusion, suggests means by which we can make 
sense of the complex practices of marriages and kinship which leads to caste 
identity among the Newars of Kathmandu, and thereby provide altogether new 
way of thinking about Newar caste in Nepal. 
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CHAPTER Two 
THE NEWARS OF SOUTHERN KATHMANDU 
2.1 The Religion of the Newars 
Scholars often differentiate the three main Newar cities of the Kathmandu 
Valley-Kathmandu, Lalitpur (Patan) and Bhaktapur-according to the religion 
of its inhabitants. Levy, in his magnum opus on Bhaktapur (1992), portrays the 
city as being predominantly Hindu. In contrast, Lalitpur and Kathmandu are often 
regarded as predominantly Buddhist cities. `Patan, and to a certain extent even 
Kathmandu, preserved their Buddhist character very well in ritual as well as in 
environment/spatial structure, Bhaktapur's ritual is dominated by Hinduism' 
(Gutschow 1980: 57). This view is supported by Toffin (1991). In his comment 
on Gutschow and Kölver's (1975) work, Toffin writes `in choosing Bhaktapur, 
the authors decided to study a mainly Hindu city in contrast to Lalitpur or 
Kathmandu where Buddhist elements play an important if not predominant role' 
(Toffin 1991: 71). 
In her study of the spatial symbolism of Kathmandu, Slusser (1982: 103) 
finds that it sits in the middle of the religious divide, with a `mixed' population of 
Hindus and Buddhists. Elsewhere, she states that Kathmandu leans more towards 
being `Buddhistic' than Hindu (1982: 102). Using secondary data collected by 
Rosser (1966) and Greenwold (1974), Pradhan (1986: 7) finds that `Kathmandu 
has roughly the same proportion of Hindus and Buddhists, unlike the other two 
former capital cities, Patan and Bhaktapur, which have predominantly Buddhist 
and Hindu population respectively. ' However, Rosser's data (1966: 85-6) is based 
on an estimate of the population of the whole Kathmandu Valley and one would 
question the accuracy of extracting data from an estimate. On the other hand, the 
data presented by Greenwold (1974: 103-4) are the product of a survey he 
conducted of 1,972 using research assistants. However, not all Newar castes were 
surveyed, and it is not clear which areas of Kathmandu were covered by the 
survey. 
At the heart of the debate about the religious affiliation of Newars is a 
problem of defining the religion that is practised with respect to the terms `Hindu' 
and `Buddhist. ' Although Newar life is heavily infused with religion, the exact 
nature of that religion has been the subject of controversy among scholars and 
politicians. One method which was used by government census enumerators to 
determine a person's religion was to ask which god he worshipped. If, for 
example, the god was Ganesh, then the person would immediately be categorized 
as a Hindu. On the other hand, if the person worshipped Buddha, then the person 
would be categorized as a Buddhist. These were `objective' tests, based on the 
assumption that certain gods were exclusive to certain religions. However, this 
was far from the truth. Newars worship a pantheon of gods and goddesses, some 
with no name or form. Therefore, the same person who says that he worships 
Ganesh could also worship Buddha and the shapeless mound of stone at the side 
of the road, and hold each equally important in his religious life. Therefore, to use 
gods as a criteria for determining religious affiliation is an inaccurate way of 
describing the religious life of Newars. 
Anthropologists, on the other hand, use the domestic priest used in 
household rituals to determine a person's religion. If a household uses a Hindu 
priest, i. e. Rdjopddhyäya Brahman, then it is identified as a Hindu, if it uses a 
Buddhist priest, i. e. Vajräcärya, such a household is considered to be Buddhist. 
However, again, Newars seem to defy such pigeon-holing, as there are some 
castes who use neither or both Buddhist and Hindu priests in their domestic 
rituals. For example, there is a farmer caste group named Dägol at Jaisidewal in 
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Kathmandu who use Hindu priest at the ground floor while using Buddhist priest 
at the top floor of the same house for the same domestic ritual (Bajracharya 1985: 
61). Likewise there are some ýrestha who also use both types of priest for their 
rituals. Then there are some of the lowest castes who use neither type of priest. It 
should also be noted that the role of the priest should not be over-rated, because 
domestic rituals are only one part of Newar religious life. In public festivals, the 
role of such priests is often insignificant. In cases where there is a priest who 
officiates the public festivals, participation in such festivals is not limited to any 
particular caste, which means that the reverse is not true, i. e. priests do not 
determine who participates in the public festivals. 
In a survey which I conducted of 1,421 households, I asked Newars what 
religion they belong to and what priest they employ for their domestic rituals. 
What I found was that there is little correlation between the Newars' declared 
religion and the priest that they employ. I even found a small per cent of priests - 
Vajräcäryas - who are usually defined by anthropologists as Buddhists who 
declared themselves Hindu. The biggest discrepancy was with the Maharjan caste, 
out of which 51.9 per cent declared themselves as Hindu although they employed 
Buddhist priests for their domestic rituals. It is equally remarkable that 27 ýrestha 
households who use Brahman priests declared their religion to be Buddhist. 
Perhaps the reason for this is because some Newars continue to hold the 
Panchayat-era ideology that regards Buddhism as a Branch of Hinduism, or as a 
result of living with the politically dominant Hindu population, they have adopted 
Hindu identity, regardless of their religious practices. Many Buddhist Newars I 
spoke to commented on this point, saying that although they are Buddhist and 
follow Buddhist rites of passage they have to declare themselves officially Hindu 
for fear of discrimination in their professional field. This view is also shared by 
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many other non-Hindu ethnic groups of Nepal (cf. Yakharai 1996). However, I 
think that the problem of religious identity it is the result of trying to fit Newar 
religion into categories which are in themselves ambiguous. 
Another source of confusion about religious identity among Newars is the 
lineage deity. All Newar castes have their lineage deities which play a significant 
role in defining the patrilineal descent group. Generally, it is held that if there is a 
connection between the lineage deity and Buddhism or Hinduism, then those who 
worship the lineage deity would be Buddhists or Hindus respectively. However, 
there are some castes whose declared religion differs from the type of lineage 
deity they worship. For example, the Vajräcärya priestly caste of Gubad Bähäh, a 
traditional Buddhist monastery at Om Bähäh of Kathmandu have a Hindu god, 
Bisankhu Narayan near Godavari, as their lineage deity. Also the ýäkyas of the 
same Buddhist monastery have another Hindu god, Dumja Mahadya or Shiva, as 
their lineage deity (Locke 1985: 323). Likewise, the Maharjans, the farmer caste 
of Musum Bähäh of Kathmandu, who are identified as Buddhist, also have 
Narayan as their lineage deity. On the other hand, some ýrestha who identify as 
Hindus have a Buddhist deity as their lineage deity. The Rajbhanddri, a ýrestha 
caste sub-group of lower Kathmandu, have Vajrayogini, a Buddhist deity, as their 
lineage deity. 
According to their official declaration, the Newar population in wards 21 
and 22 of southern Kathmandu is mixed, with 52.1 per cent who are Buddhist and 
47.9 per cent who are Hindu (see Table 2.1). However, when the same group is 
categorized according to the priest they employ for their domestic rituals, a 
different picture emerges. The Buddhists make up the majority-71.9 per 
cent-compared to only 15.1 per cent who are Hindu. However, 11.3 per cent of 
the population are unaccounted for, given that they are Untouchables who employ 
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Table 2.1: A sample of religious identity of Newars of Kathmandu based on domestic priests and 
official declaration according to 1996 ward survey carried out of every ward (a sample of 1,421 
households which combine of 100 per cent Ward 21 and 40 per cent Ward 22) 
Caste Surnames Domestic 
Official declaration by 
household (%) 
Total 
popu- 
riest Buddhist Hindu lation 
Dyahbhäju 
(Hindu Priest) 
Räjopädhyäya, 
Sharma 
hdu 4 (100.0) 36 
Gubhäju 
(Buddhist Priest) 
Vajräcärya Buddhist 59 (96.7) 2 (3.3) 462 
Bare Säkya Buddhist 123 (99.2) 1(0.8) 823 
Srestha Hindu 18 (12.9) 121 (87.1) 869 
Amdtya Hindu 1(25.0) 3 (75.0) 25 
Karma-ca-rya Hindu 2(33.3) 4 (66.7) 42 
gegyah Pradhän Buddhist & 
Hindu 
2 (7.5) 25 (92.5) 166 
Rajbhandäri Hindu 1(5.9) 16 (94.1) 119 
Joshi Hindu 7(100.0) 53 
Others Hindu 5(29.4) 12 (70.6) 110 
Uddy 
Tulädhar, Bainyä, 
Tämräkär, Sthäpit 
Sikhrlikär Udäs 
Käsäkär, Baidya, 
etc. 
Buddhist 
76 (88.4) 10 (11.6) 545 
Jyäpu/Kumä 
Maharjan, Singh, 
Suwdl Prajäpati, 
Dangol, Duwal, 
Sin hsuwäl etc. 
Buddhist 231(48.1) 249 (51.9) 3018 
Säymi Mdnandhar Buddhist 21(70.0) 9 (30.0) 187 
Khusah Tandukär Buddhist 9(69.2) 4 (30.8) 88 
Nau Nä it Buddhist 4(57.1) 3(42.9) 48 
Kau Nakarmi Buddhist 20 69.0 9(31.0) 204 
Bhäh Käran'it Hindu 7(33.3) 14 66.7 183 
Gathu Mali, Mäläkär Buddhist 2(33.3) 4(66.7) 35 
Pü Citrakär Buddhist 3(60.0) 2(40.0) 28 
Chi pd Ran'it Ran'itkdr Buddhist 51 67.1 25 32.9 570 
Nay Khadgi, Shähi 
Buddhist 
(Tandukdr- 
Nä Gubhäju 
23 (22.1) 81(77.9) 843 
Jogi Kapäli, Kusle, 
Darshandhäri, 
Jogi, 
Their own 3 (23.0) 10 (77.0) 77 
Dyahlä Pode, Dyahlä, 
Pore 
Their own 19 (17.0) 93 (83.0) 710 
C ämkhalah Nepali, C äme Their own 1(3.0) 32 97.0 293 
Total 681 47.9 740(52.1) 1 9,534 
priests from their own caste. There are also 1.7 per cent of Newars who employ 
both Buddhist and Hindu priests in their domestic rituals (see Table 2.2). 
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Nowadays, with the influence of religious movements and the increasing 
politicization of Newars, as religious boundaries are being defined and reinforced, 
Newars are more likely to take sides in the religious divide between Hindus and 
Buddhists. An example of this is the Buddhism awareness programs in the late 
1980's and early 1990's which sought to educate the Newars on their Buddhist 
religion. The extent to which these religious programs affect the day-to-day 
beliefs practices of Newars is still not known, although there are some 
`fundamentalist' Buddhists who are calling for the eradication of what they see as 
un-Buddhist practices of the Newars, such as animal sacrifice. 
Table 2.2: Religious identity of Newars based on caste and priest they employed. 
Type of priest 
employed 
N= 9,534 
Buddhist 71.9% 
Hindu 15.1% 
Buddhist & Hindu 1.7% 
Unspecified* 11.3% 
*Three castes have their own priests from the same caste group 
In Newar society, religion, like caste, is prescribed by birth, not the 
product of individual choice. Individually a person might believe in any religion 
but communally they are bound by Newar rituals and festivals that reflect their 
religious identity in public sphere. During my fieldwork when I told Newars that I 
knew of a Sakya who converted to Islam, they could hardly believe me. They 
took it as a joke because for them, it is inconceivable that a Newar would change 
not so much his religion, but his whole relationship to his lineage deity and his 
caste. 
Along with the new religious movements, there is also a strong Newar 
movement which seeks to define Newar identity. Within this group, there are a 
few native scholars led by Baldev Juju who are promoting the idea of `Newar 
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religion. ' Rather than differentiating Newars based on Hindu or Buddhist 
categories, Juju points to a common religion, the elements of which have been 
provided with names and forms belonging to Hinduism and Buddhism. He writes: 
In our place [Nepal] it is not moksa [liberation] but obtaining 
divinity or turning a person into a god that is the aim of the 
philosophy of Newar culture. Thus the philosophy of culture of this 
place, its Tantric nature, is not he same as anywhere else. The basic 
attitudes are different from everywhere; this is the unique feature of 
this place. 
Baldev Juju (1995: 3) translated from Nepal Bhäsä 
2.2 Newar Caste 
Caste is a key feature to understand the South Asian society and the 
Newar caste system is one of the complex systems of South Asia. In Toffin's 
words (1984: 221), `the Newar caste system is certainly one of the most 
complicated and rich in South Asia'. The Newar caste system cuts across two 
religious groups-Buddhists and Hindus. Before 1950 the nature of caste was 
apparent in marriage and kinship, commensality, and hereditary jobs. In modern 
times this feature is most obvious in marriage and kinship. However, caste is still 
the key to define social hierarchy, ritual role, marriage and kinship in Newar 
society. Caste identity is simply defined by a person's surname. In most cases, 
just by knowing a person's surname one can identify his certain identity and 
ethnicity regardless of his language and geographical location. ' 
Caste plays an important role not only in the cultural but also geographical 
1 There are a few names that are ambigous (e. g. Tämräkär can refer to the Buddhist Udäy caste 
sub-group in Kathmandu or to a Hindu caste sub-group in Lalitpur) and there are others that are 
actually lineage or clan names which do not, of themselves, inform people of the bearer's caste 
(e. g. Dhäkhwä, Nyächyb, Bijuckche). 
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aspects of Newar society. I once asked a Buddhist high-caste man, aged 70, to 
guide me on a tour of the historical sites of the old Kathmandu. Apart from telling 
me the legends and myths of each significant place, he also clearly identified each 
twäh or locality according to main caste groups who dominate each twäh (see 
Table 2.3). 
Table 2.3: Main localities (twäh) and the principal castes found in southern Kathmandu according 
to one knowledgeable informant. 
Localities twdh Principal castes 
Jhoche restha, Vajräcärya, Mänandhar 
Om bähä Vajräcärya, ýäkya, Tämräkar 
Nabahi Vajräcärya, ýrestha 
Yangd (Yangäl) Maharjan and others. 
Manjeshwari Ranjitkär 
Iku bähä restha, Vajräcärya 
Jyd bähä restha, Ranjitkär, Citrakär 
LagA (Lagan) äkya, Tulddhar 
Nay Pächo Maharjan, Shahi, ýäkya 
Podetwäl} Dyahlä 
Brahma Maharjan, Vajräcärya 
Gophal Maharjan, Shähi 
Wande Prajäpati 
Daläche Maharjan, Käranjit 
Khälche gäkya 
Hyumat Mixed 
Kohiti Maharjan, gakya, Citrakär, Cyämkhalah 
Nhnghah (Jaisideval) restha, Citrakär and others. 
Majipät Ranjitkär, ýrestha 
Chikämuga Ranjitkär, ýrestha 
Bhindyah (Bhimsensthän) Citrakdr, Sthäpit and others. 
Maru Tämrakär, S- a, Jogi and others. 
For example, Majipät is the locality of Ranjitkär (Chipä) caste, Jyä Bähäh 
is of Käranjit (Bhäh) caste and similarly Lagan is of 9äkya (Bare) caste. It is 
generally known among the Newars that if someone belongs to a particular caste 
they should be able to easily trace back their locality. This feature is more obvious 
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in relation to kinship and marriage practices. The Buddhist high castes identify 
their in-married brides based on their natal homes which is named after a 
Buddhist monasteries (bähdkbahi). Similarly, among agricultural castes the in- 
married bride is referred by adding a suffix mi to her natal twäh. For example, if a 
bride is from the locality named Wande she will be referred to by her husband's 
kindred as Wande-mi. Although the 1959 constitution and 1963 amended legal 
code (Muluki Ain) declared all citizens equal before the law, thereby effectively 
abolishing caste, in practice caste is still the governing principle of social 
interaction among Newars today. Variations in the composition of the Newar 
caste hierarchy across time and space is reflected in the different ways that it has 
been portrayed by various scholars. For example, Nepali (1965: 150) divided 
Newars into 25 castes, Rosser (1966: 85-6) 26 castes, and Greenwold (1974: 103- 
4) 19 castes. 
In southern Kathmandu, I have used marriage patterns to define caste 
boundaries. Although there is a tendency towards endogamy within the `caste 
sub-group'2, in cases where caste sub-groups are exogamous, exogamy is limited 
to certain caste sub-groups with which marriage is still permissible. I would 
define all the caste sub-groups with which marriage is permissible as jointly 
constituting a caste. Using this definition, I have found 20 endogamous caste 
groups and have listed them according to the Newar hierarchy (see Table 2.4). 
2 The term `caste sub-group', first used by Gellner (1992: 65), refers to the groups sharing the 
same surname and the same socio-religious identity. He states that the group is neither 
endogamous (like sub-caste) nor exogamous (like clans or lineages). 
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Table 2.4: Caste breakdown of southern Kathmandu (kwaline) residents 
Main Caste group Hereditary Non- Honorific names of House 
divisions divisions occupation honorific castes and caste sub- -holds % 
caste names groups 
Hindu priests Dyahbhäju RAjopädhyäya 11 0.2 
Priestly Buddhist Gubhäju Vajräcärya 193 3.8 
castes priests 
Goldsmith, Bare äkya 416 8.2 
silversmiths 
Srestha, Joshi, Malla, 1108 21.9 
Pradhdn, 
Räjbhandäri, 
Merchants, gegyah Vaidhya, Mäthemä, 
civil servants Gorkhäli, 
High castes Karmac- a etc. 
Tulädhar, KamsWr, 302 6 
lab cale jü pi Udäy Tdmräkär, Baniyä, 
Water Traders and Rdjkamikär, Sthäpit 
acceptable craftsmen Sikhräkär, Silpakär, 
Sinduräkdr, 
Agricultural Jyäpu, Maharjan, Dägol, 1392 27.6 
castes Farmers and Kumd Suwäl, Jyäpu , Sin, Potters Sinsuwäl, Munikär 
Pra ä ati 
Oil-pressers Sä i Mdnandhar, Sdymi 349 6.9 
Palanquin Khusah Tandukär 36 0.7 
bearers 
Barber Nan Nä it 33 0.6 
Clean Blacksmiths Kau Nakarmi 49 1.0 
service Post-funeral Bhd Käranjit 36 0.7 
castes duties 
Flower sellers Gathu Mali Mdldkär 16 0.3 
Painters Pun CitrakAr 39 0.8 
Dyers Chi pi Ranjitkär Ranjit 212 4.2 
Carriers Dui Putuwär 2 0.03 
-------------- ------------------- -Water line- ------------------------ -------- ----- 
Butcher Ndy Shähi Khad i Kasai 342 6.8 
Unclean Musician, Jogi Kapoli, Darshandhä i 53 1.0 
lab cale service Tailors, post- 
majü pi castes funeral duties, 
Water Washermen Dhub ä Rajaka 3 0.05 
unacceptable Untouchable Fishermen and Pode Nepal, Dyahlä, Pode 157 3.1 
castes Sweeper 
Sweeper C ämkhalah C äme Ne -li 11 0.2 
Non-Newars 297 5.9 
Total 5,057 100 
There are six main caste divisions which are arranged according to purity 
and impurity. Within the hierarchy of `pure castes' or `water acceptable castes' 
(lah cale jüpz the priestly caste is at the top, followed by high, agricultural, and 
clean service castes. Within the `impure castes' there are unclean service castes 
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who are touchable, followed by untouchable castes at the bottom. This chapter 
gives a brief overview of each Newar caste, highlighting the location of each 
caste, number of households, their traditional and current occupations, their 
marriage patterns and the variations in the observance of Newar rituals and 
festivals. 
2.2.1 The Priestly Castes: Räjopädhydya, Vajräcärya, ýäkya 
2.2.1.1 Hindu priestly caste: Räjopädhyäya 
The Räjopädhyäya Brähma4s3 are the highest caste in the Hindu Newar 
hierarchy. In southern Kathmandu, there are eleven Räjopädhyäya households 
which constitute 0.2 per cent of the total households. The traditional role of the 
Räjopiidhyäyas are domestic priests (purohit) of the Hindu Newars principally to 
the caste groups commonly known as ýrestha4 who occupied 21.9 per cent of the 
Newar population in the southern Kathmandu. They are also temple priests 
(pujäri or purohit) of many important Hindu temples of the Kathmandu valley 
such as Cägu, Ichangu, Sie§, and Bisäkhu Näräyans. They are commonly known 
as Newar Brahmans distinct from the dominant Parbatiyä Brahman of the 
country. Among Newars they are also known by Dyah Brahmu, Dyah Bhäju, 
Dyahju, Dyahjuju or simply Juju. However, Newars use honorific term bäjyä 
which means grandfather in addressing those Räjopädhyäyas. In official contexts 
3 Räjopädhyäya are also known to use `Sharma' as their last name. For detailed description see 
Toffm (1995). 
4 The ýrestha castes are divided into Buddhist and Hindu, and the ones who employ the services 
of the Räjopädhyäya as their priests are considered Hindus. Some Käranjit informants state that 
their domestic priests are Räjopädhyäya Brähman, but the Räjopädhyäya priests of southern 
Kathmandu whom I interviewed refused to acknowledge that they serve the Käranjit. It may be 
that the Käranjits were being served by a Räjopädhyäya from another part of 
Kathmandu. Similarly, Vajräcärya (1989: 167) states that the Räjopädhyäya Brahman caste 
functions as a domestic priest to unclean Rajaka caste too which is also denied by the 
Räjopädhyäyas caste. 
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they also write `Sharma' or `Rimal' as their surnames in imitation of Parbatiyä 
Brahmans. 
Räjopädhyäya of the Kathmandu valley are divided into three main gotras 
or lineages: Bhäradwäja, Gärge and Kau§ik. Families of these three lineages are 
the temple priests (pujäri) of three different Narayan temples of the valley. 
Bhäradwäja lineage is the temple priest of Cägu Näräyan temple at Bhaktapur, 
Gärge is of Bisäkhu Näräyan temple at Lalitpur and Kau§ik is of Icägu at 
Kathmandu. Despite the connections between lineages and temples it also 
signifies the city's affiliation: Bhäradwäja lineage is based in Bhaktapur, Gärge in 
Lalitpur and Kausik in Kathmandu respectively. 
On the Kathmandu level, Räjopädhyäya has one caste organization called 
`Käntipur Upäkarma Guthi'. Every year on the Gumpunhi day new members are 
recruited from newly initiated boys on payment of fee of Rs 5. On the same day a 
caste feast is given to all caste members. 
In every Räjopadhyäya family there are at least one or two members of the 
family who inherits the priestly job. However, today 30.4 per cent Räjopädhyäya 
of ward 21 and 22 in southern Kathmandu work as civil servants in government 
offices, while 12.1 per cent are engaged in the private sector (business). It is 
interesting to note that the percentage of Räjopädhyäya who are students-12.1 
per cent-is the lowest among all Newar castes in ward 21 and 22, lower than 
even the Untouchable castes, where the percentage of students is more than 17 per 
cent. 
The Räjopädhyäya are considered relative newcomers to southern 
Kathmandu, having come from Lalitpur and Bhaktapur less than 200 years ago. 
There are four different partilineal clans (khalah) which are distinguishable by 
their middle names. Of the four clans, I interviewed three: the Jwälänanda 
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(originally from Patan), Dhar and Caran khalahs (both from Bhaktapur). They 
reside around Brahmatol, Dalächi and Jyäbähä in southern Kathmandu. Despite 
having lived in southern Kathmandu for 4-5 generations, the Räjopädhyäya still 
have links with their place of origin. Pracandradhar Räjopädhyäya, whose family 
migrated from Bhaktapur, said: 
My ancestors (purbaja) were from Bhaktapur and because of our 
link to Bhaktapur, we celebrate Bhaktapur festivals such as Bisket 
Jäträ here in Kathmandu. Although I live, here, I still consider 
myself as belonging to Bhaktapur. 
He further confirmed and emphasized the significance of their spatial 
affiliation, saying that 
... after a marriage 
it is necessary for us to bring the new bride to the 
lineage deity (agil dyah) to worship at the original shrine. Every 
new married couple must go there and perform the worshipping 
ritual (prüjä). 
The marriage ceremony of the Räjopädhyäya, which is similar to those of 
the Indian Brahmans, sets them apart from other Newar castes. As for the 
marriage pattern, out of 30 marriages of the Räjopädhyäya that I recorded in 
southern Kathmandu, all were all caste-endogamous marriages, with no intercaste 
marriages. However, because of the small population of Räjopädhyäya in 
southern Kathmandu, the rule of patrilocality and the prohibition of marriage 
between kin linked within at least five generations explains the high proportion of 
married-in women who come from outside southern Kathmandu. Out of 17 
marriages, 70.6 per cent of daughters-in-law come from outside Kathmandu city, 
23.5 per cent come from northern Kathmandu and only 5.9 per cent are local girls 
from southern Kathmandu. For the same reason a high proportion of daughters 
are given to Räjopädhyäya men who are not from southern Kathmandu. Out of 13 
marriages, 69.2 per cent of the son-in-laws were from outside Kathmandu, 15.4 
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per cent from northern Kathmandu and 15.4 per cent from southern Kathmandu. 
In all these cases, once a marriage link is made between RAjopädhyäya from two 
different areas, this is often repeated throughout the generations. In one case, I 
found that almost all marriages in a particular Räjopädhydya family in southern 
Kathmandu were arranged with another Räjopädhydya caste group in Patuko, 
Lalitpur. 
Räjopädhyäyas do not observe the ihi ritual which is a key feature for 
Newars and is often taken to be a defining feature of Newarness. Kanyädän or 
`the gift of a virgin, ' which is commonly performed in the ihi ritual, is performed 
as the central part of the Hindu marriage ceremony in the house of the bride. 
2.2.1.2 Buddhist priestly castes: Vajräcärya and . kya 
The Vajräcäryas (Gubhäju) and kkyas (Bare) are the highest in Buddhist 
Newar caste hierarchy. 5 They `tend to be regarded as two castes' (Löwdin 1985: 
33) with the Vajräcdryas occupying a higher status than the ýdkyas. Although in 
theory they can intermarry, Rosser (1966: 126) noticed that `.. about forty or fifty 
years ago Gubhäju families began to avoid the arrangement of marriage with Bare 
families, and today in Kathmandu, though they still occur, such marriages are 
rare. ' In Bhaktapur and Lalitpur, Vajräcäryas and ýdkyas are known to 
intermarry. At birth, children belonging to these castes are first treated as one 
caste, and it is only later that the children of Vajräcäryas go through a special 
initiation ritual called Aäh luyegu or Vajräcäryäbhisek which gives them the 
authority to be Buddhist priests and which confers a slightly higher status upon 
them than the kkyas. 
5 For detailed description see Gellner (1995). 
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In Kathmandu, Vajräcäryas are affiliated with 18 main bähähs or Buddhist 
monasteries where initiation can be held. Similarly, kkyas of Kathmandu have 
10 main bähdhs where they can traditionally held the initiation for their offspring. 
Twelve out of eighteen main bähähs of Vajräcäryas have their own sarvasangha 
or territorial caste group comprised of pure Vajracärya caste alone. The other six 
bähähs' sarvasangha are made of with the combination of kkya and Vajräcärya 
castes. 
2.2.1.2.1 The Vajräcäryas 
The Vajräcäryas, who are also known by their non-honorific name 
Gubhäju, are domestic and communal priests for the majority of Newar Buddhists 
down to the level of the clean service castes (with the exception being the 
Käranjit). Today, few Vajräcäryas work exclusively as priests. 17.2 per cent of 
Vajräcärya of ward 21 and 22 are employed in the civil service, whereas 11.1 per 
cent are engaged in business. In 1988, a new secular-based Vajräcärya caste 
organization of Kathmandu was founded. The organization is called `Vajräcärya 
Särakshan Guthi' or `Vajräcärya Preservation Organization'. 
The Vajräcärya of southern Kathmandu are mainly clustered around six 
bähähs in southern Kathmandu -Om Bähäh, Iku Bähäh, Mikhä Bähäh, Lagä 
Bähäh, outer Musum Bähäh and Musum Bähäh, Jäpätü. In the whole of southern 
Kathmandu, there are 193 Vajräcärya households, which account for 3.8 per cent 
of the total number of total households. According to the 1996 census of de 
äcähgü or Vajräcärya caste organization of the Kathmandu level there are 496 
initiated members (sarvasangha) in southern Kathmandu (kothu pw? ). 
Traditionally, once a year there was a feast celebrated among all Vajräcärya 
members of southern Kathmandu (pwi äcägic nyäyekegu) which has not been 
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observed for many years. However, in order to keep the tradition seven 
Vajräcäryas of southern Kathmandu celebrate a miniature celebration of regional 
level of Vajriicärya caste group of southern Kathmandu (kothu pwi äcägiü) on the 
15th day of the dark moon of Baisäkha month (April-May). In my in-depth survey 
of wards 21 and 22, there are 61 households, with a total population of 462 
people, making the average household size 7.6 persons per household. 
Out of 83 Vajräcärya marriages in ward 21 and 22,69.9 per cent were 
caste endogamous. 37.9 per cent of these were with Vajräcärya from southern 
Kathmandu, while 39.7 per cent were with Vajräcärya from northern Kathmandu, 
5.2 per cent were with Vajräcärya from Lalitpur, and 17.2 per cent with 
Vajräciirya from Bhaktapur and other Newar towns. Intercaste marriages with 
other Newars accounted for 21.7 per cent of all marriages which is relatively high 
rate compared to other priestly castes. There were 7 cases of marriage with 
ýrestha, two with Ranjitkär, and one each with Maharjan, Mänandhar, Nakarmi, 
Näpit, Käranjit, Putuwär, Sthäpit and Räjkarnikär. There were 7 cases of marriage 
with non-Newars. 
2.2.1.2.2 The ýäkyas 
The ýäkyas are also known by their non-honorific name Bare. 
Traditionally, there were five kkya sub-groups6 (Gellner 1992: 165), but 
nowadays, all of these call themselves `kkya. ' In the caste hierarchy, they are 
categorized as a priestly caste. Nowadays, in addition to their traditional caste 
6 The five ýäkya sub-groups are (with non-honorific equivalents in parentheses): a) ýýavaip a 
(Bare) meaning `of ýäkya the lineage'; b) ýäkyabhiksu (Bare) meaning `Buddhist monks'; c) 
Brahmacarya Bhiksu or 9räwaka Bhiksu (Bhikkhu Bare) meaning `celibate monk'; d) 
BauddhäcäzyaBuddhäcärya (Bare) meaning `Buddhist preceptor'; and e) Cailaka Bhiksu (Cibhäh 
Bare) meaning `caitya monk. ' Some Säkya informants told me that the 91kya sub-groups of type 
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occupation as temple priests, goldsmiths and silversmiths, 18.1 of the ýäkyas of 
ward 21 and 22 are engaged in business, while 11.6 are in the civil service. The 
kkyas are served by the Vajräcärya priests for their domestic rituals. 
Unlike many other caste groups in Kathmandu, kkya of Kathmandu do 
not have a single caste gutbi or organization on the Kathmandu level, either in the 
form of a ritually based organization or a modern secular one. In the past there 
was an organization called ýäkya Samäj but it became inactive around 1960, few 
years after it was set up? 
In the whole of southern Kathmandu, there are 416 kkya households, 
which account for 8.2 per cent of all households. As the kkyas are closely 
affiliated to various bähäh and bahi (Buddhist monasteries), their households are 
usually clustered around them. In wards 21 and 22, there are 124 kkya 
households, with a total population of 823 people, and the average household size 
is 6.6 persons. 
Out of the 367 kkya marriages surveyed in southern Kathmandu, 88.3 per 
cent (324 marriages) were caste endogamous. Out of the 324 marriages, 42 per 
cent were with ýäkyas from southern Kathmandu, 39.8 per cent with kkyas from 
northern Kathmandu, 11.7 per cent with kkyas from Lalitpur, and 6.5 per cent 
with kkyas from Bhaktapur and other Newar towns. Among the 9.8 per cent (36 
(c) and (e) they do not need Vajräcärya priest for their priestly services as they use their own. 
7 According to Kanak Man 9äkya, an informant and a founder member of ýäkya Samäj the main 
reason behind the establishment of the 95kya Samäj was to fight against the traditional priest 
system (purohitwid) of Vajracärya priests. When an economically poor 9äkya male of Iku Bähäh 
died in 1955 (20 Baigäkh BS 2012) his Vajräcärya domestic priest betrayed his family by refusing 
to preside over funeral rites for him. His rejection was based on the ground that he had sold off his 
clientship (jajmdni or jayma) to other Vajräcärya living somewhere else. The first step 9äkya 
Samäj then took forward is to reform social behaviour of 9äkyas in southern Kathmandu. The 
main successful reformation by 9äkya Samäj was to modernize the practice of life-cycle rituals. 
For example, force to reduce the cost of rituals by minimization which was praised and followed 
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marriages) which were intercaste marriages with other Newar castes, 13 were 
with Vajräcdryas, 9 with ýrestha, 4 with Tulädhars, 5 with Maharjans, 2 with 
Mänandhars and one each with Narkarmi, Ranjitkär and Cyäme. Marriage with 
non-Newars accounted for 1.9 per cent of all marriages. 
2.2.2 The high castes: ýrestha and Udäy 
These two Newar high castes-ýrestha and Udäy-are Hindu and 
Buddhist respectively. Although ýrestha and Udäy are accorded equal status by 
the other castes, there is rivalry among them as they each claim the other to be 
inferior. Lewis (1984: 154) noticed that `Tuladhar-Srestha rivalry goes beyond 
economics and status: it reaches deep into primordial sentiments about Newar 
culture. ' 
2.2.2.1 The grestha 
The ýrestha8 caste is the biggest of all Newar castes. Within this caste 
there are several caste sub-groups, including ýresthas, Malla, Jogi, Pradhän, 
Räjbhanddri and Amätya. Their traditional caste roles also differ according to 
sub-caste group: for example, the Malla are the ritual kings, Jogi, the astrologers, 
Amatya and Pradhän, the administrators and Räjbhandäri are the royal treasurers. 
Nowadays, 17.8 per cent of the ýrestha in wards 21 and 22 of southern 
Kathmandu are in the civil service, 11.3 per cent are engaged in business and 0.1 
per cent are engaged in agriculture. 
by other groups as well. 
8 For detailed description see Quigley (1995b) 
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Like the 9äkyas, gresthas of Kathmandu also lack a single caste 
organization which includes all gresthas of Kathmandu. However, at the level of 
the caste sub-group, at least the Jogis of southern Kathmandu have a single caste 
organization. Most Jo§i of southern Kathmandu originate from the area of Maru 
where the Jo§is' lineage shrine (ägä che") is located. Among the Jo§i of 
Kathmandu there is an annual caste reunion celebration which is called `Maru 
Jogi Pariwär Milan Samäroha' or `Maru Jog! Family Reunion Celebration' on the 
Nepalese New Year day at Guyheswari. A Josi informant confirmed me that the 
objectives of the family reunion celebration is purely for introduction of kin, 
unification of kin and to increase mutual understanding among the members of 
Jo§i families. The Maru Jo§i are divided into two khalahs or clans with separate 
lineage shrines (ägil): Dhwaj khalah and Si khalah. However, in 1991 these two 
khalahs or clans were reunited by allowing the lineage deity of Si khalah to enter 
in the main lineage shrine room of Dhwaj khalah. I was told that the reason was 
to reunite all kin of Maru Jog!, to preserve and continue the traditional practice of 
religion and culture which Jo§i have been followed from their ancestors. At 
present, Jo§is of Kathmandu have a single funeral guthi (si guthi) with a 
membership of 47 Jogi households. 
In the whole of southern Kathmandu, there are 1,108 grestha households, 
which account for 21.9 per cent of the all households in southern Kathmandu. 
Settlement-wise, the ýrestha households are not clustered around any particular 
locality. In a survey of ward 21 and 22, there are 225 households, with a total 
population of 1,517 and an average household size of 6.4. lir 
In theory the two main ýrestha sub-castes, the Chathariya and Päncthariya 
should not intermarry. In practice, the 
ýrestha prefer to build marriage alliance 
within the same grade of ýresthas and even within the same caste sub-groups. For 
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the purpose of comparison with other Newar castes, the ýrestha caste will be 
regarded as a whole, and all marriages among or between the sub-castes will be 
regarded as isogamous marriages within the grestha caste. 
Out of a total of 222 marriages surveyed in southern Kathmandu, 95.4 per 
cent or 212 marriages were caste endogamous, i. e. within the ýrestha caste. 
Within the 212 marriages, 15.6 per cent were with ýrestha from southern 
Kathmandu, 36.3 per cent with ýrestha from northern Kathmandu, 23.1 per cent 
with ýrestha from Lalitpur and 25 per cent with ýrestha from Bhaktapur and other 
towns. There were also 6 intercaste marriages, all of which were with Maharjan, 
which accounted for 2.8 per cent of all marriages surveyed. There were only 4 
marriages with non-Newars, which accounted for 1.8 per cent of all marriages. 
The ýrestha caste is regarded by the other castes as the most mixed caste 
because it includes not only those who are members by descent, but also those 
who have moved up the social hierarchy (see Rosser 1966). Generally, it is 
difficult to change caste name as it is ascribed status and used as a label of 
identity. However, Rosser (1966) has shown how such caste mobility occurs 
among the Newars. I have also witnessed a Dyahlä informant from my field area 
who changed the surname of his children to `ýrestha' for the sake of educational 
convenience, although he himself kept his traditional surname as DyaWd9. 
2.2.2.2 The Udäy 
The Udäy1° caste is Buddhist and they are merchants and artisans by 
9 The interesting question arises with this example of whether it would have been possible to have 
given the surnames of other castes. 
10 Udäy are also known as Uräy or Udäs. However, they prefer to write Udäy as in `Udäy Samäj, ' 
or `Udäy Society, ' a new Udäy caste association of the Kathmandu level established on 1995. For 
detailed description see Lewis (1995). 
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traditional occupation. According to Lewis (1995: 47) there are nine caste sub- 
group within the Udäy caste groups-Tuladhar (merchants), Kamsäkär (metal- 
workers), Tämräkär (coppersmiths), Baniyä (trader/herb seller), Räjkarnikär 
(confectioners), Sthäpit (carpenters), ýilpakär&läkär (stone masons), Sikrikär or 
Sikhräkär (tilers) and Sindur ikär (powder-sellers). However, the constitution" of 
the Udäy Samäj or Udäy society of Kathmandu, founded in 1995, states that the 
Udäy fat includes Tulädhar, Käsäkär, Tämräkär, Sikhräkär, Sthäpit, Baniyä, 
Siläkär, Silälik, and Sinduräkär. They do not include the Rajkarnikär, the 
confectioner caste, as one of their fellow caste sub-groups. As for the marriage 
practices among these caste sub-groups, theoretically there are no barriers to 
intermarriage but my field survey shows that there is a tendency to marry within 
one's own caste sub-group. However, for the purpose of comparison with other 
Newar castes, the Udäy caste is taken as a whole to include all the caste sub- 
groups within it. 
Among Udäy caste sub-groups, the Käsäkär have their own caste sub- 
group guthi which operates independently of the new Uddy Samäj. The Tulädhars 
likewise have at least two separate modern Tulädhar organizations that bring 
together Tulädhars sharing a lineage deity and based on a particular locality of 
northern Kathmandu. 
The Udäy are traditionally traders who are famous for their long-distance 
trade with Tibet. Nowadays, 17.9 per cent of Uddy surveyed in wards 21 and 22 
have jobs in business, while 13.3 are engaged in the civil service. 
The Udäy households are clustered around the bähäh and bahi 
(monasteries), although the places where they live are actually called nani. The 
11 Constitution of Udäy Samäj, unpublished constitution of Uddy Society (1996). 
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majority of the Tuladhars caste sub-group lives in northern Kathmandu. In 
southern Kathmandu the majority of Udäy caste sub-group are Sthäpits (in Lagan 
and Bhindyahtwah), Tämräkärsl2 (in Maru) and Sikhräkär (in Te bähäh). There 
are 302 households in the whole of southern Kathmandu, which makes up 6 per 
cent of the total households. In ward 21 and 22, there are 85 households, with a 
total population of 540, making the average household size 6.3 persons per 
household. 
The Udäy are caste endogamous: marriages within the Udäy caste 
accounted for 92.1 per cent of 202 marriages surveyed. Out of the 92.1 per cent 
(186 marriages), 23.6 per cent were with Udäy from southern Kathmandu, 73.7 
per cent were with Udäy from northern Kathmandu, 1.1 per cent was with Udäy 
from Lalitpur and finally 1.6 per cent with Udäy from Bhaktapur and other Newar 
towns. Intercaste marriages accounted for 6.9 per cent of the 202 marriages 
surveyed (14 marriages): 8 were with ýrestha, 2 with Maharjan, 2 with 
Mänandhar, and one each with kkya and Näpit. There were also two cases of 
marriages with non-Newars. 
2.2.3 The agricultural caste: Maharjan 
The majority of Newar population in the Valley is made up of this single 
caste group generally known as Jyäpu or Maharjan. 13 Among all Newar castes, 
the agricultural caste group `Jyäpu' is believed to be the indigenous inhabitants of 
12 TämrWrs of Maru are divided into three guthi groups: Tago Cibhä, Pigah Nani and Iläche. 
Iläche is also known as Läkhecä gutbi because a member from this gutbi portrays as the Daki, or 
the Indra's mother during the Yeyä or festival of Kathmandu to lead mourners from all Newar 
castes of the year to walk around the old city. 
13 For detailed description see Gellner (1995); Toff in (1994). 
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Kathmandu Valley. Within the agricultural caste, there are several caste sub- 
groups: Maharjan, Dägol, Suwäl and Kumä/Prajäpati. Traditionally, Maharjan 
and Prajapati (Kumhä) are considered as different sub-castes and claimed to be 
exogamous groups. However, today these sub-castes are marriageable to each 
other or, in other words, they have become caste sub-groups rather than sub- 
castes. In southern Kathmandu they do not make any differences between them 
although they have separate localities. Toffin (1994: 435) writes, `this group 
forms the backbone of the Old Kathmandu City and has played down to the 
present a prominent role in the religious urban life. ' Their traditional occupation 
is agriculture, and in Newar festivals, they are the bearer of prestations between 
the higher castes and also for deities, and the carriers of the deities' palanquins. In 
ward 21 and 22, only 12.7 per cent are involved in agriculture, 9.8 per cent are in 
the civil service and 8.2 per cent are engaged in business. 
When the United Nations announced year 1993 to be `the International 
Indigenous Year', the agricultural caste group of Kathmandu founded a single 
secular-based caste organization called `Jyäpu Mahäguthi' or `Jyäpu grand 
organization' in order to claim that Jyäpu caste group are indigenous inhabitants 
of the Kathmandu Valley. However, after the establishment of Jyäpu Mahäguthi 
caste organization the main objectives have been to reinforce caste identity by 
preserving and promoting caste based culture and civilization among the members 
of the agricultural caste group of Kathmandu. 
The Maharjan live in tols around Kathmandu which are named after them. 
In the whole of southern Kathmandu there are 1,392 households which make up 
27.6 per cent of the total households. In a survey of wards 21 and 22, there are 
460 Maharjan households with a total population of 2,884 and an average 
household size of 6.3. 
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Out of 487 marriages surveyed, 91.6 per cent (439 marriages) were caste 
endogamous. Out of 439 marriages, 45.3 per cent were with Maharjans from 
southern Kathmandu, 44.2 per cent were with Maharjans from northern 
Kathmandu, 1.8 per cent with Maharjans from Lalitpur, 8.7 per cent with 
Maharjans from Bhaktapur and other Newar towns. Of the 35 intercaste marriages 
with other Newar castes, which accounted for 7.3 per cent of all marriages, 25 
were with ýresthas, 3 with Tulädhar, 2 with Putuwär, 2 with Mänandhar, 2 with 
ýäkya and one with Vajräcärya. There were 13 cases of marriages with non- 
Newars, which accounted for 2.7 per cent of all marriages. 
2.2.4 The clean service castes: Mänandhar, Näpit, Nakarmi, Käranjit, Mäläkär, 
Citrakär. Ranjitkär. 
In southern Kathmandu 15.23 per cent of the households belong to the 
clean service castes. Traditionally, castes of this group provide service to the 
higher castes and each caste is identified by its traditional occupation. There are 
eight castes which belong to this group: Citrakär (Painter), 14 Tandukär (Palanquin 
Bearers), Näpit (Barbers), Nakarmi (Blacksmiths), Mäläkär (Gardeners), 
Ranjitkär (Dyers), Mänandhar15 (Oil-Pressers), and Käranjit (Funeral Assistants). 
Except the last- Käranjit-all castes use Buddhist priests (Vajräcärya) to 
officiate in their rituals. 
14 For detailed description see Toffin (1995). 
15 See Fürer-Haimendorf (1956). 
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2.2.4.1 The Mänandhar 
The non-honorific name for Mänandhar is Säymi. Traditionally, the 
Mänandhar are oil pressers and sellers, who also perform the role of fastening the 
chariot in Newar festivals. These days, 24.3 per cent of the Mänandhar of 
southern Kathmandu are engaged in business, while 8.7 per cent are in the civil 
service. 
In 1986, Mänandhar of Kathmandu founded a single caste organization of 
Kathmandu which later developed it to be a Mänandhar nationwide caste 
organization. It is called `Kendriya Mänandhar Sangha' or `Central Mänandhar 
Organization'. This new caste organization unifies all the Mänandhar caste group 
(not just the Mänandhar of Kathmandu) and helps to build a strong caste identity 
among the caste fellows; it has also expanded its influence in reforming the 
traditional practices of life-cycle rituals and celebrations of feasts. The 
organization requires its members to follow newly reformed rules on life-cycle 
rituals which includes reductions a traditional lavish prestations and feasts. 
The Mänandhar settlements are called sah, of which there are seven in 
southern Kathmandu. There is a total of 349 Mänandhar houscholds16 in southern 
Kathmandu, which make up 6.9 per cent of total households. Of the total 
population of 187 Mänandhars in wards 21 and 22, there are 30 Mänandhar 
households and the average household size is 6.2 persons. 
Out of 38 marriages surveyed, 94.7 per cent were caste endogamous. The 
Mänandhar are also territorially endogamous, with 61.1 per cent of marriages 
16 According to the 1996 census produced by Central Mänandhar Organization the total household 
number of Mänandhar in southern Kathmandu were 395 with total population of 3,440. They were 
divided into Bhindyah gutbi (28), Phalcäsäh (22), Casändwa (64), Nhüsäh (134), Maru Dhwäkhä 
(77), and Mykiasäh (70). 
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with Mänandhars from southern Kathmandu, compared to 27.8 per cent with 
Mänandhars from northern Kathmandu and 11.1 per cent with Mänandhars from 
Bhaktapur and other Newar towns. There was only one case of an intercaste 
marriage, which was between a Mänandhar girl and a ýrestha boy. There was also 
one case of a marriage with a non-Newar. 
2.2.4.2 The Tandukär 
The Tandukär are also known by their non-honorific name of Khusah. 
Traditionally, they are the musicians and palanquin carriers for Newar weddings. 
They also play a role in fastening the chariot for festivals together with the 
Mänandhar. Although they are served by the Vajräcärya priests for their rituals, 
the Tandukär themselves are the domestic priests for the Khadgi, and are also 
known as the Nay Gubäju. Today, in ward 21 and 22, the Tandukär are employed 
in the civil service (17%) and the private sector (17%). Although the Tandukär 
are traditionally allowed to do agriculture, I could not find any cases of Tandukär 
who are engaged in agriculture in wards 21 and 22. 
The Tandukärs are scattered around Kathmandu, with no particular 
locality of their own. In the whole of southern Kathmandu, there are 36 
households, which constitute 0.7 per cent of the total households. In wards 21 and 
22, there are 88 people living in 13 households. The average household size is 6.7 
persons. 
In 1990, the Tandukär caste group founded a new caste-based organization 
which includes all Tandukärs of the Kathmandu Valley. It is called `Nepäh 
Tandukär Samäj' or `Nepalese Tai 4ukär Society'. 
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2.2.4.3 The Näpit 
The non-honorific name for the Näpit caste is Nau. Traditionally, they are 
the barbers and toe-nail-cutters to all castes from the Räjopädhyäya to the 
Maharjan. Nowadays, in addition to their traditional role, there are also some who 
are engaged as teachers. 
Traditionally, in Kathmandu Näpit were divided into three sub-castes: 
Pahmä Nau, Dwi Nau and Ba Nau. Each of these sub-castes are endogamous 
group. Each sub-caste marry within the sub-caste. A Pahmd Nau is not allowed to 
marry with Dwi Nau or Ba Nau and vice versa. These divisions are made 
according to the traditional services given by the Barber caste to the higher castes. 
I was told that in the past Pahmä Nau gives service of a barber and pedicure to 
higher castes: Vajräcdrya, kkya, ýrestha, Maharjan and the Ranas whereas Dwi 
Nau and Ba Nau give similar services to offspring born to intercaste concubines 
of Ranas and others. However, these internal divisions are not exist anymore and 
there is only one Näpit endogamous caste group. 
In southern Kathmandu, there are 33 Näpit households, located mostly in 
their own locality called Nau cuka, although there also Näpit households scattered 
in the other areas of the city. In ward 21 and 22 which I surveyed, there were 7 
households with a total population of 48 people. The average Näpit household 
size is 6.8 persons, just slightly higher than the average Newar household size 
which is 6.7 persons. 
Out of 50 marriages surveyed, more than half - 56 per cent - of all Näpit 
marriages are caste endogamous. 38 per cent were with other Newar castes, and 6 
per cent were with non-Newars. Among the 38 per cent who married other Newar 
castes, 2 were married to Maharjans and 17 to 
ýresthas. The Näpit are also 
territorially exogamous: only 3.6 per cent are married with other Näpit from 
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southern Kathmandu, compared with 71.4 per cent who married Näpit from 
Bhaktapur and other Newar towns. Unions with Näpit from northern Kathmandu 
accounted for 7.1 per cent of all marriages, while those with Näpit from Lalitpur 
accounted for 17.9 per cent. 
2.2.4.4 The Nakarmi 
The Nakarmi are also known as by their non-honorific name, Kau. They 
are traditionally ironmongers. Although the Nakarmi are still performing their 
traditional roles, some are employed in the civil service. As the Näpit are 
considered higher in the caste hierarchy, the Nakarmi are served by the Khadgi as 
their barber and toe-nail cutter. 
Like the Vajräcäryas of southern Kathmandu Nakarmi also has a guthi on 
the regional level of southern Kathmandu called kwahne guthi. In 1990, the 
Nakarmi of Kathmandu founded a caste-based secular organization called 
`Nakahmi Samäj Sewä Pucäh' or `Nakarmi Social Service Group' representing all 
Nakarmi of Kathmandu. Like other caste-based organization the main aim is to 
promote one's caste identity in modern Nepalese society. 
In wards 21 and 22 of southern Kathmandu, there are 29 Nakarmi 
households with a total population of 204 people, making the average household 
size 7 persons. Their settlement pattern is scattered, without a particular locality. 
The Nakarmi out of 196 marriages, 78.6 per cent of marriages occurring 
with other Nakarmi. The percentage of intercaste marriage with other Newar 
castes is 13.3 per cent, with 2 married with Vajräcärya, 2 with Sakya, 15 with 
ýrestha, 2 with Maharjan, 3 Ranjitkär, and one each with Mänandhar and 
Putuwär. Finally, 8.1 per cent of marriages were with non-Newars, including 
Joshi, Chetri and Gurung. The Nakarmi are also territorially exogamous, with a 
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preference for unions with Nakarmi from northern Kathmandu (52%). Marriages 
with Nakarmi from southern Kathmandu account for only 12.3 per cent. Other 
statistics show that 16.9 per cent of marriages are with Nakarmi from Lalitpur and 
18.8 per cent are with Nakarmi from Bhaktapur and other Newar towns. 
2.2.4.5 The Käranjit 
In the Newar caste hierarchy Käranjit is placed among water acceptable 
(lab cale jüpi) caste group. They themselves claimed to be Hindu by religion and 
belong to Vasistha Gotra. The non-honorific name for the Käranjit is Bhäh or 
Bhägrä. In the past, they are sometimes known as Kärji, Käljit, Kärjibhätl7 or 
Känjikär18 or Bhät. 19 According to Rosser (1966: 150) there were 150 Käranjit 
households in the whole Kathmandu Valley, scattered amongst most Newar 
settlements. Surprisingly, the survey collected by Greenwold (1974: 103) on 
Newar castes in the city of Kathmandu during 1970 to 1972 did not feature a 
single Käranjit household. In my recent survey, I found a total of 220 Käranjits in 
southern Kathmandu alone. Altogether, they make up 36 households or 0.7 per 
cent of the whole population, of which 29 are found in Dalächi and Matlächi, 
which is in the Jyä Bähäh area. It is the only part of Kathmandu where Käranjits 
are densely populated and there is no original KAranjit settlement in other parts of 
Kathmandu. The number of Käranjit households in wards 21 and 22 is 21, with a 
total population of 183 people, and the average Käranjit household size - 8.7 
persons - is among the very highest among all Newar castes. 
Their traditional role is to dye woollen blankets and waist bands. They are 
17 Referred in Jätimäläsüci of 14th century. 
18 Referred in Wright (1877: 185-86). 
19 Referred in the First Census of Nepal 1853-56 (1991: 80). 
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also the recipients of the bhä dän20 given by the, ýresthas21 Bhä Dän is the 
offering of foods and other items in the name of their deceased on the 11th day 
after the death (some do on the 10m day). Traditionally (i. e. in the Rana period), 
they were allowed to practise agriculture but not shopkeeping. Nowadays, 21.7 
per cent of the Käranjit in wards 21 and 22 are employed in business and 15 per 
cent are in the civil service. 
Regarding the recipients of death pollution, Ashaman Käranjit, at 87 years 
of age, the most senior Käranjit in Kathmandu, explained that it is the ritual task 
of the Käranjit to make a Siva (Mahädyah) from sand around the Bagmati river on 
the 11th day after the death. This Siva (in a form of a linga or so-called phallic 
symbol) is called Hatke§var Mahädev because it is casted simply by hands. This 
casting of diva is an exclusive caste duty of Käranjits. Once the diva is moulded, 
a Barber (Näpit) caste man has to hold a bronze mirror before it (jwdld nhäykan 
kenegu). And the chief mourner (usually the eldeest son if the dead person is a 
man or the youngest son if the dead person is a woman) with the assistance of 
Riijopädhydya Brahman, the family priest, offers three gwahjä or tiny stupa 
shapes made of rice flour dedicated to crow, dog and ghost which are called 
kagabali, swänabali and pretabali respectively. In ancient days this form of ritual 
was done everyday up to 10 days after the death at the river bank by chief 
mourner with the assistance of Räjopädhyäya Brahman and Käranjits. Later the 
ritual was shortened to one day, i. e. done on the 11 day by offering thirty gwahjä 
in one go instead of offering three each day. 
20 Toffin (1987: 223) calls it kätto nakegu or to feed with katto. 
21 According to Toff-in (1984: 291-2) in Panauti Tämräkär also give bad dan to Käranjit. 
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Because of their role in the funeral rites, the KAranjits are sometimes 
referred to as `funeral priests'22 or `para-priest'. 23 Others refer to them as 
Mahäbrähman24 or Pretabrähman, 25 terms which are originally used to refer to a 
type of Brahman who has ritual duties relating to death in North Indian society. 
However, in my conversations with them, Käranjits, do not refer to themselves as 
priests (purohit). Neither do they use the terms Mahäbrähman or Pretabrähman 
for their roles in funeral rites. 
The only person who made a link between Käranjit and Mahdbrähman 
was Ashaman Käranjit. He related a myth of a woman had 4 sons. The eldest 
(Jestha putra) was Käranjit who was later known as Mahlibrähman. The second 
(Mähilä) was Brahman, who was later known as Räjopädhyäya Brahman. The 
third (Sdhilä) was Karmäcärya and the youngest (Känchd) was Kapoli (Jogi). 
Ashaman Käranjit also recalled that Räjopädhyiiya Brahmans used to pour water 
on his feet before they bowed at his feet because they regarded the Käranjit as 
their elder brother. Similarly, two other Käranjits of Kathmandu said that they 
once heard their Räjopädhydya family priest stopped them to bow down (bhägi 
yäyegu) to them because he claimed that Rajopddhyäya and Karanjits castes are 
actually brothers. When I asked the Räjopädhyäya Brahmins about their 
relationship with the Käranjit, they replied that they do not consider them as their 
elder brothers. 26 
Within the Käranjits of Kathmandu there are two types of Käranjits: the 
22 Toffm (1987: 222). 
23 Levy (1992: 360). 
24 Hodgson (1974), Toffm (1987: 222), Levy (1992: 361), Gellner (1992: 208). 
u Toff-in (1987: 222). 
26 In Levy's (1992: 361) study of Bhaktapur Käranjits are considered by Räjopädhyäya Brahman 
as a fallen Brahman group. 
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indigenous and `tuigä' or migrated Käranjits. Those who migrated from other 
Newar settlements (e. g. Lalitpur, Bhaktapur) are called `tuigä' or foreigner 
(pardesi) Käranjits. The indigenous Kdranjit have their own gutbi and Tantric 
shrine-house (guthi che`) at Dalächi together with properties to support their 
guthi's activities. The indigenous Käranjits treat the `tuigä' Käranjits as one step 
lower than them. The `tuigä' Käranjits are not allowed to enter their main Tantric 
shrine-room (ägä kothä). However, the indigenous Kdranjits claimed that they 
help those `tuigä' Käranjits in their funerals (si uthe yäyegu) by raising two 
rupees as the revenue from them. Those `tuigä' Käranjits are allowed to join their 
guthi but do not have access and right in the guthi's activities apart from getting 
help at funeral. In the annual gutbi feast, `tuigä' Käranjits are not allowed to eat 
with the indigenous Käranjits. The feast is fed separately to those `tuigä' 
Kdranjits. Referring to `tuigä' Kdranjits Ashaman Käranjit, said `they are 
foreigners so they cannot move upwards (thäha wayemajyu) to our guthi'. With 
the discrimination of the indigenous Kdranjits towards the `tuigä' Käranjits, the 
later group separately established their own si guthi or funeral gutbi. This makes 
them now two separate groups and two separate si guthis: mit gutbi which means 
the main gutbi and nhü gutbi which means new guthi (sometimes they are also 
known as Tahdhä guthi or Cidhä guthi meaning `big' and `little' guthi). The main 
guthi is formally known as Bhairädyah guthi or Pacali Bhairav guthi. The 
registration of new guthi members is done annually only in the fifth day of A§win 
Sukla (around October) according to Newar calendar. It is called cyägu hanegu. 
With the Tahdhä guthi they have a main celebration once a year at Pacali 
Bhairav which lasts for 5 days and with the Cidhä guthi they worship Manjusri at 
Swayambhu which is known as ýa§u pnjä. In the past the Tahdhä guthi also 
managed the jajmäni or patron-client system of receiving the bhäh or death 
prestation. There were fixed territories of responsibility and each had to respect 
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the others. The crossing of the boundaries was not allowed. 
The internal divisions among the Käranjits and the resulting split into 
separate guthis has led to competition for members. Originally, there were 25/26 
members in the main gutbi which has since declined to only 8/9 members at 
present. Ashaman Karanjit claims that due to ritual elaboration of the guthi it is 
very difficult for their members to take guthi's turn (guthipä kaye thäku), so many 
have left for the new guthi in order to avoid having to take their turn to organize 
the annual rituals and feasts. 
The main si guthi or funeral guthi of Käranjit of Kathmandu is registered 
in the royal palace at the time of King Tribhuvan. As a consequence, those 
Käranjits have a customary practices of mourning (bicä hilyeka wanegu) for the 
dead king according Newar tradition. 
Every 5/6 families has their one common Tantric deity (ägä dyah). 
Indigenous Käranjits have their common Tantric deity at their Tantric shrine- 
house (guthi che"). Their Tantric deity is Bhairav (Bhairddyah). Originally, there 
was main shrine of Bhairav with a golden mask which has since been stolen. This 
is the only proper Tantric shrine-house (guthi che") of Käranjits of Kathmandu. On 
the outside wall of this Tantric shrine-house there is a stone inscription recording 
the adding fund into the existing si guthi dating back to 1874. `Tuigä' Käranjits 
do not have such a house. All indigenous Käranjits of Kathmandu have one 
common lineage deity (digu dyah) at Tallkhuti, bank of the Vishnumati river, just 
outside the territory of traditional Kathmandu. `Tuigä' Kdranjits will not share the 
common lineage deity of indigenous Käranjits as their lineage deity should be in 
their settlement of origin. Defining the `otherness' of Kdranjits, Suryaman 
Kdranjit of Kathmandu expressed, `We could not allow them to enter in our guthi. 
Obviously, they are not from here. Their lineage deity (digu dyah) is where they 
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came from. They cannot claim our lineage deity (digu dyah) as their own. For 
example, if one is migrated from Bhaktapur his lineage deity (digu dyah) should 
be at Bhaktapur and obviously they do not belong here'. However, marriage 
between indigenous Käranjits and `tuiga' Käranjits are acceptable. 
Out of 107 marriages surveyed in southern Kathmandu, 69 marriages 
(64.5 per cent) were caste endogamous. Of the 69 marriages, 34.8 per cent were 
with Kdranjit of southern Kathmandu, 17.4 per cent with northern Kathmandu, 
23.2 with Lalitpur, 26.6 with Bhaktapur and other Newar towns. There were also 
18 cases of intercaste marriages with other Newar castes, which account for 16.8 
per cent. 9 were with ýresthas, 2 with Mänandhar and one each with Joshi, 
Vajräcärya, Näpit, Maharjan, Ranjitkär, kkya and Citrakär. There were also 20 
cases of marriages with non-Newars, which made up 18.6 per cent of all 
marriages. 
As a result of social mobility there are some Käranjits who try to hide their 
caste identity. I was informed by a few Käranjit that some Käranjits in Banepa, 
Tansen and Thimi use grestha as their surnames. There are also some Käranjits 
who use Karmäcärya or Lawat as their surnames. However, a Käranjit informant 
emphasized that their hidden identity is finally revealed when it comes to 
marriage. He said, `They write ýrestha but at marriage no one will marry them so 
they have to marry within their own jät. It is not possible to hide an actual caste 
by stealing jäts. ' 
2.2.4.6 The Mäläkär 
The Mäläkär or Mali are also known by their non-honorific name of 
Gathu. They also use the surnames `Mali. ' Their traditional role is as dancers 
(gathu pyäkha") and gardeners. Nowadays, although some work as gardeners, I 
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also found some Mäläkär who run sweet shops and some who are engaged in the 
civil service. 
Traditionally, the Mäläkär settlement is next to the Khadgi. However, 
nowadays, the Mäläkär households are scattered in the city with no particular 
locality. In southern Kathmandu there is a total of 16 Mäläkär households. 
However, in wards 21 and 22, there are only 6 Mäläkär households housing 35 
people thereby making the average Mäläkär household size 5.8 persons per 
household. 
Out of 32 marriages that I surveyed, 56.2 per cent were caste endogamous, 
while 34.4 per cent were intercaste marriages with other Newar castes. These 
Newar castes include 4 with ýrestha, 2 Mänandhar, 1 Vajräcärya, 1 Ranjitkär, 2 
Maharjan and 1 Tulädhar. As for marriages with non-Newars, there were three 
such unions - with Karki, Chetri and Tibetan - which account for 9.4 per cent of 
all marriages. Mäläkär marriages are also mainly territorially exogamous, with 
88.9 per cent of all marriages with others from beyond southern Kathmandu. This 
means that only 11.1 per cent of marriages are with Mäläkär from southern 
Kathmandu, compared with 72.2 per cent with Mäläkär of northern Kathmandu, 
5.6 per cent with Mäläkdr from Lalitpur and 11.1 per cent with Mäldkär from 
Kirtipur. 
2.2.4.7 The Ci trakär 
The Citrakär are also known by their non-honorific name of Pii. 
Traditionally, they are painters, artists and brewers of alcohol. They are served by 
the Khadgi as their barbers and toe-nail-cutters. Nowadays, in addition to their 
traditional roles as painters and artists, they have diversified their craft to include 
selling works of art on canvas and photography. Some are also engaged in the 
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civil service. 
In 1994, the Citrakär of Kathmandu founded the caste-based secular 
organization called `Citrakär (pü) Samäj' or `Citrakär Society'. Like other new 
founded caste-based organization, the Citrakär Society also reformed many 
traditional practices about life-cycle rituals. 
Citrakärs in southern Kathmandu are divided into three kawahs: Kwahiti 
kawah, Nhiighah kawah and Bhindyah Tabwa kawah with the total number of 39 
Citrakär households. However, in wards 21 and 22, there are only 5 Citrakär 
households with a total population of 28 people. The average Citrakär household 
size is 5.6 persons, which is the lowest average among all Newar castes. 
Out of 139 marriages that I surveyed, 67.6 per cent of Citrakär marriages 
were caste endogamous, while 20.1 per cent were intercaste marriages with other 
Newar castes. These Newar castes include 1 Vajräcärya, 1 ýäkya, 18 ýrestha, 1 
Tulädhar, 1 Maharjan, 3 Mänandhar, 2 Ranjitkär and 1 Tandukär. As for 
marriages with non-Newars, there were 17 such unions which account for 12.2 
per cent of all marriages. 
In terms of marriage alliances with the Citrakär the highest unions were 
with 48.9 per cent of Citrakär of northern Kathmandu, with 48.9 per cent of all 
caste endogamous marriages. While there are only 25.5 per cent of marriage 
alliances established within southern Kathmandu, 18.1 per cent with Citrakär 
from Lalitpur and 7.5 per cent with Citrakär from Bhaktapur and other Newar 
towns. 
2.2.4.8 The Ranjitkär 
The Ranjitkär or Ranjit are also known by their non-honorific name of 
Chipä. Traditionally, their caste occupation is dyeing clothes and threads. They 
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are served by the Khadgi as their barbers and toe-nail-cutters. Nowadays, in 
addition to their traditional roles as dyers they also run business and engaged in 
the civil service. 
In southern Kathmandu there is a total number of 212 Ranjitkar 
households. However, among the clean service castes in wards 21 and 22, the 
Ranjitkär are the highest in number, with 579 people living in 77 households. The 
average households size is also high, with 7.5 persons per household, compared to 
the average which is 6.7. 
Out of 88 marriages that I surveyed, 56.8 per cent of Ranjitkär marriages 
were caste-and territory-endogamous. 50 per cent-of marriages alliances were 
with Ranjitkdr from southern Kathmandu while 32 per cent of marriage alliances 
were with Ranjitkär from northern Kathmandu, 6 per cent of marriage alliances 
were Ranjitkär from Lalitpur, and 12 per cent from Bhaktapur and other Newar 
towns. 
28.4 per cent of Ranjitkär marriage were intercaste marriages with other 
Newar castes. These Newar castes included: 2 Vajräcärya, 1 ýäkya, 15 ýrestha, 2 
Tulädhar, 3 Maharjan, 1 Citrakär, and 1 Cyämkhalah. As for marriage with non- 
Newars, there were 13 such alliances which made up of 14.8 per cent of all 
Ranjitkär marriages. 
2.2.5 The unclean service castes: Khadgi. Kapäli. 
The impure castes are strictly segregated from the castes mentioned above, 
both in society and religion. Although they are impure, they are touchable. This 
caste group deals with the higher castes' impurities. In southern Kathmandu, they 
constitute 7.6 per cent of households. There are three castes within this group: 
Kapali (Musicians and Tailors), Khadgi (Butchers), and Rajaka (washermen). 
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Unlike the Khadgi whose territory is at the edge of the city, the Kapäli castes 
reside in the city at satahs or public rest houses near the main temples. I was told 
by several lower Kathmandu inhabitants that originally there were no households 
of the Rajaka caste in kwahne but in upper Kathmandu they have their own 
locality which named after their caste name. If the informants are accurate, the 
three Rajaka households (which is 0.05 per cent of total households) that I found 
in lower Kathmandu must have migrated from upper Kathmandu. 
2.2.5.1 The Khadgi 
The Khadgi are also known by their non-honourific name of Nay. 
Officially, they use the surnames `Khadgi, ' and `Shähi' (I have also seen some 
write `Kasai'). In southern Kathmandu, there are 342 Khadgi households. In 
wards 21 and 22 which I surveyed, there are 105 households, with a total 
population of 857 persons. The average household size is 8.2, one of the highest 
average household sizes among the Newars. The Khadgi settlements are mainly in 
My Pächo and Casädo, one layer inside the old city boundaries, next to the 
Dyahlä and Cyäme. In 1973, Khadgi of Kathmandu founded the caste-based 
secular organization called `Nepal Khadgi Sewd Samiti' or `Nepal Khadgi 
Service Committee'. 
The traditional role of the Khadgi is as a butcher, milk seller, messenger 
and musician, while the female Khadgi are toe-nail cutters for the clean service 
castes. Nowadays, apart from their traditional occupation, taxi-driving has 
become a popular profession among the Khadgi (Gellner 1995: 270), along with 
car maintenance. Some enterprising Khadgis are also known to be taxi-owners 
and suppliers of frozen meat to the big hotels in Kathmandu. On the whole, 
Khadgis are the most economically successful of all the lower castes. 
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Sixty-two Khadgi marriages were surveyed in southern Kathmandu, where 
it was found that all marriages were caste endogamous, i. e. there were no 
intercaste marriages. It was also found that the Khadgi are territorially 
exogamous: only 40.3 per cent of marriages were territorially endogamous, i. e. 
between Khadgis from southern Kathmandu, compared with over 59 per cent 
which were with Khadgis from northern Kathmandu, Lalitpur, Bhaktapur and 
other Newar towns. The actual breakdown of the figures are as follows: marriages 
with Khadgis from northern Kathmandu accounted for 29 per cent, marriage with 
Khadgis from Lalitpur 16.1 per cent and from Bhaktapur and other Newar towns 
14.5 per cent. 
2.2.5.2 Kapäli. 
The Kapäli, whose non-honorific name is Jogi, are traditionally musicians, 
sweepers of Hindu temples (degas) and are the recipients of seven-days' death 
pollution prestations. In addition, during winter (around the month of Mägh or 
January-February) they are also known to dress as Mahädev (Shiva) and go 
begging from house to house while playing the damaru (hand-drum). However, 
nowadays, they are mostly employed as tailors. They are also locally known as 
Twähjä or Twähjana which literally means `people of tol or locality. ' They use 
different surnames: `Kapäli, ' `Dar§andhäri, ' `Kusle, ' `Dargan, ' `Yogi, ' `Jogi, ' and 
`Sucikär. ' There are 11 households in wards 21 and 22 of southern Kathmandu, 
which is 0.8 per cent of all Newar households. In the whole of southern 
Kathmandu, there are 53 Kapäli households in total. The total population of 
Kapäli in wards 21 and 22 is 77 persons, and the average household size is 7, 
slightly higher than the average. The Kapäli do not have any specific locality, and 
they live scattered within Kathmandu. It is often the case that each tol will have at 
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least one Kapäli household. In 1993, Kapäli founded new caste-based 
organization called `Kapäli Samäj' or `Kapäli Society'. 
According to a Kapäli informant there are three different sub-groups 
within the Kapäli caste: Dar§andhäri, serves as a priest for Kapalis; Kapäli in 
general and Danyä who are water unacceptable group within the Kapäli caste. The 
first two sub-groups are marriageable whereas Danyä are exogamous. Danyä 
serves as the Barber caste (i. e. to shave heads and to cut toe-nails in ritual 
occasions) and collect the death pollution for other Kapälis. However, in official 
papers they also use Kapäli as their identity and surnames. 
Out of 76.9 per cent of 65 Kapäli marriages studied in southern 
Kathmandu were married with partners from the same Kapäli caste, while 13.8 
per cent of marriages were with partners from other Newar castes and 9.2 per cent 
were with non-Newars. For marriages with other Newar castes, three were with 
partners from the ýrestha caste, one with Joshi, one with Tulädhar, one with 
ýäkya, two with Maharjan and one with Nakarmi. Marriages were also 
territorially exogamous: only 10 per cent of marriages were with partners from 
southern Kathmandu, compared with 48 per cent from northern Kathmandu, 8 per 
cent from Lalitpur and 34 per cent from Bhaktapur. 
The one aspect of Kapäli culture that is different from other Newars is the 
fact that they do not cremate their dead, but rather bury them. Also, they do not 
perform ihi ritual, but they do observe the mock menstruation ritual (bdrhäh). 
2.2.6 The untouchable castes: Dyahlä. Cyäme 
At the bottom of the caste hierarchy are the Dyalilä and Cyäme castes. 
Within the untouchable castes, there are two castes: Dyahlä/Pode and 
Cyämkhalah/Cyäme. In southern Kathmandu, they constitute 3.3 per cent of 
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households which can be found around the periphery of the old city. They serve 
all the higher castes by carrying out `defiling' works. The traditional occupations 
of both castes are fishing, sweeping and scavenging. The Dyahlä and Cyäme are 
different from other Newar castes in that they do not perform the ihi or mock 
menstruation rituals. They are also different from other Newars because pork is an 
integral part of their feast, whereas the pig is considered polluting to other Newar 
castes. Because the Dyahlä and Cyäme are not served by priests from the higher 
castes, it is not possible to categorize them as Buddhist or Hindu. When 
interviewed, they did not have a clear definition of their religious affiliation. Their 
rituals are officiated by their own senior caste members. 
Some studies have identified another Untouchable caste called `Hiilä. hulu' 
but my Dyahlä and Cyämkhalah informants do not recognize this group as a 
caste. However, they acknowledge that there are people called Hälähulu who are 
called to collect their death-offerings : the nhaynuhümä (taken for high castes by 
Kapäli). They do not live in a specific locality. They are usually found living in 
abandoned public rest houses (satah) or temples (deygah). Although many 
scholars identified the Hälähulu as a separate caste (Toffin 1984: 231; Levy 1990: 
79), it is my finding that they are more like homeless beggars and are not 
considered as part of the caste hierarchy. Rosser (1966: 86) estimated that there 
were fifty Hälähulu households in the Kathmandu Valley which Gellner (1995: 
296 n 33) is of the opinion that `it is almost certainly a mistake. ' This is also not 
supported by my household survey, which did not show any Hälähulu 
households. According to Gellner's study of Lalitpur, the Hälähulu exist only in 
Bhaktapur (Gellner 1995: 284); whereas in Levy's study of Bhaktapur, he states 
that they exist only in Kathmandu (Levy 1990: 85). On the other hands, Dyahlä 
and Cyämkhalah informants of southern Kathmandu denied the existence of 
Hälähulu in Kathmandu either. Who are the Hälähulu then? When I asked my 
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Dyahlä informants where to find a Hälähulu when they need one they explained 
that generally people who spend nights in temples (degale bay cwanipc'). If they 
could not find a person so-called Hälähulu they will ask a beggar to accept their 
death-offerings. Therefore, I got an impression that Hälähulu is a referring term 
for anyone who accepts the death-offerings of Dyahlä and Cyämkhalah rather 
than a caste by itself. 
2.2.6.1 The Dyalilä 
Traditionally, the Dyahlä are the guardians of pith (various temples and 
inauspicious places of the city) a role that they still perform today. In addition, the 
Dyahlä are also known for their role as public executioners, although during the 
course of my fieldwork, I could not find any Dyahlä who had ever done this 
profession. The Dyahlä are most commonly known as sweepers. They use 
`Dyahlä, ' `Pode (Porhe), ' `ýrestha' and `Nepali' as their last names. Out of 25 
sweepers employed by the ward 21 office, 18 are Dyahlä caste, while 4 are 
Cyämkhalah, one is a Nepali low caste (Särki) and another is a Taraian low caste 
(Mizar). Because the job of cleaning is considered degrading, it is the sole 
occupation of the Dyahlä and Cydmkhalah. The high demand for cleaners and 
sweepers mean that the Dyahlä often work two jobs, one in the government and 
another in the private sector. 
From the data of ward 21 and 22 of southern Kathmandu, there are 112 
Dyahlä households which make up 7.9 per cent of all Newar households. 
Traditionally the Dyahlä are not allowed to live within the city compounds as 
they are Untouchables. However, with urban growth, the city boundaries have 
expanded, and the Dyahlä are now located within the new Kathmandu city 
boundaries, namely in Podyä Tol, Sabal Bähäh, Täkeswar, and Käkeswar. Based 
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on the data on wards 21 and 22 (with a total population of 710 Dyahlä persons), 
the average size of the household is 6.3 persons. This household size is slightly 
below the average household size of all Newar castes. 
There are two si (funeral) guthis which are belong to the Dyahlä caste of 
southern Kathmandu. Tahdhä (big) guthi which has 75 members and cidhä 
(small) guthi, which has 60 members. The life-cycle rituals of the Dyahlä is 
officiated by specially appointed senior members of their own caste who act as 
their priest. 
In a study of 76 marriages among the Dyahlä, 92.1 per cent of all 
marriages are caste endogamous within the Dyalilä caste, with only 7.9 per cent of 
marriages occurring with members of other castes (including non-Newar castes). 
Out of the six intercaste marriages, five involved the union of a Dyahlä girl with a 
Vajräcärya (1), Sakya (1), ýrestha (1) and Khadgi (2). Because Dyahlä are 
dependent on the Khadgi for most of their rites of passage rituals and live in close 
proximity to each other, a union between a Dyahlä and Khadgi can be explained 
due to these reasons. However, it is striking to note that three of these marriages 
are unions with the highest castes (Vajräcärya, ýäkya and ýrestha). For the high 
caste men who marry with the Dyahlä, they are expelled from their caste group 
and have to live with the Dyahlä. Given the rare case of intercaste marriage 
between two very different castes, the rule of patrilocality cannot support the 
anomalous union, and thus the high caste man has to live with his wife's family. 
Also, this shows that the process of Sanskritization (upward mobility) is not 
immediately conferred upon marriage to a higher caste. If the union is between 
two castes who are on opposite ends of the hierarchy, it is the downward 
movement of the higher caste to the level of the lower caste that occurs. On the 
other hand, there was only one case of a Dyahla man who married a girl from the 
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ýrestha caste. In this case, the rule of patrilocality is applied, and the girl lives 
with her husband in the Dyahlä locality. 
Dyahlä marriages tend to be also territorially endogamous: out of 76 
marriages studied, 38.1 per cent were with partners from southern Kathmandu and 
14.5 per cent were with partners from northern Kathmandu. As for marriages with 
people from outside Kathmandu city, 17.1 per cent of bride/grooms came from 
Lalitpur and 22.4 per cent were from Bhaktapur and other Newar towns. In cases 
where the partner comes from outside Kathmandu, there was also a pattern of 
exchange between two places once an initial union has been arranged. For 
example, once a girl from Place A is married into a family from Place B, through 
her connections, other marriages between partners from Places A and B can be 
arranged, resulting in an exchange of women between the two places. 
2.2.6.2 The Cyämkhalah 
In the caste hierarchy, the Cyämkhalah are the lowest. The Cyämkhalah 
also use `Nepali, ' `ýrestha, ' or `Cyäme' as their last names. 27 Based on data 
collected from ward 21 and 22 in southern Kathmandu, there are 34 households, 
which make up 2.4 per cent of all Newar households. The average household size 
of Cyämkhalah is 8.8 persons, which is one of the highest among all Newar 
castes. There is only one si guthi (funeral guthi) for the Cyämkhalah, which has 
26 members. The Cyämkhalah settlements are mostly in Näypäco and Kohiti. 
As with the Dyahlä, the Cyämkhalah are traditionally sweepers, but unlike 
the Dyahlä, they are not employed in sweeping the streets of southern 
Kathmandu. According to Cyämkhalah oral history, the Cyämkhalah were 
27 In Lalitpur, the Cyämkhalah also someties use Konäju as their surname. 
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traditionally sweepers in the royal palace and Buddhist temples (bähäh/bahi), 
whereas the Dyahlä were not allowed to enter and do work in those places. That is 
the reason why at present, the work of sweeping the streets of southern 
Kathmandu is the main responsibility of the Dyahlä, while the Cyämkhalah are 
engaged in cleaning temples. Occupationally, the Cydmkhalah are also more 
diversified: during my fieldwork, I came across Cyämkhalah who are engaged in 
metalwork and in the military. 
The Cyämkhalah also practice caste endogamy. 82.1 per cent of 78 
marriages studied were with partners from the same caste. 11.5 per cent of 
marriages were intercaste marriages with other Newar castes, while 6.4 per cent 
were with non-Newars. With the intercaste marriages, there was one union with 
ýrestha, one with Maharjan, two with Ranjitkär, one with Räjkarnikär, three with 
Khadgi and one with Rajaka. As for marriages with non-Newars, there was one 
union with Brahmin caste and another with a Muslim; in both cases it was a 
Cyämkhalah girl who was married out. 
The Cyämkhalah believe that marriages should not occur with kin who are 
related to within seven generations, although because of their small population, 
they have narrowed it down to three generations. Despite this relaxation of 
marriage restrictions, their small population size in southern Kathmandu means 
that the Cyämkhalah are territorially exogamous. Only 25 per cent of marriages 
occur with partners from within southern Kathmandu. The bulk - 64.1 per cent - 
of marriages occur with partners from northern Kathmandu. 6.2 per cent of 
marriages were with partners from Lalitpur, while 4.7 per cent were from 
Bhaktapur and other Newar towns. 
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Appendix: 
List of new secularized caste-based organizations of 
Newars of Kathmandu 
In the cases of Mänandhar, Jyäpu, Citrakär, and Udäy the objectives and 
activities are translated from their own published rulebooks (vidhän). Rest are 
translated from the summary paper `Roles of Newar caste organizations' 
presented by Rajbhai Jakami in the second National Newar Federation conference 
on 21-22 September 1996 at Narayanghat, Nepal. 
1. Caste: Khadgi 
Name of the caste-based organization: Nepal Khadgi Sewä Samiti 
rounding year: 1973 
Main objectives and activities: 
(a) Award prizes to Khadgi students who pass SLC with high scores. 
(b) To organize a group initiation (kaytd püjd). 
(c) To train professional skills. 
(d) To raise caste awareness. 
2. Caste: Vajräcärya 
Name of the caste-based organization: Vajräcärya Samrakshan Guthi 
Founding year: 1988 
Main objectives and activities: 
(a) Award prizes to Vajräcärya students who achieve high scores in education. 
(b) To hounour renown Vajräcäryas in different fields. 
(c) To train Vajräcärya to be a priest. 
(d) To organize a group initiation (cu4dkarma). 
3. Caste: Tandukär 
Name of the caste-based organization: Nepdb Tandukär Samäj 
Founding year: 1990 
Main objectives and activities: 
(a) To collect census of Tandukärs within the Kathmandu Valley. 
(b) To organize a group ihi for girls. 
(c) To promote caste identity. 
4. Caste: Nakarmi 
Name of the caste-based organization: Nakahmi Samäj Sewä Pucäh 
Founding year: 1990 
Main objectives and activities: 
(a) Award prizes to Nakarmi students who pass SLC with high scores. 
(b) To hounour renown Nakarmi in the fields of sports and social services. 
(c) To promote caste identity among Nakarmis. 
S. Caste: Mänandhar 
Name of the caste-based organization: Kendriya Mänandhar Sangha 
Founding year: 1990 
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Main objectives and activities: 
(a)Attempt for the welfare, prosperity, progress and development of Mänandhar society. 
(b) To preserve and promote historical culture, religion and traditional customs, songs, 
education, profession, health and sports, etc. of Mänandhar society. 
(c) To research different customs of Mänandhar society and reform them scientifically. 
(d) To Encompass all Mänandhar communities who are living all over the country within 
the Organization and to help and develop mutual friendship between those Mänandhars. 
(e) To establish peaceful relationship with other communities of Nepal and help each other 
in development of the country. 
(f) To support financially to disabled and needy people. 
6. Caste: Kapäli 
Name of the caste-based organization: Kapäli Samäj 
Founding year: 1993 
Main objectives and activities: 
(a)To reform traditional customs. 
(b) To raise caste awareness. 
7. Caste: Jyäpu 
Name of the caste-based organization: Jyäpu Mahäguthi 
Founding year: 1993 
Main objectives and activities: 
(a)To unite on a national level all Jyäpus from the Kathmandu Valley, wherever they may 
be earning their living; to raise caste awareness; and in so doing to bring them on the 
road to the development of the country 
(b) To develop, preserve, and carry out research on the origins of the Jyapu caste, its 
religion, culture, life-cycle rituals, festivals, occupations, customs. etc. 
(c) To advance the development of the Jyäpu caste by freeing it from economic, political, 
religious, and intellectual domination; 
(d) To protect and develop Nepal Bhäsä, the mother tongue of the Jyäpu caste; to work to 
increase the feeling that `we are Jyäpus, we are Newars, and we are Nepalis'. 
8. Caste: Citrakär 
Name of the caste-based organization: Citrakär (pü) Samäj 
Founding year: 1994 
Main objectives and activities: 
(a)To preserve traditional religion, culture and customs of Citrakär community and to 
reform them accordingly. 
(b) To preserve and develop fine arts and art skills which this community's ancestors have 
left (to us) as a social occupation. To display such fine arts to the world by focusing on 
the national benefit and pride. 
(c) To reform customs of this community according to changing times and to carry out 
social reforming activities. 
(d) Make progress of this community's social, cultural, economical and other fields. 
(e) To support disabled, poor, people with no kin of this community. 
(f) To raise concept of unity, mutual understanding, and support to each other within this 
community. 
(g) To progress harmoniously with other communities in order to uplift Nepal nation and 
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Newar Jäti. 
9. Caste: Udäy 
Name of the caste-based organization: Udäy Samäj 
Founding year: 1995 
Main objectives and activities: 
(a) To bring unity within Udäy caste: 
1. To contact and exchange with people or group of Udäy caste who are living in 
different places, and divided into different groups. 
2. To open branches in different districts and places and choose a contacting person. 
3. To treat and behave equally to all Udäy castes who are linked by blood in order not 
to effect on religious beliefs and hounour them. 
4. To exchange each other's ideas in different meetings, seminars and papers. 
(b) To acquaint with Udäy culture and preserve it: 
1. To establish an Udäy caste institution based on lineage, tradition, religion, virtue, 
etc. 
2. To research or let other people do research or to encourage research on the culture 
of Udäy caste. 
3. To publicize the preservation and development of culture of Udäy caste. 
4. To set up a fund for this purpose. 
5. Educate about one's culture to all from child to adult. 
6. Discourage not to leave one's culture and to imitate and bring in culture of 
outsiders. 
(c) To reform customs and behaviours of Udäy caste: 
1. To recognize corruptions on customs and behaviours of Udäy caste. 
2. To set strong rules to reduce lavish and unnecessary expenses for celebration of 
rituals. 
3. To abandon or reform old customs which does not fit to modem time. 
(d) To increase capabilities and abilities among Udäy caste: 
1. To eradicate illiteracy among Udäy caste and encourage highest education as much 
as possible. 
2. In order to cooperate with other caste communities we should learn about our own 
weakness and to get rid of it. 
3. To organize necessary arrangement for leadership training. 
4. To encourage persons who are capable of playing active roles in different fields. 
5. To make study trips to both in and out of the country, to do comparative study of 
other communities and societies, and increase knowledge To work bravely in other 
places by not limiting only in Kathmandu. 
(e) To prosper and secure financial condition of all members of the society: 
1. To provide jobs. 
2. To provide necessary support to person who wants to work. 
3. To set up co-operation institute to support business. 
(f) To provide supports for disabled, sick, old people and people with no kin: 
1. To arrange house for aged, guesthouse etc. 
2. To set up financial trust and financially support it. 
3. To encourage social worker for people who like it and prepare social workers. 
(g) Work together with other Newar groups, organizations and communities to uplift 
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Newar community. 
(h) To support each other and establish friendly relationship with other Nepalese ethnic 
groups, groups, organizations. 
(i) To participate in the development of the country, and give necessary support for the 
progress of the country. 
(j) To fulfil these objectives establish relationships with organizations of other countries 
and international organizations and exchange support"to each other. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
Newar Households 
3.1 Indigenous definition 
Many anthropologists (see Toffin 1984: 110, Levy 1992: 110) state that 
there is no specific term for the household or family in Newari language. In A 
Concise Dictionary of the Newar Language (Joshi 1987), `family' is translated 
into different terms, bhwachi, jahän and jah (Newari) or parivdr (Nepali). The 
variety of local terms is also reflected in the work of various scholars: Toffin 
(1984) and Quigley (1985) state that Newars use the term the (which also means 
`house'), Pradhan (1986) claims that it is bhwachi and in the case of Bhaktapur 
Newars, Levy found that it is jahän. 
However, there has been one common criterion for defining the basic 
family unit: sharing the hearth, or food commensality. For example, Levy (1992: 
110) defines `family' in terms of the sharing of boiled food, particularly rice, such 
as chaga jäsi `one rice pot'. Likewise, Quigley (1985: 13) points out, `a (Newar) 
household, often joint household, defined in terms of those who share a cooking 
hearth (bhutü)'. 
In southern Kathmandu, these terms were also used by Newars when 
asked to define or describe paribär or `family'. Despite those terminological 
variations I also came across a term which accurately defines the basic household 
unit: bhukhd. Bhukhä is the term used by a member of the farmer (Maharjan) 
caste of Kathmandu as a substitute for the more common Nepali (and recently 
also Newari) term paribär, l which means family in English. The bhukhä is a 
1 This term is derived from Sanskrit word parivdra which literally means `dependent' of a master 
(see Inden and Nicholas 1977: 5). In Newari although it is spelled in writing as its original word 
combination of two words in Newari, that is, bhutü which means a hearth and khä 
which is classifier for house. Literally, it combines the idea of the hearth being the 
core element of Newar family and the notion of sharing a common living space 
under the same roof. An extended joint household, for example, is sometimes 
described as belonging to the same bhukhä in the sense that it constitutes a single 
commensal unit living under one roof. Also, the head of the household is 
represented by the senior male member within the bhukhä. It should also be noted 
that this term is not used by all Newar castes (they often use the general Nepali 
term paribc r). However, in terms of census taking, it is the bhukhä which 
represents the basic household unit. For this reason, the term bhukhä will only be 
used as an analytical tool to describe a commensal kin living under the same roof. 
Commensality emerges as the key factor in determining kinship especially 
when we consider that the current trend in Kathmandu is for Newars to rent out 
part of their homes. This means that although a group of people may share the 
same living space, they do not constitute a single family or household from the 
Newar point of view. With regards to tenancy rate in Kathmandu, my survey of 
three administrative wards (i. e. ward 20,21 and 23) of southern Kathmandu 
reveals that out of a total population of 30,262 people, 19.56 per cent are living in 
rented accommodation. Among Kathmandu Newars the most common pattern is 
to rent out few rooms or floors of the house instead of renting a whole house. For 
example, of 1,210 houses in ward 21 I found that there are only eight houses 
which were rented as a whole house. This means that about 20 per cent of the 
total population share the same roof but do not share food or more specifically the 
hearth. 
but pronounce differently as `paribär'. The term is recently adopted in Newari presumably within 
this century. 
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Although he does not use the term bhukhä, Toffin (1984: 110) also defines 
a Newar family as `a group of persons who live under the same roof and share 
food'. Pradhan (1986: 28), while highlighting the common ideas about 
commensality and shared living space, uses different terms to define it: `the 
smallest economic and social unit in the Newar society is the Newar household 
which is referred to as bho chi (those who share common kitchen) or chakhä chi 
(all who live in one house)'. However, Purnamaya, a 70 years old kkya woman 
of Kathmandu explained that the term bhwachi is only used in the context of 
inviting guests for a feast. For example, on a wedding invitation card, one might 
find the term bhwachi which means all members of the family, irrespective of 
whether they live under the same roof. Similarly, there are other specific terms 
which are used to define kinship units in this context e. g. nimhatipu for a married 
couple, mäcächi for a married couple with their children, laikäpähd for a single 
male. Therefore, although bhwachi does denote family, it is not generally used by 
Newars to mean bhukhä. 
However, there is a limitation to the use of bhukhä to explain Newar 
kinship structure. As the family size increases and living space becomes limited, 
and there is a tendency for the main household unit to divide into smaller units. 
Traditionally, the paribär live in separate households within the same compound 
(cuka) or neighbourhood, 2 but with changes in employment and land scarcity, the 
dispersal of kin is much wider in modern times. However, as mentioned earlier, 
2 Many different terms are used for neighbourhood some of which are associated with specific 
caste identities. For example, nanl compound is associated with the Uddy caste group, bdhäh 
compounds are associated with Vajräcärya and Säkya caste group, cuka is associated with lower 
caste group as in nau cuka `barber compound', säh is associated with Manandhar caste group and 
Maharjan or farmer caste group is associated with twah or locality. This is pointed out to me by a 
well known Buddhist priest, Badri Ratna Bajracharya of Kathmandu, and index lists of traditional 
Kathmandu neighbourhoods bear out these association too. 
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kin who have set up their own separate households are still considered bhwachi or 
paribär because members of a dispersed family often continue to be bound 
together by common rituals and activities. The central core of the family is still 
the hearth, although in the case of those who have separated from the main 
household, it is the access to the hearth that defines their membership, not their 
actual presence in the house (Pradhan 1986: 28). 3 
This is also the case in southern Kathmandu, where having separate 
hearths does not necessarily mean a separation of kinship ties. For example, in the 
membership of a guthi, a married son who lives separately from his parents is still 
considered to be part of the same guthi as long as he is represented by a single 
senior member of the family. However, if the married son decides to represent his 
own family (i. e. as separate from his natal group) then he is no longer considered 
part of the same family. This is clearly seen in the celebration of annual mha pujä 
or Newar New Year celebration which is the definitive ritual to establish the core 
kinship group (see Chapter eight below). If a male member decides to separate 
from this core group and represents himself in guthi affairs, he will no longer be 
included in the mha pujä ritual, and will have to perform the ritual separately on 
his own. 
The different terms between bhukhä and paribär are best illustrated by the 
following case studies: 
In his lifetime, Mr Ashakaji, aged 89, had three wives 
consecutively. From the first wife he had a son who passed away as 
3 Pradhan (1986) uses the term `household' to denote kin who live separately but still have access 
to the common hearth and property, although the more common definition of `household' is 
limited to those who share food and living space (which is also the working definition in this 
chapter). I would categorize kin who live separately but have access to the common hearth and 
property under the more general term paribär or `family'. 
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a child. After his first wife passed away, he married a second wife. 
Before her death the second wife bore him one son and one 
daughter. He then married a third wife with whom he had six 
children. In the household, there was Ashakaji, his third wife, his 
unmarried children, his married son from his second wife, his 
daughter-in-law and his grandchildren from his married son. As 
there was irreconcilable conflict between Ashakaji's wife and his 
married son's family, the joint household was split into two. His 
married son bought the adjoining house and lived next to his 
father's house. 
Although the married son does not share the hearth or the same living 
space, his family is still considered as `the same paribär' (chagu he paribär) in 
the eyes of the death guthi, because he is still represented by his father in guthi 
matters. However, in the event of the death of his father, his household will be 
considered as separate from his natal household and he will have to represent his 
own household in the guthi. 
The effect of dispersal on the paribär is limited because developments in 
modem communication and transportation ensure that kinship ties are maintained, 
and geographical distance is no longer an important criterion for defining paribär 
(cf. Toffin 1984: 390). In one case, I was told about a male member of a kkya 
household who was working in a remote part of the Tarai and who could not 
make it in time for the mha pujä ritual. His place at the ritual feast was 
nevertheless kept for him, and all the rituals done on his behalf, which means that 
despite his absence, he is still paribc r (if not bhukhä) and part of the core kinship 
group. 
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The earlier history of Ashakaji's family illustrates the 
break-up of a joint family (see Figure 1). The present generation of 
two half-brothers' families are originally of one house (che`) which 
is now split into three houses. One is next to the original house 
within the compound (cuka) and the third was built recently in the 
outskirts of Kathmandu. The first ownership of the huge building 
with a cuka compound a) was the great-grandfather of the present 
occupiers, Harshman, who was living around, 1850. Harshaman had 
three sons who later divided into three separate households (see b). 
House B became the house of the elder son, Raj man, house C 
became the house of middle son, Bakhatman, and house A became 
the house of the youngest son, Akalman, Rajman and Bakhatman 
had no children so their houses were later sold off. Akalman who 
owned the house A had one son, Ashakaji. Ashakaji had six sons 
from two different wives: the eldest from the first wife and other 
five from the later. 
Up to 1965 all six brothers were living as a joint family in 
the house A. The eldest son, Jujubhai had married with children 
shared the house and hearth with his father, stepmother and his 
half-brothers. Around 1965 Jujubhai's family split to form a new 
house Al and bought back half of the original house B. However, 
at that stage the family split was not recognized by the death guthi 
as the family was still being represented by the senior-most 
Ashakaji for both houses. Later Jujubhai bought other half of 
original house B and made it house Al. With the growth of the 
family in house A2 with five brothers the house itself became too 
small. In 1980 the eldest brother who was married with two 
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children from house A2 went to build his own house in the 
outskirts of Kathmandu (see e). Later another married brother 
joined him in that new house A2-a. Although this recent separation 
was beyond the cuka compound areas they are still considered as 
the same family. After Ashakaji's death in 1990, Jujubhai now 
represents the family in the death guthi's affairs (see Figure 3.1). 
After the official split of the households in 1965 Jujubhai and his family, 
house A 1, became totally independent from his half-brothers, house A2, in terms 
of family ritual of mha puja. The annual ritual of mha puja can be taken as a 
symbolic tool to define and redefine the core of family members every year. It is 
during the mha puja that Newar family is clearly defined in each household. The 
ritual requires that a place be reserved for every member who is considered part 
of the core family group. If any of a family member is abroad or cannot 
participate the ritual a place is reserved on his behalf (also for woman if she is 
unmarried). However, in the case of Jujubhai's family (house A 1) they celebrate 
mha puja independently since the division of the household in the house Al 
whereas in house A2 the celebration is done combined with a newly breakaway 
household, house A2-a. This means house Al is considered as a separate bhukhä 
from house A2 but house A2-a is still considered as the same bhukhd as house A2 
although the living space has been separated. Thus at present Ashakaji's 
descendants constitute one paribär (family), two bhukhäs (households), and three 
bhutus (hearths). 
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Figure 3.1: A genealogy and its family division of Jadhuche family 
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3.2 Caste differences in household structures of Kathmandu Newars 
Goode (1963) predicted that as industrialization, urbanization and 
Westernization gather momentum, large families that include widowed parents, 
married children and other kin are likely to disappear, and in its place the 
predominant type of family will be nuclear in structure, i. e. parents and their 
unmarried children. This was echoed by a 40 year-old ýrgtha of Kathmandu who 
commented: 
Nowadays, Newars in Kathmandu have 'a very high rate in 
breaking up the family (paribär chute juyegu) rather than living 
together (näpä cwanegu). It is normal to see family disputes 
causing every family to break up, and this is happening in every 
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single household in every tol. Many are breaking away from their 
family after marriage. 
This section investigates the validity of Goode's theory and Newar 
perception about changes in household structure. The discourse about household 
units is often based on three assumptions. Firstly, it is assumed that joint family is 
the norm in Newar society. Secondly, it is assumed that the joint family is in the 
process of breaking down to smaller units. Thirdly, it is assumed that urban 
households are more likely to be nuclear and, conversely, rural households are 
more likely to be joint. These assumptions should be questioned, because, firstly, 
there has been no comprehensive study of Newar households in Kathmandu 
Valley. Secondly, the few studies that have been done so far differ greatly in 
quality, which means that a fair comparison cannot be made. 
In this section, I shall examine the various types of families in all Newar 
castes, both Buddhist and Hindu, from the highest priestly castes to the 
Untouchable caste groups. The only scholars to have collected data on Newar 
households are Nepali (1965: 255-261) and Quigley (1985: 22-24). Nepali's 
sample of 220 households consisted of two Newar castes ('Shrestha' and 
`Jyapoo') in Panga and five castes ('Vanra', `Shrestha', `Udas', `Jyapoo' and 
`Manandhar') in Kathmandu. However, he only presents comparative data on 
caste in relation to household types for the `Shrestha', `Jyapoo', and' Manandhar' 
castes, giving the percentage of joint families as 62.5 per cent, 44.7 per cent and 
58.8 per cent respectively. On the other hand, Quigley's sample size include 
about 400 households of two castes ('Shrestha' and `Kasai') in Dhulikhel with in- 
depth data on caste in relation to household type. 
In order to make comparisons with previous studies, it is necessary first to 
establish a common basis for classification. This is because the classifications 
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used by Nepali and Quigley are not similar and thus their data cannot be 
compared prima facie. Nepali had chosen Panga, a small Newar agricultural 
village in the south of the Valley, and urban Kathmandu whereas Quigley studied 
a small Newar trading town in the east of the Valley. There is also a study of 
Newar family types in Panauti by Toffin (1984: 394-5) in which he also uses 
different method of classification. Therefore, it is not an exaggeration to say that 
no two scholars of the Newars have used the same set of definitions of family 
types in their studies. 
It is interesting to note that despite the fact that no previous or follow-up 
research has been conducted to show changes in the household pattern, there is a 
common perception that the joint family is breaking up. 4 Shrestha and Singh 
(1992: 70) note: `Through joint family is still in practice among the Newars, 
disintegration has set in. The modern tendency is to break up from the joint 
family and to establish a new home whenever a great difference in the earnings of 
the male members of the family appears and dissension take place'. This is also 
the popular perception among Newars of Kathmandu. 
This section presents data on household units in southern Kathmandu, for 
wards 21 and 22. The first survey was conducted with a sample of 1,419 
households in wards 21 and 22 and includes all eighteen Newar caste groups. On 
the survey form, informants were asked to describe their family (paribär) types 
and were given two choices, either nuclear (ekal) or joint (samyukta) family. 
According to the Ward profile for ward 21 (1997: 9), `if there is more than one 
4 Parry (1979: 150) in his study of Kangara notes that another assumption about the rise in the 
number of nuclear families is that the extended family is incompatible with a modem economy 
and urbanization. Quoting Shah (1964 [1998]), Parry (1979: 154) also states that the evidence for 
a past in which the joint family is the none is scanty, and such evidence as there is suggests that 
joint families were by no means universal. 
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paribär in one house, then it is considered as samyukta'. However, the word 
paribär or `family' was not given a precise meaning, and its ambiguity has led to 
some difficulty in comparison, as will be demonstrated later. 
When I asked Newars to define ekal and samyukta family types for me, 
some defined them according to the number of married couples that inhabit the 
same living space. In this way ekal (literally meaning single) can be defined as 
one married couple (or part thereof) living under one roof, with or without 
unmarried children, widowed or divorced kin. However, if there are two or more 
married couples or families-lineal and/or collateral-who inhabit in the same 
house, then it is considered as samyukta (literally meaning `joint'). 
In Table 3.1, the data from the first survey of 1,419 households from 
wards 21 and 22 were analyzed according to Newar concepts of ekal and 
samyukta. It can be seen that overall the majority of Newar households 932 or 
65.7 per cent are defined as samyukta or joint while 487 households or 34.3 per 
cent are defined as ekal or nuclear households (see Figure 3.2). However, it 
should be noted that these figures do not account for the number of unmarried 
children, widowed or divorced kin who share the same roof as these married 
couples, and therefore cannot be used to show the complexity of kinship 
structures within each household. Also, the definitions of ekal or samyukta 
households differ from household to household, such that what is considered joint 
in one case may be considered nuclear in another. Because it is not clear from the 
survey what criteria was used to define these categories, it cannot be assumed that 
the nuclear and joint categories correspond precisely with the categorizations of 
nuclear and joint that were laid down by Kolenda (1968: 346-7, see Appendix at 
the end of the chapter for the family types proposed by Kolenda). The size of the 
castes in wards 21 and 22 also vary greatly: for example, there were only four 
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Figure 3.2: Family types of Kathmandu Newars using Newar categories of ekal and samvukta 
(Based on Newar households from ward 21 and 22, N=1,419) 
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Räjopädhyäya households, compared with 460 Maharjan households. 
Nevertheless, the proportion of these castes roughly corresponds to the proportion 
of castes for the whole of kwahne or southern Kathmandu (see Table 3.1: columns 
D and E). 
Table 3.1 shows that there is no correlation between Newar household 
types and caste status. For example, it cannot be said that the lower castes are 
more predisposed towards having joint families. In the case of the Untouchable 
Cyämkhalah, the data show that they have the highest proportion of nuclear 
families (79.4%). However, this feature of the Cyämkhalah cannot be generalized 
for all Untouchable castes because in the case of the Dyahlä (who are also 
Untouchables) only 30.4 per cent are nuclear households. This is also the finding 
by Kolenda (1968) who shows with her household study of India that there is no 
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general correlation between caste status and the incidence of joint families 
although it tends to be lowest among untouchable castes. It can be seen that two 
clean service caste groups -Tandukar (61.5%) and Näpit (57.1%) and one lowest 
Untouchable Cyämkhalah (79.4%) caste have the highest proportions of ekal or 
nuclear families. On the contrary, the rest of the 15 caste groups, both Buddhist 
and Hindu and higher and lower castes, have high proportions of samyukta or 
joint families. Among them the highest proportion of samyukta or joint families is 
the high Buddhist caste Udäy (87.1%) followed by other clean service caste 
groups of Mänandhar (76.7%), Nakarmi (79.3%) and Ranjitkär (77.9%) who are 
also Buddhist. 
Table 3.1: Family composition of Kathmandu Newars using Newar categories of ekal (nuclear) 
and samyukta (joint). (1,419 Newar households from wards 21 and 22). 
Caste 
(A) 
Nuclear 
(B) 
Joint 
(C) 
Household (n) 
D 
Household in 
Kwahne E 
% Total % Total % Total % Total 
Räjopädhyäya 50.0 (2) 50.0 (2) 0.3 (4) 0.1 (7) 
Vajräcärya 31.1 (19) 68.9 (42) 4.3 (61) 3.7 (177) 
Wa 38.7 (48) 61.3 (76) 8.7 (124) 7.9 (391) 
ýrestha 33.2 (78) 66.8 (157) 16.6 (235) 21.1 (1015) 
Udäy 12.9 (11) 87.1 (74) 6.0 (85) 6.1 (291) 
Maharjan 35.0 (161) 65.0 (299) 32.4 (460) 28.8 (1385) 
Mänandhar 23.3 (7) 76.7 (23) 2.1 (30) 7.3 (353) 
Tandukär 61.5 (8) 38.5 (5) 0.9 (13) 0.7 (35) 
Na-pit 57.1 (4) 42.9 (3) 0.5 (7) 0.6 (30) 
Nakarmi 20.7 (6) 79.3 (23) 2.0 (29) 1.1 (54) 
Käranjit 33.3 (7) 66.7 (14) 1.5 (21) 0.6 (28) 
Mäläkär 33.3 (2) 66.7 (4) 0.4 (6) 0.3 (16) 
Citrakär 40.0 (2) 60.0 (3) 0.4 (5) 0.7 (33) 
Ranjitkdr 22.1 (17) 77.9 (60) 5.4 (77) 3.6 (172) 
Khadgi 48.6 (51) 51.4 (54) 7.4 (105) 6.9 (331) 
Kapdli 27.3 (3) 72.7 (8) 0.8 (11) 1.1 (53) 
Dyahlä 30.4 (34) 69.6 (78) 7.9 (112) 2.8 (135) 
Cyknkhalah 79.4 (27) 20.6 (7) 2.4 (34) 0.8 (40) 
Total 34.3% 487 65.7% 932 100% 1419 100% 4800 
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At best, the data in Table 3.1 shows the perceptions that Newars have 
about their households. Now the task at hand is to establish in what way this 
perception is linked to the actual household composition. I have chosen randomly 
550 households of all castes in ward 21 and they were asked how many people 
live in their household and what is their relationship with each other. With the 
exception of six caste groups-ýäkya (60%), S`restha (30%), Maharjan (30%), 
Ranjitkär (30%), Khadgi (30%) and Dyahlä (30%)- 100 per cent of all the other 
caste households were surveyed. The data is analyzed and presented in three 
separate tables (Table 3.2 and 3.3). Table 3.2 looks at household composition 
according to Kolenda's (1968) 12 categories of family types. Table 3.3 is a 
summary of Table 3.2, where the data is condensed into three types of families: 
`nuclear' (combining family types 1-5), `joint' (combining types 6-11) and `other' 
(type 12). Table 3.3 also compares Newar data on ekal and samyukta households 
with the data from ward 21 using Kolenda's typology (See Appendix: family 
types proposed by Kolenda at the end of the chapter). 
According to Newar categorization of household types, 62.9 per cent of 
1210 households in ward 21 were considered as joint. However, looking at 
Kolenda's classifications in Table 3.3, which analyzes data from 550 households 
from the same ward, the percentage of joint households falls to 44.7 per cent. This 
difference could simply be due to the disparity in sample size. However, in 12 
castes (Räjopädhyäya, Vajräcärya, Tulädhar, Mänandhar, Tandukär, Näpit, 
Nakarmi, Käranjit, Mäläkär, Citrakär, Kapäli and Cyämkhalah) 100 per cent of 
households of that caste were surveyed in both tables, which would enable a fair 
comparison to be made. Only in one caste - the Citrakär - is the percentage the 
same using both Newar and Kolenda's categorization. Otherwise, there is 
considerable discrepancy in the number of joint and nuclear households among 
the 12 castes highlighted above. A prime example is that of the Cyämkhalah: out 
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of 31 households, 22 declared their household types as ekal. However, if one were 
to use Kolenda's categorization to analyze their genealogies, the Cyämkhalahs 
actually live in large joint families, with an average family size being 8.2 
members per household. Accordingly, the proportion of joint families are much 
higher (67.7 %). 
The discrepancy could be due to a difference in definition-although ekal 
could be loosely defined as `nuclear' and samyukta `joint', the practical 
application of such terms is different for different people. In Kolenda's 
classification, the central basis of a household is the relationship between kin who 
physically inhabit a shared living space. In the Newar case, however, it may be 
more contextual, based on ideas about commensality and ritual participation, 
rather than just physical space. For example, in one agricultural caste of Maharjan 
house, there was a widow living with her married son, his wife and one unmarried 
daughter. If we were to categorize this household according to Kolenda's 
typology, it would be a nuclear family. However, it is well known that the other 
married sons of the widow return regularly to visit and to perform all the domestic 
rituals at their natal home, and according to the census survey data, which was 
collected in 1996, it was stated that the married sons are still living in their natal 
home, although at that time, they had already moved out. In addition, when the 
widow was asked what type of household she lived in, she replied `samyukta' 
(joint) which includes the breakaway family of her married sons too. It may be 
that ritually they were still regarded as part and parcel of the same natal 
household although physically they may not be sharing the same living space. 
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Table 3.2: Family composition of southern Kathmandu in ward 21 according to castes using 
Kolenda's categories. 
Household 
Type 
s 
. .r q 
Caste 
&0 (n) % 
C4 M Iq in ýD t- 00 cS C4 
Räjopadhyäya 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 100 
Vajrdcärya 11 8 2 2 2 1 11 0 7 4 0 0 48 100 
ya 17 12 6 1 7 0 6 2 11 9 1 0 72 60 
ýrestha 12 14 5 2 2 3 9 0 11 2 0 0 60 30 
Uddy 8 8 1 2 0 1 2 0 4 2 0 1 29 100 
Maharjan 43 21 4 3 4 5 8 3 25 8 0 2 126 30 
M dhaz' 10 3 1 0 1 2 2 0 4 3 0 1 27 100 
Tandukär 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 0 7 100 
Näpit 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 7 100 
Nakarmi 7 1 3 0 0 0 1 0 7 2 0 0 21 100 
K ranjit 2 4 2 0 0 0 1 1 5 5 1 0 21 100 
Mdldkär 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 100 
Citrakär 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 4 100 
RanJitick 5 4 2 0 0 1 4 0 6 1 0 0 23 30 
Khadgi 9 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 6 1 1 23 30 
Kapoli 2 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 10 100 
Dyahläh 8 4 2 2 0 2 3 0 8 3 0 1 33 30 
C'amkha1a? 4 4 1 1 0 3 9 2 3 4 0 0 31 100 
Total 145 88 33 15 17 22 57 12 9 53 4 6 550 
26.3 16.0 6.0 2.7 3.1 4.0 10.4 2.2 17.8 9.6 0.7 1.1 100 
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Table 33: Comparison of family types of ward 21 using Newars perception and Kolenda's 
classification 
Newars' categor ization Kolenda's cl assifications % of 
Nuclear Joint Total Nuclear Joint Other Total total 
% % (n) % % % (n) hh 
Rajopädhyäya 50.0 50.0 4 25.0 75.0 - 4 100 
Vajräcärya 37.5 62.5 48 52.1 47.9 - 48 100 
ýäkya 38.3 61.7 120 59.7 40.3 - 72 60 
ýrestha 34.3 65.7 216 583 41.7 - 60 30 
Udäy 27.6 27.4 29 65.5 31.0 3.5 29 100 
Maharjan 36.2 63.8 400 59.5 38.9 1.6 126 30 
Mänandhar 25.9 74.1 27 55.5 40.8 3.7 27 100 
Tandukär 71.4 28.6 7 42.9 57.1 - 7 30 
Ndpit 57.1 42.9 7 57.1 42.9 - 7 100 
Nakarmi 28.6 71.4 21 52.4 47.6 "- 21 100 
Käranjit 33.3 66.7 21 38.1 '61.9 - 21 100 
Mäläkär 50.0 50.0 4 75.0 25.0 - 4 100 
Citrakär 50.0 50.0 4 75.0 25.0 - 4 100 
Ranjitkär 22.1 77.9 77 47.8 52.2 - 23 30 
Khadgi 59.7 40.3 72 43.5 52.2 43 23 30 
Kapäli 20.0 80.0 10 60.0 40.0 - 10 100 
Dyahlä 30.3 69.7 112 48.5 48.5 3.0 33 30 
Cyämkhalah 87.1 12.9 31 323 67.7 - 31 100 
Total 37.1% 62.9% 1210 54.2% 44.7% 1.1% 550 
The case of the Maharjan widow is not unique. With urbanization, the 
family might break into smaller units living in separate houses, but ritual ties and 
membership of guthi would still bind the family as one. During my fieldwork I 
have seen a few Newar houses in the city occupied by elderly people alone. The 
stories they tell are the same: their daughters have married out, and their sons, 
who have also married, have built their own houses in other areas of Kathmandu. 
However, they still rely on their sons for economic support, and in the event of 
annual festivals and rituals, the sons who have moved away are expected to rejoin 
their parents in their natal homes. Participation in domestic rituals and 
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representation in the death guthi ensures that the person is still part of the 
household unit, regardless of whether that person shares the same living space. 
It may also be that Newars have an ideal picture of joint household that 
may or may not be reflected in the actual composition of the household. In my 
survey I have found many cases of Newar households in which absent family 
members are still accounted for when household surveys are carried out. For 
example, if some members of a family are working or living outside Kathmandu 
or Nepal, their names are still included by other members of the family in the 
census survey. I also found many cases where in the questionnaire form it is 
shown that the family is living in joint household with the total family size of 12, 
but when I actually met and interviewed the family members, they are actually a 
nuclear family with seven members living in one household. 
Looking at each individual caste group in southern Kathmandu, it is 
difficult to outline any definite principle behind Newar patterns of family 
structures. Nepali (1965: 252) and Quigley (1984: 125) hypothesize that the 
higher incidence of joint families among Newars is due to wealth. According to 
Nepali (1965: 260) good financial position is linked with a joint family structure 
as he notes, `Well-to-do Newars always prefer to live under the joint family. The 
greater incidence of the nuclear family among the Jyapoos is mainly due to their 
poor economic condition'. Likewise, for Quigley (1984), it is the demands of 
their trading occupation that explain the high incidence of joint families among 
the ýresthas. Quigley (1985: 24) suggests that Newars who are employed in 
salaried work tend to break up into nuclear families whereas Newars who are 
traders tend to live in joint families because there would be someone back at 
home to look after rest of the family when other family members are away for 
business. It is also assumed that the Newar farmer caste prefer to live in joint 
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family because the nature of their agriculture where they demand more labour to 
work on the field. 
Table 3.4: Types of occupation declared by Newars in ward 21 and ward 22 (N= 3,266) 
Job Types 
Caste 
Salaried 
work- 
Business Agriculture 
Etc. Total 
Räjopädhyäya 10 4 0 14 
Vajräcäryä 80 51 12 143 
ýäkya 93 144 13 250 
ýrestha 271 172 27 470 
Udäy 73 98 13 184 
Maharjan 273 229 483 985 
Mänandhar 16 45 4 65 
Tandukdr 15 15 1 31 
Ndpit 6 3 4 13 
Nakarmi 18 41 7 66 
Käranjit 24 35 2 61 
Mäläkär 7 4 1 12 
Citrakar 97 4 0 101 
Ranjitkär 97 77 12 186 
Khadgi 9 180 59 248 
Kapäli 9 15 4 28 
Dyahlä 297 1 2 300 
Cyämkhalah 80 14 15 109 
All Castes 1,475 1,132 659 3,266 
Percentage 45.1% 34.7% 20.2% 100% 
Pursuing the same hypothesis I have analyzed my data of wards 21 and 22 
to see whether Nepali's and Quigley's theories applies to Kathmandu Newars. In 
the survey forms, I asked informants to fill their occupation by giving the choice 
of ten most common occupations. 5 Out of 8,551 Newars from eighteen castes, 
5 Ten occupations are: 1. Governmental civil servant, 2. Non-governmental civil servant, 3. 
Agriculture, 4. Business, 5. Student, 6. Small industry, 7. Unemployed, 8. Disable, 9. Householder 
and 10. Others. 
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only 37.4 per cent (3,198) are in some kind of paid employment (i. e. civil servant, 
agriculture, business, and small industry) whereas the rest of 62.6 per cent are 
financially dependent upon them or live with inherited wealth. These include 
students, unemployed, and householders. To simplify the analysis, I have further 
divided those ten categories of occupations into three simple categories: a) salary, 
b) business, and c) agriculture and others. 
The results show that of the 3,266 who are employed, 45.1 per cent are 
engaged in salaried work, i. e. governmental and non-governmental civil service, 
34.7 per cent are in business and 20.2 per cent are engaged in agriculture and 
other occupations (see Table 3.4). Analyzing these figures with respect to Newar 
family structure in Table 3.1 shows that although more Kathmandu Newars are 
employed in salary-based jobs (45.1%), the incidence of joint family is still high 
(65.7%). This therefore negates the hypothesis made by Quigley that salaried 
work is linked to a higher incidence of nuclear families. 
3.2.1 Comparison with Qui lgeY s study of Dhulikhel 
In order to make comparisons with data from previous studies, it is 
necessary to translate the data into more common typologies. Table 3.5 is a slight 
adaptation of Table 3.2, using the same data from ward 21 but following 
Quigley's (1985) categorization of family types which he used in his analysis of 
the Newars of Dhulikhel. In this table, the `nuclear' category refers only to 
Kolenda's nuclear type 1, which is defined as `a married couple with or without 
children'. However, in the `joint' category, Quigley included Kolenda's family 
types 6 to 11 (collateral, supplemented collateral, lineal, supplemented lineal, 
lineal-collateral, and supplemented lineal-collateral). The remaining types 2-5 
(supplemented, subnuclear, single-person, and supplement sub-nuclear) and 12 
(`other') were categorized under `other'. To group nuclear types 2-5 with `other' 
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category instead of `joint' looks peculiar, however, in a written correspondence, 
Quigley explained that Kolenda's household types 2-5 were included in the 
category of "Other" because 
Table 3.5: Summary table of family composition of ward 21 using Quigley's 
classification. 
Family Types 
Caste 
Nuclear 
% (n) 
Joint 
% (n) 
Other 
% (n) 
Total no of 
Household 
Räjopädhyäya 75.0 (3) 25.0 (1) 4 
Vajräcärya 22.9 (11) 47.9 (23) 29.2 (14) 48 
gäkya 23.6 (17) 40.3 (29) 36.1 (26) 72 
ýrestha 20.0 (12) 41.7 (25) 38.3 (23) 60 
Udäy 27.6 (8) 31.0 (9) 41.4 (12) 29 
Maharjan 34.1 (43) 38.9 (49) 27.0 (34) 126 
Mänandhar 37.0 (10) 40.8 (11) 22.2 (6) 27 
Tandukdr 14.3 (1) 71.4 (5) 14.3 (1) 7 
Näpit 14.3 (1) 57.1 (4) 28.6 (2) 7 
Nakarmi 33.3 (7) 47.6 (10) 19.1 (4) 21 
Käranjit 9.5 (2) 61.9 (13) 28.6 (6) 21 
Mäläkdr 50.0 (2) - - 50.0 (2) 4 
Citrakär - - 50.0 (2) 50.0 (2) 4 
Ranjitkär 21.7 (5) 52.2 (12) 26.1 (6) 23 
Khadgi 39.1 (9) 52.2 (12) 8.7 (2) 23 
Kapäli 10.0 (1) 50.0 (5) 40.0 (4) 10 
Dyahlä 24.2 (8) 48.5 (16) 27.3 (9) 33 
Cyämkhalah 12.9 (4) 67.7 (21) 19.4 (6) 31 
Total % (n) 25.6 (141) 45.3 (249) 29.1 (160) 550 
... the supplemented categories could 
be supplemented in a variety 
of ways and more often, it seemed, were reduced forms of other 
types because of the loss of a family member. So, for example, a 
supplemented nuclear could be a couple with children plus the 
husband's unmarried sister or it could be a couple with children 
plus the husband's widowed mother (i. e. really a reduced `lineal 
joint'). 
From the phrase `reduced forms of other types', this can only mean that by 
`other types' he means types of joint families. Therefore, if households from 
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Kolenda's types 2-5 are considered as joint families (albeit in a reduced form), 
then the same data would show that there is a high incidence of joint households. 
One of the major problems with comparing the data on households in 
southern Kathmandu with those collected by other scholars is that the surveys 
were done in different times and places and with different combinations of castes. 
Dhulikhel, where Quigley (1985) collected his data, is a small town outside the 
Kathmandu Valley, with ýrestha and Khadgi (in his terms `Shrestha' and `Kasai') 
being the largest castes in the area in terms size. On the other hand, southern 
Kathmandu is a large urban area, and the data presented in Tables 3.1,3.2,3.3 
and 3.5 includes eighteen Newar castes. Therefore it would be misleading to 
comment on, for example, changes in the structure of Newar households as a 
whole when the population samples are so different in quantity and quality. 
Table 3.6: Comparative table of family composition of ýrestha and Khadgi castes in Panga 
Dhulikhel and Kathmandu based on Nepali (1965: 256), Quigley (1985: 23) and Table 
3.4. 
Srestha Khadgi 
Nuclear Joint Other Total Nuclear Joint Other Total 
% % % (n) % % % (n) 
Panga 37.5 62.5 - - - - - - 
(1965) 
Dhulikhel 23.4 54.3 22.3 (372) 48.6 24.3 27.0 (37) 
(1985) 
Kathmandu 20.0 41.7 38.3 (60) 39.1 52.2 8.7 (23) 
(1996) 
However, Quigley's and a part of Nepali's data could be used to compare 
the household types of `Shrestha' and `Kasai' castes in Dhulikhel and accordingly 
ýrestha and Khadgi in southern Kathmandu (see Table 3.6), to see if there is any 
correlation between household types and urbanization. For the ýrestha caste, the 
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proportion of nuclear to joint families in all three places was roughly similar. It 
can be seen that most of the households were joint families-41.7 per cent of 
ýrestha households in southern Kathmandu, 54.3 per cent in Dhulikhel and 62.5 
per cent in Panga. However, this comparison shows that among the high Hindu 
ýrestha caste group there is a higher incidence of joint families in rural regions 
than urban of Kathmandu. 
Both Nepali (1965: 258) and Quigley (1985: 24) argue that the high 
proportion of joint families among §resthas is because of their better economic 
status. Nepali suggests that it is the influence of `Gorkha' (who presumably tend 
to have nuclear families) which account for the low proportion of joint families 
among the §resthas of Kathmandu. One could also argue that the percentage of 
joint families in Kathmandu is lower because of lack of space or a different urban 
lifestyle. If this is so, then the percentage of nuclear families should also be higher 
in Kathmandu than in Dhulikhel. Instead, the data show that the percentage of 
`Shrestha' nuclear families in Panga is high (37.5%) compare to Dhulikhel 
(23.4%) and to southern Kathmandu (20%). The case for the Khadgi (or `Kasai') 
castes also shows that family structure is not necessarily related to the level of 
urbanization. In fact, the percentage of Khadgi joint families in southern 
Kathmandu (52.2%) is more than double that of those in Dhulikhel (24.3%). 
Likewise, the data on the Khadgi shows that the percentage of nuclear families is 
higher in Dhulikhel (48.6%) compared to southern Kathmandu (39.1%). It could 
be argued that family structure is a function of wealth, in the sense that the urban 
Khadgi are more well-off than their rural brothers and thus have larger families, 
but this hypothesis is not supported by any data on household income of the 
Khadgi, and therefore cannot be tested. In fact, there is also the observation made 
by some Newar informants that wealth divides families, as it enables dissenting 
factions to split from the core group. 
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Comparing the data of ýrestha and Khadgi in Dhulikhcl and southern 
Kathmandu (see Table 3.6), there is marked difference in the category of `Other', 
with 22.3 per cent of `Shrestha' households in Dhulikhel compared to 38.3 per 
cent in southern Kathmandu. With the Khadgi caste the figure for Kathmandu 
(8.7%) is much lower than that in Dhulikhel (27%). However, because Quigley 
lumps togther Kolenda's family types 2-5 and 12 within this category, little can 
be surmised from the differences found in Dhulikhel and southern Kathmandu. 
Table 3.7: Summary table of family composition of Dhulikhel reinterpreted using Kolenda's 
classification. 
Caste 
Nuclear 
% (n) 
Joint 
% (n) 
Other 
% (n) 
Total 
% (n) 
`Shrestha' 45.4 (169) 54.3 (202) 0.3 (1) 100 (372) 
`Kasai' 75.7 (28) 24.3 (9) -- 100 (37) 
Total 48.2 (197) 51.6 (211) 0.2 (1) 100 (409) 
According to Kolenda's categorization, household types 1-5 are regarded 
as nuclear types. Quigley's data for Dhulikhel were re-evaluated according to 
Kolenda's definition of nuclear and joint household types, then the results were 
very different (see Table 3.7). Under the heading `Nuclear', Kolenda's types 1-5 
were included. The data for joint families, however, remain unchanged as Quigley 
had also included Kolenda's types 6-10 in this category. The category of "Other' 
remains as household type 12. Comparing the data of ýrestha and Khadgi in 
Dhilikhel, but reinterpreted using Kolenda's classification (Table 3.7) and in 
southern Kathmandu of the same classification (Table 3.3), it shows that for the 
ýrestha caste, the proportion of nuclear to joint households is roughly half and 
half (see Table 3.8). The percentage of nuclear households is higher in southern 
Kathmandu (58.3%) than Dhulikhel (45.4%). The inverse is also true in the case 
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of joint households, where the percentage was lower in southern Kathmandu 
(41.7%) than in Dhulikhel (54.3%). This data fits with the assumption that joint 
households are lower in urban areas than in rural or less urban areas, but it should 
be remembered that nuclear and joint families are almost equal in proportion in 
both Dhulikhel and southern Kathmandu. The case of the Khadgi also challenges 
the assumption that the joint families are less common in urban areas. In 
Kathmandu, the percentage of Khadgi joint households is higher (52.2%) than 
that of nuclear families (43.5%). But the most surprising result is from Dhulikhel, 
where the data shows that as much as 75.7 per cent of the Khadgi households are 
nuclear, whereas only 24.3 per cent are joint. Following the hypothesis of Nepali 
and Quigley, this could be also argued from the point of economic status that the 
better financial status of Khadgi in Kathmandu enable them to live in joint 
families rather than nuclear. However, this hypothesis lacks economic data to 
back it up. 
Table 3.8: Comparative table of family composition of ýrestha and Khadgi castes in Dhulikhel and 
Kathmandu based on Quigley's data reinterpreted (table 3.5) and table 3.3. 
Srestha Khadgi 
Nuclear Joint Other Total Nuclear Joint Other Total 
% % % (n) % % % (n) 
Dhulikhel 45.4 54.3 0.3 (372) 75.7 24.3 - (37) 
(1985) 
Kathmandu 58.3 41.7 - (60) 43.5 52.2 4.3 (23) 
(1996) 
3 . 2.2 
Comparison with G. S. Nepali's study of Panga and Kathmandu 
Nepali (1965) also surveyed 222 households of five castes in Panga and 
Kathmandu, where he found that the proportion of nuclear and joint households 
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were roughly equal. However, as his work predates that of Kolenda (1968), his 
definitions of "nuclear", "intermediate" and "joint" have to be re-interpreted so 
that comparisons can be made. Having looked at Kolenda's categories of 
household types and the definitions and criteria set out by Nepali (1965: 255-6), it 
was found that his "nuclear" and "intermediate" categories fit into Kolenda's 
nuclear types 1,2 and 3, whereas the category of "joint" households corresponds 
with Kolenda's "joint" household types 6,7 and 8. Thus Nepali's reinterpreted 
data are presented in Table 3.9. 
Table 3.9: Nepali's data reinterpreted according to Kolenda's categories (cf. Nepali 1965: 257). 
Type of 
families 
Kathmandu Panga Total 
No of 
families 
% No of 
families 
% No of 
families 
% 
Nuclear 91 54.2 28 51.9 119 53.6 
Joint 77 45.8 26 48.1 103 46.4 
Total 168 100.00 54 100.00 222 100.00 
Comparing the re-interpreted data of Nepali (1965) of Kathmandu from 
Table 3.8 and the recent data (1996) of Kathmandu from Tables 3.3, it shows that 
the proportion of nuclear and joint households in Kathmandu has not changed in 
30 years. Nepali (1965) found that 54.2% of households in Kathmandu were 
nuclear whereas 45.8% were joint and the data for southern Kathmandu (ward 21) 
collected in 1996 also showed exactly the same figure (see Figure 3.3). 
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Figure 3.3: Comparative figure of Newar family types in Kathmandu in 1965 based on 
Nepali's data (reinterpreted) and 1996 (Table 3.3). 
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3.2.3 Comparison with Toffin's study of Panauti 
Apart from Nepali and Quigley, Toffin (1984) also briefly discussed 
Newar household types in Panauti, a Newar town in the eastern part of the Valley. 
However, his definition and classification are different from that of Nepali and 
Quigley. Toffin (1984: 394-5) does not use the division of nuclear and joint but 
categorizes them into four types: a) the elementary family and their variants 
(57%), b) the simple family (27.7%), c) the complex family (11.8%) and d) the 
widows and the bachelors (4.6%). His division is made based on the number of 
married couples living in a household. A household with a single married couple 
with other kin living together is categorized as an `elementary' family. A 
household with two married couples and other kin is categorized as a `simple' 
family. A household with more than two married couples and other kin sharing 
the same space in the household is defined as a `complex' family. A single person 
household he falls into the category of `widows and bachelors'. 
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Nuclear Joint 
Applying Kolenda's classifications to Toffin's data, it shows that Toffin's 
types a) and d) fit into Kolenda's nuclear (type 1-5) and Toffin's type b) and c) fit 
into Kolenda's joint (type 6-11). This means the proportion of nuclear family was 
very high in Panauti, i. e. 61.6 per cent, whereas only 39.5 per cent were joint. 
These figure show once again that household types- are not necessarily linked to 
the level of urbanization. 
Overall, the data on Newar households show that the percentage of joint 
family is around 40 per cent and nuclear is around 60 per cent regardless of 
whether it is a city, town or village. However, it should be noted that the Newar 
definition of nuclear includes more than Kolenda's type 1, i. e. `a married couple 
and their children'. The Newar definition of nuclear is defined by the number of 
married couples living in the household regardless of other kin sharing the same 
space. Therefore, within the Newar nuclear there might be many variants of 
nuclear including single person households. Obviously, if we take nuclear family 
in its strictest meaning, i. e. Kolenda's type 1, the percentage of Newar nuclear 
will fall drastically. In addition, there is substantial variations of household types 
between castes with some castes having more nuclear types while others joint. 
Both Nepali and Quigley have suggested that the high incidence of joint 
families among ýresthas and Newars in towns and villages, is mainly due to 
economic reasons (Nepali 1965: 252; Quigley 1985: 24; Pradhan 1986: 30). For 
example, by virtue of their occupation, it may be necessary for the farmer castes 
to live as a joint family because this will ensure enough manpower to work their 
fields. This hypothesis may be valid with Newar villages where agriculture is still 
the main source of their livelihood. It should also be noted that there is among the 
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Newar tradition of co-operative labour system (boläjyä). 6 When labour is needed 
it is normal among all kin to gather and help each other. Therefore, the argument 
on labour support may not be practical in modern Newar society. However, in 
southern Kathmandu the data show that only 4 per cent (336 out of 8,276 people) 
of the Newar population is engaged in agriculture. The majority of Newars in 
southern Kathmandu are civil servants (15.7%) followed by businessmen (9.7%). 
Among the 336 farmers by occupation in ward 21,98 per cent (329 
people) are Maharjan or farmers by caste .7 However, this figure represents only 
12.8 per cent of all members of the Maharjan or farmer caste (329 out of a total 
population of 2,562 Maharjan). The other members of the Maharjan castes are 
engaged in trade, civil services and education. Due to the fact that not many from 
the Maharjan caste of southern Kathmandu are involved in agriculture, there is 
less pressure to live in joint households, which would explain why there is a 
higher percentage of nuclear families among the Maharjan caste (59.5%) in 
southern Kathmandu. While Nepali and Quigley consider economic motives for 
living in a joint family, Shrestha and Singh (1992: 70) see economic factors as the 
main reason behind break up of the joint family. They write, `The modern 
tendency is to break up from the joint family and to establish a new home 
whenever a great difference in the earnings of the male members of the family 
appears and dissensions take place'. 
These `reasons' for the consolidation and break up of the household unit 
are actually mere hypotheses because there is scarce economic data to refute or 
support it (cf. Quigley 1985: 24). The procurement of such data also made 
6 For detailed description on boläjyd see Webster (1981); Toffin (1984: 317); Ishii (1993). 
7 The rest of the 2 per cent of farmers are two Ranjitkärs and one each of Na-pit, Cyämkhalah, 
Pradhän, Khadgi and ýrestha by caste. 
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difficult by the private nature of Newars, especially regarding their personal 
wealth. Even those who are willing to take part in such questionnaires under- 
declare their earnings for fear of taxation and to protect their privacy. 
In summary, the majority of Newars in southern Kathmandu (65.5%) live 
in households that they define as joint. However, using Kolenda's categories of 
household types, there are more nuclear type households (54.7%) than joint 
(44.2%). Caste-wise, the households are more or less evenly divided into nuclear 
and joint, with the exceptions being Mäläkär (100% nuclear) and Räjopädhyäya 
(75% joint). Again, these figures have to be analyzed with respect to the sample 
size. For example, in the case of the Mäläkär and Räjopädhyäya castes, there were 
only four households in the whole of southern Kathmandu. 
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3.3 Newar household size 
One of the unique features of Newar is their pattern of residence. 
Population density among Newars immediately sets them apart from the other 
ethnic groups in the Valley. Quigley (1984: 19) writes, `one can immediately 
distinguish Newar settlements from non-Newar. The former always appear as 
tight clusters, the latter, very small scattered villages' (emphasis in the original). 
In addition to the geographical setting of households, another means to examine 
the density of Newar population is the size of Newar household. In this section I 
shall examine data on the Newar household size which I gathered from 1,419 
households of ward 21 and 22 of southern Kathmandu. The total population of 
study is 9,559. 
There is a great range of Newar household sizes in Kathmandu from 
singular households to as many as 25 members living under one roof. As a result, 
an average household size may not reflect the range of household sizes as it is 
dependent on the sample size. For example, in the case of Kapäli caste, there are 
11 households with household sizes ranging from one to seventeen members. 
Households with very small and very large members are very few in number. 
However, the make up of an average which is 7.0 members, does not reflect the 
actual range of household size. This applies to all the castes surveyed. 
Caste variations aside, the average family size of Kathmandu Newars is 
6.7 members8 living in the same household (see Table 3.10). However, this figure 
is different when we look at individual caste groups. The caste groups with the 
smallest average household size are the Mäläkär and Citrakär with 5.8 and 5.6 
8 In Nepali's (1965: 255) study of Panga and Kathmandu, he finds that the average size of the 
Newar household is 6.24. In Toffin's (1984: 395) study of Panauti, he finds that the average size 
of the Newar household is 6.16. 
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members respectively. Then there are eight caste groups which have an average of 
around six members per household: täkya (6.6), trestha (6.4), Udäy (6.3), 
Maharjan (6.3), Mänandhar (6.2), Tandukär (6.7), Näpit (6.8), and Dyahläh (6.3). 
Those with about seven members per household are Vajräcärya (7.6), Nakarmi 
(7.0), Ranjitkär (7.5), and Kapäli (7.0). The Käranjit (8.7), Khadgi (8.2) and 
Cyämkhalah (8.8) have an average household size of about eight members. 
Finally, the biggest family size recorded is nine members in the case of the 
Räjopädhyäya Hindu priestly caste. 9 
Table 3.10: Average size of Newar household size according to castes (based on sample data from 
ward 21 and ward 22 of Southern Kathmandu). 
Castes Total No. of 
Households 
Total caste 
population 
Average size 
of Household 
Räjopädhyäya 4 36 9.0 
Vajräcäryä 61 462 7.6 
95kya 124 823 6.6 
grestha 235 1517 6.4 
Udäy 85 540 6.3 
Maharjan 460 2884 6.3 
Mänandhar 30 187 6.2 
Tandukär 13 88 6.7 
Näpit 7 48 6.8 
Nakarmi 29 204 7.0 
Käranjit 21 183 8.7 
Mäläkär 6 35 5.8 
Citrakär 5 28 5.6 
Ranjitkär 77 579 7.5 
Khadgi 105 857 8.2 
Kapäli 11 77 7.0 
Dyahlä 112 710 6.3 
Cy5mkhalah 34 301 8.8 
All Castes 1,419 9,559 6.7 
9 There are only 4 households of Räjopädhyäya caste in ward 21 and 22. With those 4 households 
one household has 14 members, one household has 8 members, and two households have 7 
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Although the survey data shows that the average size of Newar household 
in Kathmandu is 6.7 people, this figure should be regarded with some scepticism, 
given the fact that it is a common practice among Newars to list all family 
members in the census survey, regardless of whether those members are actually 
living in the same household. 
Now let us look at Nepali's 1965 data (1965: 253-4) on Kathmandu with 
five different castes- `Vanra', `Shrestha', `Udas', `Jaypoo' and `Manandhar'. His 
findings show that 37.3 per cent of households were `small', with about 4 to 6 
persons sharing the same household. The percentage of households with 7 to 12 
persons, which he defined as `medium' was also 37.3 per cent. However, the 
findings for Panga, where he surveyed the `Shrestha' and `Jyapoo' castes, was 
slightly different. The majority of the households were `small' (40%), while the 
percentage of `medium' family was 34.5 per cent. 
Using Nepali's classification of household size, household data from ward 
21 and 22 of southern Kathmandu was evaluated. Of the total sample of 1,419 
households, as much as 45.2 per cent are `small' family size with 4 to 6 persons. 
`Medium' family households, consisting of 7 to 12 members is the second highest 
with 34.8 per cent. 10.3 per cent are `very small' size with 2 to 3 persons in the 
family. `Big' and `very big' families are 6.2 and 0.8 per cent respectively while 
2.7 per cent of all households are `single'. The average size of the family in 
Kathmandu, therefore, is `small' size or between 4 to 6 members living under the 
same roof (see Figure 3.4). 
members living under the same roof. The result of the average nine is affected by the house with 
14 members which in fact is the only house with such large number. 
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The 1996 data I collected cannot be fairly compared with the data from 
1965 that was surveyed by Nepali. This is because, firstly, Nepali only surveyed 
five Newar castes whereas the data which I collected in 1996 surveyed eighteen 
Newar castes, and secondly, his sample size was only 169 compared to 1,508 that 
was surveyed in 1996. However, a brief glance at the figures shows that in 1965 
the average family range between 4 to 12 members whereas in 1996 figure shows 
that the average size is between 4 to 6 members in each household. This implies 
that the average family size has decreased in the last 30 years. 
Figure 3.4: Household size of the Kathmandu Newars based on the sample from ward 21 and ward 
22 (N= 1,419). 
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For the purpose of comparative study of the Newar household size I have 
selected from my data the five caste groups which Nepali surveyed in 1965 and 
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Single Very small Small Medium Big Very big 
re-organized it according to Nepali's classifications (see Table 3.11). 10 Table 3.11 
shows that the average family size of Newars in Kathmandu has decreased in the 
last thirty years. In 1965,37.3 per cent of all households were `small' and 37.3 
per cent were `medium'. In 1996, as the percentage of `small' households has 
increased by 11.5 per cent to 48.8 per cent, whereas the `medium' family has 
fallen slightly by 5.5 per cent to 31.8 per cent (see Figure 3.5). 
Table 3.11: Comparative table of Newar family gradation of 5 caste groups (ýäkya, ýrestha, Udäy, 
Maharjan, and Mänandhar) in Kathmandu based on Nepali's data (1965: 253) and my 
survey data of ward 21 and 22 collected in 1996. 
Kathmandu 1965 Kathmandu 1996 
Gradation of 
the family 
No of persons 
in the family 
No of 
families 
% No of 
families 
% 
Single 1 1 0.6 29 3.1 
Very small 2 to 3 25 14.8 103 11.0 
Small 4 to 6 63 37.3 456 48.8 
Medium 7 to 12 63 37.3 297 31.8 
Big 13 to 20 10 5.9 42 4.5 
Very big 20 and over 7 4.1 7 0.8 
Total 169 100 934 100 
If we combine this with the findings from the previous section on nuclear 
and joint households, it shows that while household composition (in terms of 
kinship) has not changed very much in thirty years, household size has decreased 
slightly, with more people living in `single' `small' and `medium' households. 
This also means that joint family living has decreased too. A possible reason for 
this is the growth of the family and scarcity of space. As Kathmandu is an urban 
10 Again, it should be remembered that the sample sizes are different, with only 169 households 
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city, there is limited land with which to build adjoining homes. Houses are 
expanded vertically rather than horizontally, and even then the number of floors 
cannot increase indefinitely. With an aging population and scarcity of living 
space, it is foreseeable that the household sizes would become smaller, while the 
household structure remains intact. 
Figure 3.5: Comparison of the Newar household size in Kathmandu of five caste groups surveyed 
by Nepali in 1965 and my data of the same caste groups surveyed in 1996. 
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Unfortunately, comparisons with data previously collected have been 
severely limited by different sample sizes and systems of categorization. Despite 
this setback, I have tried, where possible, to re-evaluate the data collected by 
other scholars, either by re-organizing my data according to their categories or by 
re-organizing their data according to mine. The following are the general 
findings: 
surveyed in 1965 and 933 in 1996. 
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Gradation of the family 
f-1965 1996 
1) The proportion of nuclear and joint households has not changed in 30 
years. Newar society is more or less equally divided between the two categories. 
So the hypothesis that joint families are breaking up cannot be substantiated by 
the data presented. 
2) The percentage of nuclear families is slightly higher than that of joint 
families. This can be explained by the fact that Newars of southern Kathmandu, 
who live in an urban environment, are not dependent on labour-intensive methods 
of agriculture, and are thus not bound to live in joint households. Nor are they 
large industrialists or wealthy trading families for whom joint households would 
have advantages. 
3) A comparison of household types and household size shows that while 
household composition (in terms of kinship) has not changed very much in thirty 
years, household size has decreased slightly. 
While the study-the structural form of Newar households is important to 
understand Newar family structure, it is equally important to look at the role of 
Newar kinship rituals-i. e. the meaning of kinship and jointness for Newars 
themselves-in constituting the household. This is further developed in chapters 7 
and 8. 
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Appendix: Household Types proposed by Kolenda (1968: 346-7) 
1. Nuclear family: a couple with or without unmarried children 
2. Supplemented nuclear family: a nuclear family plus one or more unmarried, 
separated, or widowed relatives of the parents,, other than their unmarried 
children. 
3. Subnuclear family: a fragment of a former nuclear family. Typical examples 
are the widow with unmarried children, or the widower with unmarried 
children, or siblings-whether unmarried, or widowed, separated, or 
divorced-living together. 
4. Single-person household. 
5. Supplemented sub-nuclear a group of relatives, members of a formerly 
complete nuclear family, plus some other unmarried, divorced, or widowed 
relative who was not a member of the nuclear family. For example, a widow 
and her unmarried children plus her widowed mother-in-law. 
6. Collateral joint family: two or more married couples between whom there is a 
sibling bond-usually a brother-brother relationship- plus unmarried 
children. 
7. Supplemented collateral joint family: a collateral joint family plus unmarried, 
divorced, or widowed relatives. Typically, such supplemental relatives are the 
widowed mother of the married brothers, or the widowed father, or an 
unmarried sibling. 
8. Lineal joint family: two couples between whom there is a lineal link, usually 
between parents and married son, sometimes between parents and married 
daughters. 
9. Supplemented lineal joint family: a lineal joint family plus unmarried, 
divorced or widowed relatives who do not belong to either of the lineally 
linked nuclear families; for example, the father's widower brother or the son's 
wife's unmarried brother. 
10. Lineal-collateral joint family: three or more couples linked lineally and 
collaterally. Typically, parents and their two or more married sons, plus the 
unmarried children of the three or more married couples. 
11. Supplemented lineal-collateral joint family: a lineal-collateral joint family 
plus unmarried, widowed, separated relatives who belong to none of the 
nuclear families lineally and collaterally linked; for example, the father's 
widowed sister or brother, or an unmarried nephew of the father. 
12. Other 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Newar Marriage 
Part I: Divine Marriages: IN and Bärhäh 
A Newar woman marries three times: 
first, with a bei fruit, second, with the sun god, and finally with a human. 
(A Newar saying) 
The path of marriage in a Newar girl's life is marked by three significant 
rituals. The first two - ihi, divine marriage and the bärhäh, confinement-link 
her to divinity while the third links her to a man. Some authors look at divorce, 
remarriage and widow remarriage among Newars in the context of these rituals. ' 
Newars say that once a girl has been married to a divinity, the breakdown of 
secular marriage (divorce, widowhood or remarriage) can bear no social stigma. 
However, there are some scholars who view the rituals as a rite of passage, and 
focus on the secular marriage as the definitive marriage for Newar girls. Such 
scholars emphasize that divorce, widowhood and remarriage do entail social 
stigma for women. 2 In this chapter, I shall look at these rituals from a Newar 
perspective to add an emic view on the issues that have been raised so far. 
4.1 Newars and divine marriage and kinship 
If we ask a Newar to describe his valley of Kathmandu, he would portray 
it with all the myths and legends that can be found in its rich culture. It was 
therefore highly appropriate that Mary Slusser named her magnificent book on 
1 See Nepali (1965: 239-51), B. Pradhan (1981: 68-75), Vergati (1982: 285), Toffin (1984: 120-1), 
Pradhan (1986). 
the Valley Nepal Mandala (1982); and Robert Levy similarly named his book 
about the Newar city of Bhaktapur Mesocosin (1990). The Valley consists of 
several cities, towns and villages which are inhabited by man and divinity alike. 
In fact, it is hard to ignore the divine in Kathmandu-it is a land of stupas and 
living goddesses, temples and semi-divine elders. It could be said that divinity 
literally runs in the Newars' blood. According to their myths, Pacali Bhairav (Aju 
Dyah), the guardian god of southern Kathmandu and h1khe, another famous 
protector demon, had love affairs with Newar girls from the Näpit (Nau) and 
Ranjitkär (Chipä) castes respectively, and are thus regarded as the ancestors of 
Newars. Newar women are also regarded as the consanguine of Pärvati, the 
consort of Lord Shiva. 3 
Through the ihi ritual, young girls are joined in marriage with Suvarna 
Kumar, a form of Vishnu Näräyan among Hindus, and to a personification of 
bodhicitta4 among Buddhists. And through the bdrhäh tayegu ritual, girls are 
joined in marriage for the second time with sun-god (Surdyah). During their 
lifetime, Newars are also elevated to the level of divine beings. For example, a 
young girl is specially selected to become the `living goddess', who is 
worshipped by all Newars, including the King. The King is believed to be the 
incarnation of god Vishnu. In the attainment of old age, the elders in society are 
2 See Quigley (1984: 252,260), Lewis (1984: 296), Löwdin (1986: 66), Gellner (1991). 
3 Levy (1992: 666) presents the legends relates to this as follows: `Parvati was the daughter of 
Himavan, the deity of the Himalayas. When she was to be married to Shiva, Himavan gave Nepal 
(that is, the present Kathmandu Valley) to her as her dowry. One day as Parvati was walking 
through the Valley she heard and old woman crying. Parvati asked her why she was crying. "My 
husband is dead. A husband is necessary for a woman; without a husband a woman's life is 
terrible. " Parvati pitied her and asked Shiva for a boon. "Can you do something for the women of 
my natal home so that they will not become widows? " Shiva answered, "Narayan and I will 
arrange it so that there will no longer be any widows in Nepal. " Thus the Newars were given the 
Ihi ceremony. Narayan was the groom, and Shiva the witness (emphasis added). 
4 Locke, 1980: 215. This is a learned identification. Ordinary lay Buddhists usually identify the 
divine parter of the young girl as Kumar. 
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deified in rituals that transform them into semi-divine beings. Defined by descent, 
reinforced by marriage and deified in old age, Newars therefore have a unique 
relationship with divinities which is both spiritual and physical. 
There has been considerable debate among social anthropologists of the 
Newars about the significance of ihf or divine-marriage and bärhah tayegu or 
mock-menstruation. All Newar girls, with the exception of those from some 
Hindu and lower castes, go through these life-cycle rituals which symbolize 
divine marriage to gods. This type of practice is also occasionally found in the 
other parts of South Asian societies, for example, the `tali-tying' rite of Kerala 
(Fuller 1976) and the `token pre-puberty marriage's in central India (Good 1982: 
47). 
Among Newars, some castes observe both divine-marriage and mock- 
menstruation rites whereas some observe only mock-menstruation and some do 
not observe either (see Table 4.1). Nepali (1965: 106) had written that `with the 
exceptions of the Deo-Bhaju and the Du(n)-yee-ya(n) [i. e. Putuwär] Newars, all 
Newars observe this ritual'. Vergati (1982: 272), in her study of Bhaktapur 
Newars states more precisely: 
mock-marriage (ihi) is, however, celebrated only by pure castes (ju 
pim). This statement must be qualified by drawing attention to the 
fact that the castes situated at the two poles of the social hierarchy, 
namely the Rajopadhyaya Brahmins or Deo Baju, at the summit, 
and the Untouchables, at the base, do not celebrate it. 
She listed the lower castes who do not celebrate it as the Untouchables 
(ma ju pim), butchers (Khadgi), tailor-musicians (Kapäli), fishermen-sweepers 
(Pode), tanners (Kulu), sweepers (Cyäme or Hälähulu). The reason for this, 
S The `token pre-puberty marriage' is the `marriage' of physically-immature girls to objects. 
These are arrows among `tribal' groups, branches among Raj Gond farmers, and wooden rice- 
pounders among Hindu castes which is called `first marriage' (Good 1982: 47). 
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Table 4.1: ihi and bärhäh observance among Newar castes of southern Kathmandu 
(kwahne) 
Castes ihi bdrhäh 
Räjopädhyäya No' Ycsb 
Vajräcärya Yes Yes 
r ya Yes Yes 
ýrestha et aL Yes Yes 
Udäy Yes Yes 
Maharjan Yes Yes 
Mänandhar Yes Yes 
Tandukär Yes Yes 
Näpit Yes Yes 
Nakarmi Yes Yes 
Käranjit Yes° Yes 
Mäläkär Yes Yes 
Citrakdr Yes Yes 
Ranjitkär Yes Yes 
PUtUWdr No No 
Kapäli No Yes 
Khadgi Nod Yes 
Raja No No 
Dyahlä No No 
Cyämkhalali No No 
a. After the modem law banned child marriage some of R 1jopädhyäya begun to practise 
ihi ritual. However it is a simplified version of the ritual and does not have 
`kanyäddn' part as it has with other castes (Toffin 1995: 201). My Räjopädhyäya 
informants strongly denied this claim that they practise ihi. Instead they do a ritual 
called `sinhah chdyegu'. 
b. There is a slight difference in this mock-menstruation ritual between the Brahmans 
and other Newars. The Brahmans perform this at the actual physiological 
menstruation event which is called bärhdl: cwanegu (lit. to stay in confinement) 
whereas other Newars practice mock-menstruation called bdrhäh tayegu (lit, to keep 
in confinement). 
c. Some claim Kazanjit or Bhä caste does not perform ihi (Panca 1996: 5) but my 
K5 anjit informants of southern Kathmandu confirmed that they do. 
d. Vajräcärya (1989: 161) states that the Butcher caste do not observe ihi whereas 
Pradhan (1986: 114) writes that they do. See also Gellner (1995) `Low castes in 
Lalitpur'. 
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argues Vergati, is because of a lack of priests to officiate the ritual. I have also 
found a similar case in southern Kathmandu, where the Dyahbralunu or Hindu 
priestly caste and some of the lower castes-Kapäli, Khadgi, Putuwär, Rajaka, 
Dyalilä, Cyäme-do not observe ihi ritual. 6 However, I am not persuaded by the 
argument made by Vergati that the reason why these castes do not observe ihi is 
because they do not have priests to officiate. While it is true that the lower castes 
are not served by the higher priestly castes, they sometimes compensate for this 
by having their own priests who come from their own caste. For example, the 
Kapäli caste is sub-divided into various groups with specific ritual functions. 
Among the Kapäli, there is a priestly family whose role is to perform rituals for 
the Kapäli. There is also a caste sub-group called Danyä who performs the ritual 
role of the barber caste as well as pollution receiver for the Kapali. 
Dumont (1980: 114,118) makes a distinction between a `true and 
complete marriage' from other kinds of `marriage'. More precisely, he uses the 
terms `primary and secondary marriage' for girls and `principal and subsidiary 
marriage' for boys. In the case of girls particularly, to support his statement he 
uses several ethnographic examples to clarify the distinction between primary and 
secondary marriage including the Newars. He writes: 
In various groups, in order to secure for women great freedom of 
(secondary) marriage or of sexual unions in general, primary 
marriage is, or rather was, reduced to a mere ritual formality. 
Sometimes women are married in this way to a god, an object, a 
fruit, or a man who immediately disappears from their lives 
(Dumont 1980: 118). 
While Dumont recognizes ihi as `true' or `primary' marriage, several other 
authors interpreted this ritual as the female initiation rite parallel to male initiation 
6 However, the Kapäli and Khadgi castes do perform the second marriage, i. e. the mock- 
menstruation rite. 
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of bare chuyegu among Buddhist high castes and kaitä püjä or vratabandha 
among other castes.? Gellner suggests, 
ihi and marriage to a human husband correspond not to Dumont's 
distinction between primary and secondary marriage, but rather to 
Fuller's (1976: 105) distinction between `first marriage', which is a 
rite of passage by which a girl becomes an adult, and `second 
marriage', which legitimates the offspring of her union with one or 
more men (Gellner 1991: 114). 
The Newars regard ihi and bärhah tayegu as two different marriages. The 
first is with Suvarna Kumar and second with the Sun god (Siirdyah). I have heard 
an adult Newar male from Buddhist priestly caste teasing an adult female from 
the same caste with the phrase `you girls are married three times'. This is also the 
belief of many Newar married women I interviewed, who accepted that they have 
three marriages in their lives-first two being divine and the third secular. 
4.2 IN : the divine marriage 
Ihi is an old Newari word for marriage, and it usually refers to the first 
divine marriage ritual. As a conscious piece of revivalism, the Newars or 
specifically the Newari language activists have begun to use the term ihi for 
secular marriage. Generally, in Newar wedding feasts, a red banner bearing the 
Sanskrit term `ýubhaviväha' (derived from Sanskrit meaning happy wedding) is 
placed above the gate. But those influenced by pro-Newari activist Newars now 
substitute the Newari term Ihipä'instead of viväha. In order to avoid linguistic 
confusion I shall use the term `divine-marriage' to denote marriage to a divine 
spouse and `secular' marriage for marriage with a human spouse. In Newari the 
only difference between the `divine-marriage' and `secular' marriage is a suffix - 
7See Nepali (1965: 106-112), Pradhan (1986: 110-128), Gellner (1991: 112). 
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pä as ihi pä for `secular' marriage, but literally its meaning (i. e. marriage) 
remains the same. 
In ihi the orthodox Hindu marriage procedure is observed, including 
kanyädän which means `gift of a virgin'. Compared with secular marriage in 
which there is less emphasis on Hindu wedding rituals, ihi is considerably more 
elaborate and has considerable social significance. Nepali (1965: 107) illustrates 
the importance of ihi by giving an example of Birgunj Newar girls who once 
abandoned the ihi ritual and were not accepted by Newar males of the Valley for 
marriage. Newars consider ihi as one of the most important rites of passage for 
girls. Many claim ihi as a unique identification' of Newarhood to separate 
themselves from other Nepalese. 
Newars refer to girls prior to ihi as Kumäri, the virgin goddess and after 
the ihi as Pärvati, the consort of Shiva. Once she has passed through the second 
divine marriage or mock-menstruation ritual she will be referred to as a symbol of 
Mahälaksmi, the goddess of wealth. In the secular marriage she is treated as 
`goddess of wealth' by her husband's family members. IN must be performed on 
an auspicious occasion and is mostly done in a group. In the past it was performed 
when the girl's age is around 5 or 7. It is believed that it has to be at odd number, 
i. e. at the age of 5,7,9 or 11. Some go through this ritual even earlier at the age 
of three. In order to examine how effective this local belief is I checked the age of 
all girls of different castes who went through an ihi ritual in one of the mass ihi 
rituals organized to commemorate the king's silver jubilee of coronation in 1996. 
The number of girls who went through mass ihi were more than 425. I was able to 
get information on the caste and age of 402 girls (see Table 4.2). It seems right 
that the most popular age of ihi is the age of five, seven and nine as the 
percentage of those age groups are highest as 19.7 per cent, 23.4 per cent and 10.1 
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per cent respectively. However, the data show, a large number of girls are even 
numbered age who went through this ritual (16.2 per cent of girls age six). 
Interestingly, the data also show that the most relaxed caste group with the girls' 
age are ýrestha and Maharjan with 36.4 per cent and 35.7 per cent or their girls 
are of even numbered age of 4,6,8 and 10. 
Table 4.2: Numbers of ihi according to age and caste (N=402). 
Age 
Caste 
ß 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 n. a. Total 
Vajräcärya 
- 1 - 2 - 1 - - - - 1 5 
gýYa 
- 1 - 2 3 1 - 1 - - 6 14 
S`restha 
- 4 3 3 8 10 2 9 3 2 - 44 
Ud5Y 
- - - - 1 3 - 1 - - 3 8 
Maharjan 3 13 31 64 49 65 16 18 3 2 13 277 
Mänandhar 
- - - 3 - 7 1 4 - 1 - 16 
Tandukär 
- 1 - - - - - - - - - 1 
Näpit 
- - - - - - - 1 - - 1 2 
Mäläkär 
- - - 1 - - 1 - - - - 2 
CitrakAr 
- 1 - - 1 2 2 3 - - 9 
Ranjitkär 
- - 1 1 2 2 1 - 1 - - 8 
Nepali 
- - - - - - - 1 - - - 1 
n. a. - - 2 3 - 3 1 3 - 1 - 15 
Total 3 21 37 79 65 94 24 41 7 6 24 402 
% 1.0 5.2 9.2 19.7 16.2 23.4 6.0 10.1 1.7 1.5 6.0 100 
In modem Newar society, as it is difficult and costly to organize ild 
rituals, many new social groups or clubs hold this ritual as a community event 
instead of waiting for someone to organize it privately. Moreover, some have 
begun to invent new rites to replace the traditional ones. They take the girls into 
Theravada temples and ordain them temporarily as a nun. However, this is 
strongly opposed by traditionally minded people. Once when I was observing the 
traditional ihi ritual in Kathmandu and interviewed the priests and parents of the 
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girls who were participating in the ritual some parents were very upset with the 
fact that this ritual is being replaced by the Theravada invention of tradition. A 
Maharjan old woman said furiously: `This ritual is nothing to do with being 
ordained. It is a rite of passage every Newar girl must pass through. Monks 
should not show contempt for this ritual at all. It is not their businesses. 
Generally, this ritual can be joined communally by most Newar castes. 
However, in practice it makes a great difference as to what kind of priest 
performs the ritual. I was told by members of Buddhist castes8 that Buddhists do 
not participate in the ihi ritual presided over by a Hindu priest. Similarly, most 
tresthas and Käranjits will not participate in an ihi ritual presided over by a 
Buddhist priest. However, in practice most tresthas are not strict about this. 
Whenever they have the occasion to join the ritual they do regardless of what 
priest presides. Similarly, I have also been told that some Maharjans joined in an 
ihi ritual presided over by a Räjopädhyäya Hindu priest. To sum up, there are 
two types of ihi according to which priest presides-Buddhist and Hindu [see 
Allen (1990) for Buddhist ihi and Pradhan (1986) for Hindu ihi]. 
Allen (1990: 189) describes ihi as a real marriage rite for a Newar girl. He 
writes: `both the Sanskrit texts and most informants describe [ihi] as such [a 
marriage] and indeed many insist that it is the only true marriage for a Newar 
girl'. Because they are already married to a god, Newar women will never be 
widows and `therefore never suffer from the stigma of widowhood in their 
society' (Vergati 1982: 283). Bina Pradhan (1981) in her ethnography of Bulu 
village, also finds that widowhood is insignificant among the Newars. The 
difference is that the inhabitants of Bulu village do not celebrate ihi. Neither do 
8 Vajräcäryas, S`äkyas, Tulädhars, Maharjans, Mdnandhars, Citrakars, Ranjitkärs, Näpits, 
Mäläkärs, and some ýresthas. 
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the inhabitant of the village of Pyangaon, the majority of which are Newar 
Maharjans (Toffin 1977: 38). 
There is also evidence to support this argument from a linguistic 
perspective. There is no Newari word which denotes widowhood. It is only 
recently that the term vidhavä has come into use in Newari from Hindi and 
Nepali; otherwise a widow is referred as `a woman without husband' (bhäta 
madumha misä). 
However, Gellner's observation was that `high-caste Newar women 
certainly do suffer considerable stigma, both from widowhood and from divorce' 
(Gellner, 1991: 117). For example, in a part of Newar wedding, there is a ritual 
called `welcoming the bride' where the mother of the bridegroom has to perform 
the welcoming ritual to the bride. If the mother is a widow she is not entitled to 
perform this ritual and the task is taken over by the eldest sister-in-law instead. 
Gellner clearly states this loss of status among Newar widows: `she may not fill 
the role of senior woman (thakäli naki) in any ritual, since she is considered to be 
inauspicious. It is commonly widows who are suspected of being witches 
(bwaksi)' (Gellner 1991: 116). Apart from losing her ritual roles in the household 
as a consequence of widowhood theoretically she is free to remarry which is a 
taboo among the dominant Parbatiyä culture. However, in reality it may differ as 
it is a personal choice of the widow herself which' is heavily influenced by her 
age, caste and whether there are children or not. Most marriages for the second or 
third time happen with widows, divorcees or lower caste women which is 
common in traditional Newar society. 
Many Newars say that by doing ihi they save their girls from child 
marriage as well as differentiating them from the dominant Parbatiyas. Some even 
use it as an evidence to show that Newar culture gives higher status to women 
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than Parbatiyä culture. Pancha, a Maharjan activist, writes, 
It is a unique feature of the Newar society that traditionally it gives 
its women equality, rights, and liberty in all aspects of religion, 
culture and society. This is not like in the Hindu culture where they 
consider their unmarried daughter as impure and some even do not 
eat food cooked by those daughters.... If a girl's husband dies she 
has to be a widow and is not allowed to remarry regardless of her 
young age. She has to live in misery as an' impure being till she 
dies (1996: 6-7). 
If ihi is a marriage, to whom is she wed? A Hindu Newar informant 
explained that because the rite itself is formally called Suvarna Kumar Viväha, 
the girl is married to Suvarna Kumar who is believed to be the Shiva's son. 
Another Hindu Newar informant said that the divine spouse is Näräyana, an 
epithet of Vishnu (see Nepali 1965: 106). On the other hand, a Buddhist 
informant insisted that the girl is married to a personification of the Bodhicitta 
(see Locke 1980: 216). 
When I asked the Newar girls who they are getting married to, they simply 
said that they are getting married to the bel fruit (cf. Allen 1990: 190). Outside the 
Kathmandu Valley (and to a lesser extent inside the Valley), ihi is referred to as 
bel viväha (bel marriage). Others are of the opinion that the bel fruit (Aegle 
marmelos) is taken for a witness to the marriage and not in itself the object with 
which the marriage is performed (cf. Nepali 1965: 106). 
Although ihi is referred to as a wedding ritual by Newars, its actual social 
importance is as a rite of adulthood, as Allen makes clear in his work (1990), a 
conclusion supported by many other anthropologist's (e. g. Pradhan 1986; Gellner 
1991). That is to say, after ihi girls are expected to follow adult purity rules and 
are entitled to an adult funeral if they die. But ideologically, ihi also removes 
from Newar women the stigma of widowhood. Because of the ihi ritual Newar 
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widows are theoretically free to remarry if still of marriageable age. However, 
this freedom varies according to caste and place. Bina Pradhan's (B. Pradhan 
1981: 68-75) and Toffin's (Toffin 1984: 120-1) studies of agricultural caste in 
Bulu and Pyangaon respectively show high percentages of widow-marriage and 
no stigma to widowhood whereas other studies by Quigley (1984: 253,260) in 
Dhulikhel, Lewis (1984: 296) among the Kathmandu Tulädhars and Gcllner 
(1991) among the kkyas in Lalitpur argue against Toffin's and B. Pradhan's 
statements and show that among urban Newars the practice of widow remarriage 
is rare. In this argument, Ishii (1995: 121-22) stands in the middle. With his 
detailed study on family history of Newars in Satungal he concludes that the 
frequency of widow remarriage is considerable. However, the age of the woman 
is a main factor of widow remarriage. Ishii found out that about half of widows 
who are still of marriageable age remarry without stigma whereas old widows 
tend to stay either in their natal houses or deceased husbands' houses. 
However, it would be productive to analyze the question from a historical 
point of view as well. It could be that the influence of Nepali and North Indian 
culture has made widow marriage less popular among modem Newars, whereas it 
was accepted in the past. From my genealogical surveys and interviews with old 
Newars of the southern Kathmandu I found out that in the past widow remarriage 
was socially accepted even among high castes. However, in modern times widow 
remarriage is rare among high-caste urban Newars. 
4.3 Bärhäh : the second divine marriage 
The second major life-cycle ritual for a Newar girl is the confinement or 
`placing a barrier' (bärhäh tayegu) which is observed some time after ihi but 
before the actual first menstruation. Many consider it as the second divine 
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marriage. However, the ritual itself is not elaborate and communal as the first 
divine marriage. It is done individually at home. This bärhäh tayegu rite is 
practised by both Buddhist and Hindu high castes. It is very similar to the 
Parbatiyäs' rite of passage called guphä basne (literally `sitting in a cave') (see 
Bennnett 1978: 31-45). However, there are slight differences between Newar 
Brahman, Hindu high-castes and the other Newars' practices. Like the Parbatiyäs' 
practices the Newar Brahmans observe bärhdh tayegu when the actual 
physiological event occurs whereas all other Newars prefer it to perform prior to 
puberty. Allen (1990: 192) thus writes, `in other words, just as i11i may be 
described as a mock-marriage, so too is the bdrhäh tayegu a mock-menstruation 
rite'. 
Bärhäh tayegu literally means to place a barrier. Newars sometimes use 
the term bärhäh cwanegu which means `to stay behind a barrier', and for the 
Parbatiyä and Newar Brahmans it means menarche. With this mock-menstruation 
the Newar girls are confined in a room with its windows blocked out for twelve 
days, during which they must not see any males or the sun. This is done at the age 
of 11 or 13 just before the menarche begins. At the end of the twelve days of 
confinement, they are led blindfolded to the rooftop or courtyard where they are 
shown ritually to the sun which is called `taking out from confinement' (bärhäh 
pikäyegu). This is, as noted, believed by many Newars to be the girls' second 
marriage, this time with the sun god (cf. Lewis 1984: 277, Pradhan 1986: 135, 
Gellner 1991: 113). The sun god is identified by Hindus as a form of Vishnu 
whereas Buddhists identify him as Chandra Sri Kumar, a Bodhisattva (Lewis 
1984: 277). However, Gellner (1991: 113) states that learned Newar informants 
deny the fact of a girl's second marriage with the sun god. 
Bärhäh tayegu or confinement life-cycle ritual of Newar girls is less 
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elaborated than the ihi in its essence as regards to the marriage. However, there 
are no elaborate rituals symbolizing the wedding in bärhnh tayegu, as there are in 
ihi. There is only a ritual of putting sindur or vermilion mark on a girl's hair 
parting which could be counted as a symbol of marriage. Traditionally, the sindur 
rite concludes a marriage ceremony and may symbolize the beginning of a girl's 
sexual relations with her husband (cf. Campbell 1976: 92). As regards the 
supposed by sexual connotation of sindur, Kunreuther argues: 
the eldest female of the father's family placed a strip of red 
vermilion in the centre part of the girl's hair. The sexual 
implications of this action in bdrhdh tayegu are not explicit 
because a female applies the sindur and the girls are pre-adolescent 
(1994: 343). 
Some anthropologists claim that bärhäh is a modified version of the 
Brahman/Chetri menarche ritual (Kunreuther 1994). Similarly, it is also said that 
this rite tempers the polluting aspects of menstruation (Allen 1982, Pradhan 1981, 
Levy 1992). Moreover, others interpret it as concerned with female fertility and 
sexuality (Pradhan 1986: 137). In line with this, one of the learned Vajräcärya 
priests of Kathmandu told me that the actual essence of bärhäh tayegu is to make 
girls ready for maturity as during the twelve days of confinement she is taught 
about beautifying herself and how to be a mature woman. 
Recently, some Buddhist Newars have entirely changed this practice of 
divine-marriage (ihi) and mock-menstruation (bärhäh) rites from its traditional 
practices (cf. Kunreuther 1994: 339-48). Under the influence of Theravada 
Buddhism they have replaced both rituals with temporary nun ordination (rci 
prabajyä) in Theravada Buddhist monasteries for a short period of 3-7 days. This 
means they entirely set aside the concept of `first and second' marriage as 
observed traditionally. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Newar Marriage 
Part II: Newar Wedding 
In this chapter, I shall analyze Newar marriage patterns and practices 
using data gathered from interviews, participant observation and household 
surveys. I hope to show how changes in Newar marriage practices are affecting 
the social organization of Newars. In some ways, these changes are also a 
reflection of the social and religious movements that arc happening in Newar 
society, and due attention will be paid to the issue of the rising influence of 
Theravada Buddhism and pro-Newar movements which are having have a direct 
influence on Newar marriage. 
Recent anthropological studies of Newar marriage (Quigley 1986, Ishii 
1995) have emphasized isogamy, the marriage practice which distinguishes the 
Newars from the other hypergamic, North-Indian and Nepalese patterns. The 
definition of `isogamy' as `marriage between two individuals of the same status' 
(Dumont 1964: 87, Bernard and Good 1984: 107, Quigley 1991: 101) provides 
the structure for the discussion in the first section of this paper. The key word is 
`status', and from my research, I have found that Newar status is subjectively 
defined, depending on the particular caste and sub-caste that is being studied. I 
shall look at the emic definition of status, and particularly the way that it is used 
as a basis of differentiation between one group and another within a caste. The 
fact that status is subjectively defined and contested between sub-castes and/or 
`caste sub-groups" makes it difficult to prove that marriage between them is 
1 The term `caste sub-group' was introduced by Gellner (1992: 65). See p. 27 fn 1. 
isogamous. Applying Marriott's theory of `transactional strategy' (1976) to 
Newar marriage practice, I shall analyze the way that isogamy is both a medium 
of expression as well as a category of marriage practice. 
Newar isogamic marriage is also characterized by the preference for 
territorial endogamy as emphasized by Nepali (1965: 419) and reaffirmed by 
Quigley (1987: 160). However, this theory is not totally supported by the works 
of Pradhan (1981: 58-60), Löwdin (186: 146), Gellner (1995: 219) and Ishii 
(1995: 121-5). These differences of outcome are heavily affected by places and 
castes they studied. There is a great difference between mono-caste and multi- 
caste villages, as well as between villages, towns and the big cities, the foci of 
Newars. My field area is heavily influenced by urban culture which have been 
stated as urban from the Licchavi period. It is where almost all Newar castes from 
highest to lowest live and interact with each other. It is the capital of the country 
where not only Newars intermingle within their different caste members but also 
with the politically dominant Parbatiyäs, other Nepalese ethnic groups like 
Tamangs, Sherpas and even foreigners. 
As far as the theory of territorial endogamy is concerned, my research 
reveals that it is prevalent among the higher castes with a larger population. With 
lower castes and these with a smaller population, territorial endogamy is much 
less salient. Linked with this is the issue of territorial marriage alliances, which 
has shaped the socio-cultural network of the Newars. 
Defining whom one can marry is one aspect of Newar marriage. In 
addition to this, the way that one gets married has as much significance for the 
social structure as it does for the married couple. According to most 
anthropologists, the kaleidoscope of Newar marriage practices has given rise to 
many marriage typologies, which follow a basic scheme of traditional marriage at 
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one end and elopement at the other. In other words isogamy versus anisogamy or 
intra-caste versus intercaste. In between these two poles, each author has added 
further classifications to accommodate the various kinds of marriage that occur in 
his field or area of study. 2 The structure and terminology of these classifications 
of Newar marriage provide only a fragmented picture of the totality. Instead, I 
propose a new typology of Newar marriage that encompasses all the present 
marriage practices of the Newars in southern Kathmandu and by implication of 
other Nepalese as well. 
5.1 Hypergamy and Newar marriage 
An assumption in the study of marriage in North India and dominant 
Hindu Parbatiyäs of Nepal has been that hierarchy is the dominant ideological 
feature structuring all aspects of the relationship between `wife-givers' and `wife- 
takers'. Blunt said of Uttar Pradesh that `amongst all Hindus there is probably a 
tendency towards hypergamy' (quoted in Dumont 1980: 378, fn. 54b). Similarly, 
Parry (1979: 195) with his classic ethnography of Rajput in Kangra also 
concluded that `the practice of hypergamy is a very widespread feature of Rajputs 
social organization, and is general amongst Rajputs of the hill regions'. 
Hypergamy requires superiors and inferiors and superiority and inferiority are 
counted by castes' status. Marriage practice is strongly governed by those rules. 
Moreover, the common practice in most studies of north Indian hypergamy is the 
practice of kanyädän or `gift of a virgin' which manifests a certain type of 
hierarchy between wife-givers and wife-takers, at least in the ritual itself. This 
ideology specifically calls for the gift of a virgin bride to a superior and forbids 
2 See Nepali (1965: 230), B. Pradhan (1981: 58), Toffm (1984: 412), Löwdin (1986: 50,60,152), 
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the acceptance of anything in return. Therefore, the focus of many studies has 
been hypergamy, either analyzing the kinship terminology (Turner 1975, Carter 
1974, Scheffler 1980) or cultural studies on marriage and kinship (Vatuk 1975, 
Dumont 1980, Bennett 1983, Gray 1980, Czarnecki 1986, Fruzzetti 1990 (1982), 
Van der Veen 1972). 
Hypergamy is marriage to someone of a higher social status. It is very 
important that one thinks in terms of the man or of the woman in using this 
terminology, otherwise each marriage would be both hypergamous and 
hypogamous. In order to avoid such ambiguities, it is more accurate to understand 
it as `marriage to a groom of superior status'. The term hypergamy was 
introduced by Ibbetson in 1881 to designate a different pattern which is 
sometimes encountered in north India, although it is not universal there. It is 
generally assumed among scholars that `isogamy-bride and groom of equal 
status-is the dominant pattern in the south. In north India, both 
hypergamy-groom of superior status-and isogamy are permitted, with 
hypergamy often being the ideal' (Milner 1988: 145). 
The term hypergamy however can be used variously. Czarnecka defines it 
in three ways in order to accord with modern studies. 
(1) the marriage of a man from higher caste with a woman from an 
inferior caste, in which the descendants have a lower status than the 
father. 
(2) the marriage of a man from a higher group with a woman from 
an inferior group (usually a clan or sub-caste) within the same 
caste, in which the descendants get the father's status. 
(3) The post-marital relationship between two kin groups after an 
isogamous marriage. Many social anthropologists agree that the 
Pradhan (1986: 153), Ishii (1995: 118). 
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marriage itself creates `ritual superiority of the groom's 
people-and hence a hypergamous relationship - where there was 
formerly equality' (Bennett 1977: 263; Czamecka 1986: 25). 
Many ethnographical studies in North India and Nepal are mainly 
concerned with the third notion of hypergamy. Even a classical hypergamy 
presented by Parry (1979: 200-1) of Kangra Brahmans and Rajputs where each 
divided into four, hypergamously ranked birädaris and there are clear feature of 
upward mobility in marriage among those birädaris still concludes that there are 
no `real' units which exchange women at all even though people normally talk as 
if marriage were transactions between groups. It is rather that marriage itself 
creates the inequality between the wife-giving and wife-taking groups (cf. 
Quigley 1995: 94-5, Vatuk 1975: 159, Gray 1980: 3). 
The north-Indian pattern of hypergamy is also followed by the Nepalese 
Brahmins and Chetris. As among the Brahmans and Rajputs of Kangra, Nepalese 
Brahmans and Chetris also have caste and sub-caste structure of superiority and 
inferiority. However, there is a slight difference between Indian Rajputs and 
Nepalese Brahmans/Chetris in marriage practices. FUrer-Haimendorf (1964: 101) 
illuminates this point with a case of intercaste marriage. In the north Indian case, 
children born by intercaste marriage between Rajput and lower castes will fall to 
the mother's caste. By contrast, in Nepalese case, children born of an intercaste 
marriage, though they are lower than the father, will be higher than the mother. 
In keeping with the North Indian practice of hypergamy, the practice of 
kanyädän is strictly followed among Brahman/Chetri of Nepal. However, the 
hypergamous feature among Nepalese is what Bennett (1983: 145) called an `ad 
hoc hypergamy'. This is because there are no ranked clans among the Chetris and 
the Brahmans of Nepal (Fürer-Haimendorf 1966: 32) as among Rajputs and 
Brahmans of Kangra. Bennett (1983) argues that the marriage itself creates a 
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ritual superiority of the groom's people-and hence a hypcrgamous situation 
-where there was formerly equality. 
Hypergamy, therefore, can exist either where there are ranked sub-castes, 
as among Parry's Rajputs, or, as among Parbatiyäs, as a result of the marriage, so 
that after the wedding, and because of the wedding, wife-givers rank below wife- 
takers. Though hypergamy is the ideal type of Brahman/Chctri marriage in Nepal, 
isogamy is the ideal among the Newars. But anisogamy can be seen among the 
Newars in the case of intercaste marriages. 
The only Newar caste that practices kanyädän at the time of marriage to a 
human are the Räjopädhyäya, who consider themselves to be Newar Brahmins. 3 
This is in contrast to the other Newar castes who perform kanyädän at the time of 
ihi, marriage to a deity. 
5.2 Isogamy : the ideal Newar marriage 
Badri Ratna Vajräcärya, a renowned Vajräcärya priest of Kathmandu 
explained the traditional values of marriage and modem practices as follows: 
One should not marry within the same lineage4 or with relatives. 5 
Lineage has to be apart for many generations. Some say over three 
generations are marriageable. However, among Vajräcäryas and 
kkyas they are not allowed to marry members of the same 
Buddhist monastery (vihära) 6 Because they are considered to be 
children of the same äju, great-grandfather. It is incest. It is 
believed that incestuous marriage leads to disaster (angabhanga). 
3 However, other Brahmins and Chetris (non-Newar) do not consider them to be real Brahmins. 
4 kale We byähä yäye majyü. 
5 thahläkd byähd yäye majyü. 
6 In this respect Gellner's finding in Lalitpur is different. His finding with Kwä Bah shows that 
almost half of the ýäkya brides of ýäkya men come form within the monastic community of Kwä 
Bähäh itself. (Gellner 1995: 219). 
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Nowadays all cultures are declining (samskdr hin) and it does not 
mean anything to anyone any more. 
Having explained whom one should not marry he further went on to 
illustrate whom one should marry, 
One should not marry one's own people but should marry people 
from another lineages (kola)? 
Here we can see the differences he is making-within a lineage and 
between lineages. Alliance within a lineage is prohibited whereas the ideal 
alliance is between lineages. His use of the term `lineage' or `kola' was 
complicated so I asked him to define what he meant by `lineage'. He clarified it 
as follows: 
My job is Gubadju (Buddhist priest) so I should marry a Gubhäni 
(woman of Buddhist priestly caste). Only then can my household 
endure (che tekejui). Being a Gubadni it is her duty to prepare 
pujäbhah (a plate of things needed for the worship ritual) so she 
needs to know about it. If I marry a girl from the carpenter caste 
she would not know her duties in my house and this marriage 
would not work. Therefore, a marriage should be between lineages 
[of the same caste]. A goldsmith should marry a daughter from 
another goldsmith family. This will be the ideal marriage couple. If 
a Sdkya (goldsmith caste) marries a daughter of a Tämräkär (metal 
worker caste) it does not match. Their conjugal family will not last 
long. If a Citrakär (painter caste) marries a `Jyäpuni' (farmer caste) 
this is also unmatched and their marriage would not last long. 
Citrakär is a painter whereas `Jyäpuni' is a farmer. They do not 
match at all. How can they live together? Therefore, an ideal 
marriage has to be between lineages (kula). 
The ideal marriage therefore is a marriage between the one who has the 
same traditional occupation or caste (jäte) or with one who hold the same surname 
or marriageable surnames. However, he then continued, `from jyä (occupation) it 
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became jäti (caste) and based on jäti people differentiate whether they can cat jä 
(boiled rice) together or not'. Although his etymologies are not linguistically 
sound, there is a kind of intuitive logic to his argument, because the Newar caste 
hierarchy is based on principle of boiled rice (jä) commensality. In other words, 
the ideal marriage alliance has to be established with people of the same 
profession (jyä) with whom you can share boiled rice (id) who therefore 
constitute the same caste (fat). 
This belief and practice is an ancient tradition of the Newars as was 
attested by the oldest archives written in Nepal Bhäsä (Newari) called 
Nyäyavikäsini or science of human justice in AD 1380 (NS 500). Analyzing the 
text Sharma (1997: 117) interprets that there were two types of Newar marriage 
practices from the mediaeval period: isogamy and hypergamy. The ideal marriage 
was isogamy whereas hypergamy was acceptable in the second or third marriages. 
The term used for hypergamy is `sägrahini bhäryä' which according to 
Manandhar (1986: 252), in his Newari-English dictionary, translates it as `king's 
concubine'. However, Sharma interprets it as a hypergamous union and confirms 
it with a quotation from the text: `A Brahman caste can have a woman of Kshetri, 
Vai§ya, or kdra caste as a `sägrahini or mistress' 8 He also remarks that such 
unions of anuloma, `along the grain' are acceptable in a case of polygamy and it 
is necessary to be isogamous with a caste which practices monogamy. 
Sharma confirms the importance of isogamous union among Newars by 
quoting a text: `a child borne to the father and mother of the same caste is called a 
child with a caste (savarna)'. 9 This indicates that if a child is borne to intercaste 
7 Thawäthah byähd yäyemajyu, kulä bulb byähd yayemä. 
8 `Brahman jätiyä kshatrini vafsya stri südrini thwatewü sagrahinitewa kha'. 
9 `mä bä ujätijukoyä mwacä savarna dhäye' (quoted in Sharma 1997: 125). 
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union that child would not get a caste membership from the father or it will be a 
caste-less child. Sharma's interpretation of hypergamous union relates to the term 
sägrahini still needs to be scrutinized. It throws up many questions about the 
Newars' practice of second or third marriages, because the whole question of a 
legitimate child born to hypergamous union and inheritance is not considered. 
Among Newars, in the past, it was normal to marry for the second or third time if 
the first marriage fails to give any offspring, particularly a son. Generally, this 
type of second or third union is still isogamy not hypergamy as suggested by 
Sharma. 
Quigley (1986: 75-95) begins his article `Introversion and isogamy: 
marriage patterns of the Nepal' with problems of the Newar marriage raised in 
earlier literature. Many authors interpret the Newar marriages differently. Newar 
marriage is characterized variously as hypergamous (Nepali 1960: 145), 
anagamous (Vergati 1982: 284), isogamous (Quigley 1986: 76,90), endogamous 
(Ftirer-Haimendorf 1956: 33; Toffin 1984: 71,592; Quigley 1984: 240; Levy 
1992: 104), and territorially endogamous (Nepali 1965: 419, Quigley 1987: 160). 
Moreover, many authors also differentiate Newar marriage from orthodox Hindu 
marriage by all or some such practices as elopement, divorce and widow 
remarriage. 
The most recent anthropological studies on Newar marriage focus on 
`isogamy', the practice which distinguishes Newar from the other dominant 
hypergamic north-Indian and Nepalese patterns. `Isogamy' is generally applied to 
the practice or norm of marriage between partners of equal status. The term 
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`isogamy' was first used by Ibbctson in 1881 who defined it as the opposite of 
hypergamy: 10 
By isogamy or the law of equal marriage, I mean the law which 
arranges the local tribes [for our purpose: groups] in a scale of 
social standing, and forbids the parent to give his daughter to a man 
of any tribe which stand lower than his own. (1881: 356) 
Ibbetson used the term within the context of Indian society, which was 
structured according to the Hindu caste system. Although the structure of the 
Newar society is heavily influenced by the Indian caste system, isogamy within a 
Newar context requires a more specific definition, as the Newar of Kathmandu 
has developed a unique caste system which is different to the Indian caste system. 
As the Vajräcärya informant confirmed earlier in his statement, the 
primary determinant of marriageability among Newars is caste (cf. Quigley 1984: 
290). However, the prescriptive marriage pattern is `isogamy', that is marriage 
between two individuals of the same status (Dumont 1964: 87, Barnard and Good 
1984: 107, Quigley 1991: 101). Status is subjectively defined and often contested 
among the Newars, as Toffin notes: 
each group claims to occupy a higher status than the other. There is 
today no supreme authority which can decide on the rank of any 
particular group in a definitive way. The splintering into small 
groups which are endogamous, local and which disagree over their 
place in the social hierarchy, is, in the final analysis, an essential 
feature of the Newar caste system (1977: 41). 
In order to prove isogamy, we have to show that the status between the 
individuals is undisputed and unambiguous. Only then can it be called a marriage 
of `equal status'. Within each caste, sub-caste and `caste sub-group' there are 
different rules which define marriageability, and these are determined by 
10 cited in Dumont (1964: 87). 
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considerations of caste size and status. I have found that the larger the caste size 
and the greater the choice of marriage partners, the more likely it is that there will 
be differentiation among the sub-castes and caste sub-groups according to status 
and the greater the role of status in defining marriageability. In terms of 
marriageability, this means that not only does the prerequisite of membership 
within the same sub-caste and caste sub-groups have to be fulfilled, but also the 
prerequisite of similar status, which is defined by territory and economic power. 
For example, although in theory, intermarriage between the caste sub-groups of 
Udäy or merchant castes is allowed, in practice, there is a general preference (but 
not a rule) that the partners come from the same economic levels, the same caste 
sub-groups (Lewis 1995: 51), and the same locality (Lewis 1984: 13-14). 
Isogamy in the larger castes is more difficult to prove because marriageability is 
defined according to status, which is subjectively defined and is always in the 
process of being reinterpreted and redefined. 
In the smaller castes, where the choice of marriage partners is limited, the 
only rule that defines marriageability is that the partners come from within the 
same caste. For example, within the Untouchables of Kathmandu, there are two 
different castes-Dyahlä and Cyämkhalali-who do not intermarry. Because of 
their small number, marriageability is defined by caste alone. In this case, status 
is objectively defined, and provides a clear case of isogamy. 
Nevertheless, `isogamy' here requires a more subjective interpretation, as 
it is applied differently according to the various castes and the sub-castes of the 
Newar society. The point of contention is status, which in some cases is 
subjectively defined, thus making it difficult to categorize marriages between two 
members from two different sub-castes or caste sub-groups. If one sub-caste or 
caste sub-group claims to be higher than the other, then how do we prove 
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isogamy? Or is the marriage itself proof that these two different sub-castes are 
isogamous which would be arguing in a circle? 
In Newar marriage practices, when there is reciprocation of marriage 
partners between sub-castes and caste sub-groups, they arc expressing that they 
are `being made much the same as each other, and therefore to be reckoned as 
equal' (Marriott 1976: 112; emphasis added). The essence here is the process of 
creating equality through the exchange of marriage partners between sub-castes. 
However, in the case where there is no exchange at all among the sub-castes, they 
are considered `to be different in substance-code and to be potential antagonists; 
but since they lack asymmetrical relations, they must be scored as not unequal' 
(Marriott 1976: 112). The term isogamy (whether it is between or within sub- 
castes) implies much more than just a marriage practice. It is an expression of 
equality and inequality, substance-codes and more importantly, identity. 
5.3 Territorial endogamy :a popular Newar marriage 
Gautam, a 69-year-old kkya, stated: 
In the past we used to establish marriage alliances between upper 
and southern Kathmandu only. We hardly established any marriage 
alliances with other cities let alone villages. But now our marriage 
alliances go wider. 
Similarly, Ram, a 39-year-old Maharjan man; said: 
We did not marry people from Bhaktapur and Patan in the old days. 
We only married within Jyäpus (farmer caste) of Kathmandu, 
because we considered Jyäpus of Bhaktapur and Patan lower than 
us. When they gave birth to a child they had to make sure that the 
new born child's head was pointing towards Kathmandu because it 
was believed that Kathmandu was the best and highest place to be. 
It was also too far away for married women to travel between her 
husband's and parents' houses. 
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Based on these facts it is obvious that in the past another important aspect 
of Newar marriage was the practice of territorial endogamy in addition to 
isogamy. This leads to the theory of bride exchange among Newars. When I tried 
to find some facts between the northern and southern Kathmandu in terms of 
kinship and marriage, I was told by several informants that in theory Ncwars do 
exchange brides between upper and southern Kathmandu. However, this 
generalization needs to be tested in the light of further data of actual castes and 
marriages. Such generalization might not applicable to all castes. 
One of the main causes behind the theory of territorial endogamy is the 
arranged marriage. It also seems that in the system of arranged marriage, which is 
still strongly recognized, married women play a great role as a mediator in 
bringing in brides from their own natal locality. This strengthens the marriage 
alliances based on territorial endogamy. 
Most anthropologists have accepted that `territorial endogamy' and/or 
`local endogamy' is fundamental to Newar marriage (Nepali 1965: 207,419, 
Toffin 1977: 37, Vergati 1979: 118, Lewis 1984: 183, Quigley 1987: 160). 
However, Ishii (1995: 122-3) argues that the aspect of territorial endogamy varies 
according to geographical areas and analyzing data from Satungal he also shows 
that `the theories of Newar endogamy have only a limited local applicability' and 
adds that the extension of marriage areas varies according to castes and the size of 
the caste population (1995: 122-6). In southern Kathmandu although it is a urban 
city I found results similar to Ishii's findings in Satungal village. 
Here I examine the marriage area of isogamic (intra-caste) marriages of all 
castes of the southern Kathmandu and will argue that `territorial endogamy' 
varies according to caste groups. Analyzing 1,945 married couples of all 
seventeen castes, I show the location of the thahche ('own', i. e. parents' home) 
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of the married women living in the southern Kathmandu in Figure 5.1 and the 
location of the husbands' houses of women who married out from southern 
Kathmandu in Figure 5.2. These marriage data include up to 5 generations. In 
those figures, the settlements arc grouped into the following three areas: 
(A) within southern Kathmandu or `territorial endogamy' 
(B) within northern Kathmandu 
(C) out of old Kathmandu 
From Figures 5.1 and 5.2 it is evident that the rate of endogamy and the 
geographical areas of alliance vary according to caste (cf. Ishii 1995: 123, Toffin 
1984: 406). On the basis of geographical distance of marriage alliances my 
findings even show the different marriage patterns between Buddhist and Hindu 
Newars. With these figures it is also possible to show differences of gender. The 
majority of marriage alliances (more than 50 per cent in average) of most Hindu 
castes -Räjopädhydyä, 
ýrestha, Käranjit and Kapäli--are exogamous or outside 
Kathmandu which means that with these castes the theory of `territorial 
endogamy' does not apply. By contrast with other castes who are mostly 
Buddhists -Vajräcdrya, 
ýdkya, Udäy, Maharjan, Mänandhar, Citrakär, Ranjitkär, 
Malikir, Nakarmi, and Khadgi-the theory of `territorial endogamy' fits much 
better. For example, in the case of Räjopddhyäya, the highest Hindu priestly caste, 
the total percentage of the brides (daughters-in-law) and bridegrooms (sons-in- 
law) from areas A and B is less whereas the majority (around 70 per cent) of the 
marriage alliances are from area C. This obviously proves that they are 
exogamous and `territorial endogamy' is not applicable to this caste. Their 
marriage alliances are wider and beyond Kathmandu. This also indicates that they 
do not make a distinction between rural and urban as many castes do. 
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Figure 5.1: The location of thahche (parent's home) of married women of all castes of 
southern Kathmandu (N=1,1(77). 
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Figure 5.2: The location of husband's houses of married women of all castes of 
southern Kathmandu (N=838). 
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The marriage aspect of Vajräcdrya and ýdkya, the two Buddhist priestly 
sub-castes, are totally different from the Hindu priestly caste. Around 70 per cent 
of their marriage alliances are within Kathmandu. Moreover, 40 per cent of 
marriages take place even within southern Kathmandu which supports Quigley's 
theory of `local endogamy'. He writes `in theory, and still very much in practice, 
Newars marry Newars not only of their caste but of the local sub-caste. By 
"local" I mean usually within half an hour's walk and often much less (Quigley 
1987: 160). 
However, there are some exceptions among small and lower castes. 
Figures for the Näpit and Dyalilä show that the majority of their marriage 
alliances are exogamous. This is surely because of their small number of 
population within Kathmandu. Therefore, their marriage alliances are established 
with other Newar communities outside Kathmandu. Significantly, the 
matrimonial unions do not occur without a previous relationship. The previously 
established chain of alliance is the main factor which comes to play an important 
role at the time of marriage choice. The existence of an established alliance means 
less doubt about their marriageability. For example; among exogamous marriage 
alliances among Räjopädhyäya of southern Kathmandu, 46 per cent of the 
alliances are in Patuko of Patan. 
On the issue of gender the aspect of marriage links are slightly different. 
According to Newar marriage practices girls have to move into her husband's 
house after marriage. The cases where the husband moves into his in-law's house 
are very rare. With this fact in mind the Figures 5.1 and 5.2 also show that men of 
Kathmandu do not mind getting brides from outside Kathmandu because the 
overall percentages of location of thahche (parent's home) of married women are 
slightly higher than girls married out of Kathmandu area. Urban women hesitate 
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to move out beyond Kathmandu whereas women from outside Kathmandu prefer 
to move into the urban area. Many people of the older generations said in 
interviews that they were skeptical of establishing marriage links far from 
Kathmandu. This also might be caused by lack of existing social tics, the 
difference of life-style, and the prestige factor attached to city life. There was 
discrimination between urban and rural. They referred pejoratively to rural 
Newars as `villager' (gämä). Such sort of discrimination even occurs between 
Newars of Kathmandu and Lalitpur which are in fact both urban and 
geographically close. 
Surya Bahadur, a 65-year-old man, told me how strongly Newars held 
geographical discrimination in the past: 
In Dhankuta there was a huge problem among Newars over their 
marriages. As they were only a small number living there they 
were blood related so they could not marry their daughters in 
marriageable age. Newars from Kathmandu did not want to marry 
them because they were considered as rural dwellers and villagers. 
It is just recently that such discrimination has reduced. When I 
visited Dhankuta in the 1960s there were many unmarried 
daughters in every Newar house. Whenever an eligible Newar man 
from Kathmandu visited them they would try every way to match 
him with one of their daughters. They brought out their daughters 
in row and asked him to choose one. It was really pitiful. 
This shed a new light on the modem kinship pattern of Newar society. 
Because of their kinship obligations the Newars prefer to keep their marriage 
links closer in the sense of geographical distance. In the Newar context, 
virilocality is the strict consequence of a marriage rule. The gender-specific usage 
of Newar terms for marriage, bihä ydyegu, `to marry' for boys and biyä 
chwayegu, `to give away in marriage' for girls, shows that marriage signifies the 
acquisition of a woman who crosses over to live with her husband's family. 
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However, according to the Newar kinship structure, a married women has to 
maintain a very close relationship with her natal family. In fact, she is entitled to a 
real `daughter' (mhydymacd) of her own parents only after her marriage. Before 
marriage she is equal to other male children of her parents. She would not be 
addressed with the specific term as mhydymacd or `daughter'. Therefore, with all 
obligations of being a `daughter' of her parents after marriage (see chapter 7 and 
8 for her social obligations) most marriages tend tobe in closer areas in order to 
make it easy to travel between the two houses: thahche, `own house' and 
husband's house. Therefore, expanding marriage alliances beyond Kathmandu in 
the modern times is a direct effect of modernization as means of communication 
and transportation are getting easier. 
One of the reasons for different levels of endogamy is the size of caste 
groups. Generally, castes with a larger population tend to define their marriage 
alliances within limited territorial boundaries or nearby localities whereas those 
with small populations tend to have wider territorial boundaries. The data show 
that the majority of marriages within the lowest Sweeper (Cyämkhalah) caste, 
whose population is (only 0.2 per cent), are in Kathmandu. By contrast, the other 
lower caste, Barber (Näpit) caste, whose population is as small as 0.6 per cent has 
a totally contrary pattern. Their majority of marriage alliances are beyond 
Kathmandu. Such differences are a direct result of the population and their 
settlement pattern. The total population of the lowest Cyämkhalah caste in the 
whole Newar society is small. Moreover, in many Newars communities they do 
not exist. They are not as widely scattered in Newar communities as other caste 
groups. They are concentrated in certain places like Näypäco, Kohiti and Kägah 
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of Kathmandu and are very few in number outside Kathmandu. i" Castes like 
Näpit or Dyalilä exist in most Newar communities although in a small number of 
one or two households. 
5.4 Typologies of Newar marriage 
Although the majority of the Newar marriages are in the form of intra- 
caste/isogamous or endogamous marriage there are also other forms of marriage 
which is accepted in the society. The marriage unions of intercaste which means 
still within the Newar community and inter-ethnic which is beyond Newar 
community are increasing in practice and becoming normal. Fürer-Haimendorf 
(1960: 24-5) states, `ideally all Newar castes are endogamous, but in practice 
intercaste and even inter-ethnic unions are tolerated'. 
Anthropologists working on the Newars have produced different 
typologies of Newar marriage, which at first sight seem confusing (see Table 5.1). 
Some typologies have confused types of marriage with parts of the wedding 
rituals. Some have used misleading terminology. Summing up all those typologies 
there are three points to be scrutinized: 
1) The actual meaning and definition of the `traditional' type; 
2) the swayambar; 
3) the question of elopement. 
11 Gellner (1995: 284) finds that there are only eight household of Cyämkhalah in Lalitpur and 
more than 200 in Kathmandu city. Similarly, N. Gutschow and Sharma's unpublished survey, 
given in Quigley and Gellner (1995: 275), revealed ten Cyämkhalah households in Lalitpur. Levy 
(1990: 97) in his study of Bhaktapur does not find any Cyämkhalah household. 
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Table 5.1. Typologies of Newar marriage according to several anthropologists 
Aut hors 
marriage types N B. P. T L P 
a Traditional ý/ %f s 
b Elaborate 
c Bring the bride with music 
d Marriage through match- 
maker 
e By giving lakha 
f By giving food gift in pairs  
By giving food gift in fives 
h Modem 
i Swayambar 
Bring the bride secretly 
k Intercaste or inter community 
I Castin of love sspells N/ 
m Elopement   ý/ ý/ 
N= Nepali, G. (1965: 209-210); B. P. = Pradhan, B. (1981: 58); T= Toffin, G. (1984: 412); 
Löwdin, P. (1986: 49-50); P= Pradhan, R. P. (1986: 153); 1= Ishii, H. (1995: 118) 
Note: * Löwdin translates as 'love marriage'. 
t Toffm, Löwdin, and Ishii give the Newari term payenä wanegu for elopement 
Significantly, those typologies were drawn up based on the different 
criteria of both wedding rituals and marriage patterns themselves. So when they 
came to analyze patterns of Newar marriage they became so confused as to 
become misleading with wedding rituals. There are two issues to be considered: 
marriage and wedding. All types of Newar marriages so far involve both the 
actual marriage and the wedding ritual. However, summarizing previous literature 
on types of Newar marriages there are basically three: 
1. Traditional/arranged marriage/ritually elaborate 
2. Modern/less ritual and 
3. Elopement/ `love marriage' 
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The first point that needs making is that the term `traditional' itself is 
ambiguous as there never has been a standard marriage pattern within Newar 
society. Though it is influenced by the north Indian cultural system, the Ncwar 
wedding ritual does not accord with any orthodox Hindu text. As Nepali, 
Pradhan, and Toffin use the term `traditional' in their typologies they meant with 
full and elaborate ritual in contrast with other types of less ritualistic wedding. 
Through their ethnography it is given that there were and arc other types of 
marriage along with `traditional' or ritually elaborate one. If we consider only the 
ritually elaborate one as the traditional pattern of Newar marriage, what about 
`love marriage' which also existed in the past? It was normal in the past to 
practise `love marriage' and `intercaste marriage' although neither was generally 
accepted as an ideal marriage type. Therefore, I rather support R. P. Pradhan in 
using the term `elaborate' instead of `traditional'. 
As regards `traditional' marriage practice, it is agreed by most scholars 
that one of the salient features of the Newar marriage is the absence of the 
bridegroom in the first part of the wedding. This is also confirmed by all my 
informants who are from the older generation. In the arranged marriage the bride 
and bridegroom first see each other only after the parents and go-between have 
brought the bride into the house of the bridegroom. This practice still prevails in 
some castes though most castes have modernized it now adapted by taking the 
groom with them to fetch the bride. However, I found it quite doubtful that this is 
the traditional Newar marriage practice as is now widely believed. In Hodgson's 
manuscript12 on Newar ritual, which was recorded around 1830, this salient 
12 Hodgson's manuscript about Newar ritual written for him in Sanskirt by Amritananda Bandya 
(Vol. 29, No. 8 (34/4), ff. 48-51) is preserved in the Indian Office library, London. 
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feature of traditional Newar marriage ritual is not described. The manuscript 
(translated by Brough 1948: 71) has a section on marriage which goes as follows: 
Marriage, and the householder's sacrament. In the fourteenth or 
sixteenth year-at all events, an even number of years-first of all, 
a girl is to be sought in a family of equal social status [equal kula], 
and ten betel-nuts, or something of the sort, according to individual 
capacity, are sent as the bride-price to the girl's home by the hand 
of a go-between-in the vernacular, wakil [actually this is a 
Hindustani loan word; the true vernacular term is lami]; and on the 
fourth day before the wedding-day the bracelet is tied on. On the 
wedding-day, the bridegroom must go to the bride's house in the 
company of persons who are not his own relatives, preceded by 
musical instruments; and the wedding-ceremony of taking the bride 
by the hand takes place there. There the girl is given away by her 
father and mother, and the son-in-law takes her hand, and having 
lifted her on to the bridal litter, returns with her to his own home. 
(emphasis added) 
This manuscript raises a question about this feature of the Newar 
marriage, i. e. the absence of the bridegroom in the wedding, which is believed to 
be traditional by most Newars. Did it only become `traditional' at some point in 
the nineteenth century, or did Amritananda consciously describe something that 
never actually happened? All my informants aged over 70 confirmed that in their 
marriages the bridegroom was absent from the actual wedding ritual. 
The second important is the ritual of swayambar. Swayambar literally 
means `self chosen husband'. The essence of swaykmbar is a ritual in which the 
bride circumambulates and garlands the bridegroom and in some cases the 
bridegroom presents ornaments to the bride. Löwdin (1986: 50) mistakenly writes 
that swayanibar is the ritual of eating contaminated food of the bridegroom. In 
fact, it is another part of the wedding ritual called hwäkegu which means to 
`unite'. Swayambar can be understood in two different ways: (1) as the main 
wedding rite (according to Nepali 1965: 230; Quigley 1984: 253; Löwdin 1986: 
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50), and (2) as a part of the elaborate wedding ritual (according to Toffin 1984: 
412; Lewis 1984: 290; Pradhan 1986: 154,161-2). In the first case, it is a very 
brief and cheap alternative to the elaborate ritual. 
As noted above, `swayambar marriage' is regarded as a separate type of 
marriage by G. S. Nepali and others. Nepali further claims that it is becoming a 
popular practice in Kathmandu. Generally, it is observed as the main marriage 
ritual in permitted non-arranged marriages or in order to economize on expense. 
In many cases when there is a non-arranged marriage which is later accepted by 
the parents, a swayambar marriage is performed. In a swayambar the bride and 
the bridegroom with a few family members simply go to a GancSa or goddess 
temple. The former garlands the latter and in return the bridegroom marks the 
bride's forehead with vermilion powder which is a symbol of marriage. With this 
simplified marriage ritual both the bride and the bridegroom are legally married 
and fully legitimized exactly as with the elaborately arranged marriage. For 
people who wish to economize on their financial expenses the simplified marriage 
ritual is also used. Further, swayambar marriage is also applied in the case of 
intercaste marriages. Therefore, this is sometimes denoted among Newars by the 
English term `love marriage'. 
Swayambar marriage or ritual is not found in the accounts of ancient 
Newar marriage practices (cf. Bajracharya 1959). Many authors thus consider 
swayambar marriage as a modern innovation13 and as a part of the elaborate 
marriage ritual. Toffin (1984) opines that it was introduced under the influence of 
Brahman/Cherri culture. According to several Newar informants, it was not 
practiced half a century ago. However, in modem Newar marriage the swayambar 
13 See Nepali (1965: 230); Lewis (1984: 290); Quigley (1984: 253-9); Toffin (1984: 412); Löwdin 
(1986: 50,152); Pradhan (1986: 160). 
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rite is added in the bride's house where the bridegroom is circumambulatcd and 
garlanded before the parents of the bride hand her over to the bridegroom. In fact, 
swayambar is a repetition of the act of kanyädän or a virgin gift as in a Ncwar 
divine marriage. It has become an essential part of the wedding ritual in modern 
Newar marriages. Pradhan views the kanyädän repetition differently. He looks at 
linguistic usage and concludes that the second kanyäddn is not seen as a virgin 
gift in the Hindu sense: the Newari term is biyä chwayegu which means simply 
`to give away [one's daughter]' (Pradhan 1986: 150). 
The repetition of a virgin gift (kanyddän) in the divine and secular 
marriage among Newars creates a problem with the traditional Brahmanical 
marriage values. In addition with the term swayambar as practised by Newars 
would also appear to conflict with Brahmanical values. Newar swaymbar is not a 
self-chosen marriage as referred in the Vedic text. Regarding this a Räjopädhyäya 
priest of southern Kathmandu said: 
Nowadays it is very awkward for us to recite Vedic text when we 
perform a wedding ritual. Newar marriage is not a sufficiently real 
sivayambar to justify reciting it as the sivayambar type of marriage. 
It makes it difficult for us to categorize the Newar marriage. We 
therefore renamed the Newar marriage as a `ritual of entering the 
bride in the house'. In the wedding reciting Vedic text we replaced 
the term swayambar with `bhartugriha praves' which means 
entering the bride in the house. 
From the discussion above we can see that swayambar can be seen as two 
different things: a marriage type and a specific wedding ritual. Therefore to 
include it in marriage typologies alone is likely to be misleading. 
The third important question to be dealt with here is that of elopement. 
There is an ambiguity in the characterization of most authors. Though the term 
`elopement' gives a clear sense in English it is problematic in Newari. Most 
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anthropologists derive this notion of elopement from the Newari term paynah 
wanegu which is used only for girls who run away with a boy without their 
parent's consent. This term cannot be used for boys. If a boy induces a girl to 
elopes they use instead terms like bwayekä hayegu `to bring her by making her 
flying off' or masika hayegu `fetch without consent' or simply use the modern 
English term `love marriage' which is widely used now, as in `love yänä hahgu'. 
Generally, most elopements are blamed on the boy as one who causes the girl to 
run away. Therefore, if elopement is paynah wanegu14 in Newari as most 
anthropologists interpret it, this is slightly misleading. It is more accurate to use 
English term without referring to the Newari term. 
5.5 Intra-caste verses intercaste/inter-ethnic and arranged verses 'love' 
marriages 
Considering all typologies of Newar marriages proposed by others, I 
would suggest to make new arrangement of those typologies. In addition to the 
above three types of marriages there are at least four other types of marriages 
which are not mentioned in the earlier literature but which now have become 
normal practices among Newar society. They are: 
1. `Mock-arranged' marriage 
2. Surreptitious arranged marriage 
3. Intercaste or inter-ethnic marriage with wedding, and 
4. Court marriage 
14 With regards to linguistic misinterpretation, Löwdin (1985: 61) mistranslates the term paynah 
as `intercourse'. To quote him, `the feast at which the putu goye are distributed is known in 
Newari as payena biya bhoye, lit. give to intercourse feast'. He mixed up with the verb page (vz? ) 
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Broadly, there are two types of Newar marriages: permitted and forbidden. 
`Permitted marriage' obviously covers the intra-caste or isogamous marriage 
which is the ideal, and the majority of Newar marriages, both in the past and 
present, are of this type. It is a union between people of the same caste or caste 
sub-group, i. e. marriageable castes not having the same surname. 
The forbidden marriage is a union between two people from different 
Newar castes or with a person outside the Newar caste hierarchy. In the past such 
a union was unlawful and punishable, such that the only way for an intercaste 
union to be possible was for the couple to elope and, thereafter, to be separated or 
excommunicated from their family (see Figure 5.3). 
Figure 5.3: Types of Newar marriages 
Social acccpboct Ntwar Mfarriagt 
Isogamy Misogamy 
Usk lntra asste intercasteCnter-ethdc 
Marriage ýý Self chosenil oVC elopement 
Vdtho$ Eaborate LL II aianged SL urreptitious Ritualized Q i1 
EI Surreptitious 
which means intercourse with the similar term paynah (vom: or vom: ) which means marriage or 
more precisely daughter-marriage. He has confused etymology and meaning. 
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The severe sanctions put upon intcrcaste marriages show the importance 
of caste to the Newars. The children born to this type of union have an awkward 
position in Newar society. 
Case 5.1: The incident of problems faced by offspring of 
intercaste marriages which occurred in 1994. 
A Newar kkya man married a Spanish woman. They had two 
sons. When it was time for their sons to be initiated, there was 
opposition from other kkyas, who believe that only the offspring 
of the union of two kkyas or a kkya and Vajräcärya can be 
initiated into the kkya caste. But, the children's paternal 
grandfather happened to be a kkya elder who officiates the Sakya 
initiation rituals, and he decided to go on with the initiation ritual 
for his grandsons. When it was time for the initiation ritual, he 
placed his grandsons among the group of initiates and the 
ceremony went ahead as planned. However, he was careful not to 
include the mother in the ritual, so hardly anyone knew the identity 
of the two boys who were not of pure kkya blood. After the 
initiation, word got round that the boys were surreptitiously 
initiated, but by that time, nothing could be done about it. 
However, the sangha (kkya order) of the bähäh felt betrayed, and 
vowed not to let such an incident happen again. These days, the 
surreptitious initiation is common knowledge, but it still could not 
change the view of the S`äkyas, who do not consider the boys to be 
pure ýäkyas despite their having done their initiation. 
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This has had a direct effect on the initiation of another 
kkya boy who is born of an intercastc union between a kkya and 
a Maharjan, whose initiation is due. Because of the new stringent 
rules of the sangha, this boy would only be allowed a half- 
initiation, which means that he is not allowed to enter the main 
shrine of the kkyas. Half-initiation ensures that the boy will be 
cremated at the kkya cremation grounds and he will be able to 
participate in Newar festivals. However, in his adult life, he will 
not be allowed to perform rituals in the main kkya shrine and will 
not be able to achieve the full status of a sangha member. 
The sanctions of intercaste marriages can be so severe that the intercaste couple 
find no alternative but to create their own guthi to manage their rituals. In 
southern Kathmandu, there is one such guthi, which accepts all intcrcaste couples 
where the father is a kkya or Vajräcärya and their offspring. The gutbi will 
perform all the necessary rituals to ensure that Newar identity is still maintained. 
The intercaste guthi has even established its own bähäh (monastery) at Teku 
Dobhan, which is served by some of the more liberal priests. There is also an 
intercaste cremation ground which caters specifically to intercaste couples and 
their offspring. The lesson that is learnt from these cases is that even if full 
initiation is given, society will not recognize the child as one of theirs as long as it 
is the offspring of an intercaste marriage. This shows that caste is still the main 
governing principle in Newar society today. (see also § 5.8 for intercaste 
marriages). 
When the time comes for children born of intercaste marriages to marry 
they often suffer difficulty in finding partners because preference is given by the 
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majority to pure intra-caste marriages. The following case shows how difficult it 
is to find partner for a child born to a forbidden union. 
CASE 5.2: Suryaman, a kkya man, in 1970s, married to 
Sarada, a Ranjitkar or Dyer-caste woman, has two sons and one 
daughter. 
Suryaman, aged of 21, a täkya eloped with Sarada, aged 17, a girl 
of the clean service caste called Ranjitkär (Dyer caste). In general, 
the Dyer caste is looked down on by higher castes. All the 
neighbours of the locality began to gossip so much that Sarada 
even refused to come out of her husband's house. She was not 
welcomed by her natal family either. It was very tough time for 
them till a few months had passed by, gossip ceased and she was 
allowed to reconnect with her family. Later the couple split away 
from the joint family and ran a happy nuclear family together. In 
1998 Rajes, the eldest son, was 25 and Ramila, the younger 
daughter, was 18. The parents were searching for an eligible girl 
and boy for their children to marry. Their mother was looking 
around and asking friends, family, and neighbours to search for a 
family who would agree to marry her children. She had little 
success. One day she went to request and get advice from a 
reputable go-between of a kkya caste who was also her very close 
neighbour: `Please keep on eye for an eligible girl and boy for 
Rajes and Ramila. It is a little late for them to marry and I still have 
not found any family who will accept them. It is really difficult and 
I am so worried about them'. 
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Later I asked the go-between for her opinion of the conversation. She said, 
`It is really difficult to find any family who will agree to give their children to 
Ranjitkär hybrids (chipä khacarä). They are too low to be accepted. If it was a 
`Jyäpuni' (agricultural caste) hybrid it wouldn't be so difficult. The only chance is 
to find some families from the Dyer caste willing to accept them. Otherwise they 
will have to find their partners for themselves and elope with them'. 
This story shows how Newars perceive intercaste marriage and how large 
differences of caste are still stigmatized even in modern urban society. Under 
modern legislation on marriage registration there is no caste discrimination and all 
boys at the age of 22 and girls at the age of 18 arc marriageable (Shrestha, G. 
1992: 35). However, the preferable marriage pattern is still intra-caste isogamic 
practice. 
5.6 Arranged marriage: the majority Newar marriage pattern 
When I started research in Kathmandu, I asked my informants how 
marriages are arranged. Higher castes tended to put more emphasis on arranged 
marriages whereas lower castes were more likely to talk in terms of `love' 
marriages. Most high castes refer to their marriage as b3läka hayegu which means 
an arranged marriage with an elaborate wedding in contrast to surukka hayegu 
which means marrying surreptitiously. Among high castes most permitted intra- 
caste marriages are arranged whereas intercaste and inter-ethnic unions marry by 
elopement. The older generation generally answered that `love' marriage is not 
acceptable, since it would jeopardize the relationship with their families. In the 
past they would not see and know their husband or wife till the wedding was over. 
As they frequently remark, this has now utterly changed. 
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In modem Newar society an arranged marriage is getting much more 
complicated. Scrutinizing different rituals and aspects of arranged marriage, two 
distinctly different types of arranged marriage emerged: 
5.6.1 Traditional arranged marriage, and 
5.6.2 An arranged marriage with minimal ritual 
5.6.3 New wedding ritual 
5.6.1 Traditional arranged marriage: The most popular marriage pattern is 
the traditional arranged marriage as in the case 5.3 which is economically costly 
and ends up with elaborate wedding rituals, exchange of prestations and the 
throwing of lavish feasts for kin and friends. 's There are many synonyms which 
Newars use to denote such union. For example, bäläka hayegu (to bring [the 
bride] properly), bäjä thdnd hayegu (to bring [the bride] with the beating of 
drums), mwdhdli puyä hayegu (to bring [the bride] with the playing of oboes), 
dhäyekä hayegu (to bring [the bride] by sending [a go-between], etc. 
I asked some eligible, unmarried, high-caste boys and girls about their 
future marriages. They said that it was not their business. It would be done by 
their parents when the time comes. Pracanda, a 26-year-old Räjopädhyäya young 
man, still unmarried and earning his living as a priest, responded: 
It will be arranged by senior members of my family. They will find 
someone who is suitable for me. However, they will ask me for my 
consent before the decision is made. 
This means that in modem Newar society this aspect of arranged marriage 
is changing. Both boys and girls are now given the chance to choose one partner 
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from a selection made for them. They do not enter marriage completely blind as 
in the past. The following case study is typical of marriage arranged by the 
parents as an alternative to the boy's own choice. 
Case 5.3: In 1979, Rajendra, 28 years old, a kkya male frone a 
middle class family, university educated in India and working 
as a civil servant, was married to Bina, 26, another kkya 
graduate from the same locality as a consequence of an 
arranged marriage. Now they live in a joint family and have 
two children of their own. 
As a matter of fact Rajendra fell in love with a fellow student, a 
Newar girl of different caste than his own, while he was studying 
in India. Once he graduated he returned to Nepal and found a job. 
His parents pressured him to marry. He kept postponing it because 
he was afraid to reveal the truth that he was in love with a girl of a 
different caste. The parents are very conservative Newars. 
Eventually, Rajendra's parents suspected that he had someone in 
mind and that the girl did not belong to a kkya family. His parents 
were furious about it and challenged Rajendra: `If you are going to 
marry that girl do not consider us as your parents anymore. Go out 
and live with her. You cannot bring her to this house'. Because 
such an aggressive attitude had been taken by his parents Rajendra 
decided to leave his beloved girl friend and accepted his parents' 
choice of a girl they thought suitable. However, Rajendra put 
15 For detailed description on wedding rituals see Chapter 7 also Nepali (1965), Toffin (1984), 
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forward the condition that the girl should be a graduate and not 
from a wealthy family. After that Rajendra's mother and the go- 
between showed him pictures of the girls one after another and told 
him all about them. It took several months before Rajendra found a 
girl he liked and asked the go-between to arrange a meeting with 
her before deciding anything further. Rajendra said the go-between 
was not happy with his request and told him: `Oh dear! You are 
causing me a lot of unnecessary trouble! She is an old acquaintance 
of yours, so why do you still need to meet her? ' 
As a result of an arrangement made through the go-between they met each 
other at a picnic and talked it over together. Once they had decided that they 
would marry all the wedding procedure began with an exchange of prestations 
between two families. It took several months before they were married with fully 
elaborate rituals and feasts. They were married in 1979 and Rajendra's parents 
spent around £ 2,000 (Rs. 80,000) the whole wedding. 
This case study shows that even in the 1970s among educated Newars the 
couple could discuss it fully before the parents began formally to establish the 
alliance. They would not marry someone they did not like even when the parents 
tried to insist upon it. Significantly, my genealogical survey shows that in the 
geographically arranged marriages alliances do not take place by chance. 
Generation after generation people go to the same localities to establish their 
alliances, thus unifying their lineage. This continuity means security for both 
families. Newars themselves seem unaware of this feature in their marriage 
Pradhan (1986), Löwdin (1985). 
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alliances. They always say that they can marry anyone as long as they are of their 
own kind. But the preferences from the genealogical survey confirm that they 
tend to repeat the alliances with a certain localities. There exists a similar feature 
in bride exchange from a geographical perspective (see Figure 5.4). 
According to the marriage history of a ýäkya family from Lagan Bähäh in 
southern Kathmandu (see Figure 5.4), it can be seen that Ego's mother came from 
Iturn Bähäh, while his father is from Lagan Bähäh. Ego's daughter married a man 
from Itum Bähäh, and Ego's granddaughter also married a man from Itum Bähäh. 
In another example from Figure 5.4, Ego's first wife was from Om Bähäh, and his 
granddaughter also married a man from Om Bähäh. These examples show a 
pattern of exchange of marriage partners between two localities, sometimes 
occurring within the same generation. This repetitive exchange of marriage 
partners is not a conscious choice. Most informants I interviewed were surprised 
when I pointed out the pattern that their genealogies revealed. 
Figure 5.4: A marriage genealogy of a kkya of Lagan Bähäh. Letters denote different 
households and names denote the woman's natal bähähs. 
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5.6.2 An arranged marriage with minimal ritual: Newars refer it as 
swayambar yänä hayegu which literally means bringing [the bride] by performing 
a swayambar ritual (for details see § 5.4). In most of these marriages a priest 
would not be present. It is organized by the consent of both families. The essence 
of the ritual is the handing over of the bride to the bridegroom by her parents. The 
feast which needs a communal participation may be given or ignored. 
The main reason for such a marriage is financial. It could also be 
performed as a consequence of some senior member of either family having died. 
It is customary among Newars not to perform any auspicious activities for a 
whole year of mourning if a father or mother dies. Any auspicious ceremony 
would be considered polluted. These ceremonies include the marriage ceremony. 
Therefore, in the case of an arranged marriage, if the marriage and date are 
already fixed and suddenly some one dies from either family, they are obliged to 
postpone the marriage for a whole year and this is a frequent occurrence. 
However, if they do not want to postpone it and are determined to proceed, the 
alternative is to marry with minimal ritual involved. It will be considered simply 
as an internal matter between two families, without the participation of kin and 
the community. 
5.6.3 New wedding ritual: A new wedding ritual emerged in 1999 which 
caught the eye of the media and became a hot topic of conversation among 
Newars (see Figure 5.5 the news report below). It claimed to be the first of its 
kind: a Buddhist wedding ceremony, officiated not by the usual Newar ritual 
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priests, but by Theravada Buddhist monks. 16 The role of Theravada monks in 
Newar weddings is not a new phenomenon: in cases of intercaste unions, where 
the couples are unable to legitimize their union with a traditional ceremony, it is 
the Theravada monks who play the role of the wedding priest. 
Figure 5.5: Translation of a news from Newari published in Anandabhoomi, a monthly 
Buddhist Magazine, year 27 no. 1, Buddhist Era 2543 p. 34 (February, 1999). 
Changing the traditional wedding to a Buddhist wedding 
Kathmandu, 20 February 1999: This year a family announced that they have 
held a real Buddhist wedding ritual instead the so-called traditional Nepalese 
wedding which the Buddhist ýäkya and Vajräcärya perform, with puja and other 
social norms. A wedding between an architect, Mr Sushilbahadur Vajräcärya, 
the son of Mr Silbahadur Vajräcärya of Tahacal, and a commercial artist, Miss 
Eureka 9äkya, the daughter of Mr Shantaratna gäkya of Lagan, was performed 
with new Buddhist rituals, with Theravada Buddhist monks administrating the 
Five Precepts and chanting discourses. Instead of the Vajräcärya household 
priest performing the marriage-vow ritual (vdcävidhi) and blessings 
(mangalavidhi), the bride and groom exchanged vows and received blessings 
before robe-wearing Theravada Buddhist monks who are symbols of Buddha's 
disciples. The traditional wedding dialogue between the two fathers-in-law, 
which ensures a smoother family relationship and outlines the responsibilities 
[of each side] took place at the junction, witnessed by the bride and bridegroom 
who were sitting inside the wedding car. 
Mr Shantaratna ýäkya, the president of Swayambhu Gyänmälä Bhajankhalah, 
the revolutionary old Buddhist Association, who was also the father of the bride 
showed his devotion to Buddhism by following pure Buddhist practices, which 
received favourable response by the assistant teacher of Vipassana Meditation 
centre, Mr Silbahadur Vajräcärya, who happened to be the father of the 
bridegroom. This brave ritual is the first among the group of ýäkyas and 
Vajräcäxyas. 
16 It should be noted that Theravada monks in other South Asian and South-east Asian countries 
do not take part in wedding rituals, and that this practice seems to be exclusive to Theravada 
Buddhism in Nepal. 
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This substitutes the traditional Newar weddings which only support the 
caste endogamous unions. The interesting point about the new wedding ritual is 
that the union is between two people from marriageable castes, and that the 
marriage was arranged between the two households. The biggest change in terms 
of the wedding ritual is the substitution of the traditional Newar priest with the 
Theravada monk, who officiates the wedding ritual. For the wedding, a small 
booklet was specially produced, which included the chants and vows for the 
monks and the couple (see the Appendix at the end of this chapter). However, 
despite the change in priests, other Newar aspects are still preserved, such as the 
exchange of betel nuts and the traditional wedding feast. 
However, it should be noted that prior to this new wedding ritual, there 
was no standard `wedding ritual' among Nepalese Theravada Buddhists. In 
weddings which are officiated by Theravada Buddhist monks, a group of 
Theravada Buddhist monks are usually invited for lunch and the monks recite the 
Buddhist discourses of blessings and prosperity (pariträn) in Pali and ends with 
blessing the couple. With this new wedding ritual, it shows that there is a new 
movement to institutionalize Buddhist marriage in Kathmandu. 
5.7 Permitted love marriage 
The ideal marriage in Newar society is that which is arranged by the 
parents for their children. Nowadays, there is a perception that `love' marriages, 
where the children choose their own partners, are on the increase. It is hard to 
substantiate this statement, given the fact that there is no historical data to 
compare the present with. It is certainly true that with the rising age of marriage 
and universal, often coeducational education, that there are more opportunities for 
young people to arrange their own marriages. There is, however, some measure of 
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shame connected to having `love' marriages, with most couples preferring to 
portray their marriage as a respectable arranged marriage. It is only after lots of 
probing and investigation that such unions are revealed. There are two different 
ways of camouflaging individually initiated marriages with less social 
repercussions. They are: 
5.7.1 `Mock-arranged' marriages, and 
5.7.2 Surreptitious arranged marriages 
5.7.1 `Mock-arranged' marriages: These are a completely new marriage 
practice among Newars which only started a few decades ago. They are arranged 
marriages which is not an arranged as in the case of the traditional arranged 
marriage but instead it emerges from a self-chosen or love union. I call this type 
of marriage a mock-arranged marriage. With this type of the marriage couples fall 
in love prior to the parents' arrangement or consent. In such a union, if the couple 
are of the same caste or marriageable caste, it will not be frowned upon, but the 
wedding will be proceed as if it were an arranged marriage with the involvement 
of a go-between and an elaborate ritual in order to legitimize the marriage. 
5.7.2 Surreptitious arranged marriages: There is a type of arranged 
marriage which is directly influenced by economic status. An arranged marriage 
with a fully elaborate wedding is very costly and is a matter of social honour. As 
the social value on such marriage is so high, many Newar families get in to a 
great debt after the marriage. Therefore if they are facing hardship financially and 
are willing to put aside the matter of social honour the only alternative is a 
surreptitious arranged marriages. Avoiding all costly expenses in performing 
religious rituals and throwing feasts, the bride is fetched to the bridegroom's 
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house surreptitiously without any rituals. In this type of arranged marriage the 
role of a go-between still might exist but generally it is played down by some 
members of the family. 
This practice is popular among poor families and is found in every caste. It 
is very traditional and may have been more common in the past. Ishii (1995: 121) 
with his study of Satungal found that 40 per cent of the marriages are surukka 
hayegu or surreptitious arranged marriages. But in general Newars perceive it as 
a humiliation and no honour (ijjat madu). Regarding the nature of surreptitious 
arranged marriages a Vajrdcärya woman told me: `it is popular among Maharjans 
(fyäpu) and other lower castes (kwajät). We do not marry like that no matter how 
poor we are'. The case studies below will show that how this surreptitious 
arranged marriage is done. 
CASE 5.4: Bhalu, a 17-year-old farmer (Maharjan) man, raised 
in a very poor family. They do not own any land and earn their 
living by agricultural work in a rented field. 
In 1973, his parents organized an arranged marriage with another 
farmer girl of a similar economic status from a nearby locality. On 
the marriage day Bhalu's mother just fetched the bride 
surreptitiously from her natal home after a very informal 
negotiation between the families. It was only known the next day 
that Bhalu was married when gossip went around the 
neighbourhood. Many friends and neighbours teased and 
humiliated Bhalu: `Having married do you not need to give us 
feast? ' It took few weeks for the gossip to cease. 
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Case 5.5: Shyam, a 45-year-old untouchable Dyahlä man, has 1 
daughter and 3 sons. 
Shyam, at his age of 22, married a girl of the same caste from Nala 
which is outside Kathmandu. This marriage was an arranged 
marriage initiated by his parents. There was no ritual. On the fixed 
date he went along with the parents and fetched the bride home. He 
called it a swaymnbar marriage. However, after a year she left him 
for another man and in 1982, he married another women of the 
same caste from Citlang, again outside Kathmandu. This marriage 
was self-chosen and performed by elopement. There was no ritual 
involved. 
For families in financial difficulty and for most untouchable and some 
lower castes this is the most popular type of marriage among Newars. However, 
Newars distinguish this type of marriage by using certain expressions and terms 
which differ from those of traditionally arranged marriages. It is noticeable 
among Newars what type of the marriage they had just by observing the terms 
they use when referring to the marriage. Some call it surukka hayegu or masika 
hayegu, `bring [the bride] surreptitiously'; bwayekä heyegu, `bring [the bride] by 
make her run away'; payenah wanegu, `to run away with a man, ' etc. 
5.8 Intercaste/inter-ethnic marriage: Forbidden love marriage 
In general, there is a strong resistance to intercaste or inter-ethnic marriage 
despite the fact that such marriages have always taken place, and still do. Toffin 
(1995: 246) writes, `intercaste marriages have become considerably more 
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common since 1960-70, particularly in Kathmandu'. It is also the opinion of most 
Newars who feel that the tendency of intercaste marriage is increasing. Regarding 
the issue many Newars say, `it does not matter nowadays'. I argue that although 
this might be true to some extent it is not always the case. This generalization has 
to be subjectively defined according to particular caste. A Räjopädhyäya, Hindu 
priest told me: 
so far my lineage has never had any intercaste unions. I also have 
not witnessed any intercaste union with other Rdjopädhyäyas 
either. At most I heard of two cases of such unions which took 
place out side Kathmandu. 
This claim is also validated by my genealogical survey. No intercaste 
union took place within the Räjopädhyäya caste over the five generations of my 
survey. Similarly, Butcher (Khadgi) caste has the same marriage aspect. 
Intercaste union still bear some stigma. In an extreme case, the person I 
concerned in such a union has to be expelled from his caste membership. If the 
union is hypergamous, as in many cases, the husband still does not eat rice 
cooked by his intercaste spouse and she is excluded from his caste membership 
and lineage membership. There is also a high possibility of the husband being cut 
off from the family and caste membership. Therefore, such unions live with 
insecurity. Toffin (1995: 254) gives a typical case study of such union and its 
repercussion: 
Suku Bahadur was excluded from the caste because he had married 
a jyapuni, a woman of the Newar farming caste. When he died, not 
one Citrakär was present at his funeral nor took part in the 
purification ceremony (ghahsu) which takes place on the twelfth 
day after the cremation 
Similarly, I also witnessed a great humiliation experienced by Rabi, a 
Buddhist high-caste man when I was doing his genealogical survey. One of his 
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brothers married an Untouchable woman in 1960s. As a result, his brother was 
expelled from his family, lineage and caste membership. Since then he has not 
seen his brother at all. Only after the death of his brother he came to know 
whereabouts of his family. His family never talked about it and just pretended that 
it had not happened. He felt so worried and humiliated by telling me the story 
and requested it to be "off the record. " 
Buddha Ratna, another man from a Buddhist priestly caste who has 
already split from the joint family recounted: 
My brother married a jyäpuni, a woman from the Newar farmer 
caste, but he does not eat rice cooked by her: It is my mother, who 
is eighty years old, who still has to cook everyday for the family. 
Likewise, Suryaman, a 64 years old Käranjit informant from southern 
Kathmandu also shared his own story: 
This happened before the 1950s. There was' a kin of mine whom 
had an intercaste marriage with woman with whom rice 
commensality is not allowed (jä nay majyumha) As a result, he and 
his wife were expelled from his own caste group (ja bähek 
yänächwayegu). Having been cut off the caste group, he was forced 
to leave Kathmandu and we were never able to locate him after 
that. 
These stories show how Newars strongly resist intercaste marriages. G. N. 
Ramu who did research in urban India describes six different reasons of resisting 
the intercaste marriage (1977: 55-56): 
1. The intercaste union does not have a consistent pattern of values 
and norms. 
2. It blurred about the maintenance of the status quo of the caste 
hierarchy. 
3. It signifies individualism and the reduction of parental authority 
over the selection of mates. It weakens the constitution of the 
family, kinship and caste system. 
4. It disrupts the present norms of isogamous alliances. 
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5. The progeny of a mixed couple will fail to have a definite caste 
identity, and 
6. The problem of finding appropriate mates for the children of 
mixed caste marriage. 
All these six reasons apply to urban Newars as well. It can be seen from previous 
case studies that Newars have similar opinions regarding intercaste marriages. 
Krishna, a 41-year-old ýäkya man, described the difficulties of coping 
with Newar marriage practices in modem times: 
It is difficult nowadays to deal with marriage. Before it was easy to 
find a bride or bridegroom according to the traditional practices, 
but nowadays society (samäj) is opening up beyond caste 
boundaries. There are many offspring from intercaste marriages 
who do not fit into the traditional social order but there is also no 
new social order for them to fit into. This makes it difficult for us 
to follow the traditional methods of marriage but at the same time 
the new type of intercaste marriage is not widely accepted by the 
society. 
Generally Newars use the term mathyäh which literally means `not 
included' for the type of marriage union which take place between intercaste or 
inter-ethnic. Joshi (1987: 473) defined the term mathyäh as `an unmatched caste 
(bejdt) wife, a child born to a hypergamousl7 union, a child who is not allowed to 
enter in a guthi i. e. caste membership'. However, in everyday life it is more 
common nowadays to see Newars using the English term love marriage instead in 
order to denote an intercaste or inter-ethnic marriage. High-caste Newars regard 
such union as elopement and shameful. However, if the marriage union emerges 
between the marriageable castes through romantic love it can lead to the marriage 
as an arranged one and it can be regarded as an arranged marriage. But if the 
union is between intercaste or inter-ethnic it is regarded as love marriage. This 
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perception however differs with lower castes. With'most untouchable castes and 
some lower castes the most common marriage is love marriage and elopement. 
Particularly with untouchable castes, an arranged marriage and elaborate 
wedding is completely rare among them. Theoretically, their ideal marriage type 
is an arranged one with an elaborate wedding (see Case study 5.5) but I found 
only few informants whose marriage were an arranged marriage. Otherwise they 
refer it as an ideal marriage or simply a myth of sanskritizing process. Their 
normal marriage pattern is mostly love marriage whether the union is isogamous 
or anisogamous. 
5.9 Statistical analysis of intercaste unions 
Analyzing 2,263 marriage couple over the period of five generations with 
all castes of southern Kathmandu it shows that undoubtedly the most Newar 
marriages are intra-caste. However, there is also a high percentage of marriage 
unions between intercaste and inter-ethnic which again differ according to caste. 
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 give us a clear picture that intercaste and inter-ethnic unions 
are high among the clean service castes-Citrakär, Ranjitkär, Käranjit, Mäläkär, 
and Näpit. 18 This is also supported by Toffin's study of Citrakär. In his study too 
he found roughly half Citrakär weddings involve a spouse of another caste (Toffin 
1995: 246). 
The main reasons for higher intercaste alliances among clean service 
castes is their very small size of population and their caste status. Compared to 
high and agricultural castes their population in southern Kathmandu is very small. 
17 A union between a high caste man and lower caste woman. 
18 The Nakarmi appear to be a partial exception. 
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This small caste size means that it has always been difficult for them to find 
partners within their own caste. Moreover, with modernization and education it 
becomes even harder as it is necessary to match educational qualifications as well. 
Their caste status is also another factor in intercaste alliances because these castes 
are not as low as unclean service castes or Untouchables. In other words the clean 
service castes are more acceptable to higher caste than other lower castes. This is 
also the reason why there are fewer, or no intercaste alliances with unclean 
service castes and Untouchables. 
All Newars agree that the intercaste and/or inter-ethnic unions are not the 
corollary of an arranged marriage but begin with romantic love (yah tyah juyä). In 
modern times there are many opportunities for boys and girls of marriageable age 
to come into contact with each other in urban Kathmandu. For example, in 
schools, colleges, universities, offices, and restaurants where boys and girls get 
together privately. This is different from the past as it was at communal festivals 
where unmarried boys and girls had a chance to meet each other. With this 
modern change in Newar society one informant told me: 
Nowadays the role of a go-between is declining in Newar society. 
Schools, colleges, and universities take over the role of go-between 
instead. 
Although it seems that the number of intercaste union is increasing it is 
still considered to be a forbidden marriage in Newar society. In the past this type 
of union was only possible by elopement. This is now changing drastically in 
modem urban Newar society. 
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Figure 5.6: Original castes of daughters-in-law (bhamcn) in Southern Kathmandu (N=1,313) 
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Figure 5.7: Original castes of sons-in-law (dildja") in Southern Kathmandu (N=1,007) 
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Note: In the Figures 5.6 and 5.7 I have treated Vajräcärya and ýäkya as two different 
castes just to analyze their marriage patterns which are, slightly different. In terms of their 
caste hierarchy they are regarded as the same caste group and they are marriageable caste 
sub-group. But my findings show that they tend to reserve their alliances to their own kind 
rather than mixing two castes together. Therefore, I have considered the alliances between 
these two castes as intercaste just for this analysis. 
5.10 Types of wedding in a forbidden marriage alliance 
Marriage involving brides and bridegrooms of different castes or sub- 
castes, within forbidden degrees of kinship relationship, and of different 
communities (such as Parbatiyäs, Tamangs, Magars, or foreigners) are also 
referred to as love-marriages, as are marriages undertaken either in defiance of 
parents and caste groups. With my research I found that if the forbidden love 
union leads to a marriage it ends up with three different types of weddings which 
will legitimize the unions: 
5.10.1 Ritualized 
5.10.2 Civil marriage, and 
5.11.3 Surreptitious 
5.10.1 Ritualized: As mentioned earlier, intercaste and inter-ethnic 
alliances are in theory tabooed. However, with the modernization, they are 
increasingly becoming accepted in urban Newar society. The population of mixed 
couples and their children are also increasing day by day, and this has required 
Newar society to adapt old rituals or invent new ones in order to facilitate them. 
For example, in southern Kathmandu, ýäkya and Vajräcärya men with intercaste 
spouses founded a new Buddhist monastery, Cintämni Mahävihdr at Teku 
Dobhan, to enable them to perform full initiation for their children. Traditional 
Buddhist monasteries do not allow children born to intercaste unions to be 
initiated in their lineage temples as their father did. Similarly, in order to solve 
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problem with a death of intercaste and inter-ethnic union they also set up their 
own funeral organization (si guthi). 
With such changes in urban Newar society, intercaste and inter-ethnic 
marriages have began to be carried out with a traditional elaborate ritual without 
causing prejudice. The Newar society is accepting this change. Therefore, it is 
becoming normal among urban Newars to see intercaste and inter-ethnic 
marriages taking place with traditional rituals and presided over by a priest. The 
following case studies will demonstrate this phenomenon clearly. 
Case 5.6: In the 1990s, Rajan, an economically middle-class 
Vajräcärya man of 26, married Sashi from the Udäy caste sub- 
group, who is economically better off than Rajan's family. 
According to the Newar caste hierarchy the Udäy caste sub-group is one 
level lower than the Buddhist priestly caste. But in terms of religious affiliation 
both use Buddhist priests for their domestic rituals. So there are not many 
differences in the values and norms expressed through personal beliefs, 
behaviour, attitudes, interest and general outlook on life between them. However, 
in terms of marriage alliances it is not a normative practice to establish alliances 
between these two different castes. 
Rajan and Sashi met each other while studying abroad and fell in 
love. Once they returned home they were put under great pressure 
by both families about their relationship. Malevolent gossip went 
on around the neighbourhoods of both families even before they 
returned from abroad and as a consequence both families were 
badly affected. However, with negotiations both families became 
reconciled to the fact they wished to marry and eventually gave 
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their consent. This was important as they were not prepared to 
marry surreptitiously as in intercaste unions because this marriage 
meant honour and pride for both families. Finally, their marriage 
was organized with elaborate rituals and feasts as in an arranged 
marriage. But it was not fully ritualized as in the case of an 
arranged marriage. They ignored some rituals such as those prior to 
the wedding ceremony itself. 
This type of ritualized intercaste or inter-ethnic marriage is becoming 
frequent in modern urban Newar society. But in some cases it gets very 
complicated and confused. With the case of Rajan and Sashi, although it was an 
intercaste union, it was a union between Buddhist castes with not too much of a 
gap between the caste hierarchies. It seems that intercaste union between people 
of different religion and a larger gap in the caste hierarchies causes many 
problems and often they resort to a surreptitious type of marriage. 
There was a case where an intercaste marriage between a ýäkya man, a 
Buddhist, and a ýrestha woman, a Hindu, took place. This marriage caused huge 
problems for their families which forced them to postpone the previously fixed 
marriage date. 
CASE 5.7: Rupa, a daughter of an intercaste union, ýäkya 
father and ýrestha mother, at the age of 23, married a grestha 
man in 1996. 
It was Rupa herself who told her parents that she chose to marry 
with the ýrestha boy. Rupa's parents were shocked at first as they 
actually had been searching for an eligible boy for her. However, 
she succeeded in convincing her parents to let her marry her 
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ýrestha boyfriend. But when they came to decide about wedding 
rituals they faced a huge problem. Obviously, Rupa's father is a 
Buddhist and demanded the wedding must be Buddhist with a 
Buddhist priest presiding over the ritual whereas her boyfriend's 
family who is Hindu demanded the wedding be Hindu with a 
Hindu priest presiding over it. There was a big debate over this 
matter which caused them to postpone their previously fixed 
marriage date. However, at the end of the day, they agreed a 
compromise Buddhist and Hindu rituals were performed on two 
different days. Finally, their wedding ended with elaborate rituals 
of both Buddhist and Hindu. 
This does not mean that most intercaste marriages can be ritualized. It 
very much depends on the gap of caste hierarchies. If the intercaste union is 
established between high and lower caste the alternative would be civil marriage 
or surreptitious marriage. No one has any record of an elaborate wedding which 
took place between individuals far apart in the caste hierarchy. This means that 
even with modernity and urban culture Newar social values still resist alliances 
which bring together castes at opposite ends of the caste hierarchy. 
According to personal communication with Gellner, the use of both 
priests, Buddhist and Hindu, to officiate the same marriage, traditionally happens 
in Lalitpur. For example, there were many cases when a (Hindu) Tämräkär 
marries a (Buddhist) Räjkarnikär or ýilpakär both Buddhist and Hindu priests 
officiate the wedding together. These unions are not intercaste marriage as they 
are of the same caste sub-group but they are different in terms of using domestic 
priests. 
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Marriage alliance of intercaste and inter-ethnic type cannot be an arranged 
marriage. It can only emerge out of a romantic love relationship. However, when 
it comes to the wedding ceremony between such union there are some families 
nowadays who perform the marriages as if it were a traditional marriage alliance 
although it is not. The tendency of such marriage is increasing specially with the 
support of the invention of new traditions. Many cases of intercaste wedding are 
presided over by Theravada monks with a simple ritual. This is recent 
development of Newar marriage. 
5.10.2 Civil marriages: It was only at the end of 1971 that the government 
of Nepal introduced a new type of marriage to legitimize the relationship of a 
couple. It is called Dartä viväha, which literally means `marriage by registration'. 
This civil marriage is also known as `court marriage' among Newars. According 
to the 1971 legislation of civil marriage, authority is given to local government 
under Central District Officer. This type of marriage however is still not practical 
and popular among Newars. In 1997, a journalist19 of a local newspaper tried to 
access data from Central District Office of Kathmandu about the actual number of 
civil marriages which had already taken place in Kathmandu. The concerned 
authority refused to reveal any information about it. However, he found out from 
the counter where they sell forms for civil marriage that about 15-20 civil 
marriage registration form are sold per month. But no one knows how many 
forms really went back to Central District Office for further procedure. Similarly, 
during my research I heard people refer to it but I did not hear of anyone who had 
witnessed a civil marriage. Some informants commented that civil marriages are 
19 Sandhya Times, The Nepal Bhä ä Daily, 20 June 1997. 
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not meant to be for Newars but for non-Newars who have migrated to 
Kathmandu. 
5.10.3 Surreptitious marriages sunikka hayegu or masika havegu): The 
most common wedding between intercaste and inter-ethnic alliances is the 
surreptitious marriage. Such marriages have always taken place among Newar 
society, and still do. Love-marriages are not publicly approved of. It generally 
creates turmoil at all points of the hierarchical, segmentary caste society; but they 
particularly affect members of the couple's households and kin groups, since 
love-marriages breach caste and kinship principles. 
In cases of love-marriages, the parents of the couple and the immediate 
male-line members of the household are pressured by people of the 
neighbourhood and members of the same caste living in the locality to take a 
stand against the marriage by cutting off all relations with the offending couple. 
Even though the couple's parents are prepared to forgive their children for having 
a love marriage, there are cases where social pressures force them to ban the 
couple from their house (though some family members try to visit them 
privately). However, this is often a short-term arrangement. There are two 
alternatives: the couple could make a total break from both their families and 
localities, or the marriage could be annulled and the girl sent back to her house. 
CASE 5.8: In 1996, Udab, a 23-year-old Riijbhandäri man, i. e. a 
higher arc tha caste sub-group, lived in a joint family with his 
grandparents, parents and uncles' families in southern 
Kathmandu. He runs a video renting shop in Patan in a 
locality with many Maharjan (Newar farming caste). One day 
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Udab eloped with Ramila, a 16-year-old Maharjan girl from 
her school. 
When Ramila's parents realized that their daughter was missing 
they started to investigate. After two days Ramila's parents went to 
see Udab's parents at their home in Kathmandu with the help of 
Udab's friend. When Ramila's parents requested Udab's parents to 
give their daughter back they were utterly shocked as they had no 
idea of what was going on. Udab had not been back home for 
weeks and never gave any hint of this elopement to his family. At 
first, Udab's parents thought that they were accusing their son 
unfairly. Moreover, when they found out Ramila's caste identity, 
Udab's family were furious and immediately denied the accusation 
without having any knowledge of the incident. Keshab, grandfather 
of Udab burst out to Ramila's parents: `How could a Räjbhandäri 
man marry a Maharjan girl? It is totally unacceptable. Do not insult 
me by accusing my grandson like that. Your daughter might be 
staying with her friends or she may have run off with someone 
else. My grandson wouldn't do such a thing. My caste cannot take 
daughter from your caste'. 
With the prestige of caste Keshab automatically denied the 
accusation despite not knowing the facts. At the same time, 
Ramila's parents desperately also wanted their daughter back. At 
one point Ramila's mother begged Udab's parents with tears: 
She is still young. She is still studying. Please at least finish her 
high-school. She is just an innocent girl and he used her. I have 
already planned an arranged marriage for her with a man from the 
same caste after her high-school. Please give my daughter back. Or 
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at least let me see her and speak to her for a moment. If Udab did 
not bring my daughter here he could have taken her to some 
relative's house. Please investigate this and give me my daughter 
back. I wanted to marry her properly. I do not want my daughter to 
elope with a man of different caste. 
Having hidden for a few weeks from both families Udab 
surreptitiously fetched his eloped wife, Ramila, to join his joint 
family in Kathmandu. Ramila's parents had no choice but to accept 
this elopement. 
Elopements mostly end up with this type of surreptitious marriage. This 
would not need any ritual or feast, just a compromise within the man's family is 
enough to settle down the marriage life. There merely exist any legal charges 
made towards this surreptitious marriage. After sometime this union will be 
recognized as a marriage union by society even without any ritual, feast or civil 
registration. 
Regarding the days of hiding some say that if a girl has eloped for more 
than four days she is regarded as a married woman. If the parents of an eloped 
boy or girl are able to send the spouse back before the four days they are 
considered to be still fresh and unmarried. In practice, there are many cases where 
the couple were hiding for a few months or more or only a few days. It depends 
upon how much objection both families have and also the amount of money the 
couple have at the time of elopement to survive during the hiding period. 
5.11 Dyahlä Wedding 
The wedding rituals examined so far are characteristic of most Newar 
castes. However, the Untouchables have some wedding rituals that set them apart 
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from other Newar castes. In this section, I shall look at the wedding rituals of the 
Untouchable Dyahlä (Sweeper) caste to illustrate the differences in their wedding 
rituals. According to Dyahld informants there are two types of Dyahlä weddings: 
1) bringing in [the bride] by stealing (khuyä hahmha) and 2) bringing in [the 
bride] publicly (sika hahmha). Three things set the Dyahld apart from other 
castes: the ritualized `stealing' of women, the importance of the Khadgi caste as a 
witness to the wedding, and the presence of pork at the wedding rituals. 20 
1. Bringing in [the bride] by stealing(khuvd hahmha)21: According to this 
ritual, when a Dyahlä man has the intention of making a Dyahlä woman his bride, 
he will first inform his friends about it. The first part of the wedding ritual takes 
place in a local pub (Matti) which is run by the Khadgi caste, which is generally 
located around the Dyahlä locality. At the Khadgi pub the Dyahlä groom buys his 
friends home made rice beer (thwa"), wine (ayläh) and barbecued meat (chwayelä) 
and sets the date for stealing the bride. On the agreed day, the bridegroom's 
friends steal the bride at an opportune moment, usually while the girl is shopping 
or fetching water alone. The Dyahlä woman, on the other hand, may or may not 
know of her suitor's intentions, but this is not an important consideration. The 
bride is brought by force (dragged or carried on their back) to the groom's house 
and locked up. Then, the senior lady of the groom's household (thakäli nail) 
hands over a sari (parsi) to her and says: `Now you have already come for 
20 The partaking of pork is unique to the Untouchable castes. Other Newar castes consider pig as a 
highly polluting animal. For the higher castes, just touching a pig requires elaborate purification 
rituals; to eat port is unthinkable for them, though some westernized your people have started to 
eat sausages from can. 
21 Marriage by capture is not uncommon among several ethnic groups of Nepal. For example, 
Chepang, Magar, Tamang, Rais, Limbus, Thakali, Sunuwar and jirel also practice marriage by 
capture. However, it is unique among Newars as no other Newar caste have such tradition of 
marriage by capture. For marriage by capture of other ethnic group see Bista (1980), Majupurias 
(1989). 
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marriage so take this sari and wear it, girl' (ä cha paynä wahe wala a chä pars! 
syü nänii. If the bride declines to wear the sari, the groom's womenfolk will put 
the sari on her by force. Once the sari is put on, the girl is considered as married. 
After the sari is put on the bride, the groom has to give two feasts to his friends 
for their help: one at his home, where he serves rice beer, wine and pork, and once 
again at the local Khadgi pub. 
The next morning, the mother of the groom or a senior woman from the 
groom's family accompanies the bride to a Muslim shop in the market to buy 
säcikii, a hair-piece made of thread and other clothes for her. In the afternoon, the 
bride's parents and family are invited to a local Khadgi pub where they are given 
a feast by the groom's family, and during the feast, the two families will be 
introduced to each other. Later, the groom is invited to visit the bride's family 
where he is introduced to all the bride's kin. 
The `stealing' ritual is considered an ideal marriage ritual among the 
DyaWd informants I spoke to. 22 In fact, it is lamented by one Dyahlä man that 
nowadays, the younger generations seem to prefer elopements or `love marriage' 
as the informant called it, where the groom and the bride run away together and 
hide for few days. After some time, they will persuade their parents to accept the 
marriage, and once the union is accepted by both families, they will throw a feast 
at the local Khadgi pub. Such elopements are not considered as a proper wedding 
because it breaks away from the Dyahlä ritual of `stealing' the bride. 
The ritual of stealing the bride is so common among the Dyahlä that if a 
Dyahlä girl goes missing, her parents are unlikely to search for her. It is generally 
assumed that she has been `stolen' for marriage. This can be contrasted with 
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higher caste Newars, for whom a wedding is a step-by-step process with both 
parties agreeing to the marriage beforehand. Although elopements do occur 
among the higher castes, they are considered aberrations, and are not considered 
as proper marriages. Also, among high castes, if the family of the girl can find 
their runaway daughter within four days of the elopement, she is still considered 
eligible for a proper marriage. 
2. Bringing in [the bride] publicly (sika hahmha): In this respect, the 
wedding ritual is similar to the high castes' wedding rituals in that it involves a 
lami. For this type of wedding, a Dyahlä lami from the groom's side negotiates 
with the family of the girl. The laini assures the bride's parents that the groom's 
household has a large jajmiin - ritual clients - so there will be no shortage of 
polluted food (cipa) in that house, and that their daughter will be happy in the 
household. The negotiations usually take 2-3 visits for the girl's parents to be 
satisfied. To finalize the decision, the girl's parents take the lami to a nearby 
Kha4gi pub where the larni will be given a positive answer and a date and venue 
is set for the engagement ritual. 
On the engagement date, both parents and close kin of the bride and 
groom meet at an arranged venue, which must be a Khadgi pub. For the 
engagement ceremony, the laini acts as a mediator, while the groom's family 
sponsors the food and drinks. A Khadgi man or woman - usually the owner of the 
pub - acts as a witness to the engagement. 
On the wedding day itself the groom and his family go to the bride's house 
where they will be given feasts (including a pork dish). The bride's family then 
hands over their daughter to the groom, along with a trousseau. Then the groom's 
22 It should be noted that my informants were all males, and that a female perspective may be 
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family brings both the bride and the trousseau home. This is followed by a 
wedding feast for the groom's kin and friends where the new bride is introduced. 
Three to four days after the wedding day, the bride's family goes to the groom's 
house to fetch both the groom and their daughter back to the bride's house. At the 
house of the bride, a feast is given to the kin of the bride and the groom is 
introduced to the bride's kin. In some cases, they are kept in the bride's house for 
few days. Among Dyahlä son-in-law has an important role to the bride's 
household. When the bride's parents die, it is the duty of their son-in-law to carry 
the dead body to cremation ground. 23 
According to my Dyahlä informants, the `stealing' marriage is a 
traditional and ideal marriage pattern; however, such marriage is not practiced 
anymore in Kathmandu. Many older-generation informants confirmed that their 
wedding had been done according to such marriage by capture. With economic 
prosperity among Dyaldä castes at present many informants were married by 
`proper' marriage: bringing in the bride publicly. However, the Dyahlä 
themselves say that the majority now practise what they call `love marriage' as it 
is attested by a 30 years old Dyahlä man by saying: `Nowadays, everybody bring 
his wife by love marriage'. 
5.12 Conclusion 
The ideal marriage practice is an arranged intra-caste marriage as it is 
generally believed that it is an essential duty of parents to arrange marriages for 
their children before they die. An elaborate Newar marriage varies according to 
different. 
23 This is also the case among Jyäpus of Pyangaon (Toff-in 1984: 166). 
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caste. With high castes it is usually performed by priests and includes numerous 
exchanges of marriage prestations. A ceremonial wedding includes a marriage 
procession with music and big feasts with rituals held both on the bride's and the 
bridegroom's sides. 
The Newars compare marriage to a business investment. There is a Newari 
saying that `In business if one incurs a loss, the loss can be recovered. But if one 
chooses wrongly in marriage, the loss will last for a lifetime. 24 Therefore, in a 
way the Newar marriage is very delicate subject. 
Despite the traditional Newar preference for caste-cum-territorial 
endogamy, there are several other important factors that must be considered when 
looking for a suitable in-law. With modernization, the cultural value placed on 
arranged marriages is shifting in favour of individually initiated relationships and 
caste barriers are becoming less important, which leads to what many believe to 
be a greater incidence of intercaste marriages. However, by itself this does not 
prove that the rate of intercaste marriages is increasing. Though caste barriers are 
less strict than in the past, restrictions on interaction between `clean' caste, on the 
one hand, and low castes and Untouchables, on the other, still prevail in Newar 
society. Gellner points out that intercaste marriage between `clean' castes and low 
castes causes problems. Moreover, unions of high castes and Untouchables are 
`simply unthinkable' (Gellner 1995: 289). In southern Kathmandu, however, I 
have found four such unions between clean caste men and untouchable women, 
although it is true that the men involved were boycotted by their relatives. Thus it 
can be said that although there is a trend towards change in marriage 
relationships, it is not entirely accepted by the majority. It is no surprise, 
24Byäparay dynsä chaka jaka dyni, misä thilmnajusä jindagi bhar dyäi. 
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therefore, that Newars consider marriage an extremely delicate subject. Marriage 
to Newars is not only a matter of two individuals but two households and the 
whole world of kin. 
In the attempt to accommodate their traditional marriage patterns with new 
cultural values, Newars are in the process of introducing new types of wedding 
rituals. As discussed above, it is now quite normal to begin the process with an 
individually initiated relationship and conclude it with an elaborate ritualized 
marriage, as would have been held for an ideal arranged marriage. Alternatively, 
among some Buddhist Newars, Theravada rituals are introduced to solemnize 
intercaste relationships and accepted types of love marriages. 
The obvious repercussion of intercaste marriage is the problem of entering 
caste guthi or socio-religious organizations, particularly the si guthi or funeral 
organization. As Newar society is ruled by these socio-religious organizations it is 
difficult to be a Newar while not being a member of a guthi. Many informants of 
mine recalled incidents where a woman of intercaste marriage died but no one 
from her husband's caste group willing to help in the funeral. In some worst cases 
the dead body was left lying down for few days before fetching it to cremate in 
the common cremation ground (According to Newar custom the dead body has to 
be cremated on the same evening of the death). Intercaste unions face the severe 
problems if not in the marriage it is when they die. According to Gyanman, age 
70, a Buddhist priestly caste informed me that in southern Kathmandu, in an 
attempt to solve this social problem of caste barrier, a new si guthi or funeral 
organization catering specially for all types of intercaste unions and their 
offspring has been established. The members of this si guthi are Newars who do 
not fit into any of the traditional caste order because their marriage has not been 
accepted by the husband's descent group. 
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As I have mentioned briefly, the trend in marriage is shaped by several 
factors, including the size of the caste's population and the identity of the caste 
itself. It is interesting to note that in the modern politico-economic situation, 
though in theory and in conversation Newars often take a negative view of caste 
barriers, in practice each caste has begun to rebuild caste barriers and has 
attempted to formulate its identity as a sub-group within the Newars. Many castes 
have established a modern form of caste organization, modeled on modern social 
organizations. These new organizations are therefore different from traditional 
guthis: instead of covering only a limited number of patrilineal groups, they 
govern all members of castes and administer it throughout the city. 
Each caste organization holds annual conferences and attempts to redefine 
and regulate existing social and ritual practices. Many caste organizations have 
published new rules for life-cycle rituals and have set fines for caste members 
who do not follow the rules. They are called byabahär sudhär niyamäwali or 
`rules for the reform of customary behaviour'. In order to understand Newar 
society it is necessary to examine each caste's practices individually and to see 
how their rituals are both changing traditional practices and, at the same time, 
preserving traditional caste identity and values. I was told by an untouchable 
informant that even if their daughter marries a high-caste Newar who is willing to 
interact equally with them, they will not accept him as one of themselves unless 
he goes through a special ritual. In this ritual the high-caste in-law has to offer a 
feast to his wife's untouchable society and he has to eat the contaminated food of 
Untouchable-which is an extremely humiliating act for Newars. Similarly, a 
man of the Maharjan, Newar farming caste of southern Kathmandu told me that 
one of his caste's daughters was about to have an intercaste marriage with a man 
of the (higher) ýrestha caste. But when members of her family's guthi found out 
from his genealogy that the would-be son-in-law was not a pure, high-caste 
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ýrestha, they forbade the marriage. I was also told that these extreme positions 
would not have been taken in the past. It can be seen, therefore, that the caste 
identity of Newars is changing, and becoming more assertive, in parallel with 
modernization. One of the most affected areas of these manifold and seemingly 
paradoxical changes is marriage, which itself further affects kinship and society 
as a whole. 
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Appendix: The New Newar Buddhist wedding 
Following is the detail ritual of the new Newar Buddhist wedding adopted 
by the wedding of Miss Eureka kkya with Mr Sushil Bahadur Vajräcärya on the 
20`h February 1999 in Lagan tol of southern Kathmandu. On the 18`h February 
1999 the married-out feast (Newar dinner) was given by the bride's family to her 
kin and friends and on the 20th February 1999 was the wedding day itself when 
the bridegroom's party went to the bride's house to fetch the bride home. 
Following ritual is performed on the 20' February at the house of the bride. 
On the occasion, the bride's family has published a red covered wedding 
booklet (8 pages) which gives details of the new wedding ritual. Regarding this 
new wedding ritual the parents of the bride have published their opinion on the 
first page of the booklet which I have translated below. 
Namo Buddhaya. 
Respected Readers, 
Buddhist life-cycle rituals are the simple rituals which are 
celebrated from birth to death by Buddhists. For the worthy life of 
Buddhists and Buddhists who are proud, to call themselves a 
Buddhist should follow this custom. 
Today people are very busy with their lives. Therefore, it is 
becoming difficult to survive under the archaic norms and values. 
Buddhists are unique compared to other religious followers. It is 
not nice for Buddhists to live by the ideology of traditionalist, 
blind-faith, narrow-minded and be dominated. Change is another 
name of Buddhists. Therefore, it is not nice for Buddhists to be 
attached to the Vedic way of celebrating life-cycle rituals. 
Remembering the proverb `lightening but no rain' (nah nyäyä wä 
magäh) [i. e. all talk but no action] I have observed the rituals 
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according to the Buddhist life-cycle rituals for the funeral and post- 
funeral period with the death of Ratna Shobha kkya, my late 
mother. Likewise, I am arranging a wedding for my beloved 
daughter, Miss Eureka kkya with Mr Sushil Bahadur Vajräcärya 
according to the custom of the Buddhist life-cycle rituals. 
Buddhism, beneficial and good to many, is very useful and should 
practice it. I believe that following the customs of the Buddhist 
life-cycle rituals from birth to death will benefit all Buddhists. 
Lastly, may the married life of my daughter, Eureka kkya who is 
wedded according to Buddhist life-cycle rituals be successful. May 
they be happy. Best wishes. 
Shantaratna kkya 
Lakshidevi ýäkya 
Ratna che, Bhotebähä, Kathmandu 
20th February 1999 
The second page of the booklet listed the goods which are needed for the 
new wedding ritual and the preparations for the married couple. Page three and 
four are Pali verses for taking refuges in Triple Gem and Five Precepts. Page five 
and six are the wedding vows (äwäha wiwäha)25 for the bridegroom and the bride 
to exchange. Page seven is Pali verses for blessings and the last page is the 
wedding programme itself. I have translated below the wedding vows and the 
wedding programme from the booklet: 
The vows (äwäha wiwäha): 
The vows taken by the man (the bridegroom). 
Following the teachings of the Sakyamuni Buddha on the 
rules for householders (griha vinaya) I shall fulfil five duties 
below towards my wife to honour her for the rest of my life: 
25Äwäha means taking a girl in marriage; wiwdha means giving a girl in marriage. 
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1. Sammänanäya :I shall honour my wife. 
2. Avamänanäya :I shall courteous to my wife and shall not 
dishounour her. 
3. Anaticariyäya :I shall be faithful (vyabhicär yäye makhu) 
and trustworthy to my wife. 
4. Issariyavossegana :I shall content my wife with the wealth I 
earned by right livelihood with my capability. 
5. Alangkaränuppadäya :I shall please my wife by proving her 
with ornaments as much as I can. 
The vows taken by the woman (the bride) 
Following the teachings of the Sakyamuni Buddha on the 
rules for householders (griha vinaya) I shall fulfil five duties 
below towards my husband to honour him for the rest of my life: 
1. Susävihita kammantä :I shall well manage the household 
affairs. 
2. Sägahita parijanä : By pleasing family members of my own 
and of my husband, other friends and servants I shall keep 
them in discipline. 
3. Anaticariyäya :I shall be faithful and trustworthy to my 
husband. 
4. Sammatassa anurakkhana :I shall take good care of the 
wealth my husband has earned with right livelihood. 
5. Dakhä ca analasä ca sabbakiccesu :I shall be skilful and 
industrious in all my duties. 
Wedding programme according to the Buddhist rituals 
(baudha samskära) 
1. Welcoming the bridegroom party (janti lasakusa) at 12.00 
hours. 
2. Ask the bridegroom and the bride to take seat on wedding 
ceremonial ground (ihipä mandapa) at 13.00 hours 
3. Observing Five Precepts administered by the senior monk. 
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4. Worshipping the Buddha (Buddha pujd): Offering flowers and 
khäta cloth to the Buddha statue. 
5. Recital of Buddhist chantings by monks (pariträn pdth): The 
chantings are: Take refuge in Triple Gem (triratna sarana), 
Recollection of the virtues of the Buddha, Dharma and Sangha 
(Buddhaguna, Dharmaguna and Sanghaguna), Discourse on 
loving-kindness (maitri sutra), and Stanzas of great victory 
(mahl jaya mangala sutra), the recital for blessings and 
prosperity. 
6. Exchanging wedding vows (bacä lhäkegu) in turn. 
7. The senior monk ties the sacred thread on the wrist of the 
bridegroom. 
8. Receiving the sacred thread from the senior monk the 
bridegroom ties the sacred thread on the wrist of the bride. 
9. Standing at the wedding ceremonial ground, firstly, the bride 
places a garland around the bridegroom's neck and as a 
wedding symbol she places a ring etc. on the bridegroom's 
finger and greets him. In exchange, the bridegroom also places 
a garland around the bride's neck and as a wedding symbol he 
places a necklace etc. around the bride's neck. 
10. [monks] sprinkles the holy water consecrated by chanting over 
the bodies of the bridegroom and the bride 
11. While the bride places her hand in the bridegroom's [the 
bride's father] pours the holy water over their hands 3 times. 
12. A sermon by a senior monk. 
13. Family members and close kin (syäh nyäh pi) give presents [to 
the bride]. 
14. Receive blessings from all monks, nuns and honourable 
people. Offering gifts (däna) to monks and ends the ritual in 
the wedding ceremonial ground. 
15. Wedding reception given by the bride's family to the 
bridegroom's party (lä swa bijyäpi) 
16. Farewell the bride by her family members receiving betel nuts 
from the bride and the bride's family follow the wedding 
procession up to the bride's natal's lineage Buddhist monastery 
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(lagä bähd) where two newly related families (nhiü samajipI 
exchange good wishes and take leave of each other. 
This ends the Buddhist wedding. 
Good wishes to all beings. May all beings be happy. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
Expressions of Kinship 
In this chapter, I wish to explore some aspects of Newar kinship, in 
particular, the various kinship terms that are used by the Newars to define their 
kinship network. This is done to achieve three aims. Firstly, it is to further the 
study of Newar kinship using ethnographic data from southern Kathmandu. 
Secondly, the aim is to develop a link between kinship roles and ritual roles, in 
order to show how kinship is constituted in Newar society. ' Thirdly, a study of 
kinship terminology sets the stage for the study of Newar society in terms of 
household and social units, beginning with the smallest household unit to the 
largest caste group. 
6.1 Public and Private Expressions of Kinship 
`Kinship is a very private and personal matter for Newars, ' a native 
anthropologist once advised me at the start of my research. By that he meant that 
Newars do not generally openly discuss kinship with strangers. However, I would 
argue that kinship-at least in terms of the cultural and legal practices of the 
Newars-has always been a public matter. For example, in legal documents three 
generations of patrilineal descent line are required. Similarly, in inscriptions on 
chaityas and temples and in publicly performed religious rituals at least three 
' See Gray (1995) who studied a Brahman-Chetri village at the edge of the Kathmandu Valley and 
describes how as householders villagers construct social relations both within and between 
domestic groups and how these relations inflect their understanding of asymmetry and its various 
dimentions, such as purity, power and dominance in wider social contexts. 
generations in the patriline are remembered, for example, in the annual ancestor 
worship day. 
These are public domains where kinship is expressed, where one's kin is 
publicly known. In contrast, there is also a private domain, that which the native 
anthropologist was warning me about. In this domain, personal expressions of 
kinship may run contrary to public knowledge. For example, a man can publicly 
deny he has a brother although everyone knows that he has one. In this way, the 
genealogy that is collected may be distorted to omit kin who have been 
excommunicated. The complete picture can only be discovered by having 
intimate knowledge about the community being studied, and by gaining the trust 
of the informant and those around him/her. 
In Schneider's (1972: 51) critique of the study of kinship, he highlights the 
fluidity of kinship, that it is contextual, rather than a set of fixed categories. The 
Newar concept of kinship reveals the notion of choice in kinship, that instead of 
accepting one's kin as a given, the relationship can be manipulated and changed 
by the individual. 
6.2 Changes in the expression of kinship 
As mentioned above, a public display of kinship can be found in the local 
temples and chaityas. It is common to see names and kinship reference terms 
inscribed near deities or different parts of temples that have been offered by the 
family of a deceased person. This is an age-old practice among Newars. Most 
inscriptions show up to two or three generations of the deceased family. 
Commonly, using the grandfather as a point of reference, the name of the father 
(in some cases the mother's name too) with their reference terms and the donor's 
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name (sometimes donor's brothers, sisters and probably the donor's wife are also 
included) were recorded and displayed publicly. 
The importance of the three-generation reference is not only cultural, but it 
is also a legal requirement in Nepalese society. Legal documents concerning 
property, bank, marriage, etc. require the names of three generations of the 
applicant's descent line (ego, ego's father, and ego's grandfather). Significantly, 
there is no place for the matrilineal kin to be recorded officially. For example, in 
the form of marriage certificate' according to Nepalese law it is not required to 
have mother's name or feminal authority in the form at all (see Figure 6.1). 
Figure 6.1: Marriage Certificate issued by the government (translation from Nepali) 
Marriage certificate 
The grandson of Mr.... (name of the groom's grandfather)...., 
son of Mr.... (name of the groom's father).... resides at.... (groom's home 
address)...., of age....., Mr.... (name of the groom).... and the 
granddaughter of Mr..... (name of the bride's grandfather)....., daughter 
of Mr..... (name of the bride's father).... resides at .... 
(bride's home 
address)..., of age....., Miss.... (name of the bride)..... on 
...... 
(date)..... came to this office and married each other as the husband 
and wife according to the Law of Marriage Registration 2028 (1971). 
Hence this is granted to Mr..... (name of the groom)... /Mrs.... (name of 
the bride)... to certify that their marriage is registered according to the 
Law. 
Marriage Director ................ 
Date 
.................. 
2 Unlike the property certificates, marriage certificate is not a necessary document in Nepalese 
context. It is said that marriage certificate is only required in some circumstances e. g. for issuing 
passport or visas for some countries. 
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Likewise, most Newar families who keep their genealogical records keep 
only their patrilineal descent line. Usually they keep records of only three 
generations, but some are known to keep records up to eight, or even thirteen 
generations above ego (which was the case in a Tämräkär family). 
The question arises: Why only three generations? A practical answer 
would be that it is an administrative abbreviation of kinship that is at once useful 
and specific. However, alongside this very public display of a person's kinship 
ties, there is also the belief that one should avoid speaking about the dead. This 
has the effect of truncating generations of a person's kinship system, as I found in 
my interviews with some Newar of the older generation. 
Asta Maharjan, age 75, did not speak at all when I tried to get his 
genealogy. Other Maharjan informants who were also present at the interview 
were more forthcoming with the information, but I noticed that Asta Maharjan 
was not so comfortable with his peers speaking the names of the dead. Finally, in 
a burst of anger Asta Maharjan said that he would not speak any of the names of 
his dead relatives because once he does, it means that he is inviting their spirits to 
receive something from him. Those names should only be remembered only for 
specific rites, for example during the ritual of srdddha. Speaking of the dead 
without any purpose or sräddha ritual is inauspicious. This belief inhibits some 
Newars from keeping elaborate records of their dead ancestors. 
Nowadays it has become a growing trend among Newars not just to speak 
of the dead but to publish a condolence message for the recently deceased in local 
papers, a practice which was unknown to the Newars three decades ago. With the 
exception of the untouchable castes of Dyahlä and Cyämkhalah, this is now 
widely practised by almost all Newar castes. Most of those condolence messages 
published are from the bereaved family themselves with their full names and 
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kinship reference terms with the dead person. Those condolence messages not 
only serve as a noticeboard to announce the death and to thank friends and family 
who gave their sympathy and support during the time of bereavement, but also to 
declare the dead man's genealogy in public. 
Figure 6.2: An example of a typical display of kin published on a newspaper 
condolence (A condolence of Ratnaman Tuladhar published in Bishwa 
Bhoomi daily newspaper dated 13 January 1997). 
Picture of the dead [Male] 
Born: July 1931 Died: 30 November 1996 
On the meritorious occasion of 45 days after the death of an honourable 
family member of our house (che), Ratnaman Tuladhar we pray to god that his 
soul may reside in Sukhavati heaven forever. Also we would like to thank all our 
relatives (thahthiti) and friends who supported us during our bereavement. 
W (jahänpi) : Laksmidevi Tuladhar and Keshari Tuladhar 
yB (kijäpi) : Suryaman Tuladhar (not married) and Chandraman 
Tuladhar 
yBW (jahänp? ) : Bhagyaprabha Tuladhar 
yZ (kehepi) : Chandrakeshari Bajracharya, Ratnakeshari Baniya, 
Amarshobha Tuladhar 
yZH (kehe jiläjäp) : Harsharatna Bajracharya, Dirghaman Baniya, Nhucheratna 
Tuladhar 
S (käypi) : Rajman Tuladhar (married), Vinodman Tuladhar, Rabiman 
Tuladhar, Sunilman Tuladhar, Anilman Tuladhar 
SW (bhaupi) : Junu Tuladhar [H died and name is not given], Karuna 
Tuladhar 
D: (mh)äypij : Ratnalaksmi Hart, Sakun Tuladhar, Utpala Tuladhar, 
Rahina Kamsakar 
DH (jiläjäpi) : Paul Hart, Amnman Tuladhar, Kanchanman Tuladhar, 
Pravinratna Kamsakar 
BS (kä)cäpi : Anupman Tuladhar, Sushilman Tuladhar, Vinayman 
Tuladhar 
BD (mh)äycäpf) : Nilima Tuladhar, Reshma Tuladhar 
BDH (mhyäycä jiläjä) : Rupakratna Tuladhar 
SC & DC (chaypi): Darshana, Mahima, Sirapa, Lasata, Ronesh, Palistha 
Note: This condolence message publicly acknowledges two marriages out of caste, one 
with a Vajräcärya, another with a foreigner. 
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Like the three-generation genealogies that are found in the chaityas and 
temples, the genealogies in the condolence messages also show at least three 
generations. The kin on display are usually cognatic kin regardless of cohabitation 
or household, and the emphasis is given equally to both consanguines and affines. 
The common practice is to display their elementary family and/or 
consanguinal kin. Figure 6.2 lists three generations of the deceased's family-the 
deceased's wives and collateral brothers and sisters (W, yB, yBW, yZ, yZH), the 
deceased's sons and daughters (S, D, SW, DH) and the deceased's grandchildren, 
nephews and nieces (SC, DC, BS, BD, BDH). It also shows the kinship reference 
terms that establishes their relationship to the deceased. 
As Newars are a patrilineal society, if the deceased is a married woman 
the list of her public kin would be only her married husband's family, whereas if 
the deceased is a man his consanguines and affines are all listed. This is because a 
woman's gutbi membership becomes that of her husband's upon her marriage. A 
Newar woman, upon her marriage is totally cut off from her natal guthi 
membership. However, I came across a rare case in which the condolence 
message for a deceased female displayed both consanguinal and affinal kin (see 
Figure 6.3). The families shown in these case studies (see Figures 6.2 and 6.3) 
were high in intercaste marriages. Moreover, it was not only intercaste among 
Newars but there were interethnic marriages with non-Newars as well. The dead 
woman was a (Parbatiyä) Chetri who married into a (Newar) Kdranjit family. The 
greetings as revealed by the public announcement -contains two further Newar- 
Parbatiyä marriages and one Käranjit-trestha union. 
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Figure 6.3: An example of condolence message published in the Sagarmatha Times, a 
local Nepali language newspaper (23 Sep 1996). Kinship terms were given in 
Nepali. 
Heartfelt Condolence 
Picture of 
the dead person 
[Female] 
Birth 4 Mangsir 2010 [1953] Died: 25 Bhadau 2053 [1996] 
On the meritorious occasion of 13th day after the dead of our respected Mrs Tara Karanjit 
we pray for her soul to be in eternal peace. Also we thank all families and friends for giving 
us support during the time of bereavement. 
HM : Mrs Mishri Karanjit S Saurabh Karanjit, Sugat Karanjit 
HeZ : Mrs Ramkumari Karanjit D Sirjana Karanjit (in Japan) 
Mrs Padam Laxmi Karanjit eB Mr Laxman V. Rokka Chetri 
ZC Pravin, Maheswari, Pratima eBW Mrs Sagun Rokka Chetri 
Prachanda, Vijaya, Pramod BC Kavita, Vishal 
Mrs. Sudha Shrestha and yB Dines Vikram Rokka Chetri 
ZDH : Sundar Shrestha Manoj Vikram RokkChetri 
HyB : Mr Rajaram Karanjit BD Mrs SangitaTuladhar 
HyBW : Mrs Kapil Karanjit BDH : Mr Maitri Ratna Tuladhar 
HBC : Ranjana, Kalpana, Gaurab BDS . Mr Swayam Ratna Tuladhar 
HyZ Mrs Nutan Chand yZ/yZH: Mr and Mrs Punam Paudel 
HyZH: Maj. Surya Bahadur Chand Chetri 
HyZC: Puja, Swarna yZC : Sarika, Saroj 
This new phenomenon of public kin reveals some aspects of Newar 
marriage and kinship that were hitherto considered private. For example, if the 
caste names of the deceased's in-laws' are different from that of the deceased's, 
this shows that an intercaste marriage has taken place, an issue which would have 
been considered very private and shameful in the past (see Chapter 5 on intercaste 
marriage). This indicates that Newars are becoming less concerned with publicly 
denying intercaste marriages although, the preferred marriage pattern still is caste- 
endogamous or isogamous. 
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Firurc 6.4: Living kin nexus of the dead with their reference terms shown in the published 
condolence (Fig. 6.3). 
IIM 
Dead 
Rokka Chetri Nc1Mý1I 
harart il 
Ic"% 
.......................................................... r ý7-v/, II ; Ily%II-I Iv/ IhIIW' IN, I 
................ 
. Srestha 
c13Dý 
ý Ilc%1)II 
y/C 
c13C P«udel Chem 3( I low ICY. ( 
; mr 
ýýýc"13llSýý 
Tuladhar % ........................; 
h'arawji! 
A sample of 20 condolences which were published in different local 
papers both in Newari and Nepali languages by the dcccascd fanmily during the 
period of 1997-1999 shows that nine families publicly acknowledge intercastc 
marriages while eleven families were entirely caste-endogamous (at least on 
paper). Although the sample is small, it shows that at least 45 per cent of' the 
Newar families who publish their genealogies in the papers appeared to have 
experienced intercaste marriage. 
As a public expression of kinship, these condolence messages can be a 
powerful tool for the manipulation of kinship. Firstly, it can cement kinship ties 
on a public level for the purpose of' social recognition and/or inheritance. 
Conversely, to be left out of the list of kin is a serious omission: it means that 
kinship tics have been severed and that the person is no longer considered kin. 
Secondly, in revealing cases of, for example, intercaste marriage or polygamy, it 
is an indication of changing public perception of such marriages. These 
condolence messages show that kinship is a personal choice and like the 
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inscriptions in the chaityas and temples in the past, are a public platform for the 
articulation of these choices. 
The crucial differences between the traditional public display of kinship 
i. e. the inscriptions along the chaityas or copper plates in temples and the modern 
method of displaying kinship through condolence messages in local papers is 
surname or caste name. According to old inscriptions in temples if it is very old 
no surname or caste name is given although it might mention that who is the 
grandfather, father and sons are (see Figure 6.5). At most, in some inscriptions the 
common term `bhäro' or `poha' are used which simply means `noble man' or 
`courtier' (see Vajräcärya and Malla 1985). However, in medieval period some 
did inscribe their surnames but as a whole family (see Figure 6.6). Unlike in 
Figure 6.5: Inscription on a golden plate on the chaitya inside the main shrine 
(kwäpädyah) of Lagan Bähäh of southern Kathmandu displaying names and kinship 
relations but no surnames or castes are given. 
In N. S. 540 (1393 AD) the Friday the second (dutiya) of Bhädra Krsna 
paksha month, on Uttaräphälgun nakshattra, on the name of Seri ýri 
Akshobhya Buddha of Kirtipunya Mahävihär, the donor son jaya jayata 
casted this image wishing his late father ýri Jaya Yakskhaju to enter 
gukhdvati heaven. 
Figure 6.6: Inscription on a chaitya in Lagan Bähäh of southern Kathmandu displaying 
kinship relationship with a surname which covers both names. 
In N. S. 796 (1649 AD) on the Wednesday the 13th day (trayodasi) of the month 
of Kärtik ýuklapakshe the donor cri Surya candra Shäkyabhikshu of 
Mahägauri household built this ýri 3 Vajradhätu chaitya on the name of his 
late son Mahämuni and established in Kirtipunya Vihär. 
modern expressions where an individual surnames is given regardless of caste. 
But even in the modern public display of kinship it is also noticeable that only 
adults are given their surnames not to their children. Most children of 
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grandchildren level if he or she is not married only first name is given not the 
surnames unlike all adults regardless of marriage condition. 
Another crucial change between traditional and modern public display of 
kinship is adopting surnames by women. During my interviews with Newars of 
different castes I found many cases with intercaste relationship where they inherit 
their mother's surname rather than the normal way of inheriting the father's 
surname as in patrilineal society. Because in the past hypergamous marriage leads 
offspring of the union to adopt their mother's surname rather than the father who 
is higher in the caste hierarchy. The case in Figure 6.7 shows that a trestha man 
(the grandfather of my 84-year-old Käranjit informant) had two wives, one 
trestha and one Käranjit. The children of the caste-endogamous marriage retained 
their caste according following the father. But the son born to the Käranjit woman 
had to inherit his mother's lower-caste name instead. By contrast, nowadays 
urban Newar women marrying hypergamously adopt the husband's surname, as 
do the children. 
Figure 6.7: Adoption of caste name among Newars in the past 
ýrestha trestha Käranjit 
trestha lineage Käranjit lineage 
D. Käranjit, 84 
Ego 
I__-'-_-4 
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6.3 Kinship Terminology 
Literature on Newar kinship3 describe Newar kinship in terms of: an 
extreme patrilineal descent, a preference for patrilocal joint extended family 
residence (this phenomena is changing more towards a nuclear family), 
importance of the mother's brother (päju) in relation with mother's kin, with 
status and power formally resting in the eldest males of the lineage. In terms of 
inheritance, women receive trousseaux while men (along with unmarried women 
over 35) divide the father's estate equally. Although these features are similar to 
Northern Indian kinship system Toffin (1975) argues that Newar kinship has 
retained structural characteristics of its own which relate back to the Tibeto- 
Burman domain. Beyond the basic opposition between consanguines and affines, 
there emerges a system in which alliance plays a predominant role. 
In our conversations about kinship, my Newar informants mentioned the 
term thahthiti so frequently that I began to wonder whom exactly they were 
referring to. It was like the English word `relative', a convenient but vague word 
to describe a person with whom one is linked to either by blood or marriage. A 
good example is the condolence message in Figure 6.2, where the family of the 
deceased used the term thahthiti to mean all relatives, both consanguines and 
affines. 
One of the main causes of confusion about Newar kinship terminology is 
that the same term can sometimes denote two (or more) different things. The 
meanings attached to kinship terms are often subjective and contextual, thereby 
making generalizations problematic. A good example is the term thahthiti. 
Although thahthiti is commonly used to designate consanguines and affines alike, 
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the term is also used more specifically to denote the kin of married-in or married- 
out females. 
A Dhäkhwä woman who is married to a kkya man (a caste endogamous 
marriage) described to me that she is addressed by all of her Dhäkliwä lineage 
group as their married-out daughter (mhyäy macd) and she refers all of them as 
her thahthiti. In fact, in a broader context, a few informants stated that almost 
anyone could be considered as a thahthiti. Informants often consider everyone of 
the same caste group from their own house to the whole twäh or locality as their 
kinsmen. This view is confirmed by the way Newars address each other with kin 
terms like `elder brother' (däju), `father's younger brother' (kakä), `grandfather' 
(bäjyd), `elder sister' (tatä), `younger sister' (kehe). 
To avoid this confusion, hereafter I shall use the term `generic thahthiti' to 
denote all consanguines and affines and the term `feminal4 thahthiti' to denote the 
kin of married-in or married-out females. 
Generic thahthiti can be divided into three groups: 
6.3.1 lähi thah 
6.3.2 feminal thahthiti 
6.3.3 twäy thah 
3 See Fürer-Haimaendorf, C. (1956), Nepali, G. (1965), Rosser, C. (1966), Toffin, G. (1975, 
1984), Sresthacharya (1977) Gellner, D and Quigley, D. (1995), Quigley, D. (1987). 
4 Because this group is the opposite of agnatic kin, Mandelbaum (1970: 150) has defined the kin 
of married-in or married-out females as 'feminal kin. 
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6.3.1 L hi thah: 'flesh and blood kin' 
Ldhi thah literally means flesh (1ä) and blood (hi) kinsmen (thah), and it 
can be divided into two separate groups: sadde and phuki. Sadde is a prefix to 
denote `one's own' kin or `full' kin, e. g. sadde kijd (full younger brother) or 
sadde päju (one's own mother's brother). Sadde kin is the primary unit of Newar 
kinship, the central core which can extend to two generations above and below 
ego and which consists of only consanguines. Although sadde kin are obliged to 
participate in all the domestic and life-cycle rituals in the family, it is not required 
for sadde to live in one household: one's sadde kin can be living in a different 
household and still have full ritual obligations. 
Despite the volume of research done on Newar kinship terminology, there 
has been no single definition for the word phuki. Instead, there is a plethora of 
definitions, varying according to the group and region being studied. Fiirer- 
Haimendorf (1956: 27) in his study of Mänandhars of Kathmandu, Vergati (1995: 
38) in her study of Newars of Bhaktapur, Quigley (1984: 153) in his study of 
ýresthas of Dhulikhel, R. P. Pradhan (1986: 33ff) in his study of Hindu Newars of 
Kathmandu, B. Pradhan (1981: 33) in her study of the Newar women of Bulu and 
Gellner (1995: 225) in his study of Vajräcäryas and kkyas of Patan all define 
phuki as `lineage'. For Lewis (1984: 165) who studied Tulädhar of Kathmandu 
and Herdick (1987: 237) in his study of Newars of Kirtipur, phuki is `patrilineal 
group' or `clan' respectively, while Toffin (1984: 74-5,168) defines it as a `group 
(of agnatic kin)', `lineage' and `agnates' (1984: 168,174). Levy (1992: 138-9) 
somehow managed to avoid problems of definition by using only Newari terms. 
Nepali (1965: 194) tried to do the same, but ended up drawing a parallel between 
phuki (`fukee' in his spelling) and the `dewali guthi' (lineage group). The 
strongest critique of attempts to define phuki comes from Ishii (1995: 141) who 
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suggests that phuki does not even denote a particular groups and he ended up 
defining phuki as `persons who are related patrilineally and never lineages'. 
The confusion is not just among anthropologists. Even Newars become 
confused when asked to define phuki. I asked an elderly Citrakär couple: `Whom 
you have to invite for a marriage? ' They answered, `All our thahthiti and phuki- 
phäkLi6 When asked to differentiate between the two terms they became very 
confused and realized that they did not know how to give precise definitions of 
the two words. 
A review of anthropologists' expositions of phuki shows that there are 
different categories of phukl which are differentiated by three common criteria: 1) 
the extent to which a person is polluted by birth or death within that phuki, 2) the 
obligation to worship the lineage deity, and 3) whether intermarriage is permitted 
with another member within the phuki. However, there has been no consistent use 
of these criteria to differentiate between phuki. 
Toffin (1995: 197) describes three levels of phuki among Rajopadhyaya 
Brahmans: a) Phuki which he interprets as `near kin' i. e. extended family or sub- 
lineages; b) Täpä phuki as'distant kin' i. e. lineage; and c) Ägä phuki as `kin 
sharing the same ägä dyah (lineage deity)', i. e. clan. But among Maharjan of 
Kathmandu, Toffin (1994: 446) explains that they distinguish only two degrees of 
agnatic links: 1) up to the third generation, the close agnates, phuki; 2) up to the 
fifth generation, the distant agnates, jhinu. As a rule, lineage includes all the phuki 
kinsmen and some jhinu. 
S See also Toffm 1975: 53 n. 7. 
6 Phulä phäki is a rhythmic term which means the same as phuki. 
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Gellner (1995: 225-6) looks at phukf as a lineage on two levels: (täpä) 
phuki, `distant lineage' or `distant patrilineal relations' who will observe minimal 
restrictions on each other's death, and syäh' phuki, `marrow or inner lineage'. He 
also found that among the kkyas of Lalitpur, phuki is also used to denote däju- 
kijä (brothers) or sikny bukäy hwäpi (those who stick together in birth and death), 
i. e. those who observe seven days' death pollution (1995: 225). 
In his study of Udäy of northern Kathmandu Lewis (1995: 50) defines 
phuki as `an important family unit, designating members united by patrilineage 
who perform special rituals (e. g. to clan deities) and together undergo pollution 
restrictions at times of birth or death'. Little has been written about marriage 
within the phuki, but there is a mention by Nepali (1965: 196) who states that 
those who are bä phuki (distant or split kin) are marriageable (although he found 
no incidence of such kind). This implies that those who are within the close phuki 
are not marriageable, a rule which is followed by Newars I interviewed in 
southern Kathmandu. However, Gellner and Pradhan (1995: 174-5) describe such 
a case took place in Lalitpur though it was contested. 
According to Levy (1992: 138) Newars of Bhaktapur define syäh phuki or 
sydphü as `nuclear family members, then add others in the household, and then 
mother's brother (päju) and his household, father's sister (nine) and her 
household, their own married sisters and their children, and last (and in the case 
of men not always included) their own spouses'. However, Levy's definition of 
syäh phuki does not apply to the Newars of Kathmandu. Newars of all castes in 
Kathmandu consider mother's brother (päju) and his household as pure uterine 
thahthiti, not agnatic phuki. Similarly, father's sister (nini) and her household are 
7According to Levy (1992: 138) the term `syd' `is given various local etymologies and thought to 
be derived from syä gu, `to hurt'. 
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also considered to be feminal thahthiti. Although father's sister was a phuki 
member before her marriage, upon her marriage she is no longer a phuki member 
of her natal household but a member of her husband's phuki group. This applies 
to married sisters as well. However, in some cases (ýresthas of Kathmandu) 
married daughters are referred to as pyenhu phukf or `agnates of four days'. But 
this does not mean that they are part of their natal phuki -rather it means they are 
agnates for only four days while they observe the death restrictions, not full death 
pollution (cf. Ishii 1996: 145). This implies that there is a difference in the way 
that Newars of Kathmandu and Bhaktapur use the same kinship terminology. 
Some scholars choose to define phuki purely in terms of genealogy. 
Sharma (1998: 98) uses the term bhochi to define family members of up to two 
generations who live in the same house. Kin who have a distant relationship to the 
bhochi, i. e. the families of one's own brothers, are called `thahpi or `own 
people'. Within this category Sharma includes father's brothers and their children. 
Further distant kin are called syähpi. Thahpi and sya ipi cover family members of 
3-5 generations whereas family members of 5-7 generations he calls phuki. Phuki 
later split into bä phuki (split kin) which Sharma also called khalah as an 
exogamous clan group. 
The problem with defining phuki purely in terms of genealogy is that there 
is great variety in the findings of scholars on the subject. Perhaps this is because 
Newars themselves use these terms subjectively; for example, one person's täpä 
phuki may be another's syäh phuki. However, synthesizing these approaches and 
definitions, I shall put forward the most common definition of phuki: it is a group 
of agnatic kin who are bound by the observance of birth and death pollution, the 
lineage deity and rules on intermarriage. Drawing on the ethnographic data of 
Newars of southern Kathmandu, I also have found that phuki only applies to 
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agnatic kin who are not considered sadde kin, and- that it also includes women 
who are married to phuki kinsmen and their unmarried daughters. Adopted 
children are also regarded as phuki and have to bear full ritual responsibilities 
although he is considered a slightly lower than the real phuki members. 
6.3.1.1 Degrees of phuki 
In the preceding section, I have outlined the definition of phuki and 
introduced some of the criteria for differentiating between the different degrees of 
phuki. In this section, I shall attempt to break down phuki into its constituent 
categories and attach the rules and ritual obligations which apply to each phuki 
category. 
Under the umbrella of phuki, there are many degrees of phuki which 
indicate the degrees of closeness or distance between kin. The closest phuki is 
syäh phukF which literally means `kin who feels pain' or `kin who are as close as 
one's bone marrow'. The most distant kin, but still considered one's flesh and 
blood, is bä phuki which means `split kin'. Some said that although one's split kin 
are descendants of the same ancestor, marriage with them is possible. With 
regards to phuki marriage Nepali (1965: 196) writes that although theoretically it 
is possible but he found no incidence of such union. Against Nepali, Gellner and 
Pradhan (1995: 174-5) found few cases among Maharjan of Lalitpur where 
lineage is split because of marriage itself between the bä phukis. In other words, if 
a marriage between members of the same lineage take place the lineage divide 
8 Syäh in Newari means 'hurt' or' pain' . It is also very close to other term syah which means 'bone 
marrow'. Therefore, some interpret it as'kin who feel pain' (Levy 1992: 138) or as `bone marrow 
kin' (Gellner 1995: 226). 
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into two lineages which will legitimize the marriage itself because upon the split 
of the lineage it is considered that two lineages are marriageable. 
Between these two extremes there are other categories such as täpd phuki 
and ägä phuki. Täpä phuki literally means `distant kin' and ägä phuki means 
phuki members who share the same lineage deity. 
If we were to visualize lähi thah as a series of concentric circles (sec 
Figure 6.8), then the central core would be sadde kin, after which comes the syäh 
phuki, phuki, täpä phuki, dgä phuki and finally bd phuki. The further a phuki 
category is from the central core the less it is considered `close' kin, and the fewer 
its ritual obligations in cases of birth and death pollution. The yardstick to 
measure closeness or distance between kin is the extent to which that kin is 
polluted by birth or death within the phuki. For example, if one is polluted by 
death in the same way as that of the central core (sadde) kin they are the closest 
kin because they are the group of people called sikäy bukdy hwäpi, `those who 
stick together at birth and death' or syähpi, close kin (See Table 6.1 for mourning 
periods). These terms do not signify specific groups, but rather degrees of 
closeness or `relation among agnatic kin' (Toffin 1975: 53 n7, also Ishii 1995: 
141). 
The mourning period which is observed by a married woman shows that 
she is more affected by death pollution in her in-law's family than in her natal 
family, implying that a married our daughter is mote closely affiliated to her in- 
laws household more than her natal home. 
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Figure 6.8: Diagram displaying closeness among different degrees of phuli. 
UD 
Beyond these circles of phuki, i. e. `lineage kin' (ägä phuki) and `split kin' 
(bä phuki), people are not affected by any death pollution or death restrictions 
although they may help and partake in funeral as being a member of the same 
funeral socio-religious group (si guthi). One of the elements which become a part 
of linkages of agnatic kin with `lineage kin' and `split kin' is that the sharing of 
the same crematorium ground for the funerals. 
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Table 6.1 Mourning periods for a deceased adult observed by Newars of Kathmandu (adapted 
from Gellner 1992: 207). 
Degrees of closeness Dcgrces of death pollution 
Sons and wife of deceased (sadde) 
`Bone marrow' agnatic kin (syäli phulaj 
Agnatic kin (phula) ö 
V 
00 
Feminal thahthiti (especially married 
Q daughters) 
Distant kin (täpd phula) 
Lineage kin (ägä phuki) 
Split 1än (bä phula) 
Observe death pollution for 7' or 13 days; 
remain at home for 45 days; remain in 
year-long mourning for rest of year 
Observe death pollution for 7' or 13 days; 
remain at home for 45 days 
Observe death restrictions for 7' or 13 
days; 
Observe restrictionsb for four days 
Observe restrictions' till cremation 
A male member may need to join in 
funeral as a member of the same funeral 
guthi (si guthl) 
A male member may need to join in 
funeral if he is of the same funeral guthi (si 
gutbi) otherwise nothing is related apart 
from sharing the same crematorium 
Notes: 
' Among four castes of Vajräcäryas, kkyas, Kapäli and Dyahla periods of death 
pollution is 7 days whereas all other castes observe for 13 days before they are purified. 
b To observe restrictions means to avoid eating meat, onions, garlic, tomatoes beans etc.; 
avoid beautification; avoid god's shrines and accepting prasdd; avoid leather or wearing cap. 
Based on the length of the death pollution some people distinguish phuki 
members accordingly. For example, jhiswanhu phuki or `agnates of thirteen days' 
for one who observe death pollution for thirteen days. Alternatively, this is also 
sometimes refers as jhinhu phuki 9 or `agnates of ten days' although theoretically 
9 'Jhiswanhu phuki, ' agnates of thirteen days and jhinhu phuk ,' agnates of ten days are 
in fact the 
same group of Idn. It is just an alternative way of saying `jhiswanhu 
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the death pollution lasts for thirteen days; pyenhu phuki or `agnatcs of four days' 
for one who observe death pollution for four days. 
6.3.2 Feminal thahthiti: `Feminal kin' 
Like phuki, thahthiti is often used to define one's kin, but again the 
meaning is ambiguous. Thahthiti is made of two words: thah means `one's own' 
and thiti means `custom or rite', i. e. anyone linked through the married-in or 
married-out females. Basically, they are families of wife-givers and wife-takers. 
These include mother's brother's families (päju khalah), father's sister's 
husband's families (nini khalah), married sisters' families (jicä khalah), wife's 
families (sasah khalah), and children's in-laws families (samdhi) (see Figure 6.9). 
Figure 6.9: Types of feminal thahthiti 
Feminal thahthiti 
Wife-givers Wife-takers 
päju khalah sasah khalah samdhi nini khalah samdhi 
(MB family group) (W family group) (SW family group) (FL family group) (DH family group) 
Each of these categories of feminal kin is categorized not only by 
terminology but also ritual and social functions each has to fulfil. The most 
common are periodic visits (nakhatyd) and fulfilling ritual duties in life-cycle 
rituals. Among all four types of feminal kin, the uterine kin (päju khalah) and 
father's sister kin (nini khalah) are considered the closest kin, and as such uterine 
kin has more ritual obligations than other kin. For example, a child's mother's 
brother and father's sister are not only essential for the child's life-cycle rituals, 
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but the bond between them lasts as long as they live, with the mother's brother 
and father's sister playing a semi-parental role. 
The difference between feminal thahthiti and phuki boils down to the issue 
of gender. Feminal thahthiti are kin that are connected by females (i. e. daughter's 
husband's family, sister's husband's family, father's sister's husband's family, 
etc. ) whereas phuki are all the kin that are connected by males (i. e. all 
consanguinal kin minus the women who have married out). Maharjans of 
southern Kathmandu have a similar way of distinguishing these two groups. They 
use the term kaytä thah (loincloth kin) to denote phuki and parsi thah (sari kin) to 
denote feminal thahthiti. 
6.3.3 Tway thah: 'fictive kin' 
Kin from this third group are not related cognatically but by ritual or 
mutual friendship. This feature of fictive kin is common in many South Asian 
societies. It can be extended by both males and females but between the same 
gender. It is also not restricted by caste or ethnicity. Sometimes, it is used for 
benefits of business. People who used to travel for trade often had interethnic 
twäy. A S`äkya informant described how a goldsmith (lükam: ) would use twäy to 
create links with specific Parbatiyä customers-they would twäy cinegu their 
children-and they would then bring all their co-villagers to him as goldsmiths 
(personal communication with Gellner). A man's close male friend can become 
his `fictive brother' and a woman's close female friend can become her `fictive 
sister'. 
In becoming fictive kin, they become subject to the same marriage 
restrictions, at least in relation to close kin, as a biological or classificatory 
`brother' or `sister'. Tway kin are invited to major feasts held in the family (e. g. 
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marriage feast). Most people only have one rn'äy. However, in some cases, a 
trader with connections in several communities may have several twnys 
representing his interests or major connections in various communities. Unlike 
the relationship between consanguinal and affinal kin the tiväy relationship 
generally only lasts during the fictive kin's life-time. Once either party dies the 
kinship ties ceases as well. 
Women conventionally and usually form their twäy kin at the time of their 
AT (mock-marriage) ritual whereas men can form them at any time during their 
lives. The formation of twäy kin was very common for both sexes in the past, but 
it is now less common for men. In modern ihi rituals I have witnessed adult 
women telling their girls to make twäy with the girls who are in the same ihi ritual 
but I have not seen any girl really establish such twäy relationship as in the past. 
Nowadays it is a symbol of cementing a friendship rather than the heavily moral 
and emotional responsibility that was assumed by such kin in the past. 
Although theoretically twäy kin can be extended without any restriction of 
caste, ethnicity or social status, it does not cut across the boundary between 
touchable and untouchable caste groups. If the twäy relation is with someone very 
different in terms of social status or ethnicity, the caste commensality rule still 
applies between them regardless of being a twäy kin.. 
An 85 year-old man, Ashakaji, kkya by caste and a goldsmith by 
profession, told me that when he was a young man he travelled beyond the Valley 
to seek work from other ethnic groups. In one of the villages he travelled he had 
formed his twäy kin with a Parbatiyä, non-Newar Brahman, a relationship which 
existed throughout his life. Speaking of the advantage of having twäy kin 
Ashakaji said, `I feel safe and homely when I go to those remote villages. It is like 
visiting another relative of mine. I do not need to worry about where to eat or 
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sleep. In return, when he visits Kathmandu I offer the same hospitality to him'. 
However, when the Brahman visits his Newar twny kin in Kathmandu, he does 
not accept boiled rice from his host Newar twny. Instead, he cooked for himself 
on a stove lent by his Newar twdy. 
Newars classify their twäy kin into three different types: invented kin 
(daykä thah), adopted kin (thyäkd thah), and claiming kin (ndId thah) (see Figure 
6.10). 
Figure 6.10: Types of Fictive 1än 
Fictive kin 
(away than) 
1. Invented kin 2. Adopted kin 3. Claimed kin 
(dayekd thah) (thyäkd thah) (nälä thah) 
1. Invented kin (davkil thah) are kin formed through ritually bonded 
friendship. Entering into a bonded friend relationship with someone generally 
takes place between the same gender and of the same generation, although there is 
no restriction on caste, ethnic background or social status. Any best friend can be 
upgraded to daykä thah by ritual or just mutual bond. When invented kin is 
formed they are then called twäy or respectfully twäyju. Once the twäy 
relationship is formed all kin of that friend would be the ego's fictive kin and 
treated equally as kin who is related by blood or marriage (e. g. invited to the same 
feasts, however, they may not subject to the same mourning period. It will be 
depends on personal choice). They are referred and addressed using the same 
kinship terminology as a twäy would refer to his/her kin members but with the 
prefix of twäy (e. g. twäy däju, fictive elder brother; twäy bäjyä, fictive 
grandfather, twäy bhau, fictive daughter-in-law). However, this practice is less 
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common among urban Newars at present compared to the past. I have not found 
any cases of twäy kin among the younger generation of today. 
2. Adopted kin (thvdkä thahl occurs when a family without children 
adopts a child of others' legally or culturally and takes care of them as their own. 
Those children are sometimes called `thydkä macä' or adopted child (in Nepali 
dharmaputra or dharmaputri). These kin are entitled to inheritance and obliged to 
ritual duties within the family as if a son in case of boy and daughter in case of 
girl. Significantly, the adopting child must be a close kin or of the same lineage. 
The present Nepalese legal code of Muluki Ain (1996: 140) provides a separate 
section on adoption which specifies that an adopted on must be: 
1. An offspring (santän)1° born to the same abdomen (bhüdi); 
2. If there is no offspring of type 1 an offspring bom to sons of mother's sisters; 
3. If there is also no offspring of type 2 an offspring born to a grandfather; 
4. If there is no offspring from the grandfather side an offspring born to 
daughters' sons; 
5. If there is no offspring of type 4 an offspring born to the grandfather's father's 
sons; 
6. If there is also no offspring of type 5a son born to sisters; 
7. If there is no offspring of type 6 too a son born to brothers of one's lineage 
(gotra). 
Not having any of these kinsmen only then allowed to adopt someone from other 
lineage. 
Surprisingly, if we interpret this legal code in kin terms the first priority of 
adoption is given to a brother or half-brother (son born to the same abdomen). 
Only then to a son of MZS, FFS, DS, FFFS, ZS, and BS (of the same lineage or 
gotra). The least priority is a son from other lineage. By essence, this legal code 
gives priority to a son of the ego's lineage than a son from different lineage. It is 
'o Santän here means sons. 
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also interesting to note that feminal kin come higher up the pecking order. 11 With 
regards to the marriage of the adopted son the same rules are applied as a natural 
born sons. This can be seen in the following case study (see Figure 6.11) where a 
nephew is adopted by the Ego as his son. 
3. Claimed kin (ndln thah) arise from claiming someone to fulfil religious 
or social duty for an individual. For example, if one does not have brother or 
sister to perform an annual `brother worship' ceremony he or she may claim some 
boy or girl of the same caste to fulfil that duty. They are then called nd1d däjukijä 
(claimed brothers) or nd1d thahkehe (claimed sisters). Similarly, if a family does 
not have a daughter but need a woman to fulfil the daughter's role the family may 
request some girl of the same caste to be their `claimed daughter' (nälä mhyäy). 
Importantly, in this category a caste restriction is applied as a nä1ä thab is 
required to participate in domestic rituals. 
Figure 6.11: A case of adopted son among Newars (this case is of a Käranjit family) 
Kajiman Latman 
Adopted son 
Arnir, 67 
" The legal code amended in 1976 added that a daughter can be adopted too, however, it does not 
state any pecking order as with an adoption of a son. 
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A ýrestha woman of age 60 told me that she had claimed a younger man 
from the same caste to be her younger brother (kijd) as she does not have any 
brother in her family. As a ndld kijd or `claimed younger brother' she ritually 
worship him annually on the occasion of younger brother worship festival. She 
sends him a grand feast and sweets at his house as a kijä püjä ku or `younger 
brother worship load'. In return, the claimed younger brother gives her presents. 
In terms of other social relations there are no other obligations to follow apart 
from addressing each other with kinship term: elder sister (tatä) and younger 
brother (kijä). And indeed the marriage union between claimed thah is prohibited. 
6.4 Levels of Newar kinship organization 
In the previous section, it is established that the term phuki does not 
signify a group but rather a relation between agnatic kin (Toffin 1975: 53 n7; Ishii 
1995: 141). This section continues the analysis of Newar kinship terminology 
with the terms kawah and khalah, to show that in contrast to phuki, kawah and 
khalah denote specific patrilineal kin groups. This section shows the constituents 
of Newar caste, from the household, kaivah, khalah, territorial caste sub-group 
and finally to territorial caste level in order to show Newar kinship organization. 
Caste itself is based on the kinship nexus, as Kolenda (1978: 4) observes: `the 
constant feature in caste is its kinship or descent-group structure'. 
Rabindra, a 38 year-old kkya of Kathmandu, was on a visit 
to Tibet in 1987 when he came across a Newar goldsmith, also a 
ýäkya, who had migrated from Kathmandu and settled in Lhasa. 
After introducing themselves, the goldsmith told Rabindra that they 
are both thah pare jii (related) because they belong to the same 
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caste, i. e. they were both ýäkya and from the same bähäh or 
Buddhist monastery. 
The case study displays that for Newars, two people belonging to the same 
caste and having a common ancestor (äju) are considered to be relatives, although 
the exact descent line may not be known or remembered. The most common 
criteria among Newars of Kathmandu to claim relatedness are the sharing of the 
place of initiation, having the same lineage deity and sharing the same cremation 
ground. Each Newar caste in the caste level in southern Kathmandu has their own 
cremation grounds which are located in the area where the Bagmati and 
Vishnumati rivers converge. These cremation grounds are exclusive to the 
Newars of southern Kathmandu; for example, a kkya from Lalitpur or Bhaktapur 
may not be cremated at the kkya cremation grounds in southern Kathmandu 
simply because he is not from southern Kathmandu. In this way, the cremation 
grounds are the definitive landmarks of identity for Newars in southern 
Kathmandu12. Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that of all the Newar castes in 
southern Kathmandu, those which are recent immigrants to southern Kathmandu 
are not represented by a cremation ground. One example is the Räjopädhyäya. 
According to their genealogy, they first settled in southern Kathmandu about 
around 150-200 years ago, thus making them a recent addition to Newar society 
in southern Kathmandu. Nowadays, when a Rdjopädhyäya in southern 
Kathmandu dies they raise their own temporary special cremation pyre on the 
middle of the river to cremate the body. However, there is also a general 
cremation ground for public use which Newars of southern Kathmandu 
themselves refer it as an `insignificant cremation ground' (bhärä bhuru dipa). In 
12 Special mention should be made of the Kapali caste who bury their dead. Therefore, instead of a 
cremation ground, they have their burial ground (cihän) in the same area. 
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many cases, Newars or non-Newars who live in the areas of southern Kathmandu 
without having their own cremation ground take their dead body to cremate at 
Pa§upati. 
A caste can be divided into various groups (see Figure 6.12). The largest 
group is the territorial caste group, i. e. a group which is known by the locality in 
which it lives and use the same surname. For example, within the Vajräcärya 
caste, there are six territorial Vajräcärya caste groups in southern Kathmandu 
which are named and referred after their main bähähs: the Vajräcärya of Lagä 
Bähäh, Om Bähäh, inner Musum Bähäli, outer Musum Bähäh, Mikhä Bähäh and 
Iku Bähäh. The territorial caste groups each have an ancestor deity which they 
call äju (great-grandfather). Äju is considered to be the `founder' of the territorial 
caste group (cf. Locke 1985: 9) and it is he who presides over the initiation rituals 
for both boys and girls. For example, all Vajräcäryas and kkyas of Lagä Bdhäli 
of Kathmandu believe that their ancestor (äju) is Äyudeva or locally known as 
hyäukhwäh äju or `red face ancestor'. Therefore, all members of Lagä Bähäh are 
related by having the same legendary ancestor. Likewise, among the Maharjan of 
southern Kathmandu there are ten Maharjan territorial caste groups. They have 
Pacali Bhairava, the guardian deity of southern Kathmandu as their äju or 
legendary ancestor and they perform initiation (wahlä) for their boys at the temple 
of Pacali Bhairava. They are also grouped and named after the localities where 
they live. The nine Maharjan territorial caste groups are: Bäkäche, Kohiti, Musum 
Bähäh, Näypäco, Phasigä, Om Bähäli, Tukä Bähäh, Yäga, and Yutanani (Toffin 
1994: 451). 
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Figure 6.12: Diagram displaying Newar kinship and caste organization 
Jdt 
The territorial caste group is usually a term of reference: in introductions, 
in addition to one's name, one is often asked which locality one comes from. 
However, nowadays, some territorial caste groups have mobilized to provide 
support and services to their members. An example of this is the group of kkya 
musicians from Lagan who established an organization to teach and provide 
music exclusively for their fellow caste members from Lagä Bähäh. The 
territorial caste group also has the duty to maintain the cremation ground which is 
shared with other territorial caste groups. The si guthi (funeral association) of 
kkyas and Vajräcaryas of Lagä Bähäh which is known as Pacali Bhairav siguthi 
khalah has 33 members. This si guthi represents the territorial caste group of the 
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priestly caste group of Lagä Bähäh, at the business of a larger caste group of 
southern Kathmandu. In 1987, Pacali Bhairav si guthi k1ialah contributed amount 
of Rs 501 to the Jambudipa13 Cremation Ground Renovation Committee which is 
a bigger caste group work at the level of southern Kathmandu as one unit. 
Below the äju deity are other deities which are in essence, parts of the 
äju. 14 When a territorial caste group splits into khalahs or clans, each khalah will 
take a part of the main ancestor deity and with it, create another deity for their 
particular khalah. These `derivative' deities are at the apex of the khalah; they are 
worshipped daily and they preside over the life-cycle rituals. Just as the territorial 
caste groups are named according to the locality, the khalah are also named 
according to particular landmarks, for example, Alahtii khalah (named after the 
well called alah). However, membership of khalahs is not restricted to particular 
localities, although the khalah name is still carried by the descendants of the 
khalah. 
At the khalah level, there are some guthis which organize annual feasts 
which commemorate the khalah deity. Traditionally, marriage between two 
people from the different khalahs was not encouraged. As the elders would say, 
`We have the same äju [great-grandfather]'. Khalahs are considered to be 
members of the same territorial caste group and therefore, same kin group. 
Nowadays, with population growth, the number of khalahs has increased, and the 
difference between khalahs is now large enough for marriage to be permissible 
between them, although there are some elders who would oppose such marriages. 
At the khalah level, there are si (funeral) guthis, which oversee the funeral rituals 
13 Jambudipa is a name of the cremation spot at Teku Dobhan of southern Kathmandu shared by 
five different castes of southern Kathmandu: Vajräcärya, Säkya, Srestha, Udäy, and Maharjan. 
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for the khalah members. The number of si guthis in each khalah would depend on 
the size of the khalah. Each si guthi is normally responsible for 40-70 households, 
beyond which it would be difficult to manage, and another sF guthi would be 
formed. 
In case of Lagä Bähäh on the largest level of the territorial caste group 
(sarvasangha) which is known as pul khalah is composed of two hundred fifty 
Sdkyas (Locke 1985: 313). The territorial caste group is divided into four 
different khalahs or clans. The khalah is generally made up of various kaivahs or 
lineages. However, if the membership is manageable the division may not take 
place. A khalah may or may not have its own deity. However, all four kkyas 
khalahs of Lagä Bähäh have their own Tantric shrine (äga") and Tantric god-house 
(ägä che`) within the same bähäh located in the different direction of the bähäh. 
Each khalah of Lagä Bähäh is made up of several kaivahs. A kainah is an 
extended patrilineal kin group (Gellner 1992: 66 and Lewis 1995: 52) and may 
include one or more households. For example, with the kkyas of Ndypäcwali 
khalah, there are six kaivahs (originally there were eight but two kawahs has 
collapsed), each with a different name, usually after landmarksts in the area. In 
one of them, the Jahdhüche kainah, there are seven households (see Figure 6.13). 
In terms of communal duty, members of each kkya kaivah takes turns to be the 
guardian (dyah poldh) of the Tantric shrine. The division into various kawah is 
arbitrary, depending on level of the social organisation and group cohesion. For 
example, in cases where the group is united and well-managed, a single kawah 
may made up of many households. However, if a group is too large to be 
is See detailed description on how a lineage deity split to smaller group among Newars on Toffm 
(1984: 199-203). 
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managed properly, it may split into smaller kawahs with fewer households. Toffin 
(1994: 446) states, `quarrels and migrations contribute to the process of 
fragmentation whereby a single lineage group splinters into new autonomous 
kavä [kawab]'. Most kawah group rarely have any common property and they 
have little influence in the collective life of the community (Toffin 1995: 194, 
245). Marriage between two people from the same kainah is strictly prohibited 
and is considered incestuous. 
Figure 6.13: Divisions of kawah and khalah of territorial ýäkya caste group of LagA Bähäh 
Territorial 
Aju 
sarvasangha 
caste group (pul khalah) 
250 Sdkyas 
Clans 
MAW khalah Wantäbähä khaalah 
(khalah) $ýiiiiaij_h Näypäcwah khalah 
Duganimä kawah Yatäche kawali 
Lineages Kabahche kawah Kökhä kawah 
(kawah) 
Kalahgä kawah Jahdhüche kawah 
Households 
(che/bhukhaa 
7 ýäkya households 
There are also other nicknames which are not necessarily linked with landmarks, such as 
`mongoose' nawacä (a Maharjan kawah in southern Kathmandu) and `demon' läkhe (a Ranjitkär 
kawah in southern Kathmandu). 
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However, above structure portrayed in Figure 6.12 dots not apply to all 
Newar castes. Among the clean service castes and Untouchables, those with a 
small population are not divided into kawah and khalah. Instead, there are several 
funeral association (si guthi). Their kinship organization is made up of household, 
phuki groups, siguthi groups, territorial caste groups and caste groups (see Figure 
6.14). 
Figure 6.14: Division of kinship and caste organization among lower and small-sized caste groups. 
After the phukä kin group, the larger caste group is organized in the form 
of funeral association (si guthi) and they are named differently based on either the 
member size, deity, or locality. For example, 'the Kapäli caste group of 
Kathmandu has originally four funeral associations (si guthis) which later split 
into nine guthis: two groups are called tahdhä guthi, cidhä guthi (according to the 
size of the membership and original group), watuk bhairab guthi, gorakhänäth 
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guthi, pacali guthi (named after deities), makliä guthi, brahmatol guthi (named 
after the locality) and sewä guthi (named after the aim of the gutbi, i. e. to help). 
Likewise, on the level of territorial caste group among the Untouchable Dyahlä 
caste in Sabal Bähäh of southern Kathmandu the caste group division arc made of 
two funeral guthis (si guthi): tahdhll gutbi with 75 members (representing 75 
households) and cidh5 gutbi with 60 members (representing 60 households). 
5.5 Conclusion 
In Newar society, kinship defines one's identity. This is evident from the 
inscriptions at the various temples and the legal documents, which show the 
patrilineal line up to three generations from Ego. However, recently, there is a 
new medium for the expression of Newar kinship: the condolence message. The 
kin whose names are published are usually cognatic kin regardless of cohabitation 
or household, and equal emphasis is given to both consanguines and affines. 
However, one important aspect which has emerged is the public declaration of 
intercaste or inter-ethnic unions, an issue which was hitherto considered private. 
This indicates that intercaste marriages are not the taboo subject they used to be, 
and that Newars are becoming less concerned with publicly denying intercaste 
marriages although the preferred marriage pattern in still caste endogamy. 
The contextual use of Newar kinship terminology has been the cause of 
some confusion among scholars. In this chapter, I have shown how the term 
thahthiti can be divided into three categories: lähi thah, feminal thahthiti and 
tway thah. Lähi thah literally means `flesh and blood kinsmen', and can be 
divided into two mutually exclusive groups: sadde (consanguines up to two 
generations above and below Ego) and phuki (agnatic kin who are bound by ritual 
obligations and marriage prohibitions). Feminal thahthiti is anyone who is linked 
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through the married-in or married-out females. The difference between feminal 
thahthiti and phukä boils down to the issue of gender. Feminal thahthiti are kin 
that are connected by females whereas phuki are kin that arc connected by males. 
Tway thah on the other hand, are `fictive' kin. They are related not cognatically to 
Ego but by ritual or mutual friendship. 
Although these kinship terms are clear in defining the ritual duties, 
marriage prohibitions and birth/death pollution that have to be observed, they are 
imprecise in that they do not tell us the exact relationship between two people. 
For example, two brothers who are born of the same uterus may be sadde in one 
case, and distant phuki in another, depending on the relationship between the two 
brothers. In showing the contextual nature of Newar kinship, this chapter 
highlights the fact that kinship is not defined by birth alone, but is constituted 
through ritual obligations and marriage rules. 
Newar castes are also divided according to lineage (kainah), clans (khalah) 
and territory. Like the term phuki, kawah and khalah are not used entirely 
consistently by Newars; what is consistent is the underlying logic of the structure 
of Newar kinship and caste organization. However, unlike phuki, kawah and 
khalah refer to specific patrilineal kin groups, membership of which is defined by 
birth and are thus not changeable. Therefore, while relations between kin may 
change, the identity of a Newar vis-ä-vis his kawah and khalah remains for life. In 
the cases where the caste group is too small for sub-division into kawah and 
khalah, it is the si guthi (funeral association) that represents the various groups 
within that caste. 
Ishii (1995: 137) also finds similar social layers in the Newar village he 
studies. He summarizes Newar patrilineal kinship to: 
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Household-) dyah pzüjä unit-) maximal lineage-) sanäh guthi-) local 
caste 4 village. 
Although using different terminology this can be related to my findings of 
kinship layer of high-castes, big-sized, and pure-castes Newars in urban 
Kathmandu: 
Household- agnatic kin group (phuki)-i lineage (kawah)-i clan 
(khalah)- territorial caste group-i Caste. 
And also in some extent the kinship layers of low-castes and small-sized Newars 
in urban Kathmandu: 
Household-) agnatic kin group (phuki)-> association (guthi)-i clan-> 
territorial caste group-) Caste. 
To conclude, kinship is the lifeblood of the Newar caste. From the 
household to the phuki to the kawah and khalah, relations between members of 
these groups are defined by kinship and are thus bound by ritual obligations to 
their ancestors, deities and to each other. 
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Note: With the influence of dominant Parbatiyä culture some Newars replace some of the 
Newar kinship terms in urban Kathmandu with Parbatiyä kinship terms in daily usage. For 
example: 
Newar terms 
Tat! (eZ) 
Kehe (yZ) 
Tatäju (eBW) 
Jicäddju (eZii) 
Nini (FZ) 
Päju (MB) 
Tahbd (FeB) 
Tahmä (MeZ) 
(replaced with) Parbatiyä terms 
Didi 
Bahini 
Bhäuju 
Bhinäju 
Phuphu 
Mimi 
Jethäbä 
Thulmä 
However, last few decades with the influence of Western culture it is noticeable that 
some kinship terms are even superceded by English kinship terms. For example: 
Newar terms 
Ba (F) 
Ma (M) 
Kaka (FyB) 
Cirma (MyZ) 
Kalil (FyBW) 
Nini (FZ) 
(replaced with) English terms 
Daddy (also dadi, daidi) 
Mum (also Mummy, Mami) 
Uncle 
Aunt (also aunti. annti) 
Aunt (also aunti, annti) 
Aunt (also aunti, annti) 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
Constituting Kinship in Newar Life-cycle Rituals 
Quoting Fustel de Coulanges (1956), Levy (1992: 22) argues that the 
characteristic of Bhaktapur, a Newar town has a particular formal features of 
Fustel's `Ancient City' where the citizen of the city moved via a series of rites de 
passage over many years into membership in successively more inclusive units. 
Each increasingly inclusive level of structure had its proper gods and cults. `In the 
beginning the family lived isolated, and man knew only the domestic 
gods... Above the family was formed the phratry with its gods.. . Then came the 
tribe, and the god of the tribe... Finally came the city, and men conceived a god 
whose providence embraced this entire city... a hierarchy of creeds and hierarchy 
of association. The religious idea was, among the ancients, the inspiring breath 
and organizer of society' (Fustel 1956: 132). 
It seems not so far away from the concepts of the Kathmandu Newars 
when they portray their social structure in a similar tone. The magnitude of life- 
cycle rituals Newars emphasized in their lives and the involvement of gods and 
cults in each ritual speak out for themselves. In my interviews with Newars of all 
castes in southern Kathmandu, the one thing that emerged was the pride with 
which they spoke about their culture. When I asked my Newar informants the 
question "What is a Newar? " the answer was usually in the form of a long 
narrative about the various Newar rituals and festivals, infused with rich oral 
history about lineage, caste and geographical origins. It is a discourse on caste 
identification and Newar identity, about the way different Newar castes perform 
rituals and how the rituals themselves mark Newars as being different from other 
ethnic groups who do not perform the rituals that they perform. 
As Mauss (1979) observed, it is society that creates and imposes the 
attributes, capacities and signs by which a person' may be known. The definition 
of a person and the means of acquiring the attributes vary across societies. As in 
most South Asian contexts, among Newars of Nepal it is through the life-cycle 
rituals that such attributes are conferred or terminated. Participation in rituals is a 
pivotal tool to constitute and affirm one's social identity and place in the social 
nexus. Conversely, it can be used as a tool to deny social identity and place: for 
example, not to participate in or be invited to a family ritual can be tantamount to 
the termination of existing kinship links. 
As Ramchandra Maharjan was telling me which of his relatives he has to 
invite for his daughter's wedding, I noticed that he omitted a household which, 
according to his genealogy, is his close kin. When I asked him why he omitted 
them, he explained: 
Them (ipi)? They are the enemy. I do not consider him as my kin 
(thahthita) anymore. They corrupted our property inheritance 
(äsabanda) and since then they do not speak with us. Moreover, in 
their son's initiation (wäjald) they did not invite us for the feast 
which means that they do not see us as their kin any more. 
In his influential book van Gennep (1977) argues that all rites of passage, 
within he included both life-cycle rituals as well as calendrical rituals, have a 
tripartite structure which is constituted by the relations between rites of 
separation, transition, and re-incorporation. Using van Gennep's formulation, 
scholars have devoted volumes of work describing and analyzing the rites of 
passage of various societies in south Asia (Srinivas 1952, Dumont 1980, Inden 
and Nicholas 1977, Carter 1983). In the study of Newar life-cycle rituals, 
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Nepali's (1965) seminal work not only has detailed descriptions of the rituals 
themselves, but also provides a structural-functional framework with which to 
understand their significance. Pradhan's (1986) work on the Hindu Ncwars 
highlights the sequential differences between various life-cycle rituals, while 
Ishii's (1995: 128-31) detailed study of life-cycle. rituals illustrates the affinal 
kinship structure in the Newar village of Satungal. There are also various scholars 
who focus specifically on male or female initiation rituals (Locke 1975, Allen 
1990, Vergati 1982) or incorporate life-cycle rituals as a part of their work (Levy 
1992, Lewis 1984, Toffin 1984, Gellner 1992). 
To be born a Newar is to be connected to a complex social and religious 
network which is embodied in rituals. Through such rituals, a Newar person 
learns about his/her place in the kinship network, the nature of the relationship 
between his/her kin and the salient aspects about his/her caste. Central to the 
study of Newar rituals is the role that is played by the various actors and the links 
that they have with one another. In this chapter, I wish to explore the kinship 
aspect of Newar rituals, in particular, the way that participation in rituals and 
ritual transactions reveal hierarchies in the kinship structure. 
Baldev Juju, a Newar scholar and Räjopädhyäya priest of Kathmandu, is 
of the opinion that Newars are born as a deity and through rituals they maintain 
their divinity throughout their lives. Furthermore, according to Juju's `Newar 
philosophy' (Juju 1995,1999) it is not only the human kin that the Newars are 
constituting, affirming and terminating through the rituals but also divine kin. 
Based on the significance that Newars have given to worshipping all kinds of 
deities in all types of rituals and the references they make to different deities 
denote that Newars consider all deities as a part of their kinship nexus. At old age, 
they are virtually transformed to be semi-deities in human world with jyä jäkwah 
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ritual and when they die they are still remained as family deities. Moreover, many 
oral histories and legendary in the Valley also point towards the fact that major 
deities that Newar have been worshipping are actually human beings which 
become gods and goddesses. For example, the legendary of Pacali Bhairav, the 
most important regional god of southern Kathmandu tells us that he was in fact a 
king from Pharping. Juju (1995: 32) also states, `According to the principle of the 
Newar philosophy there is a strong evidence showing that Newars consider all 
deities as their members of the family (parhvdr) and all deities and human beings 
are the same'. Juju's argument is drawn from the reality of the Newars' way of 
life. I have seen during my participant observation that most old aged Newars 
offer food to deities by throwing a tiny amount of food before they eat every meal 
(this practice is becoming rare among the younger generations). During any feast 
and event Newars set up special portions and seats for deities at the beginning of 
the row. Moreover, in all life-cycle rituals the family deities have to be informed 
by worshipping. At the wedding, the bride has to be severed from her human kin 
as well as her divine kin and to incorporate her with the nexus of her husband's 
human and divine kin. Famous Newar scholars, ýrestha and Juju (1988: 17,19) 
write, 
Nepalese who live in the Nepal Valley have to worship deities 
before doing anything. On the occasions like birthday, first rice- 
feeding, initiation, wedding, oblation to the deceased (sräddha), at 
the times of feasts and festivals (nakhah cakhah) and even at the 
times of travelling faraway from home it is necessary for them to 
worship deities. When one builds up a new house a worship has to 
be done both before and after the construction... All these acts of 
worship, in fact, are processes of transforming oneself to be a deity 
himself or herself. This is a true Newar philosophy behind their 
ritual observations. 
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Their arguments are sound as Newar themselves refer to a child who has 
not initiated as a deity, e. g. kumär for a boy or kumäri for a girl. Those children 
are beyond all taboos and pollution which apply to adults (e. g. eating polluted 
food (cipa) or socializing with Untouchable castes). By initiation children are 
incorporated to human world with a very close connection to deities. Girls are 
married to deities before they are married off to humans (see Chapter 4). Newars 
believe that they become semi-divine of different levels when they attain certain 
ages over 77. Finally, they are incorporated into the ancestor deities after they die 
and become their family deity which have to be updated with news and changes 
in the family through the observation of regular ritual and worship (püjä). 
Based on these arguments it can be said that Newars have two different 
kinship nexuses: human and divine. Human kin are constituted and affirmed by 
participating in rituals and fulfilling one's ritual obligations according to the 
status within the kinship nexus. On the contrary, by avoiding the participation and 
not fulfilling one's ritual obligations his kinship relations are severed. On the 
other hand, divine kin are extended and affiliated by performing a worship (püjd) 
in all occasions and events. When a family breakaway occurs due to a normal 
development cycle of the family or personal conflict, the divine kin also breaks 
away accordingly. It is done by copying the deity or splitting the deity. 
Every ritual in Newar society focuses on a deity, even where the deity has 
no other name than that of the ritual itself (e. g. digfidyali, chwäsädyali, etc. ). All 
rituals are commenced by involving the presence of those deities. In describing 
various life-cycle rituals, I shall point out the linkage with deities where it differs 
from the normal, otherwise I shall describe how Newars constitute, affirm and 
terminate their kinship relationships with human kin in and through rituals. 
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Newar rituals can be divided into two major categories: life-cycle rituals 
and annual rituals. Although the rituals are the same for all castes in terms of 
meaning and significance, the way that these rituals are celebrated (in terms of 
prestations and services) depends largely on the religion, caste and economic 
background of the household. The heterogeneity of Newar society, divided along 
the lines of caste and religion, is also reflected in the rituals that they perform (sec 
Appendix: Comparative summary of life-cycle rituals performed by Newars of all 
castes in southern Kathmandu). In the following sections I shall analyze these 
rituals to show in what ways these rituals embody the rules that govern Ncwar 
kinship. 
7.1 Communicating Kinship: Marriage and Kinship as Process in Newar 
Society 
When two people are married, the Newars often say nikhä chi nä chakhä 
jula which means `two houses become one. In this section, I shall attempt to 
show how marriage is a process of selecting, wooing and claiming one's kin. In 
this section, I shall firstly describe the Newar engagement and wedding 
ceremony', which are complex, elaborate and laden with symbolism. Two 
common themes run through them-union and separation-and these are 
communicated through go-betweens, priests, feasts and ritual prestations. I shall 
also analyze the ways in which marriage transforms the relationship within and 
between two households. 
I For details of the wedding ceremony of high Hindu castes see Pradhan (1986: 148-79); for high 
Buddhist castes see Bajracharya (1959: 418-23); Lewis (1984: 281-95); for the Maharjan wedding 
of Pyangaon see Toffm (1984: 142-44); for weddings in Bhaktapur see Levy (1992: 673-76); for 
Newar weddings in general see Löwdin (1985: 59-66). 
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7.1.1 Creating Alliances through the Kinship Network 
Once a person has reached a suitable age to marry, in most cases it is the 
person's mother who will initiate the search for a suitable partner. Usually, the 
person's mother contacts a lami or go-between who will do the search for her. 
However, nowadays, it is quite common to find the two parties discussing the 
union without any intermediaries. 
Traditionally, lamis are associated with `arranged marriages', where the 
two parties do not have any contact prior to the marriage. Nowadays, despite the 
fact that more marriages are `love' marriages (i. e. the girl or boy decides on their 
choice of partners independently of intermediaries), the services of the lami are 
still indispensable as they perform an important ritual and social role in the 
marriage ceremony. In fact, no proper (bäläka) marriage ceremony would be 
considered complete without one. 2 With few exceptions, this rule applies to all 
Newar castes from the highest priestly castes to lowest Untouchable castes. 
Usually, it is the lama from the boy's side who approaches the girl's side 
to ask for her hand in marriage. Newars refer to this as dhähii'ahpin du which 
means `there are people who came to ask for her hand'. However, it is equally 
possible for the lami from the girl's side to approach the boy's family. Newars 
refer to this as byiiwahpin du which means `there are people who come to offer 
their daughter'. However, many informants expressed that they prefer the boy's 
2 The necessity of a lami is limited to isogamous marriages. In cases of hypergamy, there may not 
be a lami present at the wedding. I have also found a few cases in which some members of the 
Räjopädhyäya Hindu priestly caste and the Dyahlä Untouchable caste proclaim not to use any lami 
in their marriage rites. In the case of Räjopädhyäya caste it is the parents themselves who initiate 
the union whereas Dyahlä caste expressed that among them `love-marriage' is more common. I 
would argue that these cases are the exceptions rather than the rule. 
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side to initiate the move, although in practice, if the girl is not approached it is 
then responsibility of her parents and kin to make the first move. 
In many cases, the lami are professional matchmakers, who have a profile 
of the prospective girls and boys who are ready for marriage. It is they who know 
the family background of each boy or girl, and who make the suggestions based 
on the requirements of their clients. However, it should be noted that while many 
informants I spoke to knew of the existence of such professional matchmakers, 
none of them would admit that they employed one in their matchmaking. There 
are also the unofficial lami: aunts, uncles, other kin and friends (except the 
immediate family members) who use their knowledge of their kinship network to 
search for a suitable match. If the matchmaking is initiated by immediate family 
members-brothers or sisters-a lami is appointed for later developments. Many 
high-caste Newars told me that ideally the lami should be the mother's brother or 
father's sister's husband. However, I also found that it is common among the 
Maharjan caste to refer any lami who does the job of matchmaker with the 
reference term päju (mother's brother) in case of a man and nini (father's sister) 
in case of a woman. 
The fact that immediate family members cannot be the lami can be 
explained in two ways. Firstly, immediate family members have specific ritual 
roles to play during the wedding ceremony and would not be able to carry out the 
duties of the lami at the same time. The role of the lami is a demanding and 
exhausting one. It is she or he who will make repeated trips to and from the boy's 
and girl's house while inquiries and arrangements are taking place. Also, she or 
he will have to bear a heavy ritual burden as the person who is solely responsible 
for the well-being of the bride during her transit from her natal home to her in- 
law's household. Apart from having ritual functions in wedding, among ýresthas 
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it is believed that if the bride dies before the wedding ritual is over, it is the land 
who is responsible for the bride's funeral. The lami has to cremate the body and 
perform the funeral which is called lami dukhd cºvanegu or the `mourning lami'. 
An Untouchable Dyahlä informant referred to an old Newar saying: misdyä lami 
dhanyä jamän, which means `to be a go-between is to be the guarantor of money', 
illustrating the heavy responsibility that is borne by a land in performing her duty 
as a go-between. 
A second reason why the immediate family'membcrs cannot be the lami 
has to do with the idea that, ideally, there should not be direct contact between the 
two households. This is due to the difference in status between the wife-givers 
and the wife-takers. Even if the two households are familiar with each other, the 
services of a lami is still required. In one case, I observed an arranged marriage 
between two households which were neighbours to each other. Despite their close 
proximity and their familiarity with each other, communication between the two 
households concerning the marriage was through an appointed lami who 
happened to be another woman living on the same street. Similar to other South 
Asian patterns (Madan 1994), wife-givers in Newar society are considered to be 
lower in status than wife-takers. While Newars themselves do not see the 
hierarchical status between wife-givers and wife-takers, it is obvious from the use 
of honorific language and the attitude towards sons-in-law that wife-takers are 
ranked higher than wife-givers. This is in keeping with the hypergamous pattern 
of marriage as described by Bennett (1977: 263), where marriage creates a ritual 
superiority of the groom's people. 
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7.1.2 Selecting Future Kin 
The central role of caste in selecting marriage partners has been discussed 
above (see § 5.3 in Chapter 5) as has the Newars' practice of isogamous 
marriages. However, the criterion of the caste alone is not enough to make a 
decision about selecting one's future kin. The common rule that is often quoted to 
me by my informants is that couple should not be related by at least three 
generations, although it is preferable that they are seven generations apart. The 
other considerations include educational background, geographical origin, age, 
economic status of the family, physical beauty, horoscope and personality. 
It is at the point of choosing the bride or groom that one is able to actively 
engage in and manipulate the kinship nexus. This tan be seen in the following 
case study from. 
CASE 7.1: In 1998, Ratna (a kkya man from southern Kathmandu) 
is 28 and his mother is keen to find him a bride. So she sent word 
to her relatives that her son is of a marriageable age. Later, some 
photos of eligible girls of the same caste arrived, and Ratna's 
mother, together with other senior members of the family, 
discussed the qualities and merits of each girl. 
One of them is a girl from Banepa, which is a small Newar 
town located about 20 km east of Kathmandu. Through her 
relatives in Banepa, Ratna's mother knew that the girl, Pramila, is 
the youngest child and only daughter of a rich family. Pramila's 
photo and particulars were shown to Ratna and he agreed to an 
initial meeting with her. 
Word was then sent to the lanai, who was one of Ratna's 
mother's relatives in Banepa. Pramila's parents also showed some 
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interest in Ratna. A request from someone from Kathmandu city is 
considered to be a great social boost, and they agreed to a meeting 
with Ratna. 
Ratna finally met Pramila at one of her relative's house. At 
this point, he cannot enter her house, as he is not their kin. Neither 
can she enter his. So her relative's house, which is considered 
neutral territory, is the most suitable. After their meeting, Ratna 
returned to his family and said that he agreed to the match. He then 
asked that arrangements be made for a formal engagement. 
Meanwhile, Pramila's side were contemplating the proposal. 
The plus points about Ratna is that he is of the same caste 
from Kathmandu city, has a secure job, a reputable family and 
most importantly, he is not related to within seven generations. The 
minus points are that Ratna's family is not as economically well- 
off as theirs, and that he has a dark complexion. The prospect of 
having a dark son-in-law (and indeed, dark offsprings! ) was so 
serious that it became one of the main reasons why they wanted to 
turn down his proposal. However, it was Ratna's economic status 
that finally won them over. In order to demonstrate that he is 
worthy of their daughter, he sent lavish gifts to Pramila. With the 
help of the lami both Ratna's and Pramila's families finally agreed 
that they should be engaged. 
A fellow scholar of South Asia once cited an opinion they had heard 
expressed: `Arranged marriages are good because you have a choice. If you have 
a love marriage, you are so blinded by love that you have no choice but to love 
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your partner. If you have an arranged marriage, you can pick and choose all the 
characteristics you really want! ' In the case study I have just presented, both 
parties knew what they wanted in a partner, and through the land, they were able, 
to a certain extent, to negotiate and determine the future of their kinship network. 
From the survey I conducted for all castes in southern Kathmandu, out of a 
total of 2,320 marriages, 80.2 per cent were arranged marriage and only 19.8 per 
cent of marriage were declared as unions of `love-marriage'. However, this figure 
may differ according to individual caste group (see Chapter 5 for details). During 
my interviews, I asked a few castes about their preferences and here arc some of 
their replies: 
Suryaman (Käranjit): Some Käranjits disguise themselves as a 
higher caste by calling themselves trestha. However, when it 
comes to marriage no real trestha will accept their children, so 
they have to marry within their own caste (thahgu he jätyäpi 
byähäyäyemä). There are many cases like that. It is not right to 
marry someone of higher caste than oneself by stealing the caste 
( at khuyä thajätpi byähäydnd mile majyü). 
Chandralal (Dyahlä) I prefer my own Pode caste when it comes 
to choosing a marriage partner. Unlike some others Podes who 
disguise their castes by not writing or telling others. I am proud to 
declare myself as Pode. 
Sumitra (Nakarmi): Nowadays, it is very difficult to find 
daughters-in-law. Before making any decision about giving away 
their daughter they will investigate all kin and genealogies of your 
family. You cannot fool them by telling a lie. Even if you have 
succeeded in fooling them and have married their daughter, when 
they find out the truth after the marriage there is a high possibility 
of them taking their daughter back. Therefore, I am very worried 
about my own son. I am so scared that my son will bring an 
unacceptable girl (rnathyäpr). However, if he brings a woman of a 
higher caste the guthi will accept her but there will be a big 
problem if he brings a girl of lower caste than himself. To avoid 
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any further problem we have been keeping our eyes on eligible 
girls for him of the same caste before he brings any girl with `love 
marriage'. 
7.1.3 Wooing Future Kin: The Engagement Ritual 
Having satisfied with all aspects of the match, legitimization of the union 
begins with the engagement ritual which is called gway biyegu3 or `giving betel 
nuts'. For this first formal communication between these two households, an 
auspicious day has to be set according to Newar astrology, and Thursday is 
generally believed to be an auspicious day for such an event. On the chosen day, 
the groom's side send a givay yilkegu (taking betel nuts) or engagement set 
through the lami. The engagement set consists of a worshipping tray, yogurt, new 
clothes, fruit trays, sweets, ten betel nuts with its container, silver vermilion box, 
a light yellow tikä powder, a piece of red cloth and other goods. The engagement 
set goods have to be presented to the father of the girl or to a senior member 
(thakäli) of the girl's family in case of the father's absence, as a formal 
declaration of the intentions of the boy to marry the girl. 
Betel nuts are very important objects that symbolize the union or 
termination of kinship bonds in Newar society. It can be a symbol of commitment 
or severance and is used in various ritual throughout a person's life. Once the 
father of the bride accepts the gift of betel nuts, it means that he has accepted the 
proposal of marriage from the boy's side. During the engagement ritual, the bride 
is offered a new set of clothes which she has to wear for the engagement 
ceremony. Vermilion is then applied on the bride's forehead by the bride's 
mother or a senior woman of the family (nakil). Pradhan (1986: 158) states that 
3 gway biyegu from the bridegroom's side and gway kayvgu or `receiving betel nuts' from the 
bride's side. 
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the very act of applying the vermilion sent by the bridegroom's family on the 
forehead or specifically on the hair parting of the bride suggests the transfer of the 
girl's sexuality to the wife-taker's side. After this engagement ritual the bride is 
regarded as belonging to her fiance and fed her with food (cipä thikegu) sent to 
her by the wife-taker's family. 
To be engaged in Newar society is akin to being married. If the girl were 
to die, her fiance would be the chief mourner, and the funeral would be the 
responsibility of her fiance's family (Nepali 1965: 213). They would also have to 
observe the death pollution of a family who has lost a daughter-in-law. Therefore, 
engagement periods are usually kept to a minimum. Engagement periods can 
range from a few weeks to more than a year in some cases but many informants 
told me that the most common period of engagement is 1-2 months prior to the 
wedding itself. Having established a formal communication between two families 
through a lami, during this engagement period, kinship ties between the two 
households are established indirectly through prestations which are periodically 
sent from the boy's household to the girl's. 
7.1.4 Pre-Wedding Rituals 
The gradual transformation from being a daughter to a wife and daughter- 
in-law can be seen as a simultaneous process of separation and union. As the 
following rituals will show, the prestations which are sent from the groom's 
household serve as agents of separation, to untie the bride from her kinship bonds 
with her natal home. 
1. Sending seasonal fruits (sisnbusä nake chwavegu): About two weeks 
after the engagement until the month of wedding itself, the bridegroom's family 
will occasionally send trays of seasonal fruits to the bride's household through the 
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lami. This ritual of occasionally sending prestations is to assure the girl's family 
that their future son-in-law is capable of taking care of their daughter. It also 
serves as a gentle reminder that the responsibility for her care is being shifted to 
her fiance. I was told that this is common practice among the Buddhist high castes 
of Vajraäcärya, kkya and Udäy because the time gap between engagement and 
the wedding itself is longer than other caste groups. I was also told that some of 
these Buddhist high castes used to arrange the engagement as early as 1 or 2 years 
prior to the wedding. 
2. Sending läkhnmadhi sweets (hkhd bivye ): A few weeks before the 
wedding day, the bridegroom's family will send some wedding sweets to the 
bride's house. The most important of these is the läkhämadhi. The amount will 
vary according to the size of the bride's family, as these have to be distributed to 
various households of her kinship network. The distribution of läkhä itself is an 
exercise in defining one's kin (Nepali 1965: 215). If a family were to receive a 
full-size ldkhä, it means that the family is considered close kin and is obliged to 
give a big present to the bride in return. Conversely, a smaller size läkhä is given 
to those kin who are not so close to the family. A relative who is not given a 
läkhä is considered as someone who has been excommunicated from the family's 
kinship network. Because this is a most severe implication, the bride's family has 
to be very thorough in their distribution of läkhä confectionery. 4 The gift of läkhä 
from the boy's family to the girl's kin has a dual purpose of informing them about 
the impending wedding and also to announce the fact that they will be kin in the 
near future. One could also look at the läkhä as a compensatory gift, an agent of 
separation as it were, as the girl will soon belong to the boy's household. 
4 For a complete list of kin who should receive 1dlhd. see Nepali (1965: 214). 
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3. Sending nikahmadhi sweets: Eight days prior to the wedding day, 
nikahmadhi, which is another kind of matrimonial sweet, is sent to the girl's 
house. It is shaped like a ball and is kept in a well-decorated clay pot. On the side 
of the pot is a piece of paper that states the auspicious time for fetching the bride 
as fixed by the astrologer. It is also accompanied with other foods and fruits. 
These gifts are received with ceremony and formality in the bride's house. 
The bride has to put on the clothes which are given to her by her fianc6, and she 
has to distribute the sweets to her family and to her lineage and household deities. 
A portion of the sweets will be sent back to the bridegroom's family which will 
then be used to worship his side of lineage and household deities. This is again 
more common among high Buddhist castes. With the high Hindu caste, ýrestha, 
this part of the ritual is combined with the ritual of sending the bracelet (see 4 
below) 
Again, these sweets are highly symbolic in their role of separating the 
bride from her family and uniting her with her future in-laws. If we regard these 
gifts as agents of separation, at this stage the gifts serve to compensate the bride's 
immediate family for their future loss. On another level the fact that a portion of 
the sweets are sent back to the bridegroom's house and are used to worship the 
lineage and household deities signals her future link with her in-law's household. 
4. Sending bracelet (kalvn nhyäkah clnvavegu)ý Among the Buddhist high 
castes this ritual is performed on the four days prior to the wedding, while with 
the Hindu high castes this is done on the day before the wedding. In this ritual the 
bridegroom's family sends another round of gifts and food to the bride's family. 
However, this time, the gift is a bracelet which has to be taken to her by the 
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bridegroom's mother's brother (päju) who is accompanied by the lanai. 
Depending on the caste, a goldsmith (Sdkya) or a metal-smith (Tämräkär) will be 
on hand to adjust the bracelet on the bride's wrist and an assistant (generally a 
male of the farmer caste) will carry all the food and fruits to the bride's house. 
However, many ýrestha informants confessed that this part of ritual is not widely 
performed nowadays. It should also be noted that this ritual does not appear to be 
much in vogue among the agricultural caste groups of Maharjan and other lower 
caste groups. 
The bridegroom's mother's brother puts on the bracelet on his would-be 
niece in-law to show that she now belongs to his side of the family. On this day, 
the bride must eat only food that was brought to her from the bridegroom's side 
and in return, the bride's family also need to send food back to the bridegroom. 
Similarly, the bridegroom can only eat the food sent by the bride on that day. The 
indirect exchange of food between the bridegroom and the bride is confirmation 
of their union. The visit by the bridegroom's mother's brother is also significant, 
because it is the first time that a member from the bridegroom's family makes 
formal contact with the bride's family and establishes himself as their future kin. 
S. Farewell meals (paynä jä nakegu): Four days prior to the wedding day, 
it is a time for the bride's consanguine and affinal kin to invite her for a farewell 
meal in their houses. First she has to visit her patrilineal kin and the last kin 
would be her mother's brother. These feasts represent her kin acknowledging her 
departure and separation from her kinship network. 
6. Sending milk and curd (durudni chwavegu): One day prior to the actual 
wedding day, the bridegroom's family again sends gifts of milk and curd 
5 Apart from the high Buddhist castes, the kalyä nhyäkah chwayegu and nikahmadhi are combined 
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accompanied with other dry foods to the bride's family. My informants describe 
this as a ceremonial repayment to the bride's mother for the milk she had fed her 
daughter. This represents the most personal of all compensatory gifts, because it 
enters into the close mother-daughter relationship, and seeks to sever this bond. 6 
Through these different rituals and prestations, we can sec the gradual 
separation of the bride from her kinship network and the increasing presence of 
her husband's household in her life. The separation begins from the wider kinship 
network right through to the intimate relationship between mother and daughter. 
Although Newars say that all these rituals and social practices of marriage lead to 
the union of two households, in reality, the stress in most of these rituals is on 
separation rather than on union (see Figure 7.1). 
into one ceremony. 
6 The severance of ties between parent and child is also evident from terms used to describe 
`daughter' and `married-out daughter'. While the former denotes a close relationship, the latter is 
more impersonal and distant. 
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7.1.5 The Wedding 
After the periods of feasting, ritual and prestations the day comes for the 
bride to formally leave her natal home. 
1. Severing ties with her natal home (paynah bhway : On the wedding day 
itself, the bride's parents will host a farewell wedding feast for her. Their relatives 
and friends will come to offer gifts for the bride which is regarded as her 
trousseau and farewell gift.? When it is almost time for her departure, the happy 
occasion of marriage turns into a heart-breaking ritual of separation when all her 
consanguinal and affinal kin from the eldest to youngest will each receive betel 
nuts from the bride8 which is known as gway säyegu or ritual of distributing betel 
nuts. It is not only human kin she would have to take leave from but also with her 
family's deities, lineage deity, ancestors, and the spirits of the dead. She begins 
with offering those betel nuts to deities and then to her family. When the turn 
comes for her close kin and her immediate family members to receive the betel 
nut, it is usually the most tearful part of the ritual because it symbolizes the final 
separation between the girl and her family. The bride's immediate family 
members get putugway, which are small size of areca nuts specially tugged into a 
small golden cloth bag, in addition to ten normal betel nuts as other kin. Lastly, 
7 Traitionally, there are certain gifts which are more or less fixed to certain kin members. For 
example, among high-castes of Vajräcärya and 9äkya, in addition to other trousseaus MB is 
expected to give a goat. Although in modem wedding a goat may not be a necessary trousseaus 
many informants who got married in 1970s and 1980s confirmed that they still got goat as a 
trousseau. Most importantly they did not know what to do with that goat in urban houses and they 
had to sell it off after the wedding. Other kin who were invited the whole household (bhopahä) 
have to give bigger wedding gift according to the kind of wedding sweet they received when they 
were invited. In most cases are brass water pots (ghah) or brass storage pots (bätä). In modem 
wedding the trousseau are getting modernized. In addition of giving traditional pots and pans and 
other kitchen utencils with some financially rich family also give refrigerator, television, 
wardrobe, etc. 
8 In some castes, it is the opposite, with the youngest to oldest receiving betel nuts in turn. 
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the parents of the bride receive the normal betel nuts and putugway which were 
provided by the bridegroom's father. These betel nuts are meant to be kept by the 
parents of the bride forever. An old kkya woman showed me some of her 
putugway collections from her daughters' marriages, including her first 
daughter's marriage more than a half of century ago. 
Betel nuts in Newar society has dual purpose of usage both for termination 
of the kin and joining of the kin as I mentioned above. Moreover, the special bag 
of betel nuts defines the immediate family members of the bride. Through the gift 
of betel nuts, the bridegroom is indirectly participating in the separation of the 
bride from her kin, family and parents, while at the same time cementing his 
kinship ties with them. 
For most castes, the wedding ritual at the bride's house ends with the 
offering of putugway to the bride's kin. However, the high-caste Hindus and 
Buddhists, along with the putugway the bridegroom's father also presents the girl 
with a pair of foot ornaments made of silver called tuti baggi (which literally 
means a carriage for the feet). This is called tuti baggi nhydkegu or `wearing the 
ankle bracelets'. However, there is a slight difference in the way that the Buddhist 
(Vajräcärya, kkya and Udäy) and Hindu castes (ýrestha) perform the ritual. I 
was told by Buddhist informants that the ankle bracelet is handed over to the 
bride by the bridegroom's father and the bride has to put them on by herself. On 
the contrary, among the high Hindu caste I was told that the ankle bracelet must 
be attached by the bridegroom's father (bäju) and this is the only time that the 
father-in-law touches his daughter-in-law's feet. They also use this ritual as a 
symbol of honour as the father-in-law will refer her in future as the bride `brought 
in by wearing ankle bracelets' (tuti baggi nhyäkäh hayäh tayämha). This also 
serves to separate the bride from her family and allows the bridegroom's father to 
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claim her as his daughter-in-law. In the past, this would be final separation of the 
bride from her household because the bride would then be fetched by the party of 
the bridegroom - led by the father of the bridegroom - without the bride ever 
meeting the bridegroom. 
Many senior Newars recounted that in the old days the bridegroom was 
not allowed to go to the bride's house even on the wedding day. He will be 
allowed to enter the bride's natal home only after the whole wedding has 
completed and has to be invited by the bride's family. As Harkha Ratna, a 60 
years old kkya male recounted, 
At my wedding I didn't have to go to the bride's house until the 
wedding was over and I was invited for the `accepting the son-in- 
law' (diläjä ducäyekegu) ritual. The bride was fetched by my father 
and the bride-fetching procession (janti) party to my house where 
the joining ritual (hwakegu) for me and my bride was performed. 
Nowadays, this has changed entirely as it is necessary for the 
bridegroom to join the bride fetching procession to the bride's 
house to bring her over. Moreover, the swayambar (or 
swayamvara) ritual has to be performed at the bride's place. 
Before, there was no swayambar, it is a new part of the wedding 
ceremony. 
Although the swayambar (literally means `choosing the groom') is a new 
ritual it too legitimizes the entering of the bridegroom into the bride's household. 
2. Fetching/handing over the bride (swavambar): On the same night, a 
wedding procession from the bridegroom's side come to fetch the bride from her 
house. The wedding procession is called janta ivanegu (or laswah wanegu). The 
procession is made up of the male members of the bride's household, and the 
more people there are in the procession the better, as it gives honour to the bride 
and also symbolizes the strong kinship network the bridegroom's side. The 
procession is led by a musical band, which is also a sign of prestige because a 
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bride who is married honourably is called the `bride brought with musical band' 
(bdjä thdkdh haydtamha). When the groom's group arrives, it is a significant 
moment as it is the only time when kin from both sides actually meet face to face. 
At birth and death, there will be such unions, but not with such numbers. 
After the separation rituals for the bride are over, the bridegroom is then 
invited for the swayambar ritual, which is the point at which the bride is `given' 
to the groom. The ceremony is officiated by priests from both sides. However, it 
should be noted that there is no oath taken by the bride and groom and no contract 
is signed. The marriage ritual is non-verbal on the part of the bride and groom. 
The bride's parents will put the right hand of their daughter in the hand of the 
groom, after which there will be an exchange of garlands and rings. Then the 
bride is carried or led by her mother's brother on his back to the car, while her 
father holds her hand. 9 Once the bride and groom are in the car, the groom's 
father places a golden cloth (du phäga phäyekegu) upon the car and they set off. 
The crowd watches to see who places a golden cloth upon the car as it is a 
symbol whether the bride is accepted by the bridegroom's party with honour or 
not. Preferably, it should be the groom's father who places the golden cloth on the 
car, and if it is put by anyone other than him, it may trigger some doubt as to 
whether the bride has been accepted by her new family. 
3. Handing over the bride publicly (bharncn khn"lhäyegu): Behind the car is 
a procession of male kin from the bride and bridegroom's side. Midway through 
the journey, at a temple of Gane§, the car stops and the final hand-over takes 
place. This is the time when communication between the two households is at its 
9 In the past the bride was often very young, and carrying her piggyback was easy. 
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most formal and public. The two priests representing the two parties will 
negotiate the hand-over. 
With the deity Gane§ as witness, the priest on the girl's side will say in 
essence, `Now hereafter, our daughter belongs to you people. She is so innocent; 
please treat her kindly-as your own daughter. See that she is happy. ' The 
groom's priest will reply `Don't worry, she is as much our daughter as yours. We 
shall make our best efforts to make her happy. "O Then the two parties separate- 
and the bride will go to her in-laws' home accompanied by her lami"" and the 
male entourage who had come to fetch her. After this point, with the deity Ganc§ 
as witness, the girl is no longer considered a membc of her natal household. 
4. Welcoming the new bride (bhnmcn dukdvegu or lasakusya ru): Now, 
as she approaches her in-laws' house, the senior female members of that 
household will prepare to receive her. The in-coming bride is regarded as Laxmi, 
the goddess of wealth, and her reception has to be in keeping with the status of 
the goddess. Water has to be poured to cleanse her path, another would sweep it, 
while groom's mother would lead the bride by holding a key in her hand. This 
key is the key to the family's treasure room, and symbolizes the hand-over of the 
family's resources (and responsibilities) to the bride. 12 At this stage she is given a 
responsibility to her new house and she is initially accepted by the bridegroom's 
family with honour and the process of uniting her to the new house begins. 
Once inside the house, the rituals are the very opposite of those which she 
performed in her natal home. Instead of rituals to sever ties, these rituals 
10 For full text of the wedding dialogue see Gellner (1992: 228-30). 
11 With high-castes there is often a Jyäpuni, a Farmer caste woman chaperone the bride and stays 
with her till the 4h night. 
12 In reality, of course, it will probably be many years before she is entrusted with the real key to 
the storeroom. 
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symbolize her union with her husband and her new household. While the 
distribution of betel nuts in her natal home symbolized her separation from her 
kin, the same act of distributing betel nuts to all the consanguine and affinal kin of 
her husband symbolizes her integration into the family. While she is offering the 
betel nuts, the lami will introduce each member of the family to her. She also has 
to offer betel nuts to all the deities worshipped by her husband's family. By doing 
this she is now introduced formally not only to the human kin of her husband but 
to her husband's ancestor kin and deities too. In the case of wedding where there 
is no ritual of unification through the gift of betel nuts, the consequences will be 
evident in the event of birth and death pollution. When a child is born to such a 
couple, no kin members of the husband's lineage will be polluted by birth 
pollution as would happen when betel nuts are presented. Therefore, this ritual 
would be omitted in the case of an intercaste marriage and they would refer to 
such a bride pejoratively as `one whose betel nuts I have not accepted' (gway 
kayä tayämha he makhu). It can be seen that in Newar marriage `betel nuts' play a 
fundamental role in connecting or terminating kinship ties. 
5. The unification (hwv kegu): In Newar marriage the union of two 
households takes precedence over the union of the individual as the couple's 
formal introduction happens only after all arrangements and negotiations between 
two households have taken place. Traditionally, it is only at the unification ritual 
that the bride and groom meet each other and are joined formally. Once the bride 
has been officially introduced to the bridegroom's kin, she then joins the 
bridegroom for the unification ritual with the help of lami and the priest. The 
bride hands over ten betel nuts to the bridegroom and bows down at the 
bridegroom's feet with her forehead. Then with the help of the bridegroom's 
father their heads are brought together as a symbol of couple's unification. This is 
called hwäkegu, literally means `to unify'. Bajracharya (1959: 421) states that 
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`This is the most important ceremony of the marriage, since it is the time when 
the bridegroom is recognized as husband and the bride as wife'. 
After a unification between the bride and the bridegroom has been 
established by the hwäkegu ritual they are further joined together by the ritual of 
eating the food from the same plate which is called thäybhu nakegu or sabjä 
nakegu. Thäybhu is the name for a special large round bronze ritual plate whereas 
sabjä is derived from a Sanskrit term sahabhojan which means eating together. 
The thilybhu plate is filled with varieties of food' metaphorically `eighty-four 
savours' (cauräsi vyahjan). This special matrimonial feast has to be eaten by the 
marriage couple by taking food from the same plate. The sharing of food is 
considered an act of intimacy, because food that has been touched by another is 
considered polluted by contact with the lips (cipa). Accepting cipa itself denotes 
hierarchy within the family. Within the family, the wife will accept her husband's 
cipa and children may take their parent's cipa but not vice versa. This is the only 
time in their married life when the husband and wife eat other's cipa or eat from 
the same plate. By eating each other's cipa two individuals are intimately united. 
6. Introducing the new bride to the bridegroom's family and friends 
(pastdh bhway): On the evening of the wedding day, the bridegroom holds a big 
feast called pastäh bhway or wedding feast to all families, relatives and friends of 
the bridegroom. This is the time when the bridegroom's family publicly display 
their new daughter-in-law to all their friends and families. This occasion is also 
used to define kinship status within the bridegroom's family as each member has 
a specific role to play. During the feast, a son-in-law of the bridegroom's family 
serves the curd; the bridegroom's mother, assisted by the groom's maternal aunt, 
serves wine; the bridegroom himself, usually assisted by his maternal uncle, 
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follows his mother, and serves sweets. At this time the bride is placed along with 
the laini where all the guests can meet her. 
7.1.6 Post-Wedding 
On the following day, the bride will take her first rice meal with her new 
family in the kitchen. This is called nikshdbhu ydyegu or `dining together'. Dining 
together with the family is a symbol of an approval of commensality with the 
bride by the bridegroom's family. 13 The daughter-in-law is given polluted cipa 
food of her mother-in-law to be eaten during the ritual and the bridegroom's 
mother's brother (pdju) has to offer her sweets. 14 She is now called a bhaumacä 
or `daughter-in-law' by her husband's family and as mhyäymacä or a full 
`daughter' by her natal family. It is important to note that in Newar society a girl 
is known as a `full' daughter only after she is married out, whereas an unmarried 
daughter is called mhydy which is a general reference term for a daughter. This 
implies that a Newar woman gains her full female status only after marriage. 
1. Claiming sexual right over the wife (sä p)nkegu): Either the next day or 
four days later, the husband performs another ritual in the presence of the family 
priest. It is called `wetting the hair' (sä pydkegu). The wife's family has to send 
all the necessary materials for her hair dressing and the husband will comb and 
dress his wife's hair. Pradhan (1985: 171) states that this is a symbol of claiming 
the sexual right over the wife by the husband, but here we see that even in this 
rather intimate ritual, it is still the wife's family who has to supply the materials, 
13 This is the case of an isogamous and hypogamous marriage, between two of the same caste. In 
cases of hypergamy, where the girl is of a lower caste, she will not be allowed to partake of the 
rice, nor is she allowed to cook for the family. 
14 According to personal communication with David Gellner in Lalitpur this event takes place 
during the groom's wedding feast. 
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implying that there is still a link between the new bride and her family and that 
they are still responsible for her well-being. 
2. Introducing new bride to a family deity (%t'aniald ii'anemu)i5: Although 
the new wife has been introduced to the ancestors, household deities and human 
kin of the husband, she is yet to be introduced to the family (or specifically 
marriage) deity of her husband. On the same day or the day after the `wetting the 
hair' ritual the married couple, accompanied by the close family members of the 
husband, will go to a local marriage deity, such as Bhadrakäli, Guhyeswari, or 
Bijeshwari. In front of the shrine the husband applies a vermilion tikä on the 
forehead of his wife. This is called wanjalä and makes a second very important 
stage of marriage, because by this ritual she obtains permission to see and to 
worship her husband's lineage deity. This means she now fully belongs to her 
husband. 
3. Communicating between two families (khivä sivah wanegu): On the 
fourth day after the unification ceremony, or two days after the wanjalä, the 
bride's male kin from her natal home will visit her led by the bride's father. This 
is called khwä swab wanegu literally means `going to see her face'. On this 
occasion, the bride's family brings her a set of clothes, fruits, sweets, etc., and in 
return, the bridegroom's family provides them with refreshments. However, this 
ritual is not held at the house of the bridegroom but in another house near their 
own, which suggests that the bride's relatives are not allowed to enter the groom's 
house. The reason why the bride's relatives are not invited to the groom's house 
is not mentioned in any of the literature on Newar marriage. When I asked my 
informants, they explained that it is because of practical reasons: that their house 
15 In Kathmandu and Bhaktapur this ritual is performed both by Buddhist and Hindu castes, 
however, according to Gellner (1992) it is not performed by Buddhists in Lalitpur. 
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is too small to hold such a gathering. But after speaking with various informants 
of different economic status, it emerged that even those with spacious houses still 
hold the ceremony in someone else's house. 16 
I would suggest that the exclusion of the bride's family from the groom's 
natal home can be explained by the power relations between the two 
households. '? Once the wife-givers have accepted the marriage proposal, it is the 
wife-takers who have upper hand during the marriage process. Throughout the 
engagement and marriage rituals, it is the groom's family which dictates the date 
of the wedding ceremony, whose representatives enters the sacred space of the 
bride's home to ask for her hand, to offer gifts and to fetch the bride from her 
home. However, the same cannot be said of the bride's family. Up to the point 
where the bridegroom comes to fetch the bride, no member of the bride's family 
has formally set foot into the bridegroom's house. The ritual of seeing the bride's 
face is not an offer from the groom's side to the bride's kin. Rather, it is seen as a 
request by the girl's family to see her and to check to see whether she has been 
properly treated and if she likes her new home. Therefore, it has to be held at a 
venue other than the groom's house. There is a local saying mhyäymacd bipi 
kwah swayemä which means `those who give daughters have to bow' (Pradhan 
1986: 156) which implies that the wife-takers are higher than wife-givers in terms 
of status. 
Relations between the bride and groom's family are kept distant until the 
groom's family formally invites the bride's side, as in the case of another 
marriage within the groom's family, or the birth of a child. While the bride and 
16 In Lalitpur it is held in the groom's house. 
17 The literature on marriage practices in South Asia highlights the fact that wife-givers have a 
lower status than wife-takers, at least in ritual. 
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groom may enter each other's households with relative freedom, with the 
exception of formal feasts, the two households remain as separate entities. 
4. Connecting kin (samdhi swäyegu): After the ritual of `seeing the face', 
the bride is taken back by her father to her natal home. At the same time, her 
husband will be formally invited to his wife's natal home (kaläyd thahche"), where 
he will offer betel nuts to the bride's deities and all consanguine and affinal kin of 
the bride as the lami introduces each one in turn. In this ritual the bridegroom's 
father and mother are also present. This ritual is called samdhi swäyegu or 
connecting in-laws kin or jiläjä dukäyegu which means `accepting the son-in- 
law'. 
By accepting the betel nuts from the bridegroom, they accept him as a 
member of their group and over a period of time, the new bride's husband 
becomes a part his wife's natal household. This becomes visible on certain rituals 
such as other marriages in her household because he will have to fulfil his ritual 
duty towards his wife's kin. At a later time, there is also a ritual in which the 
bride's parents are invited to visit their in-laws' household. 
Although Newars describe marriage as a union of two households, the 
above examples show that the process is much more complex than this simple 
statement implies and involves rituals of separation as well as union. Although 
ritually united, the social relationship between wife-givers and wife-takers remain 
rigid and formal, with the wife-takers having a higher status than wife-givers. The 
relationship between the wife-givers and wife-takers continues into the marriage 
of the couple, through the various life-cycle rituals which will be topics dealt with 
in the following sections. 
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7.2 Claiming the right over an unborn child by the wife's kin 
The channels of communication between the wife-takers and wife-givers 
are re-opened when the wife becomes pregnant. In Newar society pregnancy 
marks the first phase of an individual's life-cycle. When the pregnancy is in its 
final stage, about 8-9 months into the pregnancy, the first ritual, known as dhau- 
baji nakah wanegu, literally `taking curd and beaten rice to feed (the pregnant 
woman)', is performed for the benefit of the unborn child and the mother-to-bc. 18 
Pradhan (1986: 76) describes this ritual as follows: `Two or three weeks 
before the expected date of delivery, the pregnant woman's natal female relatives 
(for instance, mother, sister, brother's wife) come to her conjugal home to feed 
her curd, flattened rice and rich nourishing food such as meat, eggs, sweetmeats'. 
However, I was told by a ýrestha informant that the mother is not allowed to visit 
her daughter in the son-in-law's house until the delivery of the child, so only 
other female relatives will visit the pregnant woman to feed her. 
Although this ritual is explained functionally by Newars, i. e. to ensure the 
good health of mother-to-be and for easy delivery (Pradhan 1986: 77), it can also 
be interpreted as the child's maternal kin staking an early claim on the child, by 
ensuring that the mother-to-be is fed with food from her natal home. As in the 
case of the engagement and wedding ceremony, the process of claiming one's kin 
can be seen in terms of the flow of prestations, but this time, it is from the 
mother's (bride's) household to the father's (groom's) household. 
18 Despite the popularity and importance of this ritual to all Newar castes, a Newar ritual 
specialist, Ratna Kaji Bajracharya, insists that this ritual is an innovation (1989: 6). 
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7.3 Announcing the birth of a child (sicupälu kenegu) 
When the baby is born, a messenger is sent with ritual objects from the 
birth house to mother's natal home. Traditionally among the high castes, the 
messenger has to be a person from the Maharjan caste, but among Maharjans and 
lower castes a member from the child's paternal group will suffice. The ritual 
objects include a round piece of jaggery, one piece of nutmeg and one päu each of 
ginger, imu seeds, salt, ghee if the child is a son. If it is a daughter, the same items 
are sent, but in half the amount. The actual composition of the ritual objects may 
vary according to different castes, and the ritual may be called by a different 
name, but the essence of the prestation is the same: to inform the child's mother's 
kin of the birth. When the ritual objects are received, the mother's brother or the 
mother's natal home will then return the same object with increment. 
Newars consider this as `informational' or `solicitory' gifts (Dumont 
1983; Inden and Nicholas 1977). However, from the perspective of kinship, the 
birth of the child re-opens a channel of communication between the maternal and 
paternal groups that has been closed after the formalities of the marriage 
ceremony are over, the only difference being that the maternal side is represented 
by the mother's brother. The ritual prestations which make their way to and from 
the two households serve to establish links not only with the new-born child, but 
also between the two households with regards to the care of the child. 
7.4 Feeding ghee and beaten rice (ghyahbaji nakah wanegu) 
Within twelve days of the birth, the female relatives from the mother's 
natal home bring ghee, beaten rice and other food items for all members in the 
paternal household. In return, the women of the paternal household prepare a 
special meal for the guests (kaulä). The physical presence of members from the 
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natal home and the gifts of food that they bring for the mother, the new-born child 
and other members of the paternal household is an indication of the role that the 
mother's kin will play in the upbringing of the child. Among kkya caste there is 
a special extra ritual called päh thydkah wanegu which literally means `to go to 
claim the right'. On the day after the birth of the child, male and female members 
from the mother's natal home will visit her in the paternal household, bringing 
sweets, wine, and eggs for all the members in the paternal household. This 
reinforces the idea that kinship ties to the child have to be made or claimed at the 
outset of the birth. 
7.5 The birth purification (macäbu b)Zkegu) 
From the time of birth, both mother and child undergo by birth pollution 
(jaybili) which lasts for four days. During the period of pollution, there arc 
restrictions to the diet of the mother. In particular, she is not allowed to eat pulses, 
salt or black soyabean. Traditionally, the umbilical. cord is cut on the fourth day 
after the birth, after which the birth pollution extends to all phuki, agnatic kin of 
the father. The cutting of the umbilical cord (pi dhyanegu) and extension of 
pollution to phuki members signifies the child's separation from the mother and 
constituting a new link with the wider agnatic kin or phuki group. Likewise, in 
order to constitute relationship between female agnatic kin and the new-born 
child, the father's sister (nini) comes to play important roles. Ritually, it is 
believed that the father's sister has the power to protect the new-born child from 
all kinds of evil. Therefore, to extend her protection she has to sit on the purified 
ground with her brother's child on her lap. She then applies mustard oil on the 
head of the child and kohl on the child's eyes. During the birth purification ritual, 
the child is also given a name by a Vajräcärya or astrologer of the Jo§i caste based 
on a reading of the horoscope, which is not revealed to outsiders. In addition to 
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establishing a relationship with his/her kin it is also necessary for the new-born 
child to establish a link with his family's lineage deity and ancestor's spirits. A 
ritual is then performed before the ägä dyaji (family deity) on behalf of the new- 
born child, to incorporate the child into the spiritual cosmos by presenting it to the 
gods. 
Among the ýrestha, the birth purification ritual is performed on three 
separate days: on the fourth (pyaynhii), sixth (chaithi) and tenth day (jhinhü) after 
the birth of the child. Traditionally, the umbilical cord will be cut by a woman 
from the Khadgi caste19 and it will then be offered to the goddess of the 
crossroads (chwdsa ajimä) in the locality. Some locals compare the goddess 
chwilsa ajimä to the civic registrar because it is only at the time of birth and death 
that one would pay her a visit. These days, when babies are born in hospitals, the 
umbilical cord is cut by the doctor or nurses and then discarded. However, the 
ritual of cutting the umbilical cord and the purification of the birth pollution 
(macäbü byekegu) is still performed, albeit symbolically in the case of the 
umbilical cord. A day is chosen after the mother and child have returned from 
hospital, 20 and a Khadgi woman is invited to perform both the cutting and 
purification rituals on the same day. In this case, the birth pollution for the phuki 
is only a matter of a few hours. The purification/cutting of umbilical cord ritual 
can be made on the fourth, sixth, tenth or twelfth day after the birth, or in cases of 
19 For a child from a caste lower than the Kasai or Khadgi, the umbilical cord will be cut by their 
own midwife. Traditionally, there was a small caste group called guddhakär or Näbhichedakär or 
colloquially Bhamwa whose womenfolk cut the umbilical cord of children of high- and middle- 
caste families. However, no informant mentions about this caste in modem Kathmandu. 
Vajräcärya (1989: 185) lists it in his disappeared caste list. 
20 In the case of caesarian birth, when the mother and child have to stay at the hospital for a longer 
period, the umbilical cord cutting and birth purification ritual will be usually be performed on the 
fourth day without the mother and child actually being present in the house. 
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emergency, it can also be performed one day after delivery (wahläh chi 
byekegu). 21 
In Newar society, the birth and death of a relative, thahthiti, creates 
impurity and it pollutes close kin. However, it is not the birth and death itself 
which create the pollution but the stage of separation thereafter. Thus, the periods 
of impurity are said to begin with the rituals of separation. For birth, the ritual of 
separation is the cutting of the umbilical cord, for death, the firing of the body on 
the funeral pyre. In case of a female, the impurity also extends in the time of the 
mock-menstruation ritual, bdrhd tayegu which is known as khaybili period. 
On the purification day, the house has to be cleaned, every member has to 
take a bath, have their toe-nails cut, all the clothes have to be washed and the 
floor has to be coated with red soil mixed with cow dung (bä ilegu). Among the 
higher castes, the presence of the family priest is necessary, otherwise it is the 
midwife, didi aji who usually for high castes comes from the farmer caste of 
Maharjan who will perform the purification ritual. The phuki members will bring 
rice, oil and coins for the ritual. 
It is significant that, the mother's kin are not affected by the birth 
pollution. However, the relationship between maternal kin and the new-born child 
is established by sending over prestations which are the key items needed for the 
purification ritual (macäbu byekegu ku chwayegu). The items that make up the 
prestation varies from caste to caste, but usually it includes a set of clothes for a 
new-born child and its parents, mattress, pillow, quilt, ' child poles' (maca kathi) 
to support a cloth to protect the child from sunlight, herbal medicine for the child, 
21 In the case of the Mabarjan caste, if the child is male, the birth purification can only be made on 
the tenth or twelfth day after the birth. If the child is female, the ritual can be done on the fourth, 
sixth or twelfth day. 
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vessels, utensils, foods (beaten rice, rice, various meat dishes, vegetables, curd, 
ghee, jaggery, liquor (and a buffalo head or its half if the first child is a daughter 
on the birth of the first child. For those who are economically better off, they 
might even include an electrical heater too (see picture). The sending of the birth 
purification prestations (macdbu byekegu ku chwayegu) by the child's maternal 
kin is obligatory only at the birth purification ritual of the first male child. Again, 
this can be seen as an attempt by the child's maternal kin to claim their rights over 
the new-born child, by providing for the material needs of the child and providing 
food for the child's paternal household to strengthen the link between the two 
households. 
Among the high Hindu castes, the child's mother's brother's wife (maleju) 
has an important role in affirming the kinship relationship between the newborn 
child's maternal and paternal kin. The child's mother's brother's wife offers 
auspicious symbols (dhau saga) which is a bowl of curd and piece of cloth for the 
child, the child's mother, and father. Then she rubs mustard oil and sprinkles a 
few grains of uncooked rice on the child's head. Like the child's father's sister, it 
is also believed that this will protect the new-born child from all kinds of evils. 
Also on this day, midwife hands over the child to father and he pays a small fee to 
the midwife. Through this ritual it is believed by Newars that a child is socially 
recognized as the child of the father. 
7.6 To go to put on the bracelet on the child (pyüca nh)äkah wanegu) 
Two weeks after the birth of the child (for the high Buddhist castes) or on 
the sixth day (for the high Hindu castes) a ritual called pyiicä nhydkah wanegu 
which literally means `going to put on bracelets (pyücä)' is performed. On this 
day, grandparents from maternal home visit the new-born child at the child's 
paternal home. They will bring a sweet called postigä, a special kind of 
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nourishing confectionery for their daughter, and a bracelet for the child. During 
the ritual, the child's maternal grandfather will put the bracelet on the child. 
However, among the grestha caste, although the maternal grandfather brings the 
bracelet for the child, it is the child's father's sister who puts the bracelet on the 
child. In addition, the maternal grandfather also has to bring one gold and one 
silver ring for the child, which will also be put on the child by the child's father's 
sister. The act of putting the bracelet on the child is the mirror image of the act of 
putting the bracelet on the bride which was described earlier. In the case of the 
child, it is the maternal kin who is claiming him/her as their kin, whereas in the 
case of the bride, it is the groom's kin. Essentially, the bracelet is a symbol of 
union between two households, and the wearer has a dual identity of belonging to 
two households, although he or she may spend tho larger part of his/her life in 
only one. 
7.7 To go to see the child (macä bu swah wanegu) 
About 2-3 weeks after the birth of child kin from the mother's natal home 
bring food for the child's mother and sweets for the whole family (macä bu stivah 
wanegu). It is the custom that upon seeing the child's face, an offering of money 
has to be made to the child. In return, kin from the natal home will be given a 
special meal of fried egg, meat and sweets. 
7.8 To be under the care of the maternal home (macä bü lahikah wanegu) 
About a month after the birth of the child, both mother and child are 
brought to her maternal home to be looked after. The duration of stay at the 
maternal home varies from case to case, but on average it is about one month. 
During this time, other maternal kin who may not have had the chance to visit the 
child at the child's father's house will take the opportunity to visit the natal home. 
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It is also the time for the members of the natal home to participate in the 
upbringing of the child. The child's father will stay at his natal home, and 
occasionally comes to visit. 
7.9 The first rice-feeding (macä jäko) 
If the child is male, it is done on the sixth or eighth month, if it is a girl, it 
is done on the fifth or seventh month. Among the high-caste Newars, the presence 
of the priest and midwife is necessary for this ritual but with the agricultural caste 
and other caste below it, it is performed without the priest, with only the midwife 
and kin present. The maternal kin has to send clothes for the mother, father and 
child, and other materials for the ritual and food. They also bring a pair silver 
ankle bracelets (wahayd kalijwah) for the child. In this ritual, the child is fed with 
boiled rice and other foods such as meat, egg, vegetables and lentils. Up to this 
time, the child will have been fed purely on breast-milk. In addition to the rice 
feeding, it is also the day to publicly name the child by the child's father's sister. 
Then a selection of items such as pen, brick and soil is brought before the child. 
These items are brought by the mother's brother. The child's future is also 
predicted, based on the items that the child has chosen from the selection. For 
example, if the child selects a pen, it is likely that he will become a writer, a 
brick, a builder and so on. 
On this day, the midwife will perform ritual worship to local goddess, 
chwäsa ajimä and familial deities (agd dyah) as in the birth purification rites. In 
addition, it is role of the MB (päju) of the child to carry him to the neighbouring 
Gane§ shrine. They are accompanied by the child's father's sister (nine) who 
worships the Gane§ on the child's behalf. The local Gane§ shrine is an important 
part of Newar life as from this first worship he will frequently worship there 
throughout his life. 
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Traditionally, this ritual was celebrated by the households of the maternal 
and paternal kin of the child. However, nowadays it has become an occasion to 
throw a feast for all friends and family in addition to kin from both maternal and 
paternal side of the child. People are invited by cards and come to the feast with 
gifts for the child. 
According to Toffin (1975), the maternal and paternal kin who are 
represented at the jäko, the wife-givers and wife takers, play a complementary 
role. The child receives from his paternal line, his name and caste affiliation, 
while from his maternal line, gifts and ritual worship of dhau saga"22 and khe 
sagä. 23 The ritual marks his passage into becoming a full-fledged member of his 
patrilineal caste. If the child were to die before the jäko, he would be buried and 
there would be no death pollution to observe for any member of his family. 
However, if the child dies after jäko, he will be cremated and the death pollution 
will extend to the whole phuki group. 
7.10 The birthday celebration (yahmarhi kwakhäyekegu) 
The Newars celebrate their birthdays every year with a simple ritual of the 
saga and distributing dhau-baji mixture (mixture of beaten rice, curd and sugar) 
to children in locality. However, for first few year of a child it is specially 
celebrated with yahmarhi pastry. 24In the second year, especially, the birthday is 
celebrated with a garland of two yahmarhi pastries. On that day, the child's 
maternal uncle has to send him sixty yahmarhi and from the father's sister, ten, 
22 Dhau saga consists of curd and piece of cloth use as a part of auspicious ritual. 
23 Khe saga consists of hard boiled egg, fish, beans-bread (wob), and liquor (ailä) also use as a 
part of auspicious ritual. 
24 Yahmarhi pastry is a type of Newar steamed pastry made of rice flour and stuffed with sesame 
mixed with jaggery. 
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and other households of maternal kin, also ten each. The child's mother's brother 
also has to send one shirt. On the fourth birthday, the birthday celebration is done 
with four yahmarhi, but the kin are not required to send yahmarhi as on previous 
birthdays. 
7.11 To cut the hair one is born with (Busäkhä khäyegu) 
Apart from Buddhist priestly castes, many other castes observe the 
busäkhä khäyegu, ritual of cutting hair one is born with the boy when he attains 
the age of 6 or 7 years. Traditionally, this ritual is observed separately from the 
initiation; however, nowadays this ritual is incorporated with the initiation 
(kaytäpujä). This life-cycle ritual ascertains the child's gender as a male and 
prepares him for adulthood. A boy who has not gone through this ritual and a girl 
who has not gone through ihi are considered by Newars as a genderless child. 
Upon these ritual a boy and girl is identified by their gender and crosses the 
threshold of adulthood. After these rituals Newar children are subject to rules 
about avoiding polluted food (cipa). In this ritual the child's mother's brother 
(päju) and father's sister (nini) also play significant roles. 
Traditionally, the busäkhä khäyegu ritual is celebrated over two days. On 
the first day, the purificatory rites (nisi yäyegu) are observed and the child's 
mother's brother (päju) ties the topknot of hair (äsä) with a gold and silver ring. 
On the second day of the ritual, the child is symbolically saved by his mother's 
brother by leaving the topknot uncut, and the job is then finished by the barber 
who will cut the boy's hair. For the Buddhist priestly castes, the whole head will 
be shaven, but for all other castes, the topknot is left intact. The hair will be 
collected by the child's father's sister, which she will dispose of it in the river. 
Once the head is shaven, the child's mother's brother will symbolically pierce the 
child's ears. The actual piercing is then done by someone from the Barber caste. 
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7.12 Initiation (cudäkarma) 
When a male child is between seven and twelve years of age, he has to 
undergo an initiation ceremony (cudäkarnta). This ritual is different between 
Buddhist priestly castes and other castes. For Buddhist priestly castes of ýäkyas 
and Vajräcärya, it is called bare chuyegu (to make bare, a non-honorific name for 
kkya castes) while for the other castes, it is called kaytäpujä which means 
`worship of putting on loincloth' or `worship involving (putting on) the loincloth'. 
1. Bare chuff. Four days before the initiation, the child has to go to his 
lineage bähäh (temple) and perform a ritual (gvaydä tayegu) to inform the deity 
and the gurus (priests) of his intention to be initiated. He has to bring with him ten 
betel nuts and two gwä (betel leaf packets). Two days before the initiation, the 
child's family has to offer a feast to senior members of the bdhäh to the priest, his 
mother's brother and his father's sister. This ritual is called chwayläbhii (literally 
meaning a plate of barbecued meat, but more generally refers to the feast before a 
main ritual). The day before the initiation, a small ritual (dusivah) is performed to 
purify the child. From that moment, the child is not allowed to eat anything that is 
considered impure, including meat, wine, etc. and he is not allowed to touch dogs 
or wear leather. Meanwhile, another feast is offered to all maternal and paternal 
kin, except the initiate. 
On the day of the initiation, the boy is ordained as a Buddhist novice, and 
another big feast is offered to all his kin. His mother's brother and father's sister 
will bring bard jwalä, meaning rice, money for offering, clothes for the initiate. 
Other kin are allowed to bring any offering for the initiate. The initiate's head is 
shaven by the barber caste, but before this can be done, the mother's brother has 
to symbolically snip a few strands. The initiate's father's sister will hold up a tray 
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to prevent the hair from falling onto the floor. In return, the initiate has to offer a 
blouse for his father's sister. 
The initiate has to remain as a novice for four days, during which time the 
boy has to observe the ritual taboos of not eating impure foods and has to go 
begging for alms from his maternal and paternal kin daily. On the fourth day, the 
initiate undergoes a disrobing ritual. The initiate has to be given new clothes by 
the mother's brother. The ritual up to this point is the same for both täkya and 
Vajräcärya. However, for Vajräcärya there is another ritual called äcä1: luyegu (to 
make Vajräcärya)25 
After the completion of the initiation rituals, the child is considered as a 
full member of the caste group and the bnhä (temple), which means that if he 
were to die, he will be given the full death rites as an adult and if there is a death 
in the family, he would have to observe all the pollution rules that applies to the 
household generally. 
2. Kaytn uj (Worship involving [putting onl the loincloth). This ritual is 
roughly similar to the Buddhist priestly caste initiation, but the main difference is 
that instead of becoming a Buddhist novice, the initiate becomes an ascetic. The 
ritual is also shorter, performed over two days instead of the four days required 
for the Buddhist priestly castes. The other main difference is that on the second 
day, the initiate has to pretend to run to the forest, and it is the role of the 
mother's brother to stop him from doing so. 26 
25 For detailed description see Locke (1975) and Gellner (1988,1998). 
26 For detailed description see Pradhan (1986: 102-10) and Toff in (1984: 13440). 
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7.13 The divine marriage (IM) 
As for initiation to boys ihi is for girls. IN literally means `marriage' (as 
discussed above in Chapter 4) but it is a symbolic marriage with a bel fruit. This 
is observed communally in public generally coincided with the old-age birthdays 
or consecration of new Buddhist shrines. Nowadays, it is becoming more 
common for different caste organizations and/or secular organizations to hold it 
annually. This is done when the girl attains the age of 7,9 or 11 years and the 
ritual is performed over two days (see Chapter 4 for details). Ihi can be seen as 
the female equivalent to the male initiation rite as a girl who has performed the ihi 
ritual becomes a full-fledged member of her father's caste. 
I asked a woman of Käranjit caste, `Whom do you have to invite for ihi? ' 
She replied, `Only pdju khalah (maternal kin); there is no obligation to invite any 
other kin for the ihi'. I further asked, `Does anyone have to give anything to the 
girl on the occasion? ' She replied that the girl's mother's brother must give 
clothes to the girl if he is invited, but if the mother's brother is not present, it is 
the duty of the parents to provide clothes for the girl. I have observed a few ihi 
rituals initiate receives bdrd chuyegu which are rice, sweets, other goods as well 
as money from both female maternal and paternal kin in addition to the new 
clothes provided by her mother's brother. Also, during the ritual the ihi girl has to 
offer a piece of cloth for her father's sister. 
7.14 To place a barrier (Bärhäh tayegu) 
Bdrhäh tayegu is a mock-menstruation ritual for girls when they are 
confined in a room for 12 days, during which the girl is polluted by menstruation 
and referred it as thiyematyah juyegu which means `becoming untouchable' (see 
Chapter 4 for detail). Once confinement is begun her father and mother are 
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affected by the menstruation pollution (jaybili) too. During the ritual the girl will 
be locked in a room which is sealed and where no male nor sunlight is allowed to 
enter. Other phuki (agnatic kin) are also affected by the pollution on the fourth or 
sixth day. Once the pollution extends to all phuki members, they are not allowed 
to eat salt (khaybili). For this ritual, a priest is not necessary as all ritual worship 
is done by the naki, a female senior member of the family. Generally jaybili is 
used and refers to `birth pollution, ' but I have noticed that many ýresthas and 
Kdranjits use the terms jaybili and khaybili for menstrution pollution. 
During the confinement period the girl's female maternal kin will come to 
visit the girl, bringing dry food, yogurt, betel nuts and sweets, fruit, etc. as 
prestations to the girl's family. From the paternal side, the father's sister also has 
to bring food for the girl during this time, including sweets, fruit, one litre of 
milk, an amount of peanuts. On the twelfth day, the menstruation period ends and 
she has to worship the sun god. This is followed by feast for friends and family. 
On this day, the girl's mother's brother and father's sister have to offer her one 
blouse each and some rice as a gift. 
7.15 Old-Age Initiations (Jyäh Jäkwa) 
When Newars reach an old age, they celebrate special initiations known as 
jyäh jäkwa, `an old age birthday'. It is said that one can celebrate such initiations 
up to six occasions. However, it is common to celebrate only three initiations. The 
first is when the person is 77 years, 7 months, 7 days, 7 hours old. It is called 
bhimarathärohana ('riding the chariot of bhima'). The second one is observed 
upon attaining the age of 83 years, 4 months, 4 days and 4 hours, which is called 
devarathärohana ('riding the chariot of gods') or candrarathärohana ('riding the 
chariot of the moon' ). However, some celebrate this when they attain 80 years. 
The third initiation is celebrated upon reaching 99 years, 9 months, 9 days and 9 
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hours of age, and it is called mahärathärohana. These rituals last for four days, 
and all syäh phuki (closest relatives), married-out daughters, grandchildren, and 
all phuki kin are expected to participate. All the married-out daughters and 
grandchildren have to give Ego one shirt and all phuki kin will each bring a piece 
of cloth to wrap around Ego's head in case of male and golden tike in case of 
female. For this ritual, it is customary among Newars to let the son and daughter- 
in-law do the ritual work which would normally be done by the senior male and 
female of the family. A main part of the ritual on these special initiations is to 
place Ego on a cart and which is pulled around the vicinity by all sons, daughters, 
sons-in-laws, grandchildren and great-grandchildren. 
7.16 Death Ritual 
When a person dies, the sF guthi (death gulhi) have to be informed. The 
guthi then prepare for the person's funeral. During that time, the married-out 
daughters bring a blanket made of cotton to be put on the dead body. However, 
these days, they will put a piece of khätä cloth instead as cotton blankets are hard 
to find. Before the body is taken away to the cremation ground, a female 
representative from the phuki has to cry and take the clothes of the dead man to 
the crossroads goddess (chwäsa ajimä). During the death procession, members of 
the family and the phuki kin will weep alongside the dead body while a woman 
from the farmer caste will spread flowers, rice and vermilion on the road. In some 
castes, women are not allowed to participate in the procession. 
Once the body has moved away from the house, the female member of the 
phuki will sweep the house, especially where the dead body had been placed, and 
all the dust and the straw mattress where the dead body had been laid is disposed 
off at the crossroad goddess. Once the body is cremated, a married-out daughter 
or granddaughter brings dry food consisting of wine, sweet and beaten rice to feed 
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the household, as they are not allowed to cook, while observing the death 
pollution. The next day, all the maternal kin come to give their condolences to the 
family. Four days after the cremation, the married-out daughters and 
granddaughters will bring food to feed all the phuki kin. On the seventh day, the 
house is cleaned and at the threshold of the house, several dishes of food which 
have been prepared by the married-out daughters are placed, and are collected by 
a member of by the Kapäli caste. The death pollution as it applies to the various 
kin groups have been discussed in a previous chapter. But here I wish to reiterate 
that it is at the point of death that kinship ties are made obvious, as the number of 
days that one has to observe death pollution is a clehr indication of the closeness 
or distance to the deceased. 
Among Vajräcäryas and kkyas, on the seventh day, the whole house is be 
cleaned and a ritual is performed to purify themselves from the death ritual. The 
one who ignites the funeral pyre will be chief mourner, and he has to change his 
clothes and begin the mourning period which will last for one year. All male 
members are required to shave their head. Also within a year of the death, no 
auspicious rituals or festivals can be celebrated by the family. Among other 
castes, the purification period terminates only on the thirteenth day. On the forty- 
fifth day, on the third month and sixth month after the death, there will be a 
gathering of all kin and the deceased family will have to provide a feast for them. 
7.17 Conclusion: The Maternal kin and Paternal kin 
Next to Ego's own parents, the most significant person in the life of a 
Newar is Ego's pdju (mother's brother). In Newari, the word päju is used so 
widely as a reference term for Ego's maternal links that it is immaterial whether 
Ego's mother actually has a brother. For example, when a child has to go to his 
mother's natal home, he would say that he is going to päjupinthäy (päju's place), 
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regardless of whether his mother has a brother. Nowhere is the role of MB more 
important than in Ego's life-cycle rituals. If Ego's MB is not available to perform 
the ritual for some reason, then MB's son can take his place (Toffin 1984: 166). If 
Ego's mother does not have a brother, another person may assume the role or be 
`adopted' as Ego's päju. It is interesting to note that in the list of people who can 
act as substitutes for Ego's MB Ego's own father is usually considered as the least 
favoured choice. 
Ritually, as I have shown above, the mother's brother's role in various 
Newar rituals is sometimes more important than that of the child's parent. The 
mother's brother represents the whole of the child's maternal kin, and his 
presence at the child's life-cycle rituals can be interpreted as the active 
participation of the child's maternal side in the child's passage into becoming a 
full member of society. Likewise, the FZ also plays an important role in several 
Newar life-cycle rituals. The duties and presence of MB and FZ in Newar society 
are not only important in terms of ritual obligations but also for the kinship nexus 
as a whole because it is through them the kin networks of a Newar grows both on 
the paternal and maternal sides. 
The ritual role of MB in the life of a child grows in importance as the child 
gets older, while the reverse is true in the case of the child's father, whose ritual 
role gradually diminishes (Toffin 1984: 166). However, in life-cycle rituals, the 
child's paternal links is represented by the child's FZ (nini), who, together with 
MB play the role of substitute parents. The reversal of roles, with the child's 
maternal side represented by a male, while the paternal side is represented by a 
female, suggests that life-cycle rituals are liminal periods during which the 
imbalances of a patriarchal society are redressed through the central role that is 
accorded to the child's maternal kin. On the contrary, it could also be argued that 
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the central role of MB is an additional duty put upon the child's maternal kin, 
relieving the paternal kin of some of their economic and ritual duties towards the 
child. 
There are, however, are some differences in the ritual roles of MB and FZ. 
For example, during the initiation ritual, MB symbolically cuts hair while FZ 
collects the hair and toe-nail on a tray and disposes of them. For her services, FZ 
is given a blouse or piece of cloth by BC, but MB does not receive anything. The 
fact that FZ is given a gift suggests that the relationship between Ego and FZ is 
not between equals; FZ has performed a service for which she is paid. In contrast, 
the relationship between Ego and MB is of a different nature; MB is performing 
his duty towards his sister's son, for which there is no material reward (see Figure 
7.2. ). 
Figure 7.2: Differences between MB and FZ 
Adam Kuper (1987: 105-6) usefully summarizes two contrasting 
perspectives on the significance of MB and FZ among the patrilineal societies of 
South Africa. 
1. According to Radcliffe-Brown (1924) the peculiar importance in many 
societies of the mother's brother/sister's son relationship was a 
function of matriarchal institutions and `their presence in a patrilineal 
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people could be regarded as evidence that that people had at some time 
in the past been matrilineal'. 
2. According to Junod (1927) it has to be explained with reference to the 
institution of bridewealth and the claim of a sister's son to a symbolic 
portion of his mother's brother's estate. 
Although Radcliffe-Brown's hypothesis has been widely criticized in 
anthropological circles, some Newars have in recent years reached similar 
conclusions. Keshab Shakya, a Newar informant argued that the Newar society 
might have been a matrilineal society in the past. Based on the fact that the 
Newars pay much attention to cult of Mother-goddesses27 either on the symbolic 
construction of the city or its importance in several rituals and importantly the 
main roles played by MB and FZ in Newar society. 
Like Junod focusing on the institution of bridewealth in the case of South 
Africa, Toffin (1984: 163-6) in the case of Newars proposes to look at the 
argument of MB and FZ from a perspective of prestation exchanges between 
`wife-giver' and `wife-taker': 
Two groups of parents participate actively at these ceremonies: the 
family of a child and the family of the mother. These groups have 
relationships of `taker' and `giver'; they are mutually designated by 
the terms jicäpi and sasapi. In relation to the father of the child, on 
one side there are the agnates, phukita or tha: pi, and on the other 
side are the parents-in-law, sasapi. (Toffin 1984: 163). 
He further emphasized that 
The ritual functions and the ceremonial prestations are held before 
all the groups of the parents and not individually isolated.... The 
27 For detail see Slusser (1982: 323-6). 
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important thing to note in these cases is that the person or persons 
must be in the relation of `giver' or `taker' vis-a-vis of Ego' (Toffin 
1984: 165). 
However, Toffin using his ethnography of the unusual Ncwnr village of 
Pyangaon, argues that until the actual marriage, all prestations flow from the 
wife-givers to the wife-takers. Upon marriage this flow is reversed, or at least 
becomes more reciprocal. However, the `debt' which the wife-takers incurred 
upon marriage is finally paid off when a man (DH) has to carry his father-in-law's 
dead body to the cremation ground: 
While making and transporting the stretcher of his father-in-law at 
the funeral ceremony, the jildjä not only release a debt towards his 
parents-in-law's family but also a debt that he had contracted in 
marrying their daughter. All happens as if the gift of a woman, in 
return, drags a series of obligations for the `taker'. Thus during his 
whole life the son-in-law is obliged to work in the account of the 
parents of his wife: he must help them to harvest their crops, to 
grind their grains, to pound their paddy, etc. He takes the risk of 
being disconsidered in the community if he. refuses to obey these 
work. (Toffin 1984: 166). 
Nevertheless, he also points out that his findings and hypothesis based on 
Pyangaon Newars do not fit with the North Indian system of `wife-giver' and 
`wife-taker'28 where the relations between the two groups are structured by 
hierarchy but it is more similar to other Nepalese tribes: 
thus the system of prestations and the ritual services of Pyangaon 
deserve to be more affiliated to the Nepali tribes than to the Hindu 
populations of North India. (Toffin 1984: 166). 
It has been mentioned earlier in the chapter on Newar marriage that wife- 
givers are considered as being lower in status than wife-takers. From this angle, 
28 See Dumont (1975: 210-14). 
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the mother's brother's role and the prestations from wife-givers to wife-takers in 
the child's life-cycle rituals allows for the wife-giver's side to stake their claim in 
the child and adjust the balance of power that has so far been with the wife-takers 
from the point of marriage. However, according to Ishii (1995: 132-3), the flow of 
prestations after marriage is not only about the `exchange between wife-givers 
and wife-takers'; it is also about the ritual ties that bind a sister and brother. 
Based on his ethnography of Satungal village, Ishii follows G. S. Nepali's 
(1965: 279-80) argument which says that all obligations FZ fulfills to her BC are 
not as a FZ but as the daughter of her natal home. It is in her interest to serve her 
brother and keep a close relationship with her brother's family, so as to obtain 
support not only for herself, but for her children (who will need their mother's 
brother for their life-cycle rituals). 
Along the line of FZ relationship as a daughter of the house, Quigley 
(1984: 162) further developed another argument that FZ or married out daughters 
are `both insiders and outsiders' and `presence of married daughters is required at 
all the main life-cycle rituals and is particularly marked at death'. According to 
Quigely a married daughter is an `insider' by blood whereas by marriage she 
becomes an `outsider'. By being `insider' she is pure that she can assist and 
participate in any of her natal household's rituals and she is obliged to join in all 
main rituals and festivals of her natal household as a family member. However, 
her transformation to being an `outsider' by marriage becomes extremely helpful 
when death occurs in her natal home because she is less polluted by a death 
pollution in her natal home. This allows her to `undertake püjä and the 
preparation of foodstuffs on the seventh day for the departed spirit which is 
forbidden to lineage members' (Quigley 1984: 162). 
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The close link between MB and sister's son can also be explained as 
justification for the patrilineal structure of Newar society. The financial support 
given by the mother's brother for the various rituals is an indirect way of 
channelling the family's resources to his sister, as she is not able to inherit 
anything from her natal home after marriage (e. g. Gellner 1995: 26). However, it 
should be noted that the support given by the mother's brother is often in kind (in 
terms of food, clothing) and also, if financial support was given in cash, the 
money is not for the woman to keep. In the event of a separation or divorce, the 
woman may only take what she arrived with, i. e. her trousseau. On the other 
hand, now that many young women work at salaried employment, they get to 
keep their wages-it is not taken at all by the joint household-i. e. treated like 
her trousseau. 
In sum, I would suggest that the life-cycle rituals not only provide as a 
platform where kinship nexus are displayed (see'Appendix: List of Kin that 
should be invited for life-cycle ritual feasts) but it provides the backdrop for the 
negotiations of power balance between male/female and wife-giver/wife-taker 
axes (see Figure 7.3). In an alternative view, this can also be seen as a power 
justification in patrilineal society of Newars. Although the material right and 
power of the household lies merely on males, the power of females are balanced 
by their ritual importance. Ritually married daughters are a part of most life-cycle 
rituals, the status of senior woman is higher in most rituals and males have ritual 
obligations to support his sisters and his sisters' children throughout life. 
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Figurc 7.3: Flow of main I)restalions between niatrrilil and paternal kin 
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Appendix: List of Kin that should be invited for life-cycle ritual feasts 
Following are the list of kin should to be invited for main feasts on 
different life-cycle rituals of Newars. The list was listed to me by a Citrakär 
informant however most Newars agree that if they have to invite in full extent this 
list is valid and applied. Otherwise, list of invitees can be reduced depends on 
individual basis. Most importantly, every Newar asserts that there are three 
groups of kin: MB, FZ and married daughters who are the mandatory list in most 
Newar feasts. 
1. First rice feeding feast (macd jäko bhway) 
- child's mother's brothers (pdju) household 
- child's father's sisters (nini) household 
- Agnates (phuki khalah) household 
2. Initiation feast (bratabandha bhway) 
Child's mother's side 
- child's mother's brothers (mother's natal home) household 
- child's mother's mother's brother (mother's MB) household 
- child's mother's sisters household 
- child's mother's sisters' daughters household 
- child's mother's fictive kin (if exist) household 
- child's mother's father's brothers (l akapi) household 
- child's mother's father's brothers' daughters household 
Child's father's side 
- grandfather's mother's brothers household 
- grandfather's father's sisters household 
- grandfather's brothers (kakäp7) household 
- grandfather's brother's daughters household 
- grandfather's brother's daughter's daughters individual 
- father's brothers (child's tahbä and kakdpT) household 
- father's brother's daughters (ninipt) household 
- father's sisters (child's ninipi) household 
- father's sister's daughters (bhinämaca) household 
- father's MB (child's päjubäjä) household 
- father's father's sisters (father's ninipi) household 
- fathr's brother's daughter's daughter (bhindmaca) individual 
- father's fictive kin (if exist) household 
- father's MBD (ninipi) household 
- initiate's eZ household 
- Guthi members (guthi)n) all 
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3. Feast on the occasion of placing a barrier (Bärhäh bhway) 
- girl's father's sister (nini) household 
- girl's FZD household 
- girl's MB household 
- girl's M lD household 
- girl's FB (tahbd and kakäpi) household 
- girl's MZ (tahmä and camäpi) household 
4. Wedding feast (Pasatdh bhva)+e or bynh bhvaye or biyn chvaya bhva») 
- All kin invited for initiation feast 
- Ego's Brothers-in-law families (sädli klialah) household 
- Ego's Sisters-in-law families (sädlil khalah) household 
S. Old-age Initiation Feast (Jyäh Jäko bhway) 
- All kin invited for initiation feast 
- Initiate's MB khalah household 
6. Death Purification Feast (Ghahsü bhway) 
- MB khalah household 
- FZ khalah household 
- Daughters (mhyäymacä) household 
- DC (bhinämaca) household 
- Samdhi or in-laws khalah (dead's side only) household 
- Guthi members Guthiyäh all 
- Agnates (phula) household 
7. Funeral feast (Päha bwanä bhway) 
- Agnates (phuki khalah) household 
- All who send byäh (death food prestation) household 
- Guthi members (guthi)äh) and assistants all 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
Constituting Kinship in Newar Festivals 
In Nepal, Newars are famous for their elaborate feasts' which arc held to 
celebrate the many Newar festivals that occur throughout the year. There is a very 
popular saying among non-Newars that goes `neivär bigriyo bhojale' which 
literally means `Newars are ruined by feasting, '2 which shows that feasts and 
festivals are a central preoccupation among the Newars. 
Festivals are celebrated in a number of ways. More often than not, it is 
celebrated with a festive feast held within the confines of the home, commencing 
with the worshipping of household deities and ending with a specially prepared 
meal for the family. Then there are the grand festive feasts for all caste members, 
where hundreds gather for a meal, and the festive processions which snake 
through the narrow streets, involving hundreds if not thousands of people from 
different Newar castes. 
Feasts and festivals provide us with a unique insight into Newar kinship; it 
is during this time that identities and kinship links are reinforced, be it at the 
household, intra-caste or inter-caste levels. Nepali (1965: 381) writes, `There are 
a great many festivals which provide the reinforcements to solidarity among the 
II wish to differentiate between feasts and festivals because not all festivals are celebrated with a 
feast, and not all feasts are linked to festivals. I will use the term `festive' feasts to denote 
specifically the feasts that are linked with festivals, as opposed to, for example, life-cycle feasts. 
2 The full saying goes `bähun bigriyo lobhale, parbatiyä bigriyo mojale, newär bigriyo bhojale' 
which means 'the Brahman is ruined by greed, the Chetri is ruined by luxuries and the Newar is 
ruined by feasting'. 
Dewali3 group members and members of the joint' households. In other words, 
these festivals go to provide the basis of the kinship bonds among the Newars'. 
My contribution to the study of Newar festive feasts and festivals is to draw out 
these aspects of kinship that are expressed, in order to show how kinship is 
constituted in Newar society. 
There is no shortage of books on Newar festivals of the Kathmandu Valley 
describing the festivals as well as the myths and legends behind them. ' Many 
anthropologists' have also dedicated a large part of their studies to the description 
and analysis of Newar festivals, the emphasis has been more on the caste, local 
and mythical aspects of such festivals. The kinship aspect of festivals, although 
usually mentioned, is not elaborated. 
8.1 Categorizations of Newar festivals 
Nepali (1965: 343-413) classifies Newar festivals into two main categories 
according to the level of social organization: community and domestic. Under 
`community events' Nepali groups all festivals which are participated by all 
castes, whereas under `domestic events' he includes all celebrations which are 
confined to either members of the household or kin group. Also using the criteria 
of social organization to categorize Newar festivals, Toffin (1984: 501-7) divides 
Newar festivals into 7 types: local festivals (des jäträ, mul jäträ, jäträ), local 
festivals celebrated by all Newars (jäträ), territorial deity festivals (jäträ), lineage 
and funeral-associated festivals (digudyah pujä, Si guthi), domestic festivals 
(nakhah or cakhah), inter-villages celebrations (jäträ) and fairs (meld). However, 
3 Dewali group is the wider kinship group linked by lineage deity, sharing the same crematorium 
etc. 
4 For example, Anderson (1971), Sayami (1980), Vajräcärya (1964). 
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in his categorization, aspects such as religion, territory and lineage arc also 
recognized, showing the different levels at which the festivals arc celebrated. 
Lewis (1984: 337-441) in his study of the Tuladhars of Kathmandu gives a 
detailed account of the 31 festivals which are celebrated in the course of a year. 
He also highlights the differences between the Buddhist and Hindu celebrations. 
Pradhan (1986: 236-47) categorizes Newar festivals into three groups: domestic, 
cosmic and calendrical rituals. Firstly, he groups all rituals related to life-cycle 
rituals which are celebrated at the household level by members of the household 
and other households related to him or her by blood and marriage into `domestic' 
rituals. Secondly, by `cosmic' rituals he includes two groups of festivals: nakhah 
cakhah and jäträ. According to Pradhan (1986: 237) nakhah cakhah arc feasts 
and festivals celebrated in honour of some deity or spirit or to mark seasonal 
changes. Jdtrd are festivals where deities, represented by icons or human beings, 
are taken in an ordered procession along a fixed route, usually inside a city, town 
or village. He states that cosmic ritual locate human activities in the context of 
various categories of supernatural beings, such as gods, goddesses and evil spirits. 
These rituals are collective in nature, which means they are performed for the 
benefit of the whole community. Thirdly, Pradhan categorises the remaining 
festivals into `calendrical' rituals. 
Levy (1992: 577) in his study of Bhaktapur adopts a unique way of 
looking at Newar festivals by introducing the notion of cyclical time. During 
these festivals, social units, space, actual and legendary history, gods and time are 
all woven together in an eternally returning annual cycle (two alternate cycles- 
solar and lunar-with different socio-logics). Gellner's (1992: 213-20) study of 
5 See Nepali (1965), Toffin (1984), Lewis (1984), Pradhan (1986), Levy (1992) and Gellner 
(1992). 
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Newar Buddhism in Lalitpur lists 42 festivals with emphasis given to Buddhist 
observance of such festivals. Finally, Sharma (1998: 147-8) divides Ncwar 
festivals into 13 different categories based on different aspects of the festival, 
such as the deity worshipped and the activity of the participants. 
Through Newar festive feasts and festivals arc essentially religious, there 
are also good grounds to view them from the perspective of the kinship nexus. 
Unlike life-cycle rituals where the expression of kinship is shown mostly in the 
exchange of prestations between two households, Newar festivals involve the 
gathering of various combinations of kin for feasts. 
8.2 Nakhah cakhah: A definition 
Firstly, let us look at the term Newars use to refer to festivals: nakhah 
cakhah. Because of the repetitive and cyclical nature of the festivals and its 
relation to the seasons, in the Newari-English Dictionary by T. L. Manandhar, the 
term nakhah cakhah is translated as `seasonal festivals' whereas Pradhan (1984: 
236) loosely defines it as `feasts and festivals'. According to Phradhan (1986: 
236), it is a combination of two separate terms: nakhah and cakhah. Nakhahs 
refer to festivals which feature feasts called nakhatyä, 6 which are held usually a 
day after the main festival celebrations to which married-out sisters and daughters 
(mhydymacd), their children (bhinämacä) and on some main occasions also 
husbands (jiläja") are invited (Gellner 1992: 217). Cakhahs, on the other hand, are 
festivals which do not feature nakhatyn, and are celebrated among the members 
of a household, lineage, caste or region without the involvement of married-out 
6 According to Sharma (1998: 157) nakhatyd might derived from the archaic term `nakati' which 
was used in counting the calendrical months. 
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kin? (cf. Pradhan 1986: 236). However, Newars do not use the term cakhah on its 
own except some differences made by scholars for comparative analysis. The 
only exception example Newars use the term cakhah is with the word kdymacä 
cakhah which refers to the beginning of the festive seasons of the year. 
Otherwise, the term nakhah cakhah is in origin a typical rhyming reduplication. 
Bajracharya (1964: 17) notes that within a calendrical year there are six nakhahs 
and six cakhahs which means that at least six times a year married-out sisters and 
daughters with their children are formerly reunited with their natal kin. Although 
the term nakhah cakhah is commonly used to describe the various Newar 
festivals, it is actually quite restrictive in its literal meaning, i. e. the categorization 
of festivals according to the participation of married-out kin. In reality, the term 
nakhah cakhah is widely used to denote all festivals, irrespective of the 
participants, and includes the jdträ, processions which may involve a large 
number of participants from not only different households but different castes as 
well. 
Newars say that their annual nakhah cakhah begin with the gatha mugah 
festival (which falls around July-August) and terminates with the sithinakhah 
festival (which falls around June-July). The festival dates are fixed based on the 
Newar calendar which is calculated according to lunar cycle. Interestingly the 
first festival, gathä mugah is also known as käymacä cakhah or `the sons' 
festival', whereas the epilogue of Newar festivals, sithinakhah, is known as 
mhyäymacä nakhah or `the daughters' feasts'. Although these definitions are 
based on gender, they also reveal certain aspects about Newar kinship. The sons' 
festival (käymacd cakhah) is celebrated among immediate household members 
7 The Newar household is centred around the male. Therefore, the term `married-out kin' refers to 
the women who have married out of Ego's household, specifically, Ego's sister and/or daughter 
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only. The gender-specific usage of Newar terms for marriage, bihä yäyegu or' to 
marry' and biyä chwayegu or `to send away, ' shows that marriage signifies the 
acquisition of a woman who separates from her natal home to live in her 
husband's family. Therefore, the reference to the daughters' festival (nmhydymacä 
nakhah) implies a reunion of the married out or `sent away' daughters with their 
natal kin at their natal home. The essence of nakhah cakhah, therefore, lies in 
affirming solidarity within a household and reunion of married-out kin. 
Festive feasts are celebrated by consuming special dishes, some of which 
are related to the season in which the festival occurs. For example, mixed beans 
soup (kwilti) is usually prepared for the güpunhi festival (July-August), beaten 
rice, ginger, blackbean, and barbecued meat (samaye baji) for the yeyäh punhi 
festival (September-October), various meat dishes for the mohani festival 
(October), ghee and jaggery for the ghyahcäku sänhü festival (January-February) 
and bean cakes (wah) for the sithinakhah festival (June-July). 
At every festival, household, lineage and territorial deities are also 
worshipped, reconstituting the link between humans and deities. In fact, the 
deities that are worshipped are considered as kin, either ancestral (as in the 
lineage deity from whom one is a descendant) or the spirits of the recently 
deceased (who have passed over into the realm of the divine). Some festivals 
feature processions (Iäträ) and dances (pyäkha") in honour of certain gods and 
goddesses. 
In southern Kathmandu alone there are more than 35 main festivals (see 
Appendix: Main calendrical festivals celebrated by Newars in southern 
Kathmandu at the end of the chapter) and four main jätrds: a) Janabahädyah jdtrd 
(and their families). 
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which is celebrated during khdi sänhu (March-April). It is a chariot pulling 
procession of a Buddhist deity Janabähädyah also known as Seto- 
macchendranäth; b) Ajimä dyali jdtril celebrated during pähacahre (April-May): 
it is a palanquin procession of local Mother goddesses; c) Kumäri jäträ celebrated 
during yeyäh punhi (September-October): it is a chariot pulling procession of the 
living goddess, Kumäri, and the gods Gane§ and Bhairava; and d) Pacali Bhairava 
jäträ celebrated during mohani (September-October): it is a procession of the 
territorial deity of southern Kathmandu, Pacali Bhairava. 
Some festivals are a one-day affair while some last for several days and 
nights. Although festivals are celebrated by all castes of southern Kathmandu the 
importance given to each festival, and the manner in which the festival is 
observed, may differ according to caste group. In the next section, I shall attempt 
to examine the essence of nakhah cakhah in the light of kinship studies in order to 
see how Newars use these festivals to express their kinship and caste ties at the 
household, affinal, agnatic, intra-caste and inter-caste levels. In order to facilitate 
the analysis I have categorized Newar nakhah cakhah into five groups based on 
the level of kinship participation and household involvement (see Appendix: 
Main calendrical festivals celebrated by Newars in southern Kathmandu, Column 
`festival categories'): 
8.2.1) Festivals involving household members (cakhah) 
8.2.2) Festivals involving agnatic kin (digu dyah pirjä) 
8.2.3) Festivals involving married-out kin (nakhatyä) 
8.2.4) Festivals involving a single caste (fat bhway) and 
8.2.5) Festivals involving all castes (jdträ) 
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8.2.1 Festivals involving household members (Cakhah) 
By the term cakhahs, I refer to `household festivals', festivals which are 
celebrated within the home by members of the immediate household (bhwachi), 
without the participation of kin from other households. Cakha, s usually involve 
the worshipping of the household deity (agil dyah) and a feast which features 
food that is highly symbolic and often connected to the season in which the 
festival is celebrated. There is a saying among Newars that there are six cakhalrs 
to celebrate throughout a year. Once the festive ritual has been performed, a red 
tikä is put on the foreheads of the household members as a blessing and also to 
mark the observance of the festival. As the following sections will show, cakhahs 
define the basic unit of a household and reinforce the link between the living 
members of the household and the spirits of deceased family members. 
8.2.1.1 Mha püjä: the definitive household festival 
The mha püjä8 ritual is performed on the first day of the bright half of 
Kärtik or Kachaldthva month, which is also known as the Newar New Year's 
Day. It is part of the swanti nakhah festival and is considered to be unique to 
Newars. For the last two decades, the day that mha prüjä is performed has been an 
occasion for Newars to express their solidarity by participating in rallies in the 
city. It is also used by Newar politicians to promote Newar language and culture 
and to voice their demands for the government to adopt the Newar calendar as its 
official standard. 
8 For detail of the mha püjä festival see Nepali (1965: 381-82), Toffin (1984: 539-40), Lewis 
(1984: 399-402). 
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In terms of kinship, mha püjn is the only ritual which clearly defines the 
basic unit of a Newar household: `... its significance lies in perpetuating the 
kinship bonds among the members of the family, joint or nuclear' (Nepali 1965: 
381). Mha etymologically means `[one's own] body' and mha püjd is therefore, 
the worship of one's own body. Despite its cultural and religious meanings, in 
doing so, the self is affirmed in relation to the household (bhwachi) as mha püjä 
only involves members of one's immediate household. Exclusion or absence from 
mha püjd has severe implications for the composition of the household. If a 
member of the household is excluded, or if he/she refuses to take part in mha 
püjä, it means that he/she is no longer part of the household. Therefore, the mha 
prüjä becomes a platform for the expression of kinship tics or divisions. Therefore, 
if a member of the household is unable to attend mha püjä, a place and a portion 
of food has to be set aside for him or her, to indicate his/her membership in the 
bhwachi. The ritual also has to be performed on their behalf, either by the senior 
lady (thakäli na/al) of the house or by the person who is seated next to the 
absentee's place. Similarly, if a family breaks up and the household is parted the 
mha püjd is celebrated separately as a new unit. 
In mha püjä, it is not only the living members of the household that are 
accounted for; the household deity and the spirits of the deceased kin are also 
given a place and a portion of food at the celebration. If niha püjä defines a 
household, then the Newar household is made up of humans, spirits and deities, 
all of whom are linked by their participation or inclusion in mha püjä. The link 
between humans, their spiritual ancestors and deities is also reinforced at other 
festivals, as examples in the later sections will show. 
Before the ritual is performed, the floor is purified by water and a simple 
mandah or ritual diagram is drawn using several materials (water, rice flour, oil, 
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etc. ) to mark the place of each member of the household, including one or more 
for the household deity and another for the deceased kin. As for the seating 
arrangement, the household deity is first, followed by the male members of the 
household (according to seniority), the female members, and finally, the deceased 
kin. The married-out daughters are excluded from the ritual, i. e. a place is not set 
aside for them, whereas daughters-in-law are included, which illustrates the fact 
that married-in women belong to the households of their husbands and are no 
longer regarded part of their natal household. 
Each mandah drawn for the mha prljä is significant not only for its ritual 
symbolism but also in defining the number of members in the household. During 
one such mha püjä ritual which I witnessed, an additional mandah was 
accidentally drawn and had to be wiped away. But the incident was taken to be an 
omen that the family was going to increase either by the birth of a new member or 
the entrance of a new bride. As it turned out, the omen was realized when the 
daughter-in-law of the family became pregnant and gave birth to a child in the 
same year. 
If a male member of the household has been engaged to be married prior 
to the mha püjä festival, i. e. the betel nuts have been sent to the girl's house 
(gway biyegu) and the engagement bracelet has lieen put on her wrist (kalyd 
nhyäkegu), the girl is then considered to be the responsibility of her fiances. 
Therefore, when it is time for mha püjä the bridegroom's household is obliged to 
send all the necessary materials for the girl to perform mha püjä at her house. It is 
known as mha püjäyä dhalä bivah or ritual set for mha püjä. This shows that 
although a wedding has not taken place, the bride ritually belongs to her fiance 's 
household. To avoid the complexity and ambiguity of being engaged but 
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unmarried at the time of mha püjä, Neuars often try to arrange short engagement 
periods, and ensure that the wedding is done before the mha püjä festival. 
8.2.1.2 Mohani: The national festival 
Another main festival that is celebrated at the household level is mohani. 
It is one of the longest festivals as it begins on the first day of the bright half of 
A§vin or Kauläthva month and runs until the eleventh day with series of 
festivities. In contrast to mha püjä, which is celebrated only by Ncwars, mohani is 
widely celebrated by both Newars and non-Newars. Among non-Ncwar it is 
known in various names: dasai, vijayd dasami, navarätri, tikä, durgälriijä (the 
worship of the Mother goddess Durga). Nepali (408-9) states that `... the [mohanij 
celebration is restricted to one's own consanguineal relatives.... If any 
consanguine fails to attend this feast all the social and ceremonial obligations of 
the family in respect of that person are regarded to have ceased to exist'. 
However, among the Newars of southern Kathmandu the first part of mohanT is 
celebrated by the mohani nakhatyä. For the second part of mohani, the celebration 
is confined within the bhivachi or household. With regards to the mohani 
nakhatyä Newars of southern Kathmandu have a slightly different practice. 
Instead of inviting after the actual festival, as is the norm for nakhatyä, the 
mohani nakhatyd occurs before the actual festival because it coincides with 
pacimarhah when Pacali Bhairava jäträ or the procession festival of the guardian 
deity of southern Kathmandu' is celebrated. It is a unique practice among Newars 
of the southern Kathmandu to invite married-out kin and their husbands for 
mohani nakhatyä feast prior to the mohani itself on the pacimarhah day. 
9It falls on the fifth day of bright moon of Kaulathva or Asvin (September-October) 
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Mohani is a national holiday in Nepal, and among the Ncwars, it is an 
occasion for family get-togethers. 1° However, mohani does not have the same 
significance in defining the household as the mha püjä ritual and a person's 
absence during mohani does not necessarily mean excommunication from the 
household. However, there is a saying among the Ncwars that of all the festivals 
that are celebrated, it is compulsory to invite one's the married-out kin for mohani 
nakhatyd. This contradicts the statement by Nepali (1965: 408-9) that only 
consanguineal kin are invited for mohani. 
Ritually, mohani is performed by the head of the household on behalf of 
all members, whereas in the niha püjä ritual, the ritual has to be performed by 
each individual member of the household. In terms of significance between these 
two festivals it is the mha piüjn which is more important to Newars than the 
mohani festival which is celebrated nation-wide. This supports the statement by 
the Newar scholar, P. Vajräcärya (1964: 51) who states that for Newars swanti, 
which includes mha prüjä, is the most significant ritual from which Newars draw 
their ethnic identity. 
8.2.2 Festivals involving agnatic kin (Digu dyah paja7 
Between akaya tritiya, the third day of the month of Baisäkh (April-May) 
and sithinakhah, the sixth day of the month of Jestha (May-June), all phuki or 
agnatic members visit their lineage deity on the occasion of digu dyah püjä or 
worshipping the lineage deity. Each phuki has their own deity, and the identity of 
the deity varies. In some cases, the deity is a Buddha image (for Mäthemä of 
southern Kathmandu), a Vajrayogini (for Räjbhandäri of southern Kathmandu) 
1° For detail of the mohani festival see Nepali (1965: 408-11), Anderson (1977: 142-55), Toffm 
(1984: 531-7), Lewis (1984: 380-92), Pradhan (1986: 268-313). 
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but often the deity's identity is unknown, represented only by a mound of stones. 
A Tämräkiir informant claims that the form of the deity is significant in 
determining the status of a Newar if the deity has a specific form, for example, in 
the image of the Buddha or Shiva then those who worship the deity are 
considered as newcomers to the area, whereas those whose lineage deities are 
formless mounds of rocks are considered as descendants of the original 
inhabitants of Kathmandu. 
Traditionally the location of the deity is outside the boundaries of the old 
city, but now that the city has expanded, the deities are located within the city 
itself. It is believed that the phuki are descendants of the deity; thus marriage is 
prohibited between phuki members as it would be regarded as incest. The phuki 
group is made up of many different households, and it is the responsibility of each 
household to take turns to keep the proxy god, which is usually made up of 
kikipd, a head ornament representing the lineage deity. Each year, when it is time 
to worship the main lineage deity, whichever household has possession of the 
kikipd will have to organize the feast for the whole phuki group. 
Like the development cycle of the joint family, it is a natural cycle for 
agnate or phuki group to grow, split and grow again, so the number of phuki 
groups are constantly breaking up, and always growing. However, comparing 
with joint households the phuki group is in much greater decline than the joint 
family. The importance of the ritual solidarity of phuki group definitely has been 
a decline. Gellner (1995: 26) states, `The joint family has not declined to nearly 
the same extent as the lineage'. Gellner suggests that the main reason behind such 
a decline among phuki group is the property inheritance and lack of support 
needed from the phuki group in times of hardship. Similar point my informant 
also made about it. In the past, phuki group not only own land from which they 
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get fund for organizing and celebrating different rituals and feasts among phuki 
members but also help in times of hardship. A kkya informant informed me that 
his phuki group had a guthi house (guthi che`) where they used to accommodate 
their members whenever they were in need. For example, if the family breaks up 
and no place to stay then the phuki group helps out by accommodating the broken 
family till they could build a new house. However, at present his phuki house is 
taken over by the last phukf member who resided there on the ground of phuki's 
compassion and help. Now he has turned the phuki house to became his private 
property. Legally, it is too much troublesome to claim the house back so phuki 
members just ignore it. However, the phuki members still have access to a shrine 
room inside the house for the annual celebration. 
The communal property of the phuki group, which generates some income 
to the phuki group is decreased drastically as a result of the land reform law and 
the corruptions by the phuki members themselves. Therefore, at present there is 
little chance of inheriting land or property from the phuki group. In addition, the 
role of phuki group with the household is also reduced to nil except for some 
annual ritual or death occasions. Regarding such feature of Newars, Gellner 
(1995: 25) correctly argues, `With the new political, economic, and legal order of 
post-1951 Nepal, there is little chance of inheriting land or property from lineage 
mates without male issue. There is also less likelihood of needing the backing of a 
lineage in times of hardship or disputes (and less likelihood of their giving it in 
any case)'. Despite such decline of phuki group there are also cases with many 
castes where the phuki group have mobilized themselves to set up a fund (in a 
bank) for the communal worship of the lineage deity and annual celebration . 
The significance of digu dyall püjd is not only solidarity among phuki 
members but to accept new member into the lineage. On the day of the digu dyah 
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püjä, new daughters-in-law are introduced to the lineage deity, who will then be 
considered as full members of their husband's lineage. " Having entered the phuki 
group she is entitled for proper funeral by her husband's phuki and funeral guthi 
when she dies. Traditionally, a single phuki group is represented by a lineage 
deity, but there are cases whereby the phuki is split into smaller units, as in the 
case of marriage (see Gellner and Pradhan 1995: 175). When such a split occurs, 
the splinter group will then be excluded from the common worship of the lineage 
deity and it will have to organize their own worship of the same lineage deity. As 
for taking turns with the kikipd, the splinter group may take a section of the 
original kikipä, or create another one for themselves in the image of the original 
kikipä. To the older generation, marriage between these smaller phuki groups is 
still prohibited as they are still considered as part of the same phuki, although 
there are cases where marriage between these members of these phuki have taken 
place. 
By participating in the digu dyah piijd the agnatic kinship tics arc defined 
and reinforced. New members of the kin group are also fully constituted, 
including new daughters-in-law and the newly initiated boys. Those who do not 
participate in the ritual are considered as separate from the agnatic group. 
Therefore the digu dyah piüjä is an occasion to express solidarity with or 
separation from the agnatic group. 
However, I also found that many high caste Newars of southern 
Kathmandu have given up this annual worship of the lineage deity in recent years. 
Those who still observe the festivals do so in groups of two or three phuki 
il For Hindu ýrgthas, the new daughter-in-law is excluded from the digu dyali piijd for the first 
year, and in the second year, although she is allowed to attend the ritual, she is not permitted to 
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households. Maharjan and other lower castes confirm that they still observe this 
although in a smaller scale (cf. Gellner 1995: 25). 
8.2.3 Festivals involving married-out kin (Nakhatyd) 
The reunion of married-out kin is a uniquely Newar practice, and is 
significant part of Newar festive feasts called nakhatyä. Nakthatyä in social 
implication affirms the relationship between ego's household and the married-out 
kin. Newars say that they invite married-out kin for nakhatyä at least six times a 
year and invite jilajä (dilaja") or husbands of married-out female for the major 
festivals only, i. e. 2-4 times a year. According to many ýäkya women of southern 
Kathmandu they list eleven festivals when nakhatyä has to be invited (sec Table 
8.1 and Appendix at the end of the chapter. ). 
The nakhatyd is an important festival for a married woman, and those who 
do not have a natal home to go to are often looked down upon by Neorar society 
as the following case study shows: 
Hirashobha, a woman of Sakya caste from southern Kathmandu, 
was married to another Sakya from a wealthy family in I. alitpur. 
Soon after her marriage, her father passed away, precipitating the 
break-up of her natal home. Her five brothers had a big quarrel, 
after which they separated into different households. Her mother 
who was left alone in the natal home decided to sell off her 
property and went to live in India. Because Hirashova's natal kin 
were too far for nakhatyä festivals, she. was trapped in her 
husband's household, when other daughters-in-law would be 
perform any ritual. Only in the third year is she allowed to perform the full rituals for the digu 
dyai püjä. (Vergati 1995: 46-7) 
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visiting their natal home and taking their children to visit their 
maternal kin. Similarly, she could not invite her husband to the 
nakhatyä feast. Her presence in her husband's home during the 
nakhatyd festivals drew sarcasm from her in-laws. Her children 
were also unable to understand why they could not visit their 
mother's natal home as other children did. The situation was 
further exacerbated when her in-laws used her isolation to their 
advantage and mistreated her. She felt abandoned and alone 
without the support of her natal home. 
Table 8.1: List of nakhatyä celebrated in southern Kathmandu 
Festivals Invitees Inviting da 
1. De-püjä Married-out daughters On the festival day 
and her children itself 
2. Sithinakhah Married-out daughters On the festival day 
and her children itself 
3. Gathämugali Married-out daughters Next day of the festival 
and her children 
4. Gunpunhi Married-out daughters Next day of the festival 
and her children Sä " 
5. Yeyä punhi Married-out daughters A day before festival 
and her children Cahre ' 
6. Pacimarha ' Married-out daughters, On the festival day 
her children, and itself 
husband, 
granddaughters and 
their husbands 
7. Pähäcarhe Married-out daughters Next day of the festival 
and her children* 
8. Mohani nakhah Married-out daughters A day before of the 
and her children festival 
9. Swanti nakhah Married-out daughters, Next day after Kija 
her children and pujä 
husband 
10. Yomadhi punhi Married-out daughters On the festival day 
an d her children° itself 
11. Disi püjä Married-out daughters On the festival day 
and her children itself 
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Note: ' It is the day when Kwnari chariot is pulled in southern Kathmandu areas 
This is the main festival of southern Kathmandu. 
° For these nakhatyäs among Maharjan they also invite sons-in-law. 
This example illustrates how nakhatyä is a vital link between a married 
woman and her natal home, her place of refuge in times of trouble, and how links 
to the natal home are a source both of security and of status for a married woman. 
8.2.3.1 Nakhatyä: Inviting married-out kin to their natal homes. 
In previous chapters, it was pointed out that a married-out woman is 
considered a part of her husband's household and lineage. However, at some 
festivals the married-out woman is invited back to her natal home with her 
children. On these days, the married-out daughter not only comes back to her 
natal home but also resumes her duties as a daughter for the day, which means 
helping to prepare and serve food at the feast as well as partaking in the feast. 12 
The return of the married-out daughter (or the absence of the daughter-in-law, 
depending on the household) shows that the kinship tie between the daughter and 
her natal home is not completely severed. In fact, the re-admittance of the 
daughter into her natal household and the resumption of household duties 
reinforces her ties to her natal home. The married-out daughter would also bring 
with her her children, which is a chance for her natal kin to reinforce their kinship 
ties with her and her children. On some major occasions, the married-out 
daughter's husband is also invited for the evening feast at her natal home which is 
12 The movement of married-out daughters to their natal homes also means the absence of the 
daughters-in-law, and in households where there is no married-out daughter to return to help in the 
feast, the job falls on the remaining female members of the household. 
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another chance for women's natal kin to tie affirm kinship tics with her husband 
and her husband's household. 
The fact that married-out kin are not invited to the main festivals, but 
rather to what is called nakhatyä, the feast after (or sometimes before) the main 
festival reinforces the idea that married-out kin are not part of the main household 
unit, but rather a secondary part of it. The role that she has to play during this 
time is also ambiguous. The female usually has to go to her natal home in the 
morning and help prepare for the feast, to which her husband is invited. While her 
husband is considered as guest in her natal home, she is not. On this day, she will 
replay her role as the daughter of the household, preparing and serving the food. 
In southern Kathmandu, there are at least seven main festivals (mohani, snanti, 
ghyahcäku sänhu, yomarhi punhi, güpunhi, päh3cahre and sithinakhah) and two 
main jäträs (Indra Jäträ and Janbähädyah Jäträ) for which the married-out 
daughter will return to her natal home. Nakhatyds are social obligations followed 
by all castes, however, with some castes and households they may invite nakhatyä 
more often than others because some festivals have more significance to 
particular caste groups than others, or just simply following individual choice. 
It is not for every nakhah that husbands of married-out sisters and 
daughters are invited to participate in their natal homes. However, it is obligatory 
among all Newars of southern Kathmandu to invite husbands of married-out 
sisters and daughters at least twice a year on the occasions of mohanT and svanti. 
Some castes invite their married-out kin more than twice a year. For example, 
among the Maharjans, they also invite husbands of married-out sisters and 
daughters for the yomarhi punhi (during November-December) festival because 
the festival itself is closely related with farmers'- harvesting cycle. Likewise, 
among Untouchable caste of Dyahlä they also invite their husbands of married- 
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out sisters and daughters for pdhdcahre festival because it is their biggest festival 
of the year. 
8.2.3.2 Kija püjä: Worshipping one's brothers 
Kijd püjd is part of sivanti, which is the definitive festival for Ncwars. " It 
is celebrated the day after mha püjä. On this day, sisters worship their younger 
brothers and provide for them a feast. In return, the younger brothers will bring 
gifts for their sister, usually a sari, blouse, a piece of cloth, jewellery or money. In 
the case where the sister is married, the younger brothers will go to their sister's 
husband's house to attend the ritual and feast. However, there are also some 
castes whereby the married sister will return to the natal home to perform the 
ritual. The procedure of the ritual is the same as that for mha püjd, the exception 
being that the main performer of the ritual is the sister. In cases where there is no 
elder sister, the younger sister will perform the ritual, or if there are no daughters 
in the family, then a girl from another household will be `adopted' solely for the 
purpose of this ritual. Also, although the word kijä means younger brother, in the 
case where there are no younger brothers, then the elder brother will step in to 
participate in the ritual. Likewise, if there is no brothers in a household to perform 
the kijä püjä, a male from another household will be `adopted'. 
According to Newar legend, a boy who was on the brink of death was 
saved by his elder sister who performed a ritual. It is this ritual which is re- 
enacted on the day of kijä püjd by sisters to prolong the lives of their brothers. 
Kijä püjä is also an occasion when there is movement between two household 
13 For detail of the Kijd püjd festival, see Nepali (1965: 382-3), Anderson (1977: 172-3), Lewis 
(1984: 402-3), Toffin (1984: 541-2). 
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joined by marriage. In cases where the sister hosts the kijä püjd ritual in her 
husband's house, her younger brothers from her natal home will visit her, 
bringing gifts. It is also believed that the kijä püjd ritual enables the younger 
brothers to show their support for their married sister. At the same time, it also 
demonstrates the important role of the mother's brother in her married life. 
Finally, the feast which the sister provides for her younger brothers is paid for by 
her husband, which could be interpreted as his regard for his wife's brothers' role 
in their family life, especially in the case of his children. 
8.2.4 Festivals involving all members of a caste (Jät bhway) 
One's caste affiliation is an extension of one's kin group (Leach 1960: 8, 
Karve 1990: 5) As such, caste membership is bound by rules and obligations 
concerning marriage, initiation and death. Newars often refer to their caste 
members as their brothers. For example, kkyas in Kathmandu they always claim 
that kkyas of the same bähäh are brothers and are all descendants of the same 
äju (literally means `grandfather') or the ancestor, thus making marriage between 
incestuous. Similarly, among other castes, caste-based kinship tics are defined 
primarily by having a common lineage deity, although no one can actually trace 
their genealogy to the deity or, for that matter, their links with each other. 
There are festivals and rituals which are celebrated at the caste level, some 
of which are specific to certain castes. For instance, in Kathmandu, the 
Vajräciirya Buddhist priestly caste celebrate de äcäh gii; the Tulädhar Buddhist 
merchant caste have digukhyah guthi; the Mänandhar oil-presser castes have a 
caste feast called svayambhii bhway (literally means swayambhü feast), which is 
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also traditionally known as nhyesalz säymi bhway or `feast for 700 sdymi"14; and 
the Citrakär painter castes have their own `caste feasts' (jät bhit'ay). However, 
only some of the smaller caste groups have such single traditional caste 
organization and caste feast to celebrate annually. 
Every year on the eighth and ninth of the full moon (cilldthwa) of Caitra 
(durü cya cy3) which falls around March-April, the Vajräcäryas of the 
Kathmandu have a traditional caste gathering at kntipur on Svayambhu hill 
which is known as de dcäh gii. De äcäh gil is the regional caste organizational 
guthi of Vajräcäryas, the Buddhist priestly caste of the Kathmandu which consists 
of 2152 Vajräcärya members (in 1995). At this-festival, all the Vajräcärya 
members of the Kathmandu from 18 Vajräcärya bähds gather to perform a ritual 
and for a communal feast. This is an exclusive only to Vajräcärya of the 
Kathmandu city. The celebration includes the ritual of accepting of the newly 
initiated Vajräcärya to be members of the de äcäh gii. 
With increasing politicization and urbanization, the traditional caste 
organizations (guthi) have diversified their interests from ritual roles to include 
monitoring the social and economic status of their members as well as regulating 
rules concerning marriage and divorce. This example has also been followed by 
other castes organization which are not as developed or established as the caste 
guthis mentioned above. Even traditional rituals are being revised by the caste 
organization, as the `rules for social improvement' (samäj sudhär niyamävali) 
testify. These dictate the performance of life-cycle rituals right down to the 
14 In 1995 there are 1210 Mänandhars who participated in that year of svayambhii bhvaye. 
Traditionally, this feast is celebrated only by Manandhars of Kathmandu which are divided into 
nine localities of Manandhars: läykusah, phalcäsäh, daisäh, nhusäh, casähn, pukhudyä, vätu, 
tälächi, and thähiti. The feast was also exclusively for male members alone, however, from 1994 
new brides of the year are invited to the feast and other women can join if she wish to. 
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quantity and quality of the prestations involved and the number of persons that 
should be included in the rituals. With regards to the caste feast, it is the duty of 
these new organizations to co-ordinate the caste feast, calculating the costs and 
raising money for the feast. Now almost every caste group in Kathmandu has 
such caste organization (see chapter II for list of caste organizations). Caste 
festivals vary according to caste. Some organize a feast for all caste members, 
while others may have a procession through the city. 
8.2.5 Festivals involving all castes or Inter-caste festivals (Jätrd) 
Newars in Kathmandu often claim that they are children (macä khäcä) or 
kin of certain gods and goddesses, and this is reflected in the reference terms that 
they use. For example, the guardian deity of southern Kathmandu, Pacali Bhairav, 
is referred to as äju or grandfather. Likewise, äju dyah or indräju dyah refer to the 
grandfather god Indra, for whom the Indra jäträ is held. The festivals which are 
celebrated in southern Kathmandu reflect the kinship ties that bind man and god, 
and each caste to each other. The kinship ties are often found in myths and 
legends, but they take on a physical manifestation when we consider the various 
actors in the festivals and the roles that they play. Like members of a family at 
mha püjä, each caste has its specific role to play at such festivals, and changes in 
the allocation of duties has severe implications on the unity of Newars in the 
territory. Because some of these festivals are unique to southern Kathmandu, 
participation in them is to define one's identity as a Newar of southern 
Kathmandu. This in turn affects one's decisions affecting kinship, not least 
marriage alliances. 
Annually there are few main festivals which are celebrated and 
participated, directly and/or indirectly, in a regional level by all castes of 
Kathmandu. They are known as jäträ, or festival which involve a palanquin or 
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chariot processions of some images of gods and goddess or humans portraying as 
some gods and goddesses. In southern Kathmandu alone there are three main 
jdträs which are celebrated in such regional level: Ycyäh or Indra jäträ (August- 
September), Pacali Bhairav jäträ (September-October) and Janabältädyali jätrd 
(March-April). On those jdtrds the whole city is in jubilant mood. The street are 
packed with all walks of life both spectators and participants of the jätrds. The 
music and dances of different castes fill the streets and see the co-operation 
among different castes. 
The successful organization of these events require a huge involvement 
from the different castes of Kathmandu. It is a public display of all castes working 
together for the completion of the jnträ. Each caste has their duties in the jäträs. 
Despite the socio-religious aspect of the jäträ, the participation on the jäträ itself 
has significant meaning to Newars of Kathmandu. Many informants often refer 
the participation to such jäträ as an evidence to support their long residence in 
Kathmandu. During my fieldwork, some informants used the fact that they are a 
part of the jäträ as an evidence of their indigenousness in Kathmandu. To 
maintain their claim to be children of certain gods and goddesses each caste has to 
fulfil its ritual duty towards those gods or at to least participate in jäträs which are 
performed in honour of those deities; they also have to offer worship to those 
deities at least once a year. 
Newars of southern Kathmandu often refer three jäträs to link themselves 
with the kwahne territory. The most referred one is Pacali Bhairav, the guardian 
god of the southern Kathmandu and its jäträ during mohanf. Secondly, the 
Kumäri jäträ and thirdly the Janabähädyah jäträ. Although these festivals are 
religious occasions supported with myth and legends of the city it binds different 
deities with local Newars of different castes. 
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8.2.5.1 Yeyäh: the Kathmandu festival 
One of the main festivals of Kathmandu is ycyähls or the `Kathmandu 
festival'. The yeyäh festival is made of series of festivals. It is a festival within a 
festival, so to speak. The yeyäll festival16 includes four sub-festivals: upaku 
wanegu, Indra jätra, Kwmrijätra and the public exhibition of the Bhairav masks 
and images of various gods in the city. 
However, the first festival is the upäku tivanegu ritual, the ritual 
circumambulation of the old Kathmandu in commemoration of the deceased kin 
takes place. With the fact that this festival has a lot to do with deceased kin it is 
also called `the dead people's festival' (sipinigu nakhah) (Gellner 1992: 219). 
During this festival, each caste will make a procession which marks the 
boundaries of city walls of old Kathmandu. R. P. Pradhan (1986) has argued that 
it also marks the boundaries between the physical and the spiritual world. This 
clearly shows upäku wanegu is an occasion to express the link with one's 
deceased kin. However, not all castes are involved in the procession. Hindu castes 
such as Räjopädhyäya, ýresthas, Käranjits and Kapäli, perform this kind of 
circumambulation of the city on another occasion, i. e. on the säpäru (Gai Jäträ) 
or procession with cows for dead (during August-September). In the upäku 
wanegu parade the Untouchable castes do not participate; however, they visit 
different open shrines (pitha) on behalf of their recently deceased kin prior to the 
yeyäh festival itself (on the eighth of the bright half of Bhädra (September- 
October). The Udäy caste, in addition to observing upäku ' t'anegu, have an 
additional day when the entire family of the recent dead family, led by a young 
11 9= an old name of Kathmandu and ya z= festival with a procession 
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girl of the family and accompanied by Maharjan attendants bearing lamps, and 
other wick clay lamps follow along the Kumäri procession route in honour of 
their recent deads (pnlcäbyü it'anegu) on the first day of Kumäri chariot 
procession in southern Kathmandu (kwalineyäll). The family men give out clay 
lamps as they call upon all of their friends who have houses and shops along the 
route. Udäy give out three different styles of lamps according to the degree of 
intimacy with the family. 
The name of the festival itself, `the Kathmandu festival', clearly shows 
that it is the unique festival related with Kathmandu; therefore, it is both a 
regional festival focused in Kathmandu and a pan-Newar festival celebrated 
elsewhere. The yeyäh festival lasts for eight days from the twelfth of the bright 
half of Bhädra or Yäläthva (August-September) until the fourth day of the dark 
half of Alvin or Yälägä (September-October). It `involves nearly all the Ncwar 
city dwellers of Kathmandu, Buddhist and Hindu, jyüpi (pure castes) and majyüpi 
(impure castes)' (Toffin 1992: 74). However, this festival belongs not only to 
Newars but is also participated in by the King, and accordingly it is appropriately 
named by Toffin (1992) as a royal festival. Several descriptions of yeyäh festival 
has been written by other authors" so I shall limit myself to describing how 
different Newars castes co-operate together to celebrate the festival. 
In the Indra Jäträ, only the Maharjan and Vajräcärya castes are involved in 
the making of the Indra icon in the public spheres. In southern Kathmandu, there 
are two sites where the Indra icon is assembled: Maru and Jyäh Bähäh. The 
16 For detail of the yenyäh festival see Nepali 1965: 358-69; Sayami 1972: 10-17; Allen 1975: 16- 
17; P. Vajracharya 1975: 24-37; G. V. Vajracharya 1976: 169-81; Anderson 1977: 127-137; 
Pradhan 1986: 378-414; Koirala 1986, Toffin 1992: 73-92 
17 See Toffin (1992), R. P. Pradhan (1986: chapter 10), G. Vajracarya (1976: 172-81 ), Anderson 
(1977: 127-37), Koirala (1985), etc. 
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Vajräcäryas have the specific role of performing a ritual for the deities a day 
before the festival begins (on the eleventh day of bright half of Bhädra). The 
Maharjan caste are the guardian of the Indra in Kathmandu. The other castes, 
however, take part in the festival on a household basis, with each household 
sending a representative to worship Indra. For those households who have had a 
mourning in the same year, oil lamps have to be placed at the icon in 
remembrance of the dead. 
Inter-caste participation is most obvious during the Kumärijäträ. For this 
festival, all castes are involved, from the highest to the lowest. The main living 
gods and goddesses who are worshipped on that day come from the ýäkya caste. 
The Vajräcärya and Karmäcärya priestly castes have the duty to perform rituals to 
the gods and goddesses prior to the chariot pulling. When the Ganesh and Bhairav 
gods are summoned from their homes in Lagan, they are accompanied by the 
Kapäli caste, who will perform music as they make their way to Kumäri house. 
The Citrakär caste has the job of painting the chariot for the procession (Toffin 
1995: 242), and prior to the chariot procession, the Untouchable castes have to 
clean the streets. During the chariot procession the Maharjan castes join the 
procession with their traditional music bands and Kumäri dances in several 
places. Ranjitkär caste personified as the Ldkhe demon and dance along the 
procession with the music played by their caste as well. However, it is in the 
pulling of the chariot that we find all the Newar castes united: all castes are 
allowed to participate in pulling the chariot. As the chariot passes along the route, 
Newars of all castes will offer oil lamps when the chariot passes their doorstep. 
Recently, the pulling is done by military recruits. However, in 1998 Newars of 
Kathmandu ran a campaign to revive their traditional customs and have Newars 
pull the chariot by themselves, as it used to be. Even from the gender point of 
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view the revolutionary practice has begun. The chariot is now pulled by Ncwar 
women for one day. 
On the night of the Kumäri jäträ, a man from the Tämräkarl8, a caste-sub 
group of the Udäy caste, assumes the role of Dägi, the god Indra's mother. 
According to Newar legend, the Dägi led a group of Newars who had lost their 
loved ones to heaven for a reunion. However, the Dägi abandoned them, and a 
group of Mänandhar was sent to fetch them back. In Kathmandu, the procession, 
which is usually made up of women from all castes, will end in Yak! Dalial. i. In 
keeping with the legend, when the Dägi procession has ended, the Mänandhar 
caste begin a Baumata procession, which follows the same route, symbolically 
fetching the Newars back. 
Toffin (1993: 109) gives a good example of a Newar town where not only 
all castes of the town celebrate the festival together but share meat from the same 
buffalo sacrificed to Taleju, the city's god during the Mohan[. He points out that 
in Panauti a sacrificed buffalo is divided into 25 parts of meat and distributed to 
all castes accordingly. '9 
'$ Previous scholars (local and foreign) mention that the role of Dägi is performed by a member of 
the Maharjan caste. However, I was told by a Tämräkär informant that in fact, the role of Dägi is 
assumed by a Tämräkiir male from L, akhecä guthi of Iläche at Maru. 
19 4 parts for Maharjans, the Farmers; 1 part for Kumah, the Potters; 1 part for Karmäcärya priest; 
1 part for Brahman priest; 3 parts for ýregtha merchants who carry torch during the procession 
night; 4 parts for Khadgi, the Butcher; 1 part for Dyahlä, the Fisherman and Sweeper; 1 part for 
Kapäli, the Tailor and Musician; 1 part for Tamang living outskirts; 1 part for musical association; 
1 part for senior representative of quarters; 4 parts for religious guthl of Brahmäyani; 1 part for 
staff of municipality; 1 part for dwdrlie, a senior leader of the town. 
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8.3 Conclusion 
From the household feast to the grand processions, man, spirits and gods 
come together to reaffirm and recreate the tripartite structure that is Newar 
kinship. Household festive feasts define the bhivachi, the basic unit of Ncwar 
kinship, which includes all members under one roof - be they man, the spirits of 
deceased kin or the ubiquitous household god. Aside from the bhit'achr, other 
permutations of kin groups are highlighted from the study of Newar festivals. 
There is the nakhatyä: festivals during which the married out sisters and 
daughters of Ego are invited. There is also the digu dyah püjä, during which time 
all agnatic kin have to worship their lineage deity. Running through these 
examples is the idea that kinship in Newar terms is not only the relationship 
between humans, but also between spirits and deities. From this perspective, the 
celebrations such as Indra Jäträ are extensions of the same idea - only this time, 
all Newars of southern Kathmandu are considered descendants of the same 
ancestor god, and are thus members of the same family. There is an old Newar 
saying that Newars of southern Kathmandu should ideally seek a partner from 
northern Kathmandu. This is reflected in the marriage of Newars of southern 
Kathmandu (see chapter 5): over 70 per cent of all marriages in southern 
Kathmandu are exogamous, i. e. with partners who are from northern Kathmandu 
or beyond. Thus the solidarity that is constituted during inter-caste festivals such 
as Indra Jätra creates a unique identity for Newars of southern Kathmandu that 
has repercussions in their marriage pattern. Therefore, festivals for Newar is like a 
heartbeat of Newar society which regulate the flow of kinship networks within a 
household to a wider spectrum of the city level and keeps it alive. 
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CHAPTER NINE 
Conclusion 
The main purpose of this study was to present the marriage and kinship 
practices of Newars in southern Kathmandu, in the hope that it would enhance the 
understanding of caste as it exists in an urban context. Rather than taking caste as 
a given category, I have looked at the way in which caste is defined in terms of 
marriage and kinship practices. For example, over 80 per cent of all marriages are 
arranged with partners who are considered to be from the same caste; `caste' here 
defined as the groups with whom marriage is permitted, and with whom a full 
marriage ceremony is accorded. This rule of caste endogamy also ensures that the 
offspring of such unions are given a full initiation, which confers upon them the 
rights of a full caste member, i. e. the right to participate in caste rituals, to have a 
say in the running of the caste organization, and to be cremated in the caste 
cremation grounds. 
However, the importance of caste endogamy. is clearest when we consider 
cases of those who break this rule. Not only is inter-caste marriage frowned upon 
in Newar society, but in cases where the father is from the higher caste, the 
offspring of such unions are not accepted as full members of the higher caste 
group. In the case where the woman is from the higher caste, the offspring is not 
accepted into his mother's caste at all. 
In the past, among the kkya and Vajräcärya, the offspring of such unions 
had to accept half-initiation or risk being downgraded in their caste. However, for 
some kkya and Vajräcärya males in southern Kathmandu who have married 
outside their caste, this practice is perceived to be discriminatory. In the words of 
Subarna kkya, `the practice [of half initiation] is like having two kinds of 
citizens in one country. It is a public humiliation that a man's son is treated as a 
second-class citizen by his own lineage' (Vajräcärya 1997: 7). In order to remedy 
the loss of status that befalls the offspring of intercaste marriages, a new inter- 
caste bähäh (see Appendix: Cintämani Mahävihära) was established in southern 
Kathmandu in 1980, whose activities not only mirror that of other bähälis, but 
most importantly, performs the full initiation ritual to the offspring of intcrcastc 
marriages. However, this new inter-caste bähäh is exclusive to 
kkya and 
Vajräcärya men, their offspring and their wives, so long as the wives are from the 
Touchable castes. 
Moreover, recently a new group of Vajräcärya priests of Kathmandu went 
one step further by initiating not only the offspring of intercaste unions of 
täkya 
and Vajräcärya men but offering it to every one, regardless of his caste and 
ethnicity background. With this new movement the Bare chuyegu initiation, 
which has been the means of legitimizing a son of a 
kkya and Vajräcärya to gain 
his caste identity and membership is changing drastically. Now everyone can be 
initiated in the same way as all kkyas and Vajräcäryas but the result is not to 
gain the caste identity as it used to be. The ritual has become a tool to claim 
religious affiliation rather than the traditional caste identity. Nevertheless, 
regardless of liberal ideas of the new group of Vajräcärya priests the traditional 
existing initiation bähähs still do not support and allow this new movement to 
take place in their bähäh grounds. Therefore, a new bdhähl was founded in 
' Installing Akshobya Buddha as the main shrine (kwähpäh dyah) Jinasäghavihär, the second 
bdhäh for intercaste initiation is founded on the T' July 1997 at Vairocan Tirtha (cremation 
ground), below the Swayambhu hill. On the founding occasion 33 offspring born to Citrakär, 
Mänandhar, ýrestha, Nakarmi, Maharjan, Sthäpit, 9äkya and Vajräcärya were initiated 
(Vajräcärya 1997: 20). It is assumed that these offspring are born to intercaste unions between 
gäkya and Vajräcärya man and lower caste women although it is not mention in the publication. 
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Kathmandu in 1997 where initiation is not restricted only to kkyas and 
Vajräcäryas and their intercaste offspring but is offered to all Newars and non- 
Newars alike. 
The establishment of new bähälis has caused a stir among conservative 
Newars, who believe that it is challenging Newar ideas about lineage and identity. 
A Newar's identity is defined by his lineage and The purpose of the initiation 
ritual is to affirm his full membership into his lineage. The fact that the offspring 
of intercaste unions are initiated at the intercaste bdhäh means that father and son 
belong to different lineages and bdhälis. Also, the fact that the bdh4ji is not an 
offshoot of traditional lineage bähdh means that it is not recognized by other 
Sdkyas and Vajräcäryas, nor are the initiates from the intercaste bähäh considered 
to be equal of other kkyas and Vajräcäryas. It is for the fathers to `preserve some 
semblance of their traditional ways and to make sure that their sons get the 
essential caste initiation' (Locke 1985: 413). 
The case of the intercaste bähäh illustrates that caste is still an important 
vector of identity, so much so that new bähähs, rituals and organizations are set 
up to maintain caste identity in the event of an inter-caste marriage. Although 
intercaste marriages have been blamed for the dilution of caste, the emergence of 
intercaste bähähs which initiate the offspring of such unions are an attempt to 
enforce caste identity upon these otherwise marginal persons. The main motive of 
those who are advocating the full initiation of intercaste children is the 
continuation of caste through the father, at least in name and ritual, although not 
in lineage. Therefore, what we see is not so much a decline of caste, but the 
strengthening of caste identity and the creative addition of new categories which 
support rather than challenge the ideology of caste. In addition, despite claiming 
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one's caste identity, with many Buddhist castes the same ritual also works to 
strengthen one's religious identity. 
From the household feast to the grand processions, man, spirits and deities 
come together to constitute the tripartite structure that is Ncwar kinship. For 
Newars, deities are not regarded as external beings; instead Newars claim kinship 
with deities, whom they refer to as their Aju (forefather). Some of these deities 
are exclusive to particular castes, while others are shared, although the two castes 
do not consider themselves related despite worshipping the same ancestor. From 
this perspective, the ritual of niha pujä, which is the worship of one's own body, 
is essentially the worship of the embodied sacredness that is inherited through the 
Newar bloodline. Although everyone in a caste is related by virtue of the common 
ancestor deity, marriage is not considered incestuous as long as it is between 
members of different clans (khalah). However, the existence of a common 
ancestor deity is at odds with the ideal of caste endogamy, since it means that 
technically, marriage between those who have the same ancestor deity is 
tantamount to incest. This is counterbalanced by the existence of derivative 
deities, which head the khalalzs and serve to differentiate between members of the 
same caste. In terms of marriage practices, unions between people from two 
different khalahs is permitted, which ensures that the ideal of caste endogamy is 
still maintained. There is also the seven-generation rule, which prohibits union 
between two people who are related to each other within seven generations from 
Ego. In this way, caste identity is maintained through endogamy despite their 
links with each other through a common ancestor deity. 
The role of the ancestor deities in uniting and differentiating between 
groups can also be seen from the example of the Pacali Bhairav jäträ festival. At 
this level, all Newars of southern Kathmandu are considered descendants from the 
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same ancestor god, and are thus members of the same family. The solidarity that 
is constituted during inter-caste festivals such as Pacali Bhairav jäträ defines a 
unique identity for Newars from southern Kathmandu, and defines southern 
Kathmandu as a separate entity from northern Kathmandu. This idea was 
described in the work of Levy (1990: 16) who likens the city space to a `marked 
stage' upon which the `civic ballet' is performed. The various festivals that are 
celebrated are but different rhythms and tempos which mark the movements in 
the ballet, and they serve to define the spatial and symbolic boundaries of the city. 
These examples show the extent to which religion and social organization 
are deeply interwoven in Newar society, an idea that Toffin sees as fundamental: 
`If there is one thread which characterizes Newar society, it is the pervasiveness 
of religion at all level of social structure. Ritual and belief on one side and social 
relations and institutions on the other appear together without either domain being 
clearly distinguished from the other' (Toffin 1984: 593). 
While this study has tried to delineate patterns of marriage and kinship, it 
also recognizes the exceptions and variations when it comes to the individual 
castes. Factors such as caste population and position in the caste hierarchy play a 
role in determining the types of rituals that are performed and the level of caste 
organization. During my fieldwork, I have also perceived some changes in the 
performance of traditional caste duties, most notably with the Kdranjit and Kapäli 
castes in southern Kathmandu. Traditionally, the -Käranjit and Kapäli are the 
recipients of the death pollution of the higher castes, but from the early 1990's, 
the caste guthis of both castes moved to ban all members from accepting the death 
pollution. In 1995, the ban was fully enforced, such that members who disobeyed 
would be excommunicated by the guthi and their own caste fellows. As a result, 
the death pollution prestations of the higher castes are simply thrown away into 
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rivers. However, among the Kapäli and Käranjit, the ban, although observed, has 
not been accepted across the board -a few elders I spoke to lamented the loss of 
their traditional duty which they considered as their dharma or moral duty, but 
they are powerless against the younger reformist elements of their caste. The 
conflict of interest between the old and new generations which was highlighted by 
Toffin (1984: 593), is particularly relevant to the case of the Käranjit and Kapäli 
caste of southern Kathmandu. It shows the dynamics of defining caste identity; 
that caste profession and, indeed, caste identity is nit simply a given attribute but 
rather the product of inner conflicts and tensions within the caste itself. 
In sum, although intercaste marriages have been blamed for the dilution of 
caste, the emergence of intercaste groups and secular caste organizations arc 
attempts to enforce caste identity. Although many educated Newars may now 
claim that intercaste marriages are acceptable, in practice caste endogamy is still 
the highest norm even in the urban context of Kathmandu. Although Ncwars 
claim that the joint family is declining, my figures tend to show that it is still 
intact regardless of the city's modern development. The practical importance of 
Newar lineage (kawah) and clan (khalah) is declining fast but the bigger caste 
organizations are taking their place. In Newar feasts, in addition to the importance 
of kinship nexuses, the circles of friends are increasing. Some modern Newars 
have replaced many traditional ways of observing life-cycle rituals with new 
invented Theravada Buddhist rituals. Despite all these on-going changes in Newar 
society, it remains essentially true to say that caste is still an important vector of 
Newar identity. Behind all kinds of reformations and transformations, the 
preferred marriage pattern is still caste-endogamous and the nexus of kin is still 
highly relevant and necessary throughout the life of a Newar. 
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Appendix: Cintämani Mahävihara, the first Intercaste bähäh of Nepal 
According to the interview with Mr Subarna Shakya, Mr Buddhiharsha 
Bajracarya and Mr Subarna Shakya founded a Sarbahit guthi, meaning `welfare 
to all' ritual organization on October 1978 (32 Bhädra BS 2035) at Ong Bähäh, 
Kathmandu Ward 23. This was the first unprecedented bähäh of its kind. The 
objectives of the guthi are: 
1. To incorporate the offspring born of intercaste marriages between men 
from ýäkya and Vajräcärya castes and women from other castes into 
the offspring's father's ancestor's lineage by performing the traditional 
customs of the lineage from birth to death without discrimination. 
2. To give full initiation (Vandhydbhisek bigu or Bare chuyegu) to the 
offspring according to the custom of the lineage as a protest against 
the kkyas and Vajräcäryas of Nepal who uphold the value of caste 
hierarchy and discriminate against the offspring born to intcrcaste 
unions by means of expelling them from their father's lineage (kula) 
and treat them as second class citizens by not allowing them to be 
fully initiated into the lineage (kulayvandhyäbhisek). 
3. Following the traditional practice of kkyas and Vajräcdryas of Nepal, 
[the Sarbahit guthi] will establish its own bähäh which will allow the 
offspring [of intercaste unions] to enter the main shrine room 
(kwähpäh dyah) during the initiation ritual and to form their own caste 
group (sarvasägha). 
4. Reform customary behaviour to reflect the changing times in order to 
prevent the extinction of caste identity. 
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Establishment of the Bähäh: Cintämani Vihära was originally founded in 
1941 as a branch of another monastery (bnhdh) at Teku Dovan, the confluence of 
the Bagmati and Vi§numati rivers. The bähäh later became defunct, but in 1978 
the Sarbahit guthi took over the bähäh and renamed it as `Cintämatii 
Mahävihära'. The rituals were performed to consecrate the bähäh to enable full 
initiation rituals to be performed. 
So far 38 intercaste boys have been initiated in this bähäl: on three 
different occasions: 
1. The first initiation was held on February, 1980 (2037/10/24) 16 boys; 
2. The second initiation was on March 1987 (2044/11123) 13 boys 
3. The third initiation was on April 1995 (2052/12/24) 9 boys. 
The members (sarvasägha): The bfihdh has 71 members, including those 
who were initiated at Cintämani Mahävihära and those who originally had been 
initiated at their lineage bdhäh but who have left their lineage bähäh and become 
members of Cintämani Mahävihära. 
The management of the gutbi: Every year on the fifth day of the full moon 
of Kärtik (Kärtik gukla päcami) the si guthi (funeral association) will observe the 
occasion with rituals and a feast without caste discrimination. 
Comment: Although the constitution of the Sarbahit gutbi states that all 
combinations of intercaste unions are allowed to be members of the gutbi, in 
practice it is understood that only intercaste unions within the touchable castes are 
permitted. Unions with Untouchable castes are not allowed or recognized. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 
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Plate 1. A member of the bereaved family From a Hindu Ncwar caste dressed 
as a symbolic cow walk along the ritual procession route of Kathmandu city 
during S1 päru festival. 
mim 
Plate 2. A girl from the bereaved 
family from a Buddhist caste, Udäy, 
walking along the ritual route of 
Kathmandu during the first day of 
Kumari Jäträ. The bereaved family 
gives out clay lamps along the 
route. The lamps are of three 
different styles and it is given away 
according to the degree of intimacy 
with the family. 
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Plale 3. Klhadgi, the Butchcr 
caste participating in a 
intercastc festival by playing 
their hereditors' caste-based 
music, Viykhi b) ijir. 
Plate 4. (back to samara) 
Napit, the Barber woman 
cutting the toe-nails of a 
Säkya girl as a part cal' the ihi 
ritual. 
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1'/ale 5. Dyahla, the Sweeper caste still earn their livelihood by sweeping the public 
streets but are now paid by the local government. 
Ylaie 6. A 86 year-old 
Cyanikhalah male. 
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Plate 8. A Dyahlä housc 
in Kathmandu city. 
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Peale 7. Dyahll girls playing around their locality 
P/gate 9 and 10. A Tämräkär, member of the Lakheca guthi dressed as the Dägi, 
I ndra's mother (with face mask) to lead mourners from all castes (dressed in white) 
to visit their dead families in heaven. 
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P/ale /I and 12. An annual display cif Bahi dyah, the Buddhas during the festival of 
Bahidyah hwaycgu in Kathmandu city. At the same time, clothes cif the dead members 
of the hahürh are also displayed and worshipped. 
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Platy 13. Five Vajräcärya priests perform a public ritual during the Kumari Jatra. 
/'law /4. 'Hic milii u recruits are helping to erect the vahsii pole during the ycyäh 
Festival. Traditionally, was done by the Mänandhar caste, but nowadays a senior 
Milnandhar only supervises the work (man in circle). 
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l'larle 15. The researcher intervicxving Mahar fans who were preparing for Pacali 
Bhairav J1tr5 at Pacali. 
Pale /0. A Maharjan boy at his caste initiation, Wahlä. On the right as his FZ, 
who has come with food prestations at Pacali. 
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Male 17. A modern Newar wedding procession lcd by a brass band. 
P/ale /8. The Mahaijan o1' Jyä bähäh worshipping the god Indra before placing it 
on the highly-raised stage for the Indra Jäträ. 
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Male 20. Pacali 
Bhairav, the guardian 
god of southern 
Kathmandu. 
35() 
Male / 9. Newars cal al 
castes participate in the 
Jana Mähä Dyah Jätra 
cif Kathmandu eilt'. 
Plate 21 and 22. A couple of Udäy caste celebrate their old-age initiation ritual, i. e. 
to be deified by their kin. The couple's grandchildren (foreground) pull their c hariots 
around the city. The white headbands can the head of the initiate indicates that he has 
many kin because all kin are ritually required to tic headband can the occasion, The 
male kin pull the man and female kin pull the woman. Therefore, the bigger the 
hcadban, the more kin the initiate has. 
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P/ale 23 mil 24. Bhairav masks are displayed dnd worshipped all cwcr 
Kathmandu streets during the ycyäh festival. 
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Plale 25 and 26. IN or divine marriage of Ncwar girls o1' Säkya (above) and 
Mahar jan (below) castes. 
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Male 27. Agnatic kin group (phukis)of a Mahar jan caste gather for worship at 
their lineage deity shrine which is located in the outskirts of old Kathmandu city. 
Plate 28. A Sdkya man (far 
left) holds his household's 
lc k päl, a head ornament of 
belonging to the lineage 
deity. He is accompanied 
by a Vajräcärya priest 
(right). 
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Plate 29. In the Ghahsu, the Vajiacarya priest (right) puts a hat on the mourner 
(left) to mark the end of the year-long mourning period. 
Plate 30. A Mänandhar chief mourner (bottom right) performing sradlra can the 
45th day after a death in his family. The ritual is presided over by a Vajraearya 
priest (bottom left) 
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Male 32. This prestation is sent by the WT to the WG to inform them of the birth 
cif their daughter's child. 
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Plale 31. Jäko, the first rice feeding ritual of a Säkya child. 
The ritual is presided over by a Vajräcarya priest. 
Plale 33. Mha piija or 
'sei l- worshi ppi ng' 
festival. 
Plate 34. Elder sister 
worshipping her younger 
brothers on the oeeassion 
of Kijä piljä or `brother 
worship' day. 
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Male 35. The bride receives `nikahmarhi' or wedding confirmation prestation 
from the groom. There is a piece of paper stuck to the pot stating the auspicious 
date and time cif' «wedding day (sent by the groom's family to the bride's family). 
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/'laic 3O. The LJikhlmadhi, the traditional wedding sweet given by the WT. 
--r 
Male 37. Didi aji, the mid-wife preparing several prestations and offerings for 
household, local and city deities during the birth purification ritual. 
P/ate 38. The child's MB sent these prestations for the birth purification ritual. It 
includes food for the WT's family, a set of mattress, clothes and medicine for the 
child and also clothes for the child's mother and father. 
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Male 39 am'l 40. A Vajrlcärya man and a Säkya Nvoman exchange marriage vows in 
a specially created Buddhist wedding ceremony. The wedding is presided over by 
Theravada Buddhist monks (sec Appendix at the end of Chapter 5). 
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P/ale 41. An old and new. The researcher as participate-observer in a funeral rite 
presided over by Theravaria monks. Plate 42 the members of .w gutbi or Funeral 
organization are making a traditional bier to carry the dead to the cremation ground. 
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